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Climatic Controls 

Introduction. Many of the materials of the crust of the earth are not 
in equilibrium with their environment at its surface for they were eitner : 

cooled fron a molten state or deposited under water: In contact with water 

and air they undergo changes in both vhysical and chemical states. The 

control of the nature and rapidity of these adjustments lies in the clinate. 

We will here discuss the climates of the earth from this standpoint only, 

considering precipitetion, together with seasonal distribution and its 

disposal on reaching the grourd,winds, and temperatures. We must, however, 

not regard climate as fixed. Through geologic time changes have been very 

mariced. - 

fransuission of moisture. All rain and snow which falls on the earth 
ultimetely coues from evaporation of »odies of standing water. However, its 
journey through the atmosphere in the form of vapor may be made in two or 

more stages separated by one or more intervals during which it was 

precipitated and then evenorated from the ground. The ultimate cause of 
precinitation is reCuction in the venor-carr;ing erpacity of the air by 

lowering its temoerature. It is a coincidence that the vapor pressure of 

water in millimeters of mercury at a given tempersture is, within the range 

ordincsrily met with, almost exactly the same as the maximum possible number 
of grans of water in a cubic meter of air. There is no necessary connection z 

between these two quanities. Ordinarily air doas not contain all the moisture 
it can hold at that temperature and the percentage of what it does contain 
of the seximua possible is termed relative humidity, Now, when air is cooled 
its relative humidity inereases until the amount is 100 percent. The 
tem@rature at which this occurs is called the dew noint, If eodled below 
this temper:ture precivitation occurs. If the temperature is aove freezing 
rain or fog results. If below freezing snow crystallizes directly from the 
vapor. 

Causes gt precinitation. Cooling of air which contains moisture is 

due orimarily to ascent for temperature decreases witn elevation. Rising of 

air is dve to (a) local heating, (bd) winds encountering a mountain raitge, 
and. (c) winds rising over a mass of colder heavier air. The first prééess 
accounts for both local afternoon thunder showers and the tronicel rainbelt 
wiich is located in the latitude of maxinum solar radiation moving with the 

seasonal change in position of vertical sun rays. Precipitation on mountains 

is common throughout the world and requires no further comment. At the 

present tne polar regions are perpetually frozen and cold. Cold air which 
flows south (north in the southern hemisphere) encounters the warmer oir of 

equatorial regions. The conbact of northern and southern air is sometimes 

callec the poler front. It is irregular -. in outline, associnted with 

gigentic swirls termed 6yclones, Within these warm, moist air rises above the 

cole northern air giving rise to evclonic precinitation, now spoken of as 

storms along fronts or contacts between air of different source, humidity 

anc temp. rature. These areas heve low atmosphere -ressure and are often 
termed Lows, If, as seems probable, in the geologic vast the poles were 

wermer than now the width of the area through which this belt of storms 

: igrates vith the seasons was once smaller and the vigor of weather changes 

within it was much less than now.
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Winds, The belt of tropical rainfall is marked by rising currents of air, 

low barometric pressure, and by absence of surface winds. The air which flows 
into this belt of calms from farther north and south and, deflected by the ro- 
tation of the earth, forms the very constant northeast and southeast trade 

winds. North and south of the trades descending currents occupy the tropics 

producing another beli of calms, here associated with relatively high atmos-— 
pheric pressure. At present about half the area of each hemisphere is occu- 
pied by a belt of variable winds along the polar front whose prevailing direc- 

tion is from the west. This is the bell of westerlies. The larger continents 
in the belt of west winds afford an exception in that the great seasonal range 
of temperature in the interiors causes winds to blow inward in summer and out- 
ward in winter. These temperature-controlled winds are termed monsoons. 

Seasonal Gistribution of precipitation. In few types of climate is precipita~ 

tion vniform in amount from month to month of the year. The belt of tropical 
rains follows the apparent movement of the sun. In equatorial regions this 
means two rainy seasons in every 12 months, but farther north and south there 
is only one rainy season and the dry period is much longer and more pronounced. 

This is the Savanna belt. Seasonal migration of the subtropical calms brings 
dry weather to regions which at other times are either in the westerlies or 

the trades. It even causes aridity !¥i the Mississipni Valley whenever the 
movement is unusually far north. In past geologic times it doubtless caused 

deserts like the Sahara to extend much farther north than they do now. Relative 

temperatures of sea and land also have an effect on seasonal changes in rain- 
fall. In many places most rain falls when the land is cold. In regions far 

from the sea outflowing winter winds plus reduced evanoration spell a winter 

minimun. 

Disposition of precinitation. Rain which falls on the surface of the 

ground is disposed of by (a) surface runoff into streams, (od) percolation 
into the ground which may or may not emerge later from springs to join the 

surface runoff, (c) direct evanoration from soil or free water surfaces, 

(a) transpiration from vegetation, (8) chemical combination in vegetation and 

minerals. The relative amounts of each disposition is difficult to ascertain 

although estimates of the first two are not particularly difficult. Sxact 
determination of total precipitation on a watershed is inexact because of the 
spotty distribution of individual storms. 

Percolation, Snow which melts on frozen ground must nearly all join the 

surface runoff. The proportion of rain falling on unfrozen ground which per- 

colates into the soil is frequently estimated as a simple percentage of total 

precipitation. Because water which enters the soil must displace air between 
the mineral grains and causes physical changes in the soil it is obvious that 

this is a very inexact method, Uxperiments by Horton indicated that the 
initial rate of infiltration decreases rapidly at the beginning of a rain but 

attains a constant rate after from half an hour to three hours, Fig. 2. 
Ee arrivea at the empirical formula: 

fot, & {fo =f) ge 

where f = rate of infiltration at any time, inches per hour, fo = initial 
. rate, fg = constant rate, e = 2.718, C = a constant factor, and t = time of 

rainfall duration in hours. Physical properties of the soil which control 
entrance of rain comprise (a) texture, (b) structure, (c) vegetation, (d) bio- 
logic structures such as burrows, (8) moisture content, and (f) condition of 
soil if cultivated, sun-cracked, etc. The value of is is attained only dur-+ 
ing heavy and long-continued rains thus increasing surface runoff to cause
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both floods and surface washing. Infiltration capacity is greatest in loose 
sands wnich display a very low pronortion of surface runoff. When soil is 
entirely saturated with water the rate of movement is termed. by Horton 
"transmission capacity". His conclusion was that such saturation is actually 
attained only in the heaviest clay soils. The relation of infiltration 
capacity to rainfall is vitally important to geomorphology and more exact data 
are needed for quanitative study of drainage. 

Runoff in relation to rate of rainfall. It is evident that whenever rain 
falls at a rate less than that of infiltration no runoff is possible. From 
this it follows that no storm may ever reach the point where there is a surplus 
above infiltration on the divides. This accounts for the pauci..ty of streams 

in areas of sandy soil. Rainfall rate generally is highest in brief storms. 
Various empirical formulae show this. Little used the formula; 

re 2 : 

“e 

where r = inches per hour and t is in minutes. Other expressions do not involve 
exponents. 

Retvrn of vercolatiga to streams. Some of the water which percolated 
inut> the soil is used oy “plants. Much is evaporated or transpired by plahts 
and returned to the vapor of the atmosnhere. Evaporation losses in eastern 
U. 3. range from about 18 to over 38 inches pr year. Correlation with 
svmner temperature is approximate. In the region of low rainfall the lines of 
equal loss cross lines of temperature at right angles because there is not 

enough rainfall to supply potential evaporation. Some enters into chemical 
combinations with minerals. The remainfer becomes ground water. Much of the 

ground water reaches the streams either throvgh definite springs or by 

seepage into streams. 

Actual stream flow. The discharce of a stream is determined by measurement 

of its cross section and mean velocity at several different water levels. A 
curve is tien drawn to show relation between water level and discharge. When 

discharges are plotted in resrect to time a very irregular curve is obtained 

of wnich the crests each corresoond to a particular storm. The discharge 
oetween storms is essentially all ground water runoff provided there is no 

storages in la’tes and swamps. From a study of surface and ground water 
runoff in the United States it apnears that; (a) The total runoff is greatest 

with the highest precipitation. (b) Ground weter runoff is largest in regions 
of porous bed rock where there is large subsurface storage. (c) Losses due to 
eveporation are more nearly constant than are other quantities. 

Swaaary. Climatic control of geomorphic forms is concerned chiefly with 

causes for variation in amount of rynoff, intensity of rainfall, frequency of 

heavy rainfall, frequency of freezing and thawing, direction and intensity of 

winds, curation of frozen ground, rather than with the information given on 

conventional climatic maps. Some of these features will be described more fully 
in later sections where their bearing is more fully explained. In this section 

precipitation alone is considered. Water which falls on the ground is disposed 
of by evaporation, including water traaspired by plants, oy soaking into the - :: 
ground’ beyond the reach of subsequent evavoration, and by direct runoff. Much 

of the water which enters the earth returns via springs and seepage to form the 
ground weter runoff. Ground water runoff may be determined from the discharge 

of streams between storms. Its quanitetive ratio to surface runoff depends in
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part on climate but to a large extent of the geology of the watershed. Evapora- 
tion loss is related both to temperature and to total precipitation. In arid 
regions it disposes of almost all the precipitation. 

Section 2. : 
Materials of the earth's surface. 

Introduction. In describing the materials of the earth's surface for the 

purpose of accounting for the present topography the method of approach must of 
necessity be different from that employed in other branches of geology. ie 
must distinguish between consolidated and unconsolidated materials. The former 

are rocks sn@ owe their firm condition to either (a) the irregular shapes of 
constituent particles (commonly minerals) or (>) the presence of a cementing 

compound between the particles. The shapes of particles as well as their 
paysical character determines the mechanical strength of the rock. The chem- 
icel composition and size of the particles determine the reaction of the rock to 
the chemical effects of the atmosphere and water, From the standnoint of 
geomorpholsy the conventional division of rocks into igneous, sedimentary, and 

mevamorphic is aluost meaningless. What is important is the relative resistance 
or durability of rocks to those forces which act upon them when they are at or 

near the surface. For this reason it is to reports upon building stones that 
we must turn for information. The ordinary geologic map ignores many of the : 

factors of durability, such as grain size (texture), porosity, permeability, 
and structure, all of which by controlling both breaking strength and entrance 

of waver arc of profound influence on durability, Chemical composition, if 

shown on a mep, is only one factor. Maps which indicate only’ geologic age are 

almost worthless for geomorphic studies. Because solid rock is commonly found 
beneath unconsolidated material it is often referred to as bed rock. Rocks 
are often divided into two great classed: (a) hard rocks of igneous and meta- 

movohic origin mainly crystalline and “soft rocks, mainly sedimentary, although 

incluaing some kinds of igneous rocks 

Texture, The term texture refers to the size, or range in sizes, of indi- 

vidual particles (commonly minerals) of a rock, It also includes their shape 
and arrangenent. Division of igneous rocks into coarse and fine texture is gen- 

erally only qualitative and no definite standards have been set up, TFragmental 

sedimentary rocks are classified by texture. Texture has a marked influence not 
only on mechanical strength but also on chemical resistance to alteration. Where 
the constituent particles are large it is evident that failure of a single one 

either by breaking or chemical change is much more important than in the case of 
a small particle of a fine-grained rock. Where the constituent minerals have 

good cleavage, as do the micas and feldsvars for instance, parting along those 

planes of weakness extends farther in a cor -se-grained than in a fine grained 

rock. Such failure of a rock then allows more water to penetrate causing chem- 

ical alteration. Available data also appear to indicate that fine-grained massive 

igneous rocks have a higher erushing strength than do coarse-grained rocks of 

similar composition. In general the crystalline rocks with interlocking crystals 

possesses much higher mechanical etrength than do fragmental rocks which have 

been cemented together. In this connection it is well to realize that some sed~ 

imentary rocks, such as dolomite, are distinctly crystalline and hence have high 
crushing strength. The commoner cements are silica, calcite, dolomite, and iron 

oxides. In the case of cemented rocks the degree of cementation is of the first 

imoortance because it affects not only crushing strength but also the entrance 
of water. Sandstone, as shown on a geologic map, may vary from very well cemented
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with low porosity and permeability to a rock little more resistant than is loose 
sand. Quartzite, or sandstone cemented by quartz into a rock so hard that it 

breaks through the original quartz grains, has very high crushing strength as 

well as low porosity and permeability. Shales also vary greatly in durability 
as well as in mechanical strength. Some heve been thoroughly compressed or have 
a cementing substance. Others have a high porosity and low crushing strength. 
All have low permeability because of the small size of individual openings and 
are made of minerals which are in large part resistant to chemical alteration, 
Although much data is available in the literature on porosities of rocks there 
is little on permeability except in connection with studies of underground 
water and petroleum, most of which have little bearing upon conditions which ex- 

ist at the surface. In reference to chemical composition we must be sure to 
discriminate between true limestones made of calcite and dolomites or magnesian . 

limestones because of their difference in reaction with water. 

Structure. Structure refers to the larger features of rocks, the partings 

which divide them, including the attitude of such planes of division. Sedimentary 
anc volcanic rocks display bedding planes which are the result of interruptions 
in deposition. Igneous flows are finer-grained at both top and bottom than they 
are in the middle where cooling was slowest. Gas bubbles are common near the 
top of =» flow and make the rock much weaker than is the rest of the flow. Many 
metamorphic rocks have the crystals of readily cleavable minerals such as mica 
and hornblend arranged parallel producing schistosity. Others have bands of 
different chemical composition producing foliation. Both these factors result 
in weakness of the rock along definite planes. There are no definite standards 

of comarison in regard to the distance apart of bedding planes or other planes 
of weakness. The terms thick-bedded or thin-bedded are very indefinite and many 
geologic descriptions ignore such information. All rocks are more or less broken 

by planes which are due to earth movement. In some localities these planes or 
joints follow a more or less definite pattern in response to the forces which 
produced them. In other localities they are irregular in direction, inclination, 

spacing and continuity because caused by settling or cooling. Many lava flows, 

however, show regular hexagonal columns due to contraction. Standards of compar— 

ison between closely spaced jointing and widely spaced joints are wanting and 

many geologic reports ignore this point. In regions of disturbed sedimentary 

rocks the inclination of bedding planes, the position and direction of folds and 
faults is delineated. In making geologic maps the effect of such earth movements 
on the arrangement of relatively resistant bodies of rock with consequent shaping 

of the topography is an immense aid. 

Unconsolidated deposits or mantle rock. Over most of the earth's surface there 
is a variable thickness of unconsolidated material above the solid bed rock. For 
the most part this surficial mantle rock is due to action of the atmosphere 

(weathering) on the underlying rock. (See Sec. 3) In other localities, such as 

some glaciated districts and the Coastal Plain of southeastern United States 

sedimentary deposits have not yet become consolidated. In these localities bed 

rock lies hundreds or even thousands of feet below the surface. The mantle 

rock in many places contains fragments of consolidated rocks which range from 

small granules to boulders of large size. Mantle rocks may be mixtures with a 
wide renge in size of particles or be assorted to a narrow range of grain size; 

they mey be massive (unstratified) or arranged in layers either of the same or 
of different composition and texture. In some places certain layers have been 

consolidated into rock. In many localities unconsolidated or semi~consolidated 
materials are firmest close to the surface which is exposed to the atmosphere. 
This phenomenon is due to evanoration of ground water leaving a cement and is 
known as case-hardening. It is of great importance in geomorphology.
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Units for description. The lack of quantitative standards of comparison 
by which spacing of joints and bedding planes and grain size of igneous rocks may 

be compared has been noted. Porosity is expressed in per cent of voids. It is 
determinable from the difference between the density of a substance when dry and 
when fully penetrated by water. Permeability is given in many different units. 
In the petroleum industry the commonest is the darcy, which is measured in cubic . 
centimeters of water at a given temperature which are forced through a section 

one centimeter square and one centimeter long by a pressure difference of one 

atmosphere in one second. Crushing strength is given in either pounds per square 

inch or in kilograms per square centimeter, Density is for the metric system 
synonymous with specific gravity, namely a comparison of weight of a specimen 

in air with that submerged in water wheré it loses the weight of its volume of 

water. The following table presents some data which are of interest. Reports 
on building stones also contain information on results of freezing and high 

temperatures upon specimens of different kinds of rocks, 

Tables of data bearing on durability of materials 

Densities and porosities (Birch) 

Porosity, percent Density 
Dry Wet 

Uncondclidated Gumbo soil 5461 lgl9 173 
Clay é 40 60-50 .0 1.30-1,60 1,802.00 
Sandy Soil 53.2 1.25 1.78 
Loess 20.059 .4 0.8 -1.6 1.4+1.93 
Silt 49.9 1.36 1.86 
Sand 30 ,0-48 0 1,371.81 1.85-2.14 
Gravel 20 0-37 .0 1,36-2.05 1,652.39 
Soft Rocks 

Sandstone 0 .9+38.0 1.50~2,68 1,992.73 

Shale 1,5-44,8 1.56-3.17 1,.92=3.21 : 
Limestone 29437 .6 1674-2472 2Be45~-2.77 
Eard rocks 

Grenite slight 2,667 
Gaddro " 2.976 
Diabase wy 2965 

UlLtrabasic " 36370 

Crushing strengths, ke/om® (Birch) 

Average - Range + 

‘Eard Rocks 
» Granite 1480 1110-2310 

Gabbro, basalt 1800 1340-2900 
Gneiss 1560 750-1710 
juartzite 2020 1750-1180 

Slate 1230 780-1650 
(Buckley) 

Rhyolite, Berlin, Wis. 3210 

Granite, fine-graihed, Montello, Wis. 3080 

‘ Granite, coarse-grainad, Pike R., Wis, 1615
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Soft Rocks Average ~ Range + 

Limestone 960 920 22620 

Sandstone 7a: 530—1750 
Tort 310 210-210 

Harble a 1020 710~1600 

Wiagara dolomite up to 2200 (SuckLey) 
Arkosic sandstone, Wisconsin e40 = 
Quartz-cemented sandstone, Wisconsin 830 

Grain sizes of sediments (actual deposits show considerable mixture of sizes) 

U.S. Bureau of Soils Wentworth 
Materials mam mr 

Boulders over 256 
Sobbles 64-256 
Pebbles (gravel) over 1 4-64 
Granules 2-4 
Sand 0.5-1 0 .0625-2.0 

: Silt 0.005-.5 0 .0039-0.0525 
Clay below 0.005 below 0.0089 

Summary. In the study of rocks and other materials of the crust of the earth 
in relation to topographic forms the qualities considered are those which af- 

fect durability at the surface. Some of these vroverties have been outlined 
in the tadles above but their relation to methods of alteration by weathering 
is taken up in the following section. 

Section 3. Weathering 

Introéuction. The nrocesses of weathering are all directed toward placing 
the physical and mineral proverties of the earth's surface into harmony with 
their environment.. Conditions at the surface are much different from those 
under which most of the materials originated. Outstanding results of weather- 
ing are (a) breaking up of solid rocks into small fragments, (b) chemical al- 
teration, mainly in the direction of reduction of density, (c) chemical combi- 
nation with water including solution, and (@) the formetion of prevailingly 
simpler compounds which resist further alteration. The processes of weathering ~~ 
include those which are purely mechanical, those which involve chemical change, 

and those due to the presence of organisms. 

Mechanical weathering. Mechanical weathering consists of reduction in 
size of particles of material without the aid of chemical change. Breaking up 
of rocks and minerals into small particles is also an accompenyment of chemical 

alteration. A very strixing feature of breaking uo of materials is the enormous 

increase of surface area which results. Areas are proportioned to the cube 
of linear dimensions. . Thus if we break up a single particle of a given diameter 

into similar shaped particles of a tenth the linear dimension the surface is 
increased a thousand fold. This rapid rate of increase in surface prepares 
the way for the agents of chemical weathering. One of the most potent of all 
purely vhysical processes which results in breaking up of rocks and other 
materials is frost. Water which enters into pores, bedding planes, joints, 

gas bubbles, and other openings neex the surface is frozen. In many regions 

freezing and thawing take place many times during a year, -On many mountains 

it occurs almost every day, Expansion of water when changed into ice is 
estimated to give a vressure of about 150 tons per square foot or over a ton 
to the square inch. It is true that this pressure is well below the crushing
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strength of many rocks but frost does not crush rocks. Instead it breaks them 

by setting uo tension. Tension tests are not included in tables of physical 
properties although some shearing tests are made. The increase of volume by 
freezing is about 9 per cent and that of linear dimensions about 3 per cent. 
Although this seems small the effect is cumulative because when ice melts the 

water again fills the opening completely. The depth below the surface at 
which freezing occurs varies widely. In southern latitudes freezing is rare 
except in mountains. Going poleward the depth of winter frost increases until 
@ normal of several feet is attained in middle latitudes. In the far north 
as in Siberia and Alaska the ground is permanently frozen to a great depth, 
locally several hundred feet, and only the surface thaws in summer. This 

frozen ground probably dates froma time of colder climate provably associated 

with continental glaciation. A second mechanical process on which most text 
books lay great stress is expansion of rocks from diurnal or seasonal increase 
in temperature. The following table gives some data on this subject. ‘The 

figures are for linear exnansion which is very near to a third of the volu- 

metric change. It is well to recall that crystals vayy in rate of expansion 
according to the internal arrangement of the atoms. 

Expansion in per cent, from 20 C to 100 6 

Quartz, 208 to .14 according to direction in crystal Volume .36 

Hornblende 005 to .06 i ty " W a 16 

Calcite 21? to -.05 q Ht ut " u 08 

Orthoclase 200 to 12 s y " , el2 

Steel .09 (for compafison) 

Ratio of linear expansion of rocks to temperature change 

Granites and rhyolites Gio 10° : 

Andesites and diorites P+ 2 

Basalt, gabbro, diabase Set 1 

Sandstones Ose 2 

Quartzsite a 

Limestone, marble T+ 4 

Slates 9+1x 10-6 

Thermal conductivity of common rocks in watts per centimeter per degree C 
(miltiply by .239 to obtain calories /sec /em /deg.) 

Granites 16 to 85 x 10 ~ 

Diabase, basalt 14 Stones + 

Gabbro 20 to BO tt
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Limestone, marble 14 to 34 x 10 

Quartzsite $9 to 65. 4 

Sandstone @to4a 9 

Slate 16 to 26 CO* 

Shale 10 to 17 ® 

2 ee -3 Sand, dry 2.6 (wet up to 23) x 10 

0 ‘ 73 Clay, dry 2.4 (wet 9 to 16) x 10 

Snow eel 

5 3 Ice @aea x LO 

+n ao 
Water Bgo 20" 

Steel (for comperison) 460 x 10°? 

Although the rates of expansion of rocks are less than those of many common met- 

als there are several weak points in the argument that temperature changes do 
not break rocks. First, rock temnerature is often much higher than adjacent 

air temperatures and is not recorded at weather stations. Second, the low 
conductivity of rock causes a much moré rapid decrease in temperature (steeper 
temperature gradient) in rocks than in many other materials thus bringing 

about marized shearing stress not far below the surface. Third, the expansion 

of rocks is best shown at joints and other openings; if these are far apart 

a considerable total expansion is caused. Fourth, the differences in coeffi- 

cient of expansion in different directions in crystals causes marked shearing 

stressos in them. Fifth, daily revetitions of temperature-induced shear may 
readily cause failure through fatigue, Experiments on small laboratory pieces 

of rock are inconclusive because of the limited total expansion and temperature 
gradient. It may be true, however, that temperature changes do not break up 
‘relatively small rocks. Expansion is naturally most potent in regions of large 
diurnal temperature variation, that is on mountains and in deserts. 

Chemical weathering. Chemical weathering is defined as the work of any 

agent which causes changes in the comnosition of the molecules; it is certainly 

incorreet to limit the agencies concerned to purely inorganic processes. De- 
tails of the sudject of chemical alteration by the atmosphere and by water 
with associated substances in solution are far too complex for discussion in 
this connection. What concerns geomorphology is mainly the alteration in 

physical state brought about by chemical changes, As with the work of temper- 

ature changes, including freezing, these agents cavse an immense increase in 

surface area of vartisles. This results in speeding up the attack of chemical 
agents, Among the most active and abundant of chemical agents we may list 

water, oxygen, carbon iioxide, as well as acids derived either from organisms 

or froma the alteration of sulphides, A large part of the chemical reactions 
of veathering result in minerels which are simpler in chemical compositions 
than they were before, less in density, and consequently in many cases lerger 

in volume.
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Exfoliation. A result of weathering which is of much importance in geo- 

morphology is the breaking off of concentric shells of rock, a process called 
exfoliation. Once regarded as due simoly to temperature changes, perhaps aided 
by surficial chemical alteration, it is now ‘mown that the concentric fractures 

which are best developed in massive crystalline rocks like granite, extend 

too far below the surface for such an explanation. Distance between the part- 
ings increases with depth as has been noted in many granite quarries. It is 
treu, however, that the rounding of boulders of erystalline rocks is in part 
due to chemical attack from both sides of an angular projection. It is now 

believed that a large part of exfoliation is due to relief of load on the rock 
because of erosion of overlying materinl. It also thought the hydration of 

feldspar, once regarded as cue to wéethering, is brovght about during the 

erystallization of the rock by the water vhich 1s then present. This probably 
leaves the rock wnéer stress so that frecwring occurs upon lessening of the 

overlying load. Massive igneous rocks form covaded summits on account of ex- 

foliation. World-famous exfoliation domes are Sugar Losf in the harbor of 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Stone Mountain, Georgia, and Half Dome in Yosemite 

Valley, Calfiornia. The last named has had one side removed by glacial action. 

Qther chemical changes, In general the igneous and metamorphic rocks are 

more susceptible to chemical alteration than are sedimentary rocks formed from 
the products of previous chemical weathering. An example is shale, which, 

although mechanically weak, is mace of clay minerals resulting from chemical 
alteration. Bxcentions to this rule are limestones, gypsum, and salt formed 

from material which was dissolved in water and are therefore relatively soluble 
under weathering conditions. The last two rarely reach the surface in humid 

25 climates. Susceptibility of silicates to weathering increases from quartz, 
through muscovite mica, orthoclase feldspar, biotite mica, alkalie plagioclase, : 

hornblends, augite calcium plagioclase, to olivine. 

Soil formation. The word soil has been used in different ways. Students 

of soibs (nedology) confine its ayplication to the surficial layer, in few 

places much more than a foot deep, in which plants grow and other organisms 
thrive. Many of the older geologists, however, applied, and some still apply, 

the word to the entire unconsolidated material or mantle rock which overlies 

solid bed rock. They spoke of the transported soils of glaciated districts 
‘whereas if we mean only the surface layer we must recognize that its origin 

is essentially the same as in non-glaciated districts, namely alteration in 

situ of broken up rocks. It is only on floodplains and dunes that we find 
material which was made into true soil and then moved to another locality. 
Soil making involves not only the inorganic processes mentioned above but 
also the work of organisms. Bacteria, moulds, fungi, etc, are very abundant 

in soils. Among the minerals formed are many which aid in plant growth by 

the capacity of exchanging bases, calcium for sodium for instance. Bacteria 

and other organisms do not normally extend far below the surface because of 
adverse termerature, lack of oxygen, lack of food, and the presence of products 

nade by other organisms which are poisonous to them. Plants possess the power 

to synthesize new chemical compounds taking the requisite materials from the 
air, water, and minerals already in the soil. On their death the decay of 

organic substances produces many chemical reagents which promote further min- 
eral changes. Minerals like quartz which are extremely resistant to alter- 

ation form very unfavorable soil for the growth of plants. 

Soil profiles. Provided that erosion by wind or water does not remove
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soil as fast as it forms we find a definite order of layers or horizons beneath 
the surface. The horizons differ in chemical and physical nature. At the sur- 
face alteration from original material is so marked that many of the older 

geologists thought that they were dealing with transported materials. The suc- 

cession of layers is known as a soil profile and was first discriminated by 
Russian scientists. The idea was widely disseminated at first that the surface 

soil is determined by climate and vegetation rather than by the rock from which 
it was ultimately derived. Such a view may be correct in some localities but 
it must be realized that a sandstone which consisted wholly of quarts grains 

sould form nothing but a sandy soil regardless of climate. With soils derived 

fvom shale, limestone, or igneous rocks, however, there is more truth to this 

szontention. The surface layer of all soil profiles is for the most part 
light colored because of removal or concealment by carbon of iron compounds. 
This is called the A horizon. Where grass is or was abundant as in prairie 
soils, carbon is so abundant that the color is black. Next below is the B 
horizon, the densest and darkest in color of the sequence. Accumulation of 
very fine particles called colloids is greatest where subsoil drainage is poor 

but the soil is not entirely saturated as it is in swamps and bogs. Where 
drainage was good the fine particles were either carried elsewhere or were 

aggregated into larger ones (flocculation). The color of the B horizon is gen- 

erally red, yellow, or brown, in every case brighter than either overlying or 
underlying material. With poor drainage deep gray or mottled gray and yellow- 
brown is characteristic. True all-year swamps show no definite profile, al~ 
though solution of iron compounds with deposition a few feet below is common. 
Coneretions of oxides of iron and manganese are common in or just below the B 
horizon. Underlying is the C horizon, described by vedologists as parent 
naterial. Geologists, however, recognize that it is vart of the decompose? Yo7 

Sock cr original cevosits which has beon altered almost wholly by inorganic 

processes. It shows leaching of soluble minerals as well as oxidation and 

other chemical changes. : 

Clinatic sontrol of soil formation, In relatively humid warm climates 
the precesses of latcrization, podzolization, and gleization are common, With 

less moisture calcification, salinization, solonization, and solidization cecur. 

In the far north under arctic conditions tundra soils are formed which are 
‘somewhat similar to the bog soils of lower latitudes, but with less organic 

matter. Laterization occurs in moist humid climates, Iron and aluminum oxides 
accumulate under some conditions in volume and nurity of usable ores, . Silica 
is dissolved. Transitional toward the cooler zones are red and yellow soils 

characteristic of southeastern United States. Podzolization occurs in dense 
forests of the far north where evaporation is slow. The A horizon is robbed 
of silica, alumina, and iron compounds leaving a very light colored soil known 

as bleicherde or bleached earth. Such soil is very poor for ordinary crops 

although it supports trees with deep roots. The iron oxides accumulate in the 
B horizon forming a hardpan known as ortstein. To the south where forests were 
more open gray-brown podzolic soils formed. Here the ground was less shaded 
and was warmers The B horizon has less iron oxide and breaks with a starch- 

like fracture into blocks of % to 1 inch across. Such soils are decidedly 

more fertile for ordinary crops than are true podzols, Gleization takes place 
under poor subsoil drainage conditions forming a sticky, compact, rather 

light-colored B horizon. Where this was formed from glacial till, sand, or 

loess, it is called gumbotil, gumbosand, or gumboloess respectively. Some of 
these soils which were formed before the region was drained by erosion of val- 
leys are now changing into silttil which is characteristic of better drained 
localities. Salinization, solonitation, and solidization are marked by accum-
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ulation of alkaline-salts in the soil and occur only in semi-arid or arid 

climatessCalcification, the accumulation of calcium salts, is much nore in- 

_-portant for geomorphology. Soils where calcium carbonate has accumulated near 
.* the surface are mown as nedocals whereas the soils of humid regions which are 

being leached of that compound are termed pedalfers. The very black prairie 
soils, which are so widespread in central United States, are transitional. They 

are not abundant in other continents. The absence of trees has long been pugz— 

ling. Over wide areas the dense subsoil is known to kill off trees in wet 

years by excess moisture. Other areas of prairie, however, appear to suffer 

from drought, for tree growth is confined to valleys, including steep slopes. 

Owing to the marked climatic oscillations of the interior of North America it 
is extirely possible that alternations of too much water with periods of too 
little proved too much for tree growth. At the time of the coming of white 

“men prairies were losing ground to forest and were in part continued by the 
Indian practice of burning the grass. Throughout the more humid prairie belt : 

the grass vegetation brought calcium to the surface. To the west of the prairies 

lie the chernozem soils with more calcium, greater fertility, and less rainfell. 

Progressing west toward the true desert lie the chesnut, brown, and gray 

sierozem soils with progressively decreasing precipitation. In much of western 
United States calcium cnrbonate has accumulated in the B horizon or at the 
surface to such an extent that it conceals the underlying materials and has 

been misteken for limestone. Such an accumulation is called caliche. Much 
of the calcium came from the A horizon by descending water but much was 

brought from below by evaporation of ascending moisture. In more arid districts, 

like western Australia, crusts of iron, aluminug, and manganese oxides and 

silica are recorded. Seasonal rainfall appears to be a large factor in the 

production of all such deposits. 

Structure and texture of soils. Soils are in large part classified by 
their texture, that is the size of particles as found by mechanical analysis. 

This is determined in part by parent material and in part by variation of ‘ 
soil-forming processes. Structure, as in rocks, refers to larger features 

- guch as plates, crumbs, granules, and prisms composed of aggregates of grains. 

These are of great importance in erosion for it is the soil which is the first 
material to be affected by that process. 

Depth of mantle rock. The depth to which there is unconsolidated mantie 
rock over solid bed rock is of great importance in geomorphology. Thickness 
of accumulated weathered material depends upon the factors which control 
chemical and physical weathering. In order to have deep disintegration of bed 
rock it is not only necessary that it be of a type which is readily altered, 
but that the agents of alteration, notatly water and dissolved gases, be atle 

to penetrate the rock to considerable depth. Under the same conditions a 
quartzite should display very shallow alteration to e rubble of stones and 
sand, whereas a granite should be softened to a much greater depth by reason 
of the unstable minerals which are present in it. Schists where the parallel 
arrangement of the minerals allows ready entry of water should show disinte- 

gration to a very considerable depth. Very striking differences in denth of 

decomoositions are observed in glaciated districts where a dike of fine-grained 

granite may vreserve the glacial polish adjacent to a deeply disintegrated 

coarse-grained variety of the same rock. In accounting for disintegration to 

depths of scores or even hundreds of feet many geologists have made the error 
of thinking only of the contest betweon erosion and weathering. Although it 

is true that the former removes the products of the latter we must realize 
that water cannot Denetrate deeply into the rock unless there is a force to
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cause it to nove. This force can only be different in pressure or head and is 

dependent voon the relief of the country. In flat country there is no head 

to cause deep underground circulation so that thick mantle rock could not 

originate. Most instances of deeply decomposed rocks are in regions of igneous 

or metamorphic rocks which have considerable relief. The disintegration must 

have originated with the present topography and not been inherited from a 

postulated time of low relict. 

Mass movement of unconsolidated materials, The mentle rock or unconsol- 

idated material at the surface of the earth is not everywhere in a stable con- 

dition or state of equilibrium. Movement either in lerge or small units takes 

place undef several different conditions. Some kinds of mantle rock, such 

as Loess loess, will stand for a long time in « vertical face provided only 
that there is not too much moisture and that the eighth is not above a certain 
Limit. Exaninetion of natural sloves and the sides of artificial excavations 
shows that most loose materials soon asswae a more or less definite degree of 

slope known as the angle of repose. This slope is dependent upon the density, 
size, and shape of the component fragments. In places the matcrial which 
descended to form this stable slope did so piece by piece. In other condi- 
tions large masses moved suddently; under still other physical controls mass 
movement was slow. The last is known as creep or where largely aided by 

freesing and thawing solifluction. In many localities particularly on slones 
the residium of weathering rests with relatively abrupt contact uoon the bed 
rock, not the transition which occurs only under comnaratively level tracts. 

In some places certain kinds of bed rock aro concsaled completely by the 
weathered. product of higher ground. At the contact with bed rock it is com- 

mon to find that the strata Dend down into the material which is in motion 
down hill. 

falus slopes. Cliffs of bed rock, formed by any process, are exposed to 
all kinds of weathering, TIragments of rock whose size is determined by the 
nature of the bed rock, including its jointing and bedding, fall from time 

to time and come to rest at a lower elevation. The slove they form is termed 
a talus slone. If the cliff is near to vertical rocks fall freely snd attain 
a velocity equal to the square root of the vroduct of twice the acceleration 
of gravity multivlied by the height (vz Ver, where g < gravity and f= dise 

“banee of fall). A falling stone possesses kinetic energy or stored work 
measured by one half its masy maltiplied by the square of the velocity where 
mass is weight divided by sravity. By substitution and cancellation it is 

apparent that kinetic energy weight multiplied by fall, which is the same 

as the noténtial snergy before loosening. The stone is brought to rest by 
tha friction of the fragments which have already fallen. Their average size 

determines the roughness of the slope. Lerge stones which do not lodge be- 

tween the others may roll to or beyond the bottom of the slove before coming 
to rest. This explains why the largest rocks commonly occur at the bottom of 

a talvs. This is not because they fell fnster than did the others. Stability 
is attained when the force of friction just balances the component of the 
weight of the stone which is parallel to the surface of the talus. Because 

these forces are nearly the same throughout the entire slope it follows that 
the angle of slope must be essentially constant although perhavs in some 
places the bottom may have a somewhat less degree of inclination. In this 
analysis we have assvmed that the rock breaks into fairly large fragments 
which are not rapidly affected by weathering after fall. In some mountains
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talus accumulates on top of snow, melting of which destroys the normal even 
slope. In this way ridges of loose material parallel to the foot of the cliff 
are formed. Angular materials may form slopes of 50 degrees. The telus of 
quartzite at Devils Lake, Wisconsin, slopes at about 35 degrees. Gravel comes 
to rest at about 35 to 40 degrees depending on the amount of sand present. 
Dry sand will lie at 32 to $8 degrees, but if wet the angle is much less, 
22 to 25 degrees. Slopes of clay are unstable at much less angle and few 
attain as much as 16 dogrees. These are for the most part not true talus 
slopes. Talus must continue to accumulate until the entire cliff is buried 

provided no debris is removed from the foot of the talus slope. ‘Thus it 
comes about that the talus does not fill an angle at the foot of a vertical 

cliff but instead is a relatively thin mantle over a sloping rock surface 
formed by weathering back of the cliff at the too. In the case of ridges 
due to the outcrop of a relatively thin’ roSisthat layer ths talus slopes on 
opposite sides must eventually meet. If the thickness of the hard rock is 
constant and the elevetion of the bottom of the slopes about the same the 
rosult will be a ridge too of very nearly the same clevation. Trlus slopes 
are best develoved (a) where the constituent rock is not easily altered by 

chemical weathering and (bd) in arid climates where chemical alteration is 

slow. 

Solids and liquids. Before we can consider the phenomena of landslides 
and creep it is necessary to review some of the physical properties of solids 
and liquids. A solid is generally thought of as a substance which under tho 

conditions commonly met with at the surface of the earth will retain its 
shape indefinitely, When subjected to pressure ,cither of its own weight or an 

outside force,a solid fails by brealcing or fracture. Generally the fractures 
are inclined at about 45 degrees to the line of application of the force. A 
liquid is a substance which must be placed in a confining receptacle in 
order to retain its shane. In this vessel it will assume a level surface 
if allowed to stand undisturbed. Pressures applied to a liquid are trensmitted 
equally in oll directions (Pascals principle). Yielding to pressure is 
always by floy and not by brealing. In nature no very sharp line can be 
drawn between these two kinds of substances. The mantle rock which contains 
in most pleces a large amount of finely divided soft minerals (clay) is a 
good example. If dry, a face of moderate height may retain its shape until 
broken down by weathering. However, if the pressure exceeds a certain 

"  amount,or the time is long,or weathering does not confuse the result, ea slope 
may bulge at the bottom by flow. The pressure and time at which such 
movement is noticable depends lergely unon the amount of water which is 
present. Since the amount of water varies from time to time it follows that 
the physical behavior is variable. The degres of fluidity of any substance 
is termed viscosity, which is mensured by the anount of shearing stress {force} 
paraliel to the immovable bottom which is required to produce differential 
movement. The unit is the noise wrich is the fores in dynes applied to a 
square centimeter to produce a difference of vébcity of one centimeter per 
second at a distance of one centineter from the base.of the fluid. Viscosity 
depencs to a large extent on temereture and decreases with its rise. Water 
at 20 deg, C hes a viscosity of 0.01 poise. It should be noted that 
viscesity determines not only force required but the time rate of change in 
shape. If the force and viscosity are known the time required for a given 
change in shape can be readily computed. : 

handslides. In many pleces & slope either of earth (mantle rock) or ded 
rock wnich has previously been stable suddenly yields to the force of grovity.
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This phenomenon is known to engineers as shone failures. It is generally the 
result of an unusval mount of water, freezing and thawing, or of excavation 

by man. Sometimes removal of material from the foot of a slove by natural 
causes brings about eventual failure. Yielding is in many cases along planes 
of weakness in the rock such as bedding planes or joints. In unconsolidated 
material frecture et the top of a slide is generally along a nearly vertical 

plane which curves outward toward the bottom of the slope. Above this line 
of breaking the mass settles and slides outward at the foot. In the case of 

true lendslides, motion is accelernied at first and is then brought to a 

standstill by friction. In the case of the famous rock slide at Frank, 
Alberta, sufficient velocity wes attained so that a considerable portion of 
the mass escended some distance up the opposite side of the valley. The 
topogranky left by such slides is extremely irregular with many parallel 
fractures of irreguler direction and extent. Cat-stens in loess are of this 

nature. The slide masses tilt in toward the higher ground leeving many 

undrained derressions along fractures. This serves to catch rain and 

lubric.te the planes of movement. Although attempts have bsen made to anelize 

the uathenatics of the curve of fracture it is not worth while to follow 
then here. In the first place most, if not all, are based on unproved 
assumptions wiich do not teke account of the variation in viscosity from the 
reletively dry surface down into the wet interjor, and in the second place 

these slopes are not land forms. 

Base failure. Another form of failure in which the entire lower part of 
the moving mass behaves distinctly like a fluid is known to engineers as 

base failure. Some of the best ‘mown exammles ave the famous Panana Canal 
slices. In these the bottom of the canal which hed been under 30 feet of 
water rose overnight into islands. In these instences the drier upoer part 
of the slide was carried along on top of the gluid base. Mathematical 
analysis apnears futile in such circumstances. It seems, probalite, however, 

thet detailed study of naturel slopes on the same material might have proved 
of value in determining a safe slope for the sides of the excavation. 
Equilibrium was attained when the slope component of weight of the mass was 

equcl to the force of friction. Diversion of surface drainage appears also 
to have aided in drying out the slides. Somewhet similar, but perhaps more 

renid, uovenmcnt of saturnted ground oceurs during heavy rains in sesi-srid 

regions. These are known as mudflows. Siniler flows occur in mountains, 

inclucing vhet are known as mud streams, rock glaciers, and sarth flows. 

Creso slores. True creep is a very slow motion of viscous material 
waich moves like a liquid evon though it may contein many fragnents of hard 

rock. Each layer moves parallel to and faster then that immediately Ddelow, 

althouh relative change in velocity may in some cases be greatest next to 

the firm bed rack where most water must accumulate. This type of movement 
is known as lominar flow. Although freezing and thawing dovbtless aid in 

creep they are not the sole cause for the process wuich not only extends 
ferther fron the surfece than does frost action out also occurs where there 

is no frost at eny tine. Water must ve present to lower the viscosity of the 
mentle rock. It is obvious that tie commonent of weight narallel to the 

slope is the motive foree for creep. It is also clear that material is 
adieé to the mentle rock uniformly in proportion. to distence from the top of 

the slope, here designsted by the letter h. Volocity is then proportioned 

to the sine of the angle of slope which et small angles may be taken as 

directly orooortioned to slope or tangéngeof angle, Now if velocity is 
constant, the thickness of moving neantle rock mist increase down the slove 

uniformly and the angle of inclination be constant, But, if as is commonly
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observed, the thickness of mantle rock is essentially constant then,velocity 
must increase in direct proportion to distance h. Therefore slope must be 
directly proportioned to h. Total fall at distance h is equal to slope milti- 

plied by h. Hencg by substitution of sth for slope §; we arrive at the con- 
clusion that f: h”. The necessary constant of proportionality must depend 

upon the viscosity of the mantle rock. Actual velocity should follow the law 
of laminar flow and be proportioned to square of depth times slone, and time 
required to move a certain proportionate distance would be viscosity divided by 
eroduct of force times proportionate motion. It follows that the curve of a 
«lope which is due to creep of the mantle rock is an inverted parabola. Cons 
vexity of hilltops has long been observed and the explanation proposed above : 
vas first given by Gilbert. In order to check the reliability of the conclu- 

sion recourse is taken to a well-known mathematical relation. An equation such 

.§ given above can also be writtex: 

log f= log constant + n. log h 

‘When p’.ctted cn ordinary coordinate paper by looking up the logarithms, or 
“irectly on logaritiwic coprdinates, this equation is that of a straight line. 

-he inclination of this line is proportioned to the value of the exponent of b 
snd the intercept w..th the line for h. 1 gives the value of the constant. The 

caution must be observed that most small scaie tonographic maps are not accurate 
enough to test this 1aw. It is also necessary to take points not too far from 
the crest of ». divic.e and not along the ends c* spurs where the mantle rock may 
aove in eithei direction. Something should be known of the geology because 

cssarked change in bec. rock or veriation in thickness of the mantle rock upsets 
the validity of the ‘aw. 

Sondility of cveen slopes. The development of creep sloves is also re- 
Lated to removal of material at a constant rate from the foo of the slope. 
if the material were not constantly removed stability would be attained and 
aotion brought to a stop. Water erosion must also be minimized either by a 

cover of sod or a concentrate of stones. Removal of material may be due ei*er 

to (a) steepening of slope because of a change in bed rock or (b) a strean- 
dhe creep slope leading down to a stream which is commonly observed in limestone 

country must have developed from weathering of the rock after the valley was 

first made by running water. 

Solifluction. The term solifluction was originally azplied to creep of 
mantle rock in subarctic climate where freezing is common and during the 

summer there is a constant supply of water from melting snow. ‘ 

_ Sone geolog8sts seem, however, ‘to have used it as a synonym for all cz-en. 

In Europe much attention has been devoted to a search for evidence of a pacs 
severe climate in regions just south of the glacial boundary, a climate sim2ia- 
to that of subarctic regions today, presumably due to the presence of the 
nearby continental ice. It is not clear, however, that a climate much dif’ ~ei” 

from that of today is required to explain the observed phenomena. Similar 
_ efforts have been made in this country. ‘The unglaciated part of the Baraboo 

quartzite range of southern Wisconsin is almost all covered with a mantle o: 

angular quartzite debris mixed with clay and sand. This originally spread out 
in low slopes at the foot of the hills. In recent time small streams have 
eroded this mantle, much of which is evidently residual from a former cover of 

sandstone and dolomite, concentrating the included boulders into "stone rivers.! 
It is not clear, however, that any of these have crept to a notable extent but 
the mantle from which they were formed may very well be a relic of periglacial
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climate. 

Stone rings and stripes. A peculiar feature of soils in the severe climates 
of high latitudes and high altitudes is local concentration of stones into cither 

stripes running down the slopes or rude: polygonal networks. These features are 
commonly ascribed to pushing together of stones by frost action, in part altered 

by solifluction. Such features are not strictly forms of topogrephy and so will 

not be further discussed, 

Technical terms.hnglish geologists often employ the terms head, warp, trail, 
ond coombe rock for mantle rock in which frost action is inferred as the cause 
of creep. Solifluction layers are also dsscribed. 

Solution. Minerels which are comaonly weathered by solution comprise car- 
bonates, sulvnates, and chlorides of the alkalies and alkaline earths. The 

commonest of thesé are calcité, dolomito, gypsum, and halite. Less abundant 

carbonates sre aragonite and magnesite, the formor found mainly in fossil shells, 

the latter in veins. Calcite and dolomite are almost insoluble in pure watér 

but dissolve readily when dissolved carbon dioxide is present; in order of de- 
creasing solubility are aragonite, crlicite, dolomite, and magnesite. In cal- 
cite-dolonite mixtures the calcium is srid to be dissolved at a rate about 24 
times that of the magnesium. In the ground waters of }olomitic-limestone re- 
gions, however, the excess of calcium over magnesium is not nearly so great as 

that. Calcite is present in high-calicium limestones most of which have a very 

fine texture. These rocks sre much more soluble than are dolomites and magnesian 

limestones. Impurities which affect solubility consist of sulphides, mainly 

of iron, iron replrcing magnesium in dolomite, clay winerals, and chert. If 

the imouritics are disseminnted throughout the rock the effect is much less than 
where they sre concentrated in definite strata. If the strata of shale in a 
limestone are impervious to water they orotect the rock below from solution. 
In horizontal strata a shale layer may act like the roof of a house. Permeable 
layers of sandstone, however, admit water and retein it, thus increasing solution. 

Solution is not a simple proeess. Organic acids undoubtedly :id in solution near 
to the surfnce but break down into dicarbonates at depth. The saturation noint 
of the underground water is determined aot only by temperature but elso by other 
substances which are oresent. For iastance sulyhates appear to reduce solubility 
of bicarbonates. 

Hote of solution. The rate at which the limestones of a given region are 

being Gissolved can be determined from the amount of ground water runoff and the . 

nineralization of the underground waters. Determinntions of total solids are 

preferable to statements of hardnoss or alsalinity in which the assumption is 
meade that all the dissolved limestone is calcimm carbonate. As the sulphates 
end chlorides as well as the aluminum compounds also came from the Limestone 
this seems frir. Average total solids in the Nashville Basin of Tennesses is 

about S29 parts per million, Niagara dolomite of Wisconsin 440 p.p.m. and Galena— 
Platteville dolomites and limestones of Visconsin 400 p.p.m, Computation based 
on the conditions in Tennessee with the assumption that the ground water runoff 

is 9 inches a year, work out-at the removal of 214 tons of limestone from every 

square mile per year, equivalent to less than 1/1000 of a foot thickness. In 
comovting the time required to form a residual mantle rock of given thickness 

one must not lose sight of the fact that the density of the insoluble material 
is probably not over half that of the porent material. 

Redeposition of dissolved material. Much of the dissolved limestone does
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not reach the ground water at onee. Solutions which enter air-filled openings 

lost much of their mineral content through evaporation, temperature change and 

pressure change. The result of deposition is the dripstone (stalactites and 

stalagmites) which adds so much to the Deauty of many cavern, Calcite cr, vvals 

are thought to have formed in water-filled passages. In considering redeposition 

we must also consider the factor of mass relations by which small particles are 

dissolved at the same time that larger ones grow. The final result of redeposi- 

tion is to fill up openings which are no longer used by underground drainage. 

Porosity and permeability. Porosity is defined as the percentage of volume 

of openings in a given volume of rock and is determined by weighing when wet and 

when dry. Permeability is the quantity of liquid which can be driven through 

a unit cube of the rock in unit time under stated pressure and viscosity. (see 

no. 2). The only calcareous rocks which have appreciable primary porosity are 
chalk, oolitic limestone, certain crystalline limestones and dolomites, and 

corel or shell limestone. Secondary porosity consists of openings made after 
the devosition of the rock. Most of these are cracks or joints although some 

are along bedding planes. Jointing is due only in part to regional forces; it 

is mainly the result of induration, drying, compaction, and relief of load of 

overlying material. Some secondary openings are ascribed to solution between 
successive periods of deposition (unconformities or disconformities). In gen- 
eral secondary porosity decreases rather rapidly with deoth as proved by drilling 
for fresh water which is ohly rarely found in joints at depths of over 200 fset 

fron the surface. . 

Underground water circulation. As soon as a limestone emerged from the sea 
the exnosed onenings would be filled with fresh water from rain. This fresh 
water is less dense (vroportion roughly 1.0 to 1.0%) than is the salt water which 
occupied the onenings at first. Original salt water is often called connate. : 
The fresh water floats on too of the heavier salt water and extends to such 
depth below sea level that the column of lighter water exactly balances that of 

the denser fluid. Such a condition is illustrated in such localities as Florida 
and the largar oceanic islands, where the land is high enough to vermit such 

i a ) 
“Qu jyarostatic::alance. If the openings do not all communicate with one 
another, however, conditions must be extremely variable at first with no definite 

Water table. In some nlaces fresh water which is in excess of that required for 
balance escapes in submarine springs. We must bear in mind that there can be 
neither extensive venetration of rain water nor underground flow unless suffi- 

cient pressure head is available. Water cannot flow through underground 
passages without the consumption of energy by friction or loss of head. In small 
openings and with low velocity the flow of water is laminar and lose of head is 
proportioned to velocity divided by the square of diameter of a cylindrical 
passage, and velocity is directly related to head. In lsrger openings flow is 

turbulent, loss of head is related to square of velocity divided by diameter, and 

velocity is related to square root of head, For constant volume frictional re- 

sistance to laminar flow is inverse to fourth power of diameter, and for turbu- 
lent flow to the fifth power of diameter of ovening. As a general thing fresh 

_ waters, whose flow is concentrated in the largest and shortest available routes, 
~~ “ will not penetrate deener below the surface than the level of equal pressure. 

It follows that extensive solution at deoth must follow wpon considerable up- 
Lift of the land and that cavern formation cannot take place to an important ex- 

tent when the land is low and flat. As passages are enlarged by solution the a 

- shortest route to the point of ovtlet is most likely to be favored. Only when 4 
: a
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compelled to by lack of large direct openings will the waters take circuitous : 
paths which lead them far below the outlet levels, de these into the sea 

bottom or into stream-eroded valleys. Erosion of valleys must, therefore, pre- 

cede extensive cavern formation, Exploration of some of the damsites on 
limestone along Tennessee River has disclosed indubitabdle solution openings down 

to about 100 feet below the lowest known level of the river. Deep wells in 
limestone regions confirm these observations by the fact that salt water is found 
Delow fresh water not far below the level of the valley bottoms. 

Torogranhic effects of solution. In gsomorphology the primary interest is 
topographic effects of solution, not details of cave formation. Rain which 
falls upon soluble formations can vither run off to streams or take a route 

through the earth to the same outlet. We can think of the ground as a leaky 

roof through which much of the rain penetrates instead of running down to the 
gutters. Water which enters the ground soon enlarges the lines of minimun 
frictional resistance. Thus intersections of two joints are enlarged into 

circular tubes. The larger openings along bedding olanes are also made wider, 
Solution is aided by mechanical abrasion of particles carried in the moving 

water just as surface streams erode their beds. As erosion lowers the levels 

of the main outlet streams bedding planes which are on their level are dissolved 
into a coumlex system of caverns whose pattern is controlled by jointing. When 
the level of the stream reaches a lower permeable bedding plane the upper level 
is abandoned. These different cavern levels are connected by vertical, or near 
vertical, openings called wells. In Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, some of these are 

over 10 feet in diameter and 200 feet high. Water enters into these wells 
through depressions called sinlk holes and the sides cave into them. Locally 

several sinks join one another in a large enclosed denression. Some sinks 

recive’ wo2discharge of a surface stream. Others which have clogged contain 

ponds. Some are enlarged by caving of the walls. Most sinks are partly blocked 

up so that caverns are commonly entered via formar outlets to streams rather 
then through sink holes, Many sinks extend wp through sandstone which overlies 
the scluble rock. Among such may be mentioned many near Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, 

and Mont Lake, near Chattanooga, Tennessee. Some streams have underground chan— 

nels which they follow during low water with the surface course used only during 

floods vhen the cavern is overtaxed. Outcrops of salt and gypsum-bearing forma- 
tions in humid regions display many sink holes and extensive caving of overlying 

. strata, The breccias of northern Michigan are ascribed to collapse of 

salt bearing strate in yre-Devonian time. 

Natural bridses. Natural bridges are abundant in some regions of limestone 
bed rock. A few may be remnants of cavern roofs which collapsed at all other 
points. More commonly, however, the tridge is due to an underground leak through : 

a@ marrow sour of 9 meandering valley. A few may be due to leakage: through a 
waterfall. 

Endpoint of solution. Solution produces in many places an extremely ir- 
regular bed rock surface wnaich is disclosed when the overlying residual mater- 

ial is removed. This is because solution proceeds more rapidly elong joints. 

Theoretically, some areas where the soluble rock is unfissured should survive 

after the remaining area is dissolved down to a plain. Production of a plane 

surface is readily possible with weathering by solution because attack is dis- 
tributed over the entire area with fair regularity. 

@echnical terms. Most of the technical terms which have been applied
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to solution topography are of foreign derivation. Such topography as developed 
on limestone is called karst, possibly either from causse (French from calix or 
lime) or from the Slavic word kras. Most of the remaining words are from the 

Serbian because of the abundant literature on the limestone region northeast 

of the Adriatic. In that country, Jugoslavia, there is little mantle rock; this 

may be due to purity of the limestone, high relief or possibly seasonal rainfall. 
Ribbed and fluted surfaces of bare rock are called kerren. Chasms along en- 

larged joints are termed lapies or bogaz. Vertical shafts or wells are various- 
ly called ponor, cenotes, jamas, or swallow-holes. Small sini holes are dolines, 
larger ones blind valleys, bournes, uvalas, or ouvalas. Very large enclosed 

depressions are polje. Residual hills are hums or pepino hills. 

Summery. Under vhenomena of weathering not only the vrecesses but the re-+ 
sulting topographic forms have been considered, Exfoliation which results in 

the rounding of exposed rock masses which are relatively free of joints is 

ascribed mainly to relief of load because the overlying rock has been eroded 
although the hydration of feldspar by surface weathering is also a factor. Soils 

were considered because they play such an important role in water erosion. The 

various usage of the word "soil" were explained; engineers and some of the older 
geologists use the term as a synonym for-mantle rock. Although climate is a 
very important control in the formation of true surficial soils parent material 
cannot be ignored and the material termed by pedologists by that name is by no 

means free from the effects of inorganic weathering. Topographic forms due to 
weathering consist of talus slopes, landslide slopes, creep slopes, and karst 
topography, the last develoned upon water-soluble rocks. Talus slopes have a 
uniform angle because material is retained on them by friction. Creep slopes, 
if the moving mantle rock is of approximately uniform thickness, are shaped 
like an inverted parabola, Unaltered creep slopes are found where water erosion 
is at a minimum. Karst topogravhy is found in humid districts where the under- 
lying rock is readily dissolved by water. They are, like creep slopes, con- 

sequent upon prior erosion of stream valleys. It is improbable that solution 
passages ever extend very far below the bottoms of adjacent valleys. Character- 

istic features are depressions with underground drainage including lost or sunk 

rivers which flow at least part of the time underground. Natural bridges are 
mainly formed by subterranean leds through rock spurs. Landslides, or relative- 

. ly sudden mass movements of the mantle rock, cannot always be analyzed matue- 

matically because yart of the moving material behaves as a liquid at the same 

time the remainder acts as a solid. The slide area is left with numerous un- 
drained depressions. A multitude of technical terms has been applied to dif- 
ferent features of karst topography, most of which appear not only unnecessary 
but actually undesirable and confusing.
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SECTION 4 

Major relief features of the earth 

Introduction. Differences of elevation on the surface of the earth are very 
small compared with horizontal distances and the size of the entire earth. The 
difference of level of the highest mountains and the greatest deeps of the ocean 
is only about 9 miles or roughly one four-hundredth of the earth's radius. People 
exaggerate hills and valleys because in ascending a slope it is necessary to do 

work against the force of gravity, far more effort than to walk an equal horizontal 

distance. Looked at broadly the surface of the earth can be divided into 
continents and ocean basins, The line of division between these is not necessarily 

ihe present-day shoreline for along many coasts there is a broad continental sheli 
vader not more than a few hundred feet of water. Beyond the shelf there is a 

relatively abrupt descent to depths of many thousand feet. An average of 500 

mecsurements of the continental slope given by Shepard indicates 8 feet vertical 
per 100 feet horizontal (8% or about 44 degrees or 422 feet per mile), Locally, 
as off narts of eastern North America, higher figures are recorded wp to 700 feet 

per mile (13% or about te degrees). Comparing these figures with slopes of 

terrestial hills it is evident that were no water present the continental slope 
would be readily visitle and be considered a major topographic feature. Another 

important difference between continents and ocean basins lies in the underlying 
bed rocks. ‘The former are to wu large extent underlain by sedimentary rccks which 

rust have originated in rather shallow water and these lie woon granitic igneous 

end metamorphic rocks. With the exception of relatively small portions the ocean 

islands are underlain almost entirely by volcanic rocks. : 

Gause of elevation of continents. Many hypotheses have been advanced to ace 
‘count for the relatively abrunt descent from continents to onean bottoms, Many of 
these theories involve assumptions as to the origin of the earth. All of them must 
certainly be regarded as highly sveculative, except insofar as they are supported 
by measurements of the physical nature of the earth. Among other views may be 
meatloned tne theory that the moon was detached from the earth leaving the basin 

of tne Pacific Ocean. Others have tried to mike out a tetrahedral pattern in the — 

continents on opposite sides of the Atlantic to see if they were once joined end 
have drifted apart. 

Gravity measurements. The earth, like all substances, attracts other matter. 

Tae force with which the earth attracts any given object is the weicnt of the 

iatter, Since by Newton's first law of motion force = mass times acceleration we 
express the attraction of the earth by the time rate of change in velocity (ac- 
celeration) of an attracted object. This quantity is commonly denoted by the let- 
ter g. Mass is a property of matter which is independent of attraction; mass of 
a given oovject would be the same on the moon as it is on the earth and is equal to 

weight divided by g. The value of g is commonly found from the period of vibration 
of a vendulum but can also be found by weighing the same mass at different local- 

ities by means of a delicate soring balance called a gravimeter. Average or normal 

value of g is 980.665 cm/sec” or 32.2 feet/sec® but this varies not only with lat+ 
itude, beceuse the earth is not a sphere, but with density of nearby_objects, as 

well as with altitude. Altitude change is about 3.086 x 10” om/ sec” per meter. 

The value of ¢ is often expressed in goals which are equivalent to the force of one 
dyne acting for one second on one gram mass thus imparting unit rate of accelera- 

tion. Observations have been made at sea in submarines which can avoid the effect 
of waves by sinking below the surfece of the water.
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Conclusions from gravity measurements. When » velue of g has been obtained 

at a given station it is necessary to correct it to sea level for compzrison. 

Several methods of making these adjustments have been used all of them depending 

upon several assumptions, none of which involves the exact density of nearby 
materials. When the adjustment has been made there is almost always a discrepancy 
called ar anomely whose value and sign depend upon the particular method which 

was employed. The general concensus of oninion, however, is that the continents 

are underlain by rocks of lower density than those beneath the ocean basins. 
This can readily be understood when it is realized that granite is one of the 
commonest ignsous rocks and that a considerable portion of every continent is 

made of relatively ligat sedimentary rocks. The density under continents to 

depth of avout 6 miles has been estimated to average close to 2.67. Continental 
rocks are often celled sial because silica and alumina are abundant in them. Ob- 
servations of the value of g made in the oceans and on many oceanic. islands 

indicate average density of about 3.0 despite the presence of a considerable thick- 
oess (several miles?) of light deep-sea sediments. These denser rocks are 
probably rich in ferro-magnesian minerals such as make up gabbro and basalt; they 

are often called sima because they are rich in silica and magnesia. The foregoing 

inference based on density is confirmed by the chemical composition of volcanic 

rocks of oceanic “slends and the mainland. ‘This is best shown around the Pacific, 
waere wita the excention of the southwest part, the lavas are basalt. Volcanoes 

of the continents aro made cf much lighter andesite. 

Zvidence of earthgucke waves. The velocity of earthquake tremcers devends 
direetly on elasticity and inversely oa density. At first sight it would seem 

tnat velocity of sush waves would be less under the oceans than under continents 

but as a matter of fact elasticity increases more rapidly than density. Daiy 

states that the avernge velocity of two different types of waves is 4.3 km/sec 
ens 3,78 km/see under the oceans against 3.55 km/sec and 3.C8 ima/ser respectively 
guder the continents. Again we may conclude that bed rock uncer the oceans is 

rselly denser than is that beneath the continents. 

Sheory of isostacy. The data presented above seem to indicate that the 
cOutiuents can be regarded as floating. At a certain depth the material of the 

@arkh is believed to offer no resistance to long-continued forces, that is is be~ 
taves like a liquid. This theory is kmown as isostacy. Although proverly in 

' tae field of structural geology we will find a number of occasions to refer +o 
tais theory in the study of geomorphology, The idea of isostacy is also su»porved 
by the observed fact that devirtions of anvarent from true vertical close to the 
bottoms of mountains indicnte that the rocks beneath mountains are made of 
lighter-than-average material. This phonomenon is often called "deviation of the 
slumb line" but is actually determined dy comparison of horizontal cistances found 
by precise triangulation with those obtained by astronomical observations, The 
latter depend upon level vials whose reliability is affected by attraction of the 

mountains. Another proof of isostacy which is commonly presented is the post= 
glacial rise of the earth's crust which is observed in many glaciated regions. 
It is fair to observe, however, that many of these rising regions are localities 
of ancimt rocks which have been repeatedly elevated throughout geologic history 
long before Pleistocene glaciation. 

Zime of adjustment. If the material of the earth behaves as a fluid under 
very high pressures it must possess viscosity. In applying this principle it is 
“711 ta recall that strength or resistance to deformation is measured in relation
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to area whereas force, which is due to weight of overlying material, depends upom 

volume. Wow with change of linear dimensions areas increase with the square and 

volumes with the cube. The value of viscosity of rocks is high, perhaps about 

10° poisese It is possible to compute time required to cause a stated change in 

linear dimension by the use of the formala; 

tine FS ee ones 
force x relative change 

Acplying this to a cliff of rock 1200 feet high, it apperrs thet a bulge at the y 

sottom of one part in a million would take 10 years, and of one nart in ten a 

wtllion years. Zrosion of an area might, therefore, readily be faster than change 

due to isostatic readjustment. 

Technical terms. In reading pavers on isostacy the following definitions of 
technical terms vill provs a help. Strain is a change in shape (dimension or 

volume) of a solid Gue to an impressed stress 0: force. Strength pf a yolid is 
messured by the stress needed to produce a vermanent change of form (usually 
rupture). Elastic limit is measured by stress required to produce a strain waich 
is no longer directly proportioned to stress. Solid is any substance which po- 

ssesses strength for a short period but not necessarily for infinite time. Level 

of compensation is the depth within the earth where it is inferred that pressures 
are equal or hydrostatic. Elasticity is the ability of a solid to resume its 
former shape on removal of a stress. Modulus of slasticity is proportion between 
stress per unit orea and change in linear dimension or stress required for unit 
chonge; bull: modulus or volume modulus anplies to change in volume, and sheer 

modulus is similar to viscosity. 

Conclusjan. Although the primary facts of isostacy, namely that the higher 
parts of "gis earth's crust are less dense than the depressed areas, anpears well 

substantiated it is anparent that the theory has been anplied rather too easily 

to account for pkenomenn which could better be explained otherwise. At best 
isostatic adjustment is a slow vrocess, one that could easily be outstripped bz 
erosion, Many alleged instances of isostatic settling of sediments are much more 

_likely explicable by compaction. Clays may lose 50 per eent of their original 
voJume in this way and the numerous emergences of geosynclines during sedimersia-- 

tion ere awkward to exolain under the idea of isostacy. Supposed recoil upon 
meltirg of a load of relatively light ice is equally unsubstantiated, for one 
might justly ask why just the last uplift of certain glaciated areas should be 
blamed on melting of the ice when there were no glaciers before older uplifts. 

It seems certain that isostacy should aot be appealed to in order to account for 
every crustal movement! 

Section 5 -- LAND FORMS DUS TO VULCANISM 

Introduction, Study of land forms which are the direct result of vulcanism 
brings us necessarily into the field of igneous geology. Alterations of primary 

voleanic topography by water and ice will be postponed to later sections, and no 

more attention given to voleanic processes than is needed to exnlain the original 

topography cue to eruptions. 

Kinds of volcanic activity. The observed emergence of igneous rocks takes 

piece under widely cifferent conditions. Certain eruntions are relatively quiet 
whereas others are accompanied by violent explosions. Volcanic activity is char- 

acteristically intermittent both in time and in location. Some authorities
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discriminate in order of increasing violence; Hawaiian, Strombolian, Vulcanian, 
and Pi] ,an eruptions. The order is related to increase in viscosity of the 
erunted lavas, as well as to increasing amount of gases in the molten rock. It is 

not closely related to chemical composition, although in general it does agree 

with increase in amount of silica. It anpears to be inverse to melting temperature 
which are highest in rocks with least silica. Not all eruptions involve expulsion 

of lava; some are merely exnlosions. Clouds of hot gas are often ejected, some of 
which flow down slopes like a fluid. Declining volcanic activity includes escape 

of steam, vapor, and gases from fumaroles. Most lavas show original temperatures 

of over 1000 degrees Centigrade and must therefore originate at a considerable depth 
below the surface. 

Distribution of vuleanism. Vulcanism has occurred in many varts of the world 

where there are now no active volcanoes. As a general thing it is associated with 

movements of the earth's crust. The "ring of fire" of andesitic volcanoes which 
lines the shores of the Pacific Ocean occupies the site of a chain of relatively 
young mountains some of them still in process of formation. Not all volcanoes, 
however, occurred wnere the rocks are disturbed. ‘The volcanic mountains of the 

Colorado Plateau broke through nearly horizontal sedimentary rocks. Many volcanoes 
occur in ocean basins where the structure of the underlying rocks cannot be deter- 
minede 

Types of volcanic ejecta. Flows of lava which congéeal on the surface are 

best crystallized in the middle where cooling is slow enoxgh to permit this to take 

place. More ranid temperature reduction at top and bottom of a flow leads to 

fine-grained or glassy texture. Cooling under water causes rounded blocks up to 

several feet in diameter called pillow lava. Marine or stream deposits commonly 
occur between flows. The vrinkled skin of a flow is often called by the Hawaiian 
name pahoehoe and the brgken clinker-like material is called agi The top of a 
flow contains gas bubbles which leave holes, many of them filled with minerals de- 

posited by ground water; such are termed amygadioids. In composition lavas range 

with decreasing amount of silica from rhyolite and felsite through andesite to 

basalt and Giabase. Material which was greatly foamed by escaping gases is var- 
iously nemed ash, clinker, pummice, and scoria. In many places these fragmental 
volcanic rocks were transnorted and somewhat sorted and stratified by water before 
final devosition. Such deposits are tuff or ash beds. These are volcanic-sedi- 
mentary rocks and are variously classified by different avthors. - 

Land forms. Following Sotton we will discriminate: (a) basalt eruptions in- 
eluding Gomes, valley-floor lava fields, spatter cones, and scoria mounds, and 

(>) non-basaltie eruptions including domes and spines due to extrusion of partially 
sclilified lave, cones, fragmental cones, craters, calderas, and explosion craters 

outside of cones. 

Forms vroduced by basalt eruptions. Basalts are the most fluid lavas for 
their viscosity is much lower than that of more sileceous rocks. Viscosity ranges 

from 80 to 140 voises at 1400 © to several thousand poises at 1200 C. In contrast 
andesites have a viscosity of 150 to 160,000 at 1400 C and granites have far higher 

velues. Mountains built by basaltic flows consist mainly of lavas. Some of the 
vents on the Columbia Plateau formed domes with a slope of less than 100 feet ver 
mile or slightly over 1 degree, a slope too low to be perceived by the unaided 

s7ee Where all leva came from a single vent increasing viscosity with cooling as 
Gisvisnoa tnereased led to steepening of the slope. The Hawaiian mountains have
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slopes near the top of only 250 feet per mile but these increase on the flanks to 

about 1000 feet ver mile. In many places the lavas came either from fissures or 

from so many different vents thet slopes are much confused. Very hot lavas may 

have locally made veritable lakes of molten rock. Filling of valleys with lava 
led to many stream @iversions. Drainage was obstructed and where lava entered 

standing water it cooled es villow lava which was very easily eroded. Notable 
examples of extensive lava fields of basalt are the Columbia Plateau and the 
Deccan flows of India. Before weathering, the tops of desaltic flows displayed 

in many places a rony structure with numerous small mounds. In other places the 
lava was drolten vp by bursts of expanding gas into the spiny cavernous surface 

known as aa. Pressure ridges un to 25 feet high are common and in some pleces 

she pahoehoe sin was broken into fields of loose blocks. At other places the 
melten lava flowed out from beneath the crust leaving leva caves. Where soma of 

these were to: wide to sumport the roof colkpse left a hollow. 

Spatter cones. Where basaltic lavas were ejected violently from small vents 

the fragments were blown into a fire fountain. Where the particles conzealed a 

spatter cone was' formed. ‘These are common along the fissure vents of the Craters 

of the Moon in the Columbia Plateau. Few are more than 50 feat high. 

Scoria mounds. Movnis up to 500 feet high composed of scoriatious basalt are 

by no means uncommon. Examples include the larger cones of the Craters of the 
Moon in Idaho. The slopes range up to 35 degrees where the scoria is corrse. 

Local eruptions on the flanks of large basaltic volcanoes formed scoria cones. 

Cones end domes of siliceons lavas. Lavas which contain a high provortion 

of silica heve much higher viscosity than does baselt. Flows are, therefore, 

thicker and flow more slowly than basxlt although their temnerature is lower. 

Andesite flows congeal on slopes wp to 45 degrees and these steenen outward from 
the vent producing a convex wrofile. Commonly much debris breaks loose from the 
terminus of a flow to roll down into » talus below. In some places the lava is 
so viscous thet instead of making 2 flow it simply wells up into a dome. ‘In 

other lcesalities a solidified filling of the vent is pushed out into a spine. 

The famous spine of Mount Pelee, Martinique, had vertical sides. Had it not 

heen for rapid disintegration it is thought that it would have reached an eleva- 

tion ef 2500 reav instead of the 1000 feet actuelly attained. Well-known examples 
of extruded Gomes are Puy de Dome, France, 1700 feet high, Tomichi Dome, Colorads, 

20590 feet, and Dassen Peak, California, 3000 feet. These domes have no craters 

ané ere rucely eyelindrical in outline. 

Fragmental volcanic cones. The chief »roduct of eruptions of siliceous lavas 

is Vragmental. Application of the word ash to such is misleading for they are 

not products of combustion. The gases which cavse so much foaming with decrease 

ef pressure at and near the surface include steam, nitrogen, carbon Gioxide, 

carbon monoxide, hy¢rogen, sulphur, and chlorine. Many students of volcanoes have 

ascribed steam to intrusion of meteoric water but the requisite mechanism is 

difficult to exnlain. Volcanic gases are lethal by reason of their high temperature 
rather than their posionous ingredients. In many eruptions the gases, accomoanied 
with hot ash, flowed down the side of the mountain. This phenomenon is called a 
nuee arcente end caused the great loss of life at St. Pierre, Martinique, in 1902. 

Lorge fragments called bombs are mixed with the finer ash which is widely spread 

by wind and water, as well as by these gas flows. Some think thet the hot 
gases locally reach the temperature of fuison of ash, but not all regard indurated 

tvf£ (ignimbrite) as due to melting. Many lerge cones contain a very small per- 
esuiage of flows and are predominately fragmentel material. Heavy rains, in part 
dve to rising air currents and in part to condensation of volcanic vapor, cause 
meny mud flows of ash. In Java such flows are called laher but the use of another
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technical term in a science which is elready overburfened with then seems 
questionable. In some cases the water came from breaking of the side of a crater 

in an ash cone. Mounds of slid material up to 50 feet high are recorded. Cones 
are in many places so closely spaced thet they form a confused mountain range. 
In other places they ere concentric,’ one within another. 

Mathematical form of ash cones. Meny years ago attention was directed to 

the beautiful symetrical curves displayed by isolated ash cones. It has been 
suggested that these are related to the probability curve of the fall of debris 

from a single vent. Others deduced a logarithmic curve based on an inferred 
angle of shear in loose material or lava. Theoreticel curves were then plotted 

an¢. shown in comparison with actual vrofiles. The probability curve interpretation 
can be dismissed 2s ignoring: (a) inclined projection of fragnental material, (») 
effect of wind, (c) rolling and sliding of dry ash, (a) mudflows, and (e) the 
enlargement of area with distance from the vent. Taking the area of the inner- 

most circles as unity each concentric circle showing unit increase in redius adds 

an area which increases in arithmetical progression. The writer has plotted 

several profiles on logarithmic coordinetes in order to determine the exponent of 
the equation of the curve. It is apparent that some peaks show an exponent of 

over 1, that is the curve is an inverted parabola. Doubtless these are lava cones, 
Side slopes have an exponent very close to unity and are talus or slide sloves. 

’ Lower down two different classes occur, one with exponent about .67, the other 

about .4. The latter form the lowest parts of slopes and are obviously ash fans 

and’ ffows. The middle slopes with a higher exponent appear to be mixed flows 
and fragmental material. It appears thet none show any relation to a shear slope, 

if indeed such is possible. 

Craters. Tho crater of a volcano is a funnel-shaped expension of the actual 
Vous or necks, In some places, however, the vent, instead of being roughly circular, 

is along « fissure or rift. At the Craters of the Moon, Idnho, a series of scones 

vecurs elong such a rift. In size, craters rmge from little more than the 

diameter of the neck to huge ealderas several miles across including several 

distinct vents. The siges of the conduits which brought lava to the surface is 

known where volvnnoes have been completely eroded away leaving only the love- 

filled passage or yolesnic neck. The inside slope of a ernter cuts through the 

ash and flow bedc.ing which is exnosed except where sliding into the crater has 

obscured the relations. Some active basaltic ernters contain lekes of molten 
lava whose levzl varies greatly from time to time. Calderas are distinguished 

yron ersters only by size so tint there is no sxerp distinction. Opinion has 

varied on the origin of large enlderas. Some heave advocated explosions such .s 

those at Karkatoa and Katmi. Others infer subsidence, basing this conclusion 

on observed vaveity of large masses of older lave in the ejecta. Williens 

concluded that Crater Lake, Oregon, was formed from a high peak and that about 

17 m° of moterial have been removed in the process. The last great eruption of 

anny e few thousand yeers ago he thinks accounted for 10 to 12 m° of ash or about 

5 m' of rock efter allowing for foaming and breaking. This would leave over 

10 m® unaccounted for, provided the estinete of the original mountain is correct. 

Subsidence could be explained by (a) diminution of activity and foaming up with gas, 
end (b) drainage of molten rock to other vents: Intrusion of rock at depth has 
also been suggested but it is difficult to see how this would afford more space. 

Many craters which ere no longer active contain lakes despite the high porosity 

or both flows and ash. Few such lekes overflow. Best known in this country is 

Creter Lake, Oregon about 2000 feet deep and 1000 feet below the rim. It conteins 

a iwmber of minor cones due to activity efter formation of the caldera, one of 

which projects to form Wigerd Island,
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Macrs. In some volennic districts, like the Zifel, New Zealand, and Italy, 

there are large enclosed depressions with comparatively small amounts of 
volcanic material; some contain lakes. These are termed maars and are ascribed 
to volcanic explosions. In Hawaii rings of tuff enclosed craters up to several 
miles wide and are ascribed to abnormally violent ejection of fragments. In 

some regions of undisturbed sedimentary rocks there are isoleted areas up to a 
few miles across where the stratn sre greatly disturbed by faulting and folding. 

These areas have been ascribed to hidden vulcanism and termed eryptovolcanic 
althouga no igneous dikes, hot springs, fumarole action, or mineralization is 

vresent to confirm the hypothesis. Topogrephically many form basins, although 
some display isolsted nills of disturbed strata. Glovers Bluff, Wisconsin, 
Kentlend, Indiena, Wells Creek Basin, Tennessee are severnl examples in the 

United States. 

Summary. Land forms produced by vulcanism depend upon (a) nature of the 

extruded rock, and (b) amount of gas and vapor inclvded in it. Although the 

melting noint of lnaves with a high content of silice is acturlly lower than waat 

of dark-colored oesic rocks the viscosity of the molten rock at a given tempera 

ture varies in the opposite direction. Brsalts are the most fluid lavas. They 
flow out quietly with comp-ratively little foaming and explosive action, there- 

fore making domes with rather gentle slopes. In other places they buried large 

areas boneath almost horizontal flows. On the other hand, light-colored ecidic 

levas sre violently ejected and in large pert fommed into ash and scoris. Steep- 
sided cones composed largely of fragmental material result. In some volcenoes 

partialy solidfiec vent-fillings have been forced up into domes and spines. 

Mathematical study demonstrates that convex sloves of volernic mountains resvits 

from ineiense of viscosity of lave with distence from the vent, even slopes are 
due vO sliding, slightly concave slopes to a mixture of ash with flows and ‘the 

Lowest slopes of many volcanoes re mudflows and washed ash. Craters and celieras 

diffor only in size. Although some large calderas have resulted from exolosion 

nary era probably due to subsidence consequent on diminution of foeming in the 

moiter. reeks benerth the vent. Althouch some maars are undoubtedly due to vol- 

eonit explosions the relation of eryntovolernic structures to vulcanism is open 
t> question. 

LAND PORMS DUE DIRECTLY TO HaRTH MOVEMENTS AND IMPACT 

Introdvetion. It has long been observed that some of the highest portions 
a! the continents are composed of marine sediments which were, however, not de- 

yp sited beneath very deep water. That there has been a change of level of at 
least the elevation of the present surface is thus readily demonstrable, If si 
the locality wnder discussion the strata are still essentially horizontal re- 
gi.onul uplift is inferred, but if now in attitudes in which deposition could not 

occur, then local upheaval must be recognized, At-most localities of uplifted 
marine formations the effects of subsequent erosion are apparent. The present 

section is confined to land forms where there has been little if any alteration 
since local uplift, omitting topographic forms where previous earth movement 
simply guided erosion by vlacing resistant materials in certain attitudes. Causes 

of earth movements, either local or regional, will not be discussed. 

Classification. Local uplifts which caused definite land forms may be di- 
viged into (a) folding or bending and (b) faulting or breaking of the crust of 
the earth. The results on topogravhy of impact of extra-terrestrial objects will 

also be discussed.
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Folding. Many moujtain ridges are composed of strata which dip at the same 
angle as the flanks slope; these are anticlinal ridges. If our attention were 
directed only to this coincidence of dip and slope we might conclude that folding 

was so recent that a remnant of an original fold has been preserved, This 
eroneous view was often yresented to account for the remarkable anticlinal ridges 
of ‘the Jura Mountains, northwest of the Alps. But there, as in many other 

localities, careful geological study demonstrates that the mountains exist be- 
cnuse they are orotected by a formation of rock which is more resistant to 
erosion than are the formations beneath the valleys along the synclines. The tops 
of the ridges do not preserve an original surface of the youngest strata de- 

pesited before folding. Although mountain uplift is undoubtedly still going on 
in any localities at the present day, erosion is so rapid compzred to uplift that 
few remnants of such primary surfaces have been discrimineted with certainty. A 
good exnmmple is Dominguiz Hill, south of Los Angeles, California, Here Pleistocer 

gravel dips nt the same angle as the sides of the hill and alteration by erosion 
is confined to small gullies which radiate from the crest of the anticline. At 
sume localitios in that district the surface expression of an anticline is so 

slight uhat it can be recognized only by the radial stream pattern. In Texas 

intcasions of plastic salt into unconsolidated and semi-consolidated strata have 
unhsaved hills up to 100 feet high end about two miles in diameter. 

Fanlting, A fault is defined as a break in the crust of the earth where 
one side hes moved away from its continuntion on the other. In enses where the 
final result is shortening the displacement is called a thrust; where expansion 
roealied the foulting is normal or gravity. As with topographic forms resulting 
from folding it is in many places difficult to tell whether what is now observed 
is the direct restlt of the earth movenent or came about from the position in 
which that novement pleced resistant masses of materinl. In some cases escarn— 

monts resulting from faulting have been observed in »vrocess of formation. In 
other instances close agreement of the escarpment with the line of displacement 
proves that the movement did not take place long ago. If it is possible to prove 
thet faulting occurred later than a land surface, which is now displaced by the 

fauls, recency of movement is safely concluded. Such is possible when a lava 

flew, en alluvial cone, or an old erosion surface has been displaced and the 
eccariment is not much@oded. If there are enclosed depressions on the down- 
thrown side of the fault recency is assured, for such forms could in most regions 

not have been made by any other agency. Displaced stream courses, hanging 

valleys, and abnormal stream slones may also provide similnr evidence if cau~ 

tiously interpreted to exclude other possible explanations. However, the char- 

acteristically straight or gently curved trace of a fault may still be vreserved ~ 

in the outline of an escarnment after long erosion during which topography was 

shap3d by the relative positions of resistant formations. So also remnants of 
the original fault surface on spur ends, termed triangular facets, may be present 

on old fault escarpments which are often termed fault line scarps. Slickensided 
surfaces on inferred remnants of the fault surface may in some instances be due 
to landslides or merely uncovered by erosion of one side of a minor displacement. 
Lines of hot springs, inferred to occur along the fault plane, should also be 

interpreted with caution. The same remark applies to supposed discordance of the 
flank of a dissected mountain range with its internal structure. Any region may 
have faults of diverse ages so that obliteration of topogravhic effect on certain 
faults does not exclude the presence of another generation of younger movements. 
Escarpments which parallel the strike of a resistant formation are more likely 

: simply the result of differential erosian and do not prove recent faulting. 
Avevpt contrast in slope between a mountain side and adjacent gravel-covered
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lowlands may be simply the normel contact of talus slopes with pediments or 

stream-worn plane surfaces resulting from prolonged erosion, Valleys whose 

origin is ascribed to faulting are termed grabens (Gorman, grave) and uplifted 

blocks between parallel faults horsts. Csutioa is necessary to discover whetner 
or not the faulting is recent for such topographic forms are readily simulated 

py differential erosion, conditioned on the arrnnzement of resistant rocks by 

ancient faulting. Apparent freshness of fault escrroments in glaciated districts 
my readily result from glacial erosion of fractured rock along one side of an 

arclcnt fault. 

Examples of fault blocks. Examples of mountains which consist of young 

“foul dlocks occur in regions of recent earth movements such as western United 

states, wountains in the Columbia River lavas of southern Oregon have long 

veen picced in this class and the conclusion is still unchallenged. Al? along 

fe wast Toot of the Sierra Nevada there is similar evidence of displaced Lava 
flews, s well as enclosed basins which must almost certainly be due to earth 

Movunent in relatively recent time. The triangular facets of the Wasatch, on the 

sesi side of the Great Basin, appear to demonstrate young faulting which displaced 

a surface of considerable relief. The Great Rift Valley which runs through 

Prlestine, tae Red Sea, and much of eastern Africa, is associated with enclosed 

dcprossions of structural origin, some of which extend far below sea level, 

Imonet craters. At a number of localities there are depressions of consid- 

ein yle size which do not anverr to be of volcanic origin, Best known of these is 

Meteor Griter (Coon Butte), Arizona, which is three-fourths of a mile in diameter 

and 500 fevt deep. A rin of shattered, upturned limestone rises 160 feet above 
the edjrcent vlain of horizontal formations. Large blocks of limestone ocovr 
net enly on the rim but scattered over the surrounding country. Sand in the dot- 
tem of the pit is partly fused ond a considerable amount of meteoric iron hes 
bsen found, although no single large mass his been uncovered by many years of 

ériliineg and shoft-sinking. Undisturbed rock was reached less than 1000 feet de- 
iow “he bottom of the crater and no igneous rock wns discovered anywhere. Some- 

what sinilsr depressions are revorted in Africa, Asia, and elsewhere, although 
none of them has been explored as thoroughly. 

Processes. At first sight it may seem difficult to explain the upturned 

sur vta‘in the rims of such craters. But when we realize that meteorites have a 
voloeity of 30 to 40 miles per second more than 50 times the speed of a hish- 

yower rifle bullet and compute their kinetic energy a better appreciation of the 
obeacmenn of impnet is obtained. At 40 miles ver second every gram of a moving 
object would develop 494,700 calories when brought to a standstill. Although 

this ssems small in comparison with an estimated 2.14 x iol! calories per gram 
for an atomic bomb it must be realized that a meteorite might well be vastly 
larger than a bomb. Not all the energy of a striking meteorite would be converted 
into heat, for mich would be required for pulverizing rock, for sound, and for 

seismic waves, Nevertheless it is clear that there would be enough heat to cause 

a violent explosion with probable vaporization of most, if not all, of the 
celestial visitor. The exolosion would rank as comparable to one of a high ex- 
losive rather than low-power exnansion of steam and gas. The extreme shattering 
and fusing observed at Metcor Crater as well as the unturned strata are thus ex- 
plained. 

Carolina Bays. Throughout a lerge area centering about the Coastal Plain 
ef South Carolina there are numerous lakes and swamps in elliptical basins up
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to half a mile acress. Not only the shape of these basins but the northwest- 

southeast orientation of their longer axes is most striking. The typical basins 

are surrounded by rims of sand, which somewhat resemble Irke beaches. When 
first distinguished in aerial photographs the original investigators ascribed 
these basins to impact of a vast shower of meteorites, possibly a comet, Hach 
individual meteorite was thought to herve penetrated some distance into the sand 
before exmloding and throwing up the rim. Fer corroboration they point to 
unusually high values of terrestrial magnetism southeast of many of the Bays 

(so called from presence of bay trees). No ¢rilling has been done to test what 

eruses the magnetism. Alternative hynothcses relate the ellipticity of the 
oesins to rotery currents when they contained open water. One suggestion is that 
the porallclism of longer axes is accounted for by gyrosccenic action of the 

sarth's rotation on currents set un by winds. The primary origin of the depres-— 
sions has been ascribed to original irregularities of the sea bottom, to solution 

oy soluable material. in the marine sands, and to emergence of artesian springs. 

Sums point to transitional forms between tynical elliptical bays and irregular 

solution depressions. Until test drilling has been done no final decision is 

possible, although it is true that the importence ascribed to currmis and waves 

in such smell shellow basins seems rather far-fetched, 

Summary. Because folding normally occurs only at denths great enough to 
permit bending of firm rocis without fracture, elevations due directly to recent 

folding are rere. An area adove a fold. may be raised uo so slowly thet erosion 

dostroys the uplift almost as fast «s it forms. On the other hand, faulting may 
oé stdien end many oxanples of new fault scarps hnve been recordeéd, Unlifted 
fault Vlocks may be either horizontal o tilted. A number of craters wuich 

€ispley no evidence of vulcanism have been recorded and, for some at lenct, the 

hypota2sis cf impact of large meteorites apyenrs well sustained. A meteorite 
rus; bo wnusuelly large to nentrate the atmosphere which normally protects ug 

srou exira-terrestrial bombardment. The origin of the Uarolina Bays hac beea 
munch debated vithout presentation of any fully satisfactory explanaticn.
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= SECTION 7 WORK OF RUNNING WATER 

Introduction. The effects of rainfall woon the surface of the earth is 
evident over much, if not most, of its land eren. Even in the driest climates 

some rain wor’: is found, although it mey in some plrces date from a time when 

the climate was moister than it now is. Removal of materiel by running water 
has been recognized for a long time. In the early days of geology a violent 

Qebnte wes carried on ms to whethor or not rivers made the valleys in which they 

now flow ond many geologists of those days advocated a structural o@igin for 

many large valleys. Despite the qualitative study of the phenomena of weter 
erosion which hes been carried on for a long time, relatively few studies heve 

been mode from a quantitative stendpoint. Most of these were undertaken by 
engineers ond students of soil erosion rether then by geologists. Today there 

is no gonerclly accepted mathemnticel explenrtion of erosion; many text books 

jemor the subject entirely and, if mentioned, often contain glaring errors and 

misaporehcasions. ‘he following discussion aims to clerify what is known from 
the studics of Gilbért, Little, Horton, and others. 

Definitions. Much of the misunderstanding between engineers and geologists 

has been due to non-uniformity in definitions of words. In order to read any of 
the works intelligently it is necessary to know the following definitions. 

Acceleration is the time rate of change of velocity wiich is space traveled per 

unit of time. Force is what causes a mass of any substance to undergo accelera- 
tion; force = mass x acceleration. Velocity of running water may refer to aver- 

age or mean velocity, V, or to vottom velocity, Vp: Work is the product of force 

x distance of application. Power is the time rate of work or by substitution 
force x velocity. Slove of streans is fall in same wiit of horizontal distance, 
thet is the tangert of the angle of inclinntion from horizontal. Cometerce of a 

stream relrtes elther to diameter or to weight of the largest particle which it 

is able to carry rt - statod velocity and has no relation to-the quantity of 
naterial it can transport or erode. Load is the actual amount which a stream 
moves in unit of time under stated conditions. Capacity is the upper limit of 
coarse debris which can be transported along the bottom of a stream under stated 
conditions. Hydraulic radius is the result obtained by dividing the nrea of a 
cross section of a stresm channel by the length of the bottom in the some section ~. 

(wetted perimeter); in channels of great width the hydraulic radius is equivelent 
to depth. Reynolds numver is a factor by which comparisons may be made between 

. Streams of Giffering dimensions; it consists in multiplying a dimension (¢soth or 

radius) by velocity and dividing this product by the viscosity (R=dimension x» vel- 

ocity) always using the same system for quanities. Kinetic energy is vEscos 3 
work possesed,by . moving object or mass of water expressed by the formula 
E = dmass x V. Mass is weight divided by the accelerntion of. gravity, g. Kinetic 

guergy is work the moving object will sccomplish if stopped in a given distance. 

Kinetic energy of rotation, or fly-wheel effect, is store¢c work in a rotating 

Mass st cistence r from the axjs of rotetion; it is expressed by the formuln 
E=4 mass x rx png. velocity”, where velocity is oxpressed in radians (angles 
equal to a radius on the circumfsrence) per second. Impact refers to effect of a 

current of water on a stationery object by reason of kinetic energy of the water. 

Dractive force is the force exerted on the bod of a stream by a column of water 

of unit cross section, expressed by product of weight of the column multiplied 
by tac slope, that is the potential energy of the column when at the top of the 
slope. Derminal velocity of settling refers to the linit to falling velocity of 

é particles in any medium, such as water, which is atteined when force of resistance 

nearly eyurls weight of perticle. Arckemedes peincinle is the fact that objects 

smomerged ina fluid loose the weight of their volume of the fluid; objects in 

water bove an effective density which is less by one than their density in air.
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Flow of water. Water has two, and very likely three, Cistinct methods of 

flow: laminar or layer over laycr, turbulent or edéying, and shooting or plunging, 
Its behavior with respect both to erosion snd transportation of dabris differs 
greatly in these types of flow. 

Laminar flow. Laminar flow has already been discussed in connection with 
movenent of mantle rocic an¢ lava. It is present in water only when the Reynolds 

nunver is low end the bottom and sides o¥ the channel ara very smooth. It spoears 

to be present close to the boundary of all kinds of flow. Theoretically the 
bottommost lsvor has no velocity. Erosion and transyortation by leminar flow 
is negligable. Velocity_= constant( deverding on nature of the bed) x hydraviic 

ragius -x sloze (Vm = OR® s). 

Turbulent flow. The major part of the flow of strenms is turbulent. 
Breaking wo of lsminer flow is due to increase in the value of a covole of forces, 

nemely force of flow and resistance of the bed. These opnosed forces bring 
about eddies or rotating masses of water whose axes are not cll parallel to the 

bed. This disturbance is usually visible at the surface as welling up, reversed 

flow, or ripoles. These rotating masses of water aid greatly in erosion and 

transportation of sediment but absorb much kinetic energy of rotation and thus 

slow down the mean velocity. 

Manning's formula is Vy> ¢ x Past? the constant depending woon the nature 
of the bottom. For British enginesring units the constant is 1.486 / n, the 

latter a roveiness factor which is generally about .04. Noximum velocity is 
gitrinsa a short Cistance below the surfnce and menn velocity is .82 the maximum. 

Bottom velocity eannot be cetermine? directly by vorious methods of computing 

the theoretieal volocity -t the dborder of leninor flow heve bean attempted. The 

intensity of turbulence varies with different conditions and in different perts 

of the same cross section. It can be expressed quantitatively in several ways 

although aifficult of actual determination. One method is to draw lines of equal 
velocity in a cross section of unit lengths. The water is then divided into a 

: series of orisms whose apices are at the line of maximum velocity and whose bases 
at the bottom of the stream are all of unit area. The result obtained by dividing 

the potential energy of each prism (weight x slope) by the velocity gradient at 

any given velocity level is called by the German name austausca or mixing coeffi- 

cient. Computation thus displays the inferred intensity in different parts of 
. tne section which revresents the rate of energy transfer in the direction of the 
bed of a stream. 

thooting flow. At very high velocity the surface of a stream becomes mich 
agitated and water moves in spurts or jetsse Such shooting or plunging flow is 

commonly found in rapids and waterfalls. Apparently the maximum possible velocity 

of moving water is about 22 neters/sec and is fixed by the adsorption of energy 

in this type of flow. 

lilxed flow. At low velocity, and especially where the bed is very rough as 

through grass and other vegetation, water obeys a law which is intermediate be- 

tween laminar and turbulent flow. Byneriments with the flow of very thin sheets 
gives a formula V,, = Constant pt? s*” Some exseriments on actual slopes covered 

with vegetation snow a variety of exponents in the relation of quantity, Q, to 
devth, De 

Hrosion by running water. Running water removes material from the bed by: 

(4) direct lifting of loose particles by either horizontal or inclined currents 
ef watcr, (b) abrasion by rock particles carried in the current, (c) impact of
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larger rocks on the bottom utilizing their kinetic energy either of translation 
or rotation, and (4a) collapse of vapor-filled bubbles causing, violent impact of 

water on the ved (cavitation or water hammer). Many text books mention only the 
second and third methods. One might then justly ask the question as to how the 
water first derived its tools! It is cle.r that most of the course of every 

stream is ove> loose material which is noi put in uction except in unusually 

lnrgs floods so that. it is evident thay lucse material is really the source of 

mst cf the load. JUavitation is another uetncd which is often overlooked. It 
oucurcs, however, only when the velocity is over 12 reters/second, a velocity at~ 

tained in but few localities. When it does occur, #98 following formula applies. 
Sressure « velority x (dogsity x bulk modulus): e 

Substituting 2x so" dynes/en® for the bulk modulus o:2 water and unity Zor den- 
e.iy this Decomess Pressure = (1bs/in®) = 50 x velocity (ft/sec), It is evident 
thet regeated blows of this magnitude must be very destructive. Brosion of the 

tet tan cecur only when force cf the current as exerted at the bottom exceeds the 
tesistance of the bed material to removal, This resistance consists of two dis- 
tinct factors: (a) weigit of varticles under water and (>) the mechanical state 
of vacking. The former is rendily found but the second is not easily determined, 
Mixtures of different sizes are much harder to disrupt than is a derosit of all 
the same sized particles. Packing is very importaat with small particles like 
clay. Another factor is the presence of stones which are too large for the water 
tds remove and which jtherefore protect finer material beneath. 

Force required to nove a varticlee In considering the force required to 
éislodge a given particle from its resting place ca the bed of a stream (provided 

it is not broken from a larger particle) mst be carefully distinguisned from the 
force required to ke2p it in motion after it is started. There must be an upward 

component of motion at an angle of A degrees vith the bottom. Force necessary to 
dislodge a loose varticle must then equal weight x sine A (considering on!y weight 

uncer water). ‘This does not take into consideration the resistance due to sate 
cf packing of the bed material. Several different metheds oi computing the force 

of the moving water which is exerted on the exposed portion of a given particle 
Have been used. These comprise: (a) impact of the water which is proportionod to 

squere of bottom velocity multiplied by exnosed aren of particle, (b) tractive 

force computed as pressure per unit area commuted from weight of column of water 
of unit area multiciied by slope, (c) hydraulic lift due to difference in velocity 
at cifferent depths, (4) velocity gradient expressed by kinetic energy of unit 
vo.ume divided by depth, and (e) intensity of turbulence as expressed by the mix- 
ing coefficiént. Rubey equates the resistance to lifting to energy of flow. 

weight = sine A « constant x Vo? x area of cross section x cos A 

: Simplifying and solving for radius of particle, R: 

R= 3 x constant x v2, 

4x tar A x weight 

Weight is again that under water and tan A = slope, S. It follows that diameters 

ef particles are proportioned to square of velocity and weight of particle moved 
at given velocity is proportioned to sixth power of velocity. This is known as 
the "sixth vower law" and, although correctly stated when first worked out, has 

besn much abused as a measure of load instead of weight of a single particle 

which can be moved at giren velocity (competence). The tractive force idea is “0 
find the component of weight of a column of water of unit cross section which is 

“~~ exerted parallel to the bed. Evidently this is its weight times sine of angle of 
slope. Since at low angles sine and tangent are nearly the same it follows that 
the value of slope may be substituted for sine in the above equation. Follow x:; 
UR2 same procedure ss before and solving for R, we find: 

. een R= 3 x constant x depth x slope 
4x tan A x density particle
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Again density is that under water. The next angle of approach is the fact which 

explains the lift of an airplane wing anc many other phenomena, namely that pres-— 

sure sideveys is least where velocity is highest. This means that a stream where 

velocity ineveages away from the bottom shovld exert an upward force on particles 
oree they are lifted from the bed. This exnlanation appears to explain suspension 
of 1eal rather than erosion. Still another mensuve 0i erosive force of unit 
volme was employed by Little. It is well known that loss of hend (pressure) in 
nipos which carry water with turbulent flow is proportigned to Ve/radius (or 
disneter). Anplied to streams this is translated to V,,°/hydranlic radius; in the 
case of very wide channels this becomes depth. Since depth — quantity/velocity, 
substitution yields; Force = ¥,°/quantity. This mothod does not seen to have been 
used by others. The intensity of turbulence also has not been widely employed 

as a meosure of erosive force, although it too seems to offer some advantages since 

: it explains the rate of energy transfer. 

Foree required to keen particles off the bed. The force of moving water 
which is required to keep particles off the bed is more readily measured than is 
the force needed to start them. Particles over 1 mm diameter obey the impact 
low'and their diemeters are pronortioned to the square of the velocity. Particles 

smaller then about 0.2 mm dinmeter are more subject to the viscous resistance to 
settling. 

Weight = 6 x pi x radius x viscosity x velocity of setding 
Solving for velocity of settling this becomes: 

Ve = 2x gx R” x density 
9 x viscosity 

with all units in the metric systen. Solving this for radius (or diameter) it 
will be seen that this is proportioned to square root of velocity. This relation— 

ship of diameter to settling velocity is mown as Stokes Law but it is of more 
importance in sedimentation than in studies of erosion. Particles between .2 mm 
and 1.0 na diemeter obey a transitional law in which an increase of one cm/sec 
volocity increases the diameter of particle which can be kept from settling by 
au0us ll oer cent. 

Loss of enorgy by streams. Every text book of physics demonstrates that 

could a particle slide down a frictionless inclined plane its velocity would be 

accelerated and attain the same value at the bottom of the incline that it would 

have if it had fallen through the same descent in a vertical direction. This 

velocity is given by the expression; 
V = (2 e¢ x cistance of fall) 1/2, fall being measured verti- 

cally. If streams of water flowed without friction their velocity wovld conform 

to this law and they could do no work on their beds; Observation demonstrates 

that this is not true for velocity is not accelerated but instead is related to 

slope. Obviously a retarding force is present and this consists partly in energy 
absorbed in kinetic energy of rotation and temperature rise and partly in work 
done on the bed and nartly in keeping material off the bed. This resistance is 
similar to that demonstrated when an object will just move on a real inclined 

plane, that is when the component of weight down the face of the plane just bta1- 
ances the retarding force of friction. We cannot express the amount of vor: dons 
on the bed because it is impracticable to measure the other losses of energy. 
It is true however, that the kinetic energy of the stream is approximately ecual 

to the total retarding force.
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Problem of bottom velocity. As with laminar flow the true bottom velocity of tur- 
bulent flow must be O. It is thought that the bottommost layer is laminar flow. 
Ruby terms the velocity at the upper border cf this marginal zone the bed velocity. 
Although it ‘s urpracticable to measure this velocity Ruby attempts to compute its 

vaive, Trecgy supplied by the current.muss eyial eacrgy tonsumed in friction on 
the tet. ne former is measured by weight of veter uullin.iec br its distance of 

fell in a given time. Distance of fall is fomd vy avltiplyiug nean velocity by 

sloy.e vy time. Denrsity of water is unity aud the engle of slope so small that it 
can be neglected. Energy consumed in unit leagth is fourd hy 1m.tiplyirg the 

wevied perimeter of the chaanel by unit distance giving area. This *s nultivlied 

by *rictional force times distance through it acts in given time. Fricuional force 

is equal to square cf mear velocity mltiplied by a coefficient, and distai.ce is 
mean velocity times time. Simplifying this equation and making necessary cubsti- 

tutions it azpears that mean frictional force on unit area equals weight of anit : 

volime of water multiplied by hydraulic radius times slope. Now this is the shear- 
ing stress at the ved and is equal to thickness af layer of laminar flow times vis- 

ecosity. xeasoning from this vremise it is concluded that the fourth power of bed 
velocity equals constant times square of mean velocity times hydravlic radium times 

slone. {% is this value which should be used for computation of the impact law. 
It is also amavent that the coefficient of friction, which is included in the con- 
stant above, is proportioned to square of mean velocity times hydraulic radius 

times slopes 

Methods of transnortation of debris. Material which is kept off the bottom by 
vertical component of motion is called suspended. This material mainly obeys the 
law of settling velocity where diameters of narticles are oro ,ortioned tc square 

reo! of veloaity. Larger particles obey the imoact law and their diameters are 
pro)orvional to the square of the velocity. The particles which cannct be fus- 

pended rove in a series of jumps called saltation. Their vrogfiess is thus slwe: 

shan tno current but owinz to their loss of weight under water they hav. Liit se 

energy of imoact when they return to the bottom. Thus they do not help dislo‘cs 

ovn21 yarticles into the moving water. Still larger stones ave rolled slong tre 

Yottom as is proved by the rounding of water-transported pebbles. Others are pushed 
or keep constantly sliding into a hole which the water excavates on the cdown-stream 
side. ke coarser material which is not suspended for long periods of time is 
krowi as bed Joad. Ine division between what is bed load and what is suspended is 

153i constant dut varies wita velocity of the water. Although there is a distinct 
%pew Limiv to amount cf %ed load with given conditions which is termed capacity, 

snece does not appear so be any definite limit to the amount of suspended load. 
Tp tc 30% has been recorded. Study of the Missouri River appears to indicate that 
arjut of suspended load veries with the square of the discharge. The explanation 
is csredeoly an increase in turbulence with increase in volume which is aesociated 
witn increase in velocity. 

Trensvorting power of a strean. Strictly speaking canacity should be dis- 
tinguished from transportirs power of which it is the upper limit. Both quantitics 
are measured 1n weight of waterial moved in unit width of channel in unit time 

thus both are exoressed in units of power. Although many attempts have been ix.ie 
to express transvorting power in terms of velocity of moving water there is no 
agreement detween them. irst, we must realize that this quantity will be a 
measure of transportation and not of erosion. Second, we find that the energy de- 

voted to transportation is only a portion of the total energy of a stream. Third, 
a mest seo that the upper limit to transportation (capacity) is by no means a
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measure of the relation of power to velocity. Fourth, we must not confuse competence 
with transvorting power. Fifth, if bed load is considered it is the bottom velocity 
and not mean velocity which should be used. Sixth, there are other factors besides 

velocity, for irstanse depth or hydraulic red'us determines the vertical velocity 

eraciert evi. sherefsre, the rate of transver cf energy to the bottom. If, however, 

We telce the kinetic sneray of unis mass of waser &s eter mined by Vin® aS & measzre 

of =ovce. then power should be related to ¥, * soi da the sure way with bottom velo- 
city if ve are to censider cxly the vars of tae wats. ‘vhith ts aext to the bed ‘oad. 
Rubey used a differeny method uf appreack. He states thes load per unit of shannel 
victh multiplied by the average settling rate cf the materiel. equals weignl of unit 
voivr: of water times square of meen velocity times hydraulic radius times slope. 

L/P Vet gx Vine x R x 5 where P = perimeter of bed. Now since Vn* Veo es 

by svostitutioa it appears that L/P : y but as 7, (settling velocity) is also 

propcertional to VY; then L/P : Vy? or by another substitution it also works ous that L 

L/? . ¥,°. Many cther expressions have been used which have been made up from the 
iractive forsee idea where force equals product of depth times slope. If we use 

Little's exyession ror force as Vin7/ R and multiply by Vy to obtain yower the 
exmrissioi for power is provortional to R x 38/2. 

Critical velocity. Observation shows that it is not correct to use total 
velocity in any formula for there must be a certain critical velocity before any 

parbicics can be moved at all. Many of the formulas are given in a form where 

this vaiue of velocity is sudtracted before applying the relations given above. 
The energy before the attainment of this velocity is wholly absorbed in internal 

resistance cf the water. It does not appear that this lost energy can be-simoly 

outaine*. br subtraction for it may well be a proportion of total energy which is 

nt constant with change in velocity. 

Overloading. Literature about streams abounds in the expression “over! onled". 
Coasideravion of hydraulic principles shows that no current car. be overloaued 
ever aqmentarily. Any excess loaf of bed material is dropped at once when 
Goacitions for its transyort are not maintained. If attention is given to the 
sespenced load there is no condition which causes overloading. But the material 

wick is suspended at one velocity may become bed load at a lower velocity and 

vise vers:. Streams may be underladed because they cannot obtain enough debris 
Foe tanacity but they cannot be overloaded even temporarily. 

| fig, steaments in stredm transportation. The most extensive experiments in 
atciee transportation of debris were those carried out by Gilbert. Others have 
vean tursied out by Mavis aad others at the University of Iowa and at the 

Yirtesvarg experiment station of the Army Engineers. Nevin has also made some 

exorsrinents, which unlike the others who used flumes, were done with glass tubes. 

Ciltert feiled to find any single variable which was related to capacity by a 
simple formula. He found that with constant slope canacity is proportioned to 
abevt the third power of velocity above the minimum needed for movement of the bed. 
With both constant deyth and constant discharge the exponents were larger. Velocity 

usen was mean and not bottome because of the difficulty in determining the latter. 
fn inverse relation to depth was suggested. The Jowa experiments gave an exponent 
of velocity above minimum which varied from 3.05 to 6.24. With a depth-slope for- 
mule. the exponent was more constant and veried from 3,09 to 3.88 after subtracti.r 

of the critical value but the value of the constant varied greatly. Nevin's «:- 

coo™insuts related only to competence and not to load and the same may be true of 
iis Vieksburg trials. Apparently little attempt has been made to consider velocity . 
evadient as did Little. Ina flume the level of maximum velocity must be depres:ed 
Selow what it is in a stream and in general conditions are unlike nature, The
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The variability of results suggests that there are other variable: wiich were not 

given snough weight. 

Horizontal shape of stream beds. Few streams flow very far witncut making 
a bend. This fact is demonstrated by inspection of artificiai canals which were 
made to carry off flood waters. After a short time these, almost without excep-—" 8 
tion, begin to develop curves unless the walls are made of materials which cannot 
be removed. Slides of banks, fallen trees and brush, accumulation of drift-wood 

ail serve to deflect the current from one bank against the other. Once started 

this procese is self-perpetuating. It is most marked when velocity of the stroam 
Z is relatively low. If it is high the obstruction may be swevt away for the energy 

is enough to keen the water in a reasonably straight course; the lateral component 

of motion is then relatively small. This tendency to swing sideways is well bhown 

avove a millpond where velocity is reduced. When a stream flows through a segment 
vf a circle elementary physics shows that the centrifugal force of unit mass is 
Setermined by the square of velocity divided by radius of the curve; F= nve/r. 
"mis force is inverse to radius of curvature. Wow velocity of an ordinary stream 

is, other things being equal, related to the square root of slope so that V’ : S. 
Ar substitution we find that F - mS/r. Thus as a stream lengthens its course by 

axing Dends the slope is decreased and force also is decreased in direct propor— 
tion, The relative amount of force. exerted by a stream on its banks as commared 
so that on its bed is also related to the nature of the load which it acquired dur- 

ing floods. If the load is coarse so that it cannot be moved at low water then 
slmost all the force may then be lateral. As bends grow into symmetrical curves 

they are called meanders. Local variations in nature of the banks prevent meanders 
y2om ever becoming true segments of circles. There is no relation between meander 

ing und stage of stream develonment. All that is necessary is a comparatively 
Jow velocity at the time of beginning of the meanders. Many examoles of meandering 

streams may be observed where the bends developed as soon as the stream started 

to flow, 

Cross section of stream channels. In a straight stream the line of maximum 
velocity is along the center. Ina curve this line is deflected toward the outside 

of the bend. In a stSaight channel, according to the commonly accepted method of 
computation, there are two zones of maxima turbulence with maximum disturbance of 
ths bottom. One is om each side of the line of maximum velocity. Since material 

cf the bed load is given a lateral component of motion from areas of maximum turbu- 
ence toward those where that nhenomenon is less marked, this tends in a straight 
stream to deflect bed lord toward the banks and to form a minnr dividing ridge in 
whe middle directly under the maximum velocity. This process appears to initiate 
sand bars or subaqueous dunes which are so characteristic of streams with a 
sandy bed. At low water these shoals become islands and may be an imoortant fac-— 
tov in producing a branching or »artially braided vattern of channels. In a curve, 
ievever, one of the areas of high turbulence is deflected against the outside 
vank and Coubtless accounts for erosion there which produces a cut bank. The 
other is less marked and lies next the inside. The line of maximum transport of 
ved load crosses over from the ingide bank of.one bend to the inside of the next. 
4s it crosses the denth of water is less than it is next to the cut banks. Such 
sucals are imown as crossings. Observntion demonstrates that they are built uo 
during floods and worn sway during low water. The relation of crossings to turvv 
ence is evident, as is the transport of material to the insides of bends. As 
vends grow larger they maintain about the sams width of channel. The insides are 
vreeressively filled with a complex of varallel ridges commonly. with swamos be- 
uweer. The areas just below cut banks are known as deevs; these are excavated 
duriv.g fleeds and then filled at low water. The width of a stream channel depends 
apon t-. uryare of the bottom. In this connection attention should be,cucve of 

‘directed to the} ;
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erosion. The tendency of a stream is to distribute its fore: mifsm.y across 

tre bed excapt insofar as this is disturbed by rotationel foice. Senks with deep 
water against thea are naturally most exposed to erosion. Low, shelving banks 

are,more apt to be built up. Canals dredged with vertical sides are commonly 

winleaee. bj Floods at the same time that the bettom is shoalei. ‘Sancty beds are more 
veadily altered by water than are those composed cf either gravel or clay, A 
strea, with a sendy bed has a shallower cross section and a grenie> width for given 

cischarg? than has a stream whose bottom is composed either ot finer or of coarser 
vasticlese Moreover, it is much more apt to be divided by snoals or sandbars. A 
confusing fact, however, is the variability of volume which is characteristie of 

nos: sivars. The channel is no sooner adjusted to one volume then discharge 

shanges axd it must begin all over again to reshape the bed. Nevertheless, most 

etvcams seem to have a low water channel which is sharply divided from the high- 
water flood channel er floodplain. The change is due to the relatively infrequent 

*\50¢s. Moat variations in discharge can be taken care of in the narmal or low 
wetter channel. 

fize of mennders. It is evident from the most casual examination of mans 
vias large stranms have much lnrger ueanders than do small streams. Jt can also 
ve noted that some valleys meander and that these meanders ere considerabiy larger 

mao are those of streams with the game discharge whose low banks are made of soft 

Detoriale In some places tw. distinct sizes of meanders can be distinguished; one 

lacge curves of the valley, ths other small meanders on the flocdplain, A‘tempts 
i. study the size of meanders in relation to that of streams have been directed 

molly to the width of the meandering belt for the shapes of real meanders 

-7e not uniform enough to permit’of quantitative measurement. Lacking data ou 

avsrvage Gischarge, maximum discharge, hydraulic radiug; or natube of bottom, all 

imantities which vary greatly in different streams, investigators measured the 
size of streams by width uf normal channel, As seen above this is not entirely 

veliable for width is relited both to velocity and to niture of bottom, From 
the analysis of forces given above it is easy to see that as meanders grow large: 

the force of unit aass ef water on the outside of the bends decreases because both 

of decrease of slope and increase of radius of curvature. Therefore, unless a 
stream is large in volame, the force needed to erode the cut bank is attained 

only with small meandérs; only a large volume stream can make large meanders and 

stil. have force left to continue erosion. Meanders ston growing larger when the 

eteral component off total force of the stream equals the resistance of the bank 
vc tenoval. Meanders also wear most on the downstream side so that in time they 

vvavel slowly downstream, a process termed sweep. Long before meanders on the 
oclt material of @ floodylain with low banks reach maximum size, or of mow> far 

‘cwrassream, they Are likely to be cut off across the neck during a flood. This 
“.6c6ss does not:renove all bends from the channel so that meandering: simply 

staets over again. For this reason floodplain meanders do not last as long as do 
s.¢ bends of meandering valleys which are cut down into bed rock. Here both sweep 

na cutoffs aré much retarded and meanders have time to grow very large. 

Width of meander belt. Jefferson's studies of width of meander belts did not 
s¢rininate’ between streams of varying width. His averages were that the width 

“1 meander P3it is 17.6 times that of the stream on floodplains and 3C times in 
ule case ov meandering valleys. Bates results averaged for floodplain streams 
witah a width of 100 feet, 16 times; streams 1000 feet wide, 12 times; streams 20x 

Feet wide, only 11 times. Notable variation from the overall average of 11.0 ‘ines 

2 are dcubflese erolicable dy difference in bed material. For meandering valleys the 

wires found by Bates were much higher: 41 times, 18 times, and 17.5 tines rec-- 

nec’. 92iy with an overall average equal to that of the largest streams. Widt. ; 
were sgojecs to ths notorious inaccuracy of the older topographic maps. /itnough | 
mech Gf the differeace between results on floodslains and for meandering vaileys
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may be explicanie from the facto: of the lenger iife of the latier. swbher : 

thenomenwnm is thas meeniering in m@ay cases have cwister, na rower grave. Dottomed 

atreans, which citfer greatly from these of fioodpleins. This sends vo minimize 

the oheerved. dflerence. 

Mista% streams. Where a meangeving valley hes a floodp’+i1 within it it 

uiveady las %een noted that two sizes of aeenders May de presen’: Such streams 
have Deex termed aisfit, and many attempts made vo find the cause. Tue phenomenon 

tas been vacioucly ascribed to loss of volume by reason of climatic change, diver-- 
cior. of headwaters, cessation of fliacial drainage, or increase in waderground flow ~ 

invough the valley filling. Instances vhich can be explained by the first three 
proeesses are definitely kmown. Diminution of flow after glaciatioy is well dis- 
nisuyed in central Illinois. The loss to uaGerflow is called Lehmanrs nriuciple 
tus in fact is the least plausible of any. The discharge of rndezgroxd water 

is expressed by the following rermula: 

Quantity = Constant x diffarence in head_x area of cross section 

length of flow : 

‘hs walue of the constant varices with size of grains, vacking, and viscosity. For 

Frusish engineering units and Yliischarge in £t°/mini its value at 5) F renzes from 

C0908 in silt to 1.442 in sand with grains of 1 mm diameter, Talcing the cross 

.sevion ox the glacial cutwash fill of Wisconsin River at Muscoda as 200 by 

“) O09 feet. the head at 1.5 feet per mile, and the average grain size at 0.4 mm 

she dissharge would be only 0.SE £t3/ser. Since the lowest recorded surface dis— 
charge cf the river is 2000 fe°/sec it is evident that, even in this extraordinar- 

ily ferorable instances, the underground flow is only a little cver 1/4000 cf the 

uvface flow or entirely negligible! In the case of the underfit Kickapoo River 
74 3s sleer that this principle cannot be of any importance whatever. What icws 
souut is that the outlet of this stream, which heads in the high rock hills of 

the Driftiess Area, was blacked up by glacial outwash. Consequent upon this its 
bac nas silted wp with reduction of grade and formation of a floodplain in the 
botton cP the old meanders which were cut in rock, With low banks and lowered 
velocity the cause of the smali modern meanders is clearly evident. 

Destruction of meanders. It has already been mentioned that cutoffs do not 

2 ofemselves destroy the tendency to meander. However, meanders may be destroyed 
wLan the velocity of a stream is increased. A good examcle of this process is the 

Wscoasin River between Nekoosa and Patenwell bridge. For several miles below the 
‘get rapids at Nekoosa there are nerfectly-formed meanders with a slope of 
2.3% ftja and aa average width of about 480 feet. Abandoned meanders and meander 
»Cave indicate that cnce the stream meandered much farther south than it now does. 

wuoareatly this meandering started on top of a delta which was deposited in Glacial 
ictse Wissonsin. Below the meanders which still survive the slope is about 1.52 
Vif/m. ead the width averages about 700 feet. Evidently the erosicn of the sand- 
“Lone barrier at the Dells, many miles below, has caused an increase in slope and 
wbeeofore of velocity. Tt is difficult to arrive at an exact figure for change in 
rclocity because in order to compute this we sho1ld iknow the hydraulic radius 
»-436 there are no important tributary streams in this vart of the main river 
we might assume shat cross sectional area is essentially constant. Assuming “lis - 
the inerease in width would increase the hydraulic radius by about 25 per cen'- 
“vt us a matter of fact the increase in velocity should decrease the arse of she 

aon “rods Goetica. For this reason we will ventatively :assume thay there is no change | 

“2 hydraulic radius. On this assumption velocity is about one third greater go 
celoy che meanders, The exact process of destruction apvears to be the develo - 5 
uens ef catorfs which shorten the course of the river. ‘wo of these are iowa
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to have been made in about 85 years. Ji. tiis case increase °F tealocioy destroyed 

meanders because the river bed ig sll loose wtevial. The cuvrss dclow the mean- 

ders is not only wider out also shows a partiel vraiding witn many more islands 

end sandbars than in the slower current of the meanders. Steepening of gvade of 

2 stream which is close to the level of bed rock would cause erosion of the 

mernijerg to begin thus making a meandering valley. 

T¥tect of rotation of the earth. Objects on the surface of the earth are 

Higust bo two forces. First, the attraction of gravity pulls them toward the 

contor of the earth; this force is resisted by the surface of the earth. Second, 

the centrifugal acceleration due to rotation tends to make them move relativeiy 

outward. The horizontal comoonent of this force wowld make a particle move toward 

the eauator because that is moving faster than the surface at higher latitudes. 
This force is resisted by the fact that the earth is already adjusted to its ro- 

tation so that the shape of the ellipsoid is just enough to counteract this force. 

When we consider the relative velocity of a moving object, first moving east, then 

one moving north, an expression for forde in each of these directions is obtained. 

Parts not related to rotation are neglected. The development of a formula to 

express the force which tends to turn a moving object to the right in the north- 
ern hemisphere and to the left in the southern is quite complicated; it is best 
ot olained in works on the winds. The force on unit mass in a horizontal plane is 

saown by the following: 

Force » 2 x angular vel. in radians ver sec x relative velocity x sin latitude 

ls quantities are expressed in the metric system the forces is in dynes. lt is 0 at 

tae equator, 258 x 107? dynes at latitude 10, and 1458 x 10° dynes at the voles. 
So: Gomoarison we may take ths centrifugal force developed on unit mass of water 
moviag 200 cm/sec in a circle with a radius of 1 kilometer; this figures out at 

C.<: dyna. At latitude 70 degrees forte due to rotation of the earth on unit rass 

at same velocity is 0.0274 dayne or about 6.6%. Since this force is always in the 
same direction it is added to centrifugal force on right hand turns in the northern 

hemisphere and subtracted on left hand tuins. The difference is then double the 
ancunt of the force. The force is so small, however, that it not noticeable below 

intitude 20 degrees but probably accounts for the greater prominence of cut banks 
an. driftwood in right hand turns of large streams at high latitudes. 

‘Longitudinal profile of streams. Very few streams long flow at the same vol- 
wis. Vory few long rivers flow all of their course over the same kind of material. 
Most streams have tributaries and increase in volume with distance from the source. 

The 2oregoing facts make it extromely difficult to arrive at any mathematical 

formula by which the longitudinal vrofile of a river can be expressed. Many at- 

tempts have been made to do this; some ended in absurdities such as convex profiles 
and others ars imoossible of wractical anplication. Among the latter are equations 
based on amount of wear of pabbles or on size of largest varticle carried. In order 
to derive an empirical formula it is necessary to plat the vrofile on either 

logarithmic or seni-logarithmic coordinetas. The writer chose a number of streams 
frrm the numerous »nrofiles in Water Supply Paner 44 and platted them on the former. 
5° attempt was made to choose only streams which appear to be undisturbed by 
c.-.stal movemsnt and to avoid those which display marked irregularities in slone. 

As explained previously this type of platting derives an equation of the type 
fail equals constant times horizontal distance to a power which is less than unity. 

fre following exponents were found: Wisconsin River below Portage .95; Black Rive. 
Yaloo the Falls .92; White River, Arkansas .95, Of streams in drier clinats tic
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Republican River showed .82 and the portion of the Arkansas through the High Plains 

.85. The Red River of the South is abnormel in displaying an exponent of only .55. 

Turning to theoretical reasoning an analysis by Rubey of the forces involved in 

stream transportation gives a relationshiv between slope,settling. velocity, load, 

quantity of water, and hydraulic radius according to the formula: 

S = load x settling velocity ' 2/3 

E wt. water x pu/e < 

wa.s is equivalent, other things being equal, to the slope being inverse to the cube 

rout.of the hydraulic radius. Such a formula nppears inapplicable in actual 
practice. Wooldridge and Morgen give a formula for stream profiles which is a 
logarithm’. curve; it is equivalent to saying that the slope is inverse to distance 
froi. she source. Somewhat better results may be secured from Little's sporoach 

Ke as3umec. that erosive force of unit mass of water is proportioned to square of 

mean velovity and inverse to hydraulic radius. In a wide shallow stream the latter 
is equivaient to depth. By the use of Mannings formula for velocity and making 
necessary substitutions it appears that this force is proportioned to qi/5 59/10 

Q + quant’ ty of water in unit width of bed. When solvod for S this becomes 

sz Fl0/9 9-2/9 
The slope of constent foree would then be f G72. (etki eeriven = aquebion 

for a trapezoidal channel, which is somewhat like a a a girgan channel, of 

ae 8/20 59/16 which when solved for signe is: § : 70 990/225 | From this 

the profile of uniform force is f: i085) ° or F:9°87, In order to solve any of 

_thess for rall, f, in relation to horizontal distance, h, it is necessary to meke 

some assumtions as t) relation of average discharge to distance downstream. ‘bis 

can only be found where drainage basins are of normal shape and where results 37 

long-term *“.scharge measuremuts are obtainable. On the aie that 9: no/4 

the ~rofile of a trapezoidal channel becomes f = constant x h which is not *:.rc 

from the actual observations mentioned above. For thet matter the resyit of the 

othox formula for a wide channel becomes with the same assumption ein@/lz or Fin? 08 

which does not agree very well with actual determinations. Were semi—logarithric 

platting jo yiei¢ a straight line then an equation with a variable exnonent woud 

be shown. In such an equation the constant which is applied to the exponent repue - 

sents the percentage of change in each successive interval of horizontal distance. 

Platting of eight outwash terraces in Wisconsin gave no suovort to the variable ex- 

nonent equation but instead yielded a constant exnonent of about 0.7 or distinctly 

lower than that of present-day streams. The explanation of the difference from the 

existing sonditions is undetermined; it might possibly be explained by tilting. 

Slove--wash or overland flow. Where surface runoff does not follow channels 

but forms e thin sheet all over the land surface the process is called slove-wash, 
overland flow, unconcentrated wash or sheet flood. This process is important during 

poth (a) initial erosion of a new land surface, and (b) in reduction of sides of 

valleys. 

Hydraulics of overland flow. The two »rincipal students of overland flow are 

Little and Horton. These authors used quite different lines of a»nproach to the 
hydraulics of the »vrocess. Little's worls seems to be wholly theoretical but Hort. 

appears to have tried many actual exneriments. These exneriments demonstrated 

that normally overland flow is mixed, although with increase both of distance of 

flow and of desth it becomes wholly turbulent. On a strip down a slope which is 
of unit-width there is a definite relation between depth, D, discharge, 4, and 

velocity, 7. Since Q « DV substitution shows that for fully turbulent flow
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Qs: po/s gil2, for purely laminar flow Q ¢ D°s, Mow if we use the formula for 

velocity in thin sheets derived by Lewis and Neal then Q : pieS'g+7, The following 

development will employ their formula instead of those used by the original authors. 

_ It mist first be realized that very thin sheets of water may flow in waves; these 

are probably the result of viscosity. Water piles up until slope is locally enough 

to overcome viscous resistance. Flow is then accelerated until the sheet thins; 

then the process starts over again. Horton felt that the waves act like a series of 

sudden blows and increase erosion. 

Little's views. Little, as mentioned above, used the exnression which gives 

loss of head with turbulent flow in pipes to exnress’erosive force, namely F: V“m/D. 

Substituting D = Q/V this becgmes F = V37Q, Substituting the roy ar Se aeabe 

flow for V this becomes F : 9°/19 s21/19, solving for S, $: FL9 at ye “* and tbe 
equation of a slope of uniform force by unit volume becomes f : yi3/21 or fe he. 

Horton's views. Horton employed the time-honored tractive force equation for 
force on the bed under a strip of mit widths This equation is also known as the 
deoth-slope formula or DuBoys formula. It is simply the component of weight of 
water on unit area which is varallel to the surface. Since weight is then pro- 
portioned to depth, which is a/v, it avpears that: 

F: Dx sin Aiwhere Mis the angle of slope in degrees, 

By substitution for value of D and taking Q : h we find: 

Poh 10/19 7/19 in a 

This exoression is not readily comparable with that of Little unless we assume that 
for moderate slopes sin A 3 essentially equivalent to , (tan A). Making this 

substitution F : nl0/19 12/19, jgiving for §, S$: FL9/1 y _5/6, This yields for 
a profile of uniform force f : nt/5 or ¢ : nel9? or a much more concave slope than 
does the other approach, In making a comparison it is desirable to realize that 
Horton's formula gives the entire ootential energy whereas Little's attempts to 

determine what vart of total force is actually applied to the bed. 

Resistance to erosion. Horton computed the force of flow at the point where 
erosion begins. This was exoressed in pounds ver foot? and ranges from 0,5 ub/£t? 
for newly cultivated soil to 0.5 1b/£t2 on sod, a range of 10 times. Of course, 

not all this force is actually exmended on the soil for much is lost in internal 

resistance to flow. The resistance of soil to erosion was ignored by most ov the 

older writers. It depends woon several factors: (a) rate of infiltration, (b) phys- 
-ical nature of the soil, its structure as well as texture, and (ce) kind of vegeta 

tion. Soils which have the finer particles aggregated into pellets or which 
awell when wet have a high resistance to washing commared to what would be exnected 
from their mechanical analyses. 

Belt of no srosion. One of Horton's major contributions to geomorpholoxy is 

the reasoning that a certain minimum distance is required below any civide to gather 

sufficient water to nermit the runoff to overcome the resistance of the soil to ero- 
sion. In making such computations it is evident that the actual force exerted on 
the sollis of no importance; what is found is simply the point at which erosion 

does begin. It is also evident that the width of gathering ground will vary both 

with rate of rainfall and with nature of the soil, Horton computed that on a 5 
degree slope plowed land with rainfall rate of 0.5 in/hr. will not be eroded for 
153 feet from the divide, whereas with a rate of 2.0 in/hr the belt of no erosion
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shrinks to only 38 feet. The corresponding results for sod are 7046 feet and 1762 

feet respectively. From these figures it is fair to conclude that the belt of no 

erosion is a fact but that it is of little importance when the resistance of the 
soil to erosion is low. When resistance is high, however, the importance of the 

belt of no erosion is low. When resistance is high, however, the importance of 
the belt of no erosion cannot be exaggerated. In prairie areas it is not difficult 

to see that valleys do not extend to the divides. Naturally the width of the belt 
varies inversely with rate of rainfall so that its effect on erosion varies with the 

Srequeacy of heavy rains. 

Profiles dsveloped by slope wash. All the formulas outlined above agree in 
se far as they indicate that profiles developed by slopewash are concave upward. 
The concent of the belt of no erosion shows that unless there is no vegetation such 
oret les io not extend to the divides. The variation of width of that belt may 
ely to explair the convexity of many hilltops although this is not the only explan- 

ation of what phenomenon. The checking of which formula is most nearly correct 

must rest upon platting of actual profiles of slopes in uniform material. Unfor- 
tunately, such profiles are not at present available. In many regions the lower 

slopes have been covered by filling of the valleys or there is too much variation 
in the wnderlying materials. When examples are available the values of the con-- 
stants of proportionality can be determined. In his analysis Little did not 
assume that quantity is directly nroportioned to distance from the divide but ina- 

‘ stead used a rainfall equation quoted in the first section. By means of rather 

complex algebraic anelysis he eliminated time and obtained as the exponent of a 
j profile of uniform force 9/11, that is a much less concave slope than do the 

others. Reasoning that through geologic time quantity is diréctly related to 

distance the exponent Decomes 7/9. Both of these results are for fully turbulent 
f.cw. Herton also used slope distances instead of horizontal distances. On mc .- 

erete anc. low slopes this wcevld make little difference. 

Topography due tic slopewash. The mathematical discussion above presupz0ses 

the: material is removed uniformly from the area of slopewash. Experience shovs 

the4 such is not the case. Instead, as pointed out by Horton, many parallel rill 
channels ure formed all over the area. Sach goes directly down the slope. Dor it- 
less minute differences in resistance is in vart resvonsible for this coucentre- 

: tion. Another possible cause is surface tension of the water which,would draw it 

tosther into threads. Once concentrated, erosion is magnified by the increase 
in volume. Total amount of erosion also increases with distance down the slope. 

Horton's figures based on experiments appear to show that increase in erosion is 
#3 @ more rapid rate than his formulas indicate. Another interesting observation 

iu that °n exceptionally heavy rainfall the sod cover may be broken and rolled up 
leaving tere soil. 

Forms tion of valleys. Formation of velleys on a newly-formed land surface 
wnich is steep enough to cause slopewash erosion follows upon the original rills. 

Gertain vills bedome deeper than others. Overflow of the tiny divides causes con- 
centration of water in these larger streams. This process Horton termed cross 
grading. In tine it obliterates most of the original rills. Systems of tritut=r; 
ravines develop across the original rills. Resulting slopes alter the direction 
of rills. The process is repeated until the entire area of a drainage basin has 
valleys so spaced that there is no land outside the normal width of the belt 7? no 
erosion «s found along every divide. Thus it follows that the development o: 
valleys obeys a definite mthematical law. In nature the boundaries of drainege 
Dasins are generally ovoid and the material is not uniform either in infiltration 
cenacity or resistance to erosion.
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Relation of streams to underground water. Temporary or intermittent streams, 
which flow only during and shortly after rain or melting of snow, normally lose 

some of their flow to underground water provided mantle rock and bed rock have suf- 
ficieat permeability. Permanent streams are supplied in the intervals of no new 
supply from slopewash or surface runoff by the discharge of svrings. It follows 
that such stre>ms can only exist below the level at which their beds intersect the 
zone of saturaicon or water table. Sxceptions to this rule are streams supplied by 
melting snow or the drainage of a humid area which flows through regions of less 

ore.ipitation. Under these circumstances streams may be losing water to the ground 
water over a considerable portion of their courses. If underlying material is com- 
pesed of fine particles causing low permeability this loss is not of very great 
magaitude. 

* Entrisce angles of tributary streams. Since streams normally flow directly 

cowa the slove »f the land rather than at an angle to it, it is obvious that the 

ang..e at vhich they join one another depends unon the ratio between two regional 

slooves. if slopes are gentle and both essentially equal the entrance angle might 
be of almost any value. This condition is found on flat plains. Here the angles 

renge from 60 to 80 desrees except where interfered with by vegetation. In cases 

where the main valley has a low slope and the sides a moderate inclination the cn- 

trenve angies sre about 60 degrees. If tributaries enter fromsteep side slopes in- 
to a gently sloping main stream the angle approaches 90 degrees. 

Stream orders. Horton devised a system of stream orders which does not agree 
wits that employed by; some Europeans. The short unbranched streams next the head- 
waters (for the most vart intermittent) are the first order. Those which reesive 
trivitaries of the first order are second order streams. The same process is 
cercied cn as long as necessary. In cases of doubt the stream below a junction is 

preionged and the stream wit! the greater angle of entrance in reference to this 

line is taken as of the lower order. If both branches are close to the same leagth 

the shorter one is of the lower order. If both branches are close to the same 
lerngsh the shorter one is of the lower order. The order of a stream is unchansed 

th: sughont its length. 

Drainage ¢easity. It has long been noted that many drainage basins differ 
grestly -o the number of streams for their area. It has commonly been thought that 
th.- Tact is related only to climate or to stage of development of the drainage 

syp*em but Horton urges that the factors of infiltration capacity and width of the 
c2.¥ of no erosion have been neglected. He expresses drainage density by dividing 
tie total length of streams in a basin by its area in square miles. B3uth permanent’ 

e1¢ intesnittent streams must be included. The reciprocal of twige the drainage 
aGensity ,ives arproximately the average length of overland flow. Stream frequency 

is compuced by Cividing the area of the basin into the total number of streams of 

each order. 

Drainage texture. Texture of drainage is simply another word for density. 

Many investigators have applied the factor of infiltration to account Yor conrse 
texture of drainage, that is a basin with relatively few streams. Although vais 

=s important, a factor which has been ignored by almost everyone is the relative xe- 
sistance of both mantle rock and bed rock to erosion. Drainage basins in areas of 
resistant rocks ere characteristically of low density or coarse texture. This ca 
ve explained by the fact that it requires a large area to gather enough wate: to 
mexe a valley. Areas underlain by shale or clay almost invariably have fine = ex- 
sured drainage. This factor explains the drainage pattern of Bad Lands, In some 
ar2as of Céep mantle rock on hard bed rock shallow gullies display a fine texture 
although the major valleys have coarse texture.
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Laws of drainage distribution. Eorton worked out the following laws which 

govern the number of streans of different orders in a drainage basin. The propor- 

tion between the number of streams of given order in a basin to those of the next 

lower order is the bifurcation ratio. The number of streams of different orders in 

a basin annroximates an inverse geometric series in which the first term is unity 

and the ratio is the bifurcation ratio. The average lengths of streams in a given 

Yasin approximetes a direct geometric series in which the first term is the average 

length of streams of the first order. Horton held that these laws, which follow 

mon the principles of formation of successive tributaries, lend quantitative sup- 

sort to Playfairs Law of accordant stream junctions. He laid great stress on 

aiother relation, the ratio between the stream length ratio and the bifurcation 

ratio as expressing the nature of the drainage. Stream slopes were found to be in 

Snverse geometric series thus relating them to different stream orders and proving 
Playfairs law. To give a complete quantitative picture of a drainage basin he 
Listed: drainage area, order of main stream, bifurcation ratio, stream length 

ratio, and either length of main stream or average length of first order streams. 

From this the drainage density, stream frequency, etc. can be computed. Methods 

were worked out by which to estimate the length of first order streams where map 

data are inadequate. The value of all this quantitative data to geomorvhology is 
yet to be demonstrated but its value in making definite comvarisons is obvious. 

Drainage patterns. Because streams are shown on maps which give no other 
data much attention has been devoted to drainage patterns. Most textbooks 
classify these into dendritic or tree-like and rectangular or trellis. ‘Some 
authors also describe radial drainage such as that of a volcano, and centrivetal 
as the drainage of a basin, where streams meet at a common point. Braided streams 

divide and reunite repeatedly. ‘Branches which lead water away from a main streem 

ae distributaries. In resnect to the use of the term dendritic it is evident that 
the originators had in mind only the ordinary hardwood trees for all drainage pat- 

terns resemble the branching of some variety of tree! As brought out above the 
drainage »attern reflects relative slopes of tributaries and main streams and this 
is in general a result of the geologic structure of the underlying bed rock. If 
we study the variety of land surfaces on which streams originated it is really re- 
maikable that there are not more distinct patterns. Branching or dendritic pai’ errs 

indicate horizontal uniformity of material. Great irregularity of pattern indicates 

a vrimary surface of considerable relief such as that of the rougher »vhases of 
€i..ial drift or of volcanic areas. Only streams which originated on rather gently 

slesing Dut not level surfaces were »receded by the slope wash grading postulated 

by Horton. In many areas such as the more level vortions of upraised sea bottom o7 

glacial Grift no .reliminary slope wash was nossible. 

Relation of stream courses to geology. In many areas of disturbed rocks it :s 
covious that most streams are located on the outcroys of the less resistant bed 
rocks regcrdless of the position of anticlines or synclines which might conceivably 
have directed the »rimary drainage when the area was uplifted. The original or 
consequent courses have evidently been abandoned in favor of others which are ad- 

dusted to the nature of the bed rock and its associated mantle rock. In this pro- 
cess it is clear that streams which happened to be located on less resistant mater— 
ial deepened and widened their valleys to such an extent that in time they obliter- 

ated streams which were not so favorably located. The adjusted streams are tervel 
subsequent. In such areas where the rock formations vary greatly in resistance to 
erorion the drainage pattern becomes rectangular. Tributaries from steep ridges 

on the outcrop of resistant formations enter the valleys along the strike of non- 

resistant formations nearly at right angles. However, there are exceotions to this 

; ru..¢@. Where a considerable thickness of similar material occurs drainage is den- 

dr.tic. The subsequent streams in many places cross through the ridges in water
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Zaps, whose origin is in many pleces disputed. 

Valleys due to recession of falls. Falls occur where (a) a stream descends a 
steep slope formed by another agency, (b) there is a marked change in resistmce 
to erosion along either a near-vertical plane, or (c) soft easily erodible material 
occurs beneath a firm cap gock or other resistant layer. In many small falls at 

the head of ravines the capping material is sod or even just B horizon of the soil 

profils. Wate: which falls freely reaches a very considerable velocity, far more 
e than is common in streams. However, there is a limit height at which the kinetic 

energy of the water is effective in erosion. Above a few hundred feet fall the wat- 
-: is broken into drops by air resistance and hence is ineffective. This is well 
ivlustrated in the high falls of the Yosemite Valley, California. In lower falls 

the descending water swirls around boulders and pebbles which aid in excavating 

a plungexiool beneath the falls. Plungepools are normally filled with water but 
at the abandoned falls of the Columbia Plateau, Washington, several are easily 

observed. These depressions should not be confused with smaller potholes made by 
rotary motion of stones in eny rapid current. Excellent examples of potholes can 
be seen in Interstate Park, Taylors Falls, Minnesota. They are very common along 

al” swif* streams. As the crest of a falls is worn back by undermining and 

falling the plungepool moves upstream. A fall normally looses height not only by 

breaking off of parts of the crest but also by the steep grade required for tne 

stream in the gorge which is formed by its recession. Although excavated to the 

Gepth of the bottom of the plungepool, the gorge below is shoaled by coarse debris, 
ia part excavated there and in part fallen from the walls. Lakes occur in abandou- 
ed plungepools. In general, however, the bottom of a valley formed by fall reces-— 

sion has jess slope than a valley made by the same size stream by downward erosion 
along it: entire length. A good exampoe of a valley thus formed where the fails 

woie baci until entirely obliterated is the upper section of Grand Coulee, 
Washington. The width of a gorge made by falls during their recession may vary 

greatly if the discharge or material has not been uniform. A good example is the * 

gorge below Niagara Falls. A widespot at the Whirlpool is due to intersectior ‘i 

the gorge with an old drift-filled gorge of earlier origin. Energy of fall of 
unit volume is naturally constant but total amount of work varies with discharge 

of the stream. This reduction both in power and rate of recession does not in 
itself leave any record in the form of the gorge. But since there is generall;.a 

relrtion betweer. discharge and width of channel a shrunken stream excavates a 

ne-i ower gorge than does a larger one. This also is well displayed at Niagara 

an’ vitistes its value as a "geological clock" by which early geologists soug™” tz 
Cetsrmine the number of years since its formation by dividing the known modern 

rase of recession into total length of the gorge. 

Valicyg due to springs. Where a large spring emerges low down on a slove 
the erosivn is somewhat similar to that at the bottom of falls although the 

amount of availiable energy may not be anywhere near as great. The elevation 
of the valley head is fixed by the level at wnoich water can emerge. Valleys 

of this tyne heave been described from the Columbia Plateau where the waters 

emerge bDaneath basalt flows. They are also common in the glacial drift. 

Initial formation of consequent valleys. Land surfaces originate in ma.y 

ways. An area may be the bottom of a sea or lake now emerged from the waves, 
or it may have been made by stream, glacial, or volcanic deposition. In ever; 

case there has been a change from sedimentation in some form to erosion. This 

change is not necessarily due to uplift or to change in level of sea or lake; 

it may be due to change of climate or amply to cessation of deposition. Most 
theoretic reasoning has been started with the premise that a relatively flat
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see, bottom was uoraised rather suddenly so that no significant amount of erosion 
occured curing uplift. Furthermore, it has generally been postulated that the 
climate was humid and that the initial surface contained more or less irregular— 
itzes so that the first drainage was imperfect. Good examples of just these 

conditions may be observed in the lower ports of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal 

Plain, as wll as ca the f'etter glacial drifts. Hxamples of irregular initial 

surface are found in the rougner areas of glacial drift, in volcanic cistricts, 

aad in regions where uplift was due to faulting or folding. Two distinct 

conditions may ther ve present: (a) the primary surface is so flat, or so 
xyormtable, or both. that slopewash cannot ocevr, or (bd) the original surface was 

altered first by overland wesh before valleys were formed. We have already 

coisidered Horton's anproach to the formation of valleys by successive gradings 

by slopevash until. there is no more area left which can be thus altered. This 

view is supported by the observed fact that the successive dividing up of a 

drainuge arca is displayed in the bifurcation ratio. But where prinary slopewash 

could not occur,as on the glacial plains the origin of valleys must depend more 
on chance. Concentration of water woulé then depend upon local conditions brought 

about by minor irreguloritics of the surface. Original ponds and swamps would be 

abundant in the interstream areas, as is easily observed in glaciated districts. 

But in either case it is clear that concentrated water does form valleys of 

consequent streams. 

Alteration of valley sides. Were erosion confined entirely to stream beds 

all valleys wovld be of the box canyon type with vertical sides. Examples of such 
valleys are confined to those waich were formed not long ago and in wiich erosion 

is still concerned mainly with deepening the bed because of repid flow. Examples 
are found in many localites where streams diverted by glacial deposition are now 
making canyons in the bed roc. But very slight reflection snows that vertical 

valley walls would be extremely unsteble. They are altered by erosion of small 
tributary valleys, as well as by sliding and creeo of the sides. Some have thought 

that all young valleys heve convex sides because of the rg@id lowering of the bed. 

This is certainly true in some localities, especially where creep slones form 

in incoherent material. In meny unconsolidated materials, such as most of the 
glacial drift, the angle of slope is even like that of a talus slope because it 

is due to sliding. Rough landslide slopes are also common, narticularly where 

ground water emerges, Reduction of valley-sides to a slone naturally exnoses 

then to slonewash. Bven if the areas between streams were at first confined to 

tne belt of no erosion it is clear tuet as valleys were deevened the steep sloves 

along them vould wear back into the formerly immune area. In other words, the 

slope of stability for given material and climate must start et the stream level 

and has no relation to the divides. Another factor, which must be considered 

is that the width of the belt of no erosion is variable because of occasional 
torrential downpours. This variability of width may easily be a factor in 

producing a convex divide even in areas where there is no important amount of creep. 

The belt of no erosion on divides cannot be of constant width until stability is 

attained along the valley sides by an equality of forse of erosion to resistance 
of material to removal. Once this condition is reached valley formation is 
essentially complete unless disturbed by earth movement, change of climate, or 

the work of man. 

Base level of streams. A stream valley can be eroded no lower than the ved of 
the stream into wnich this valley debouches, nor can any stream valley be eroded - 

more than a slight distance beneath the level of the body of standing water it 

reaches, or tue level of a valley filled by stream deposits in: which,in the case 
<f a semi-arid climate it ends its course. This limitation is known as base- 
devel and its effects have long been anpreciated. The accordance of most stream 
Junctions is known as Playfair's Law. There ere some excentions to this law
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where the main stream is supplied from melting snows of the mountains or some 

other more constant water suoply than the local precipitation which supplies 

its tributaries. Many examples of hanging valleys which have been unable to 
keep pace with the deepening of the main river are present in the Grand Canyon 
of tue Colorado. Anotner cause of discordant junctions is tilting of the land 

along tne direction of the main stream as is well shown in the Sierra Mountains 

oi California. The velocity of the stream which flowed down the tilted surface 
was inercasead und that of the tributaries which flowed at right angles was : 

uaeffeeted until the main valley was deepened. Lateral motion of a stream may 

3.sc cut away the lower end of a tributary. 

Lateral erosion of streams. Latsral erosion is best developed after a 
stream valley attaines such a grade that it is able to carry off the debris which 
is brought to it by both tributaries and slonpewash. Development of bends and 
true meanders chen can teke place because velocity is reduced to a point where 

the lateral conuponent of motion is important. Most text books lay much stress on 
the widening of stream valleys by lateral erosion. Cut banks where the stream 

swings arainst the bluffs are common and doubtless account for the observed fact 

thei, hills adjoining a large stream are commonly steeper than those along small 

tributaries. Good examples of this are present along the Upper Mississippi 
valley aud neeé only in part be accounted for by glacial floods. Such erosion 
serves to upset the belt of no erosion which was in former equilibrium. But 
the view that this is the major process of valley widening producing a wide 

fioodnlain underlain by bed rock at slight devth is not confirmed’ by examination 
of most stream valleys of the United States. Much more common is a considerable 

amount o" streem denosits beneath the valley floor. Such are explicable by 
change o: sea level, or of climate or by the indirect effects of glaciation. 

Lateral crosion is also limited by the factors which control the width of the 

resnder pelt as previously cutlined. How far lateral erosion migat extent in 
tic is problematical. 

Formation of »ediments. Special conditions which apparently enhance the in- 
vovvance of lateral stream erosion are present in areas where the amount of waver 
is not encugh, or the slope is not sufficient, for the streams to transvort their 

load. to the se.: These conditions appear to be most readily attained at the buses 

of mountains in a semi-arid climate like that of the southwestern part of the 
Basin end Range province. Uere the streams for the most nart never reach the 

se.. Instead they are filling, or have filled, basins between the mountains ich 
we: orisinally made by earth movements. Sven above the major areas of deposition, 
ii whieh there is at times standing water in some places, the streams are obliged 

vy the decrease of grade, aided to a small extent perhaps by evanoration, to ley 

“own the coarser oart of the load which they acquired in the mountains. They 

flew in a brai’ed course on these devosits and build uw their beds to such an ex- 
veub that shifts of channel are of common occurrence. Under these conditions the 

Lateral comjonsnt of force is alone present. Valleys, where they reach the foot 
of the mountains, are widened, the ends of spurs, outlying elevations, and even ihe ; 

S mountain face itself are cut back by lateral erosion. It has been argued that 
such lateral erosion is not the major cause of nediments, as the sloping areas of 

emocth bec rock thinly covered with gravel are called, because so few tyoicai 

examples of cut banks occur. As a matter of fact, it is true that vediments are 

best develoved on rocks like granite or sandstone which disintegrate into material 
readily moved by both streams and slopewash. It is, therefore, not to be denied 

that, as the interstream areas are planed down and weathered down, slopewash takes 

én increasingly important vart in reduction of the area. This was realized long 
ago by tae geologists who happened to witness sheet floods. ‘Jith the scanty vege- 

tation of semi-arid regions overland wash during occasional downpours is of 

greater importance in shaning the landscane than might at first be realized. Very
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slight increase in rainfall would check it by increasing vegetation. Concurrently 

the increase of rainfall should cause the main streams to erode their beds to 

lower levels. Just how arid the climaté must be to allow formation of pediments 

is vicertein and the same remark applies to the possible extent that they might 

eventually attain. 

Cycle of crosion. The fact that erosion progresses through a definite evele 

wa: discovered long ago but was first widely publicized by ¥.M. Davis. His 

-o.tulate was that uplift is relatively sudden compared with erosion. Erosion 

rereunon follows a definite pattern of few stream valleys at first, then more 
thorough Cissection, followed in the end (nrovided no earth movement unset con- 

aitions) by redvetion of divides to a gently sloning surface called @ neneplain. 
A relativcly humid climate was assumed in order to carry out this ideal vrogres- 

sicr.. O1 the other hand Penck suggested that in some cases uplift was much 

sicver tien er:sion so that the steps outlined above need not follow. Develon- 
ment of “hese soncepts by their prononents was mainly philosophical rather then 
observat.onal. This is particularly true in respect to the endpoint of erosion. 
Alsiough many examples can be discovered, for instance in the Coastal Plain and the 

croced rift plains, of the progressive development of valley systems vith concur- 
vent reduction in surviving areas of the original topogranhy until none survives, 

ne «xistiug examples of peneplains of recent formation have ever been discovered, 
411 that could be noiuted out to confirm the velidity of the completion of the 

eycle can be classed as (a) worn-down areas which are inferred to have been up- 
lifted an¢ eroded since peneplaination, (>) buried peneplains now exhumed in »vart, 
ead ec) sat areas with rock not far betow the surface found in semi-arid or 

seaconal iainfall ereas. Some enthusiastic students actually described as young 

ye .eplaius areas of Lake or stream deposits where bed rock lies at consideray ¢ 
; ¢eoths. It is probabie tha: such errors are in large part explicable by the empha.- 

si. placed by some geologisis on widespread planation by streams. Although such 

lateral erosion wovld certainly be an important factor in completion of a pencplain 
it is mors characteristic of a pediment. The climatic conditions under which many 

ancient surface. like the pre-Cambrian peneplain of North America were formed is 
whosly unknown, Examples of topography in Africa strongly suggest that seasonal 
rainfall on dctn sides of the equator may promote pediment formation jrst as wll 
as does sporadic rain*all on mountains in the Great Basin. Certainly tre numerous 

examples of mcaadnocks with very steep sides (inselberge or island mountains) av-- 

pear to suggest formation by lateral erosion of streams whose level was fixec 
thetr owa deposits. Only such a vrocess could possibly explain the stcepslope: . 

vovvher jlserimination of peneplains from pediments follows later in this section, 
* ag well os @ discussion of the identification of remnants of erosion surfaces of 

ulfferei6 ages in the same district. : 

Effect of solution on neneplaination. Most discussions of veneplainatiou have 

ignored the effects of solution. On water-soluble rocks, such as limestone, this 

‘process can werk over the entire exposed area at once. It is even effective to 

some extcut uriisr a cover of permeadle rock. The result is that, unless dis _urbed 

by crustal movement or change of climate, a nearly level surface is formed. 

Interrwovions of the cycle of erosion. Many students have justly expressed 

doubt that the theoretical cycle of humid erosion could ever be brought to cormle- 
tion. The setimentary record does not suggest that the lands ever remained in 

the same relation to sea level for more than a fraction of the vrobable time yhich 
etould te required. Although we cannot now express in years the time which woulda 
be required for perfect penevlaination of a mountain range,.we are able to measure 
approximately the duration of the several geologic neriods by means of the study 

of atomic disintegration. The consensus of opinion is that the entire time since 
the beginning of the Cambrian is not over 500 million years. If we think of the
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rate of erosion slowing down markedly toward the end of a cycle, when the distance 
through which rainfall descended to the sea was small, it is not difficult to con- 

clude that known geologic time is too short to permit the completion of so many 

cycles as have been postulated by some. If the cycles were not as complete as has 

been believed, then the possible number would be much increased but it is still 

evicent that it cannot be large. For instance, it is thought that the Lower 

Cretaceous began not more than 120 million years ago. Yet many have thought that 
prior to the Upper Cretaceous of 95 million years ago, there was not only long 
deposition of linestone, followed by earth movements, and they by a reasonably 

verfect »eneplain over most of the Atlantic seaboard if not all of eastern North 

Americal ‘he eroded rocks included not only the Lower Cretaceous limestones but 
also large areas of crystallines. Are we not asking too much of ordinary erosion? 
It is true that in parts of the Arbuckle Mountains of Oklahoma a subdued surface 
wes eroded across tilted and folded sediments tens of thousands of feet thick, 

and then buried again within a fraction of the Pennsylvanian period. However, 
this seems to have been a local and not a regional planation, vossibly a pediment 
tormed on rocis not. yet completely lithified. In spite of this somewhat startling 
evidence it does anpear likely that most cycles of erosion could never have reached 
the theoretical endpoint without interrwotion by earth movement or change of sea 
level. Uplifts were both those without distortion of the sea bottom and those 
associated with folding. Besides these diastrophic movements we must reckon with 

obstruction of drainage by vulcanism, glaciation, and landsliding as well as with 

changes in climate. When an uplift occurs it follows that erosion with the changed 
baselevel will largely obliterate all record of the »artial cycle before. 

Terraces. When a river has stabilized its slope, or reached grade as many 
term it, a normal feature is the formation of a wide valley floored with debris, 
which, althourh in transit down the stream, must perforce be left stranded during 

the intervals between floods. Such a devosit floors a floodplain and the thick- 
ness of material above the bedrock cannot be greater than the usual flood—time 

depth of the channel. When the baselevel is changed or there is a change in 

climate either (a) the floodplain is built un with stream debris because the river 
: cannot forward its load any longer, or (bd) increase of slope accelerates the rate 

of erosion entrenching the stream and leaving the former floodvlain as a terrace. 

The method of uplift might be with or without warving or local irregulerity or 

might be a regional uniform tilt. As mentioned above, the last would accelerate 

’ the velocity of the stream all along its course ot once causing it to form a new 

longitudinal profile. If an uplift without tilting, or the equivalent a change 

of the amount of water in the oceans, then the new crofile must grow inland 

eradually. Irregular uplift would be a combination of the above conditions. The 

inland limit of the new profile has been termed a nicknoint and mich attention has 
been directed to the finding of ooints of change of profile in a strean. 

Logarithmic plotting will show at once where these occur but it is not evident 

which are related to differences of geology and which to the start of a new cycle 

of erosion. The example on the middle Wisconsin River cited above is clearly due 
to erosion of the rock barrier at the Dells below. It is very indefinite in the 

detailed profile, for the change in slone of a stream is generally very gradual. 

Ageradation of a valley with debris is the converse process of terrace forma- 
tion. It may be due to: (a) building of a delta at the mouth of a stream, (b) 
climpsic change, (c) obstruction of a portion of a valley by earth movement or 

deposition, or (4) glaciation which supplied a tremendous amount of loose material 

to the stream. In and near to the glaciated regions the valleys which carried 
glacial meltwaters were filled up to great depths with outwash (glacial sand and 

gravel). Logarithmic plotting of the Etats of a number of outwash denosits 

in Wisconsin yielded the equation f : h where fall is in feet and horizontal
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distance in miles. The constant of proportionality varies from 9 to 25 inversely 
v2 the discharge of the stream. It is evident that with such a concave profile 
nelving back of the ice front automatically changes the slope of the outwash 

streams at any given point. Readjustment then forms a terrace above the new level. 

Neay strears carricc she oveiflow of large lakes during ice retreat and the in- 

s.eased discharge cstsed eros.on leaving terraces. The grade of many outwash de- 

pocits was changed by the meiting of included ice masses which had been buried in 

she deposits. This change formed many terraces. During the erosion of many out— 

vesa deposits the streams were in mlaces sunerimposed across rock ridges. Until 
sroded away these e:vsed wide valleys above which were later entrenched into 
cerveces. Other outvash terraccs were banked against ice which on melting left 
then high above latc; streams. Deposition of outwash in the routes of glacial 
drainage was so ravid that it blocked up the tributary streams which headed in ter-— 

ritory not glaciated at that time. The lower varts of these valleys at first held 

lakes but terracing of the outwash has in almost all places drained these. Deltas 
were denosited in these temporary lakes and streams which built up their beds to 
meet the new conditions were locally superimposed on rock spurs. Trout Falls, 

near Camp McCoy is of this origin. Terraces due to climatic change are perhaps the 
least well understood. In general, aridity should lead to excessive slopewash which 
would bring more material to the streams than they could carry away until the slope 
was increased throughout their length. Zuronean geologists think of this taking 

place in regions near to the continental glaciers because cold decreased vegetation. 

Return of more precipitation or higher temperature would increase vegetation, check 
slove erosion, and cause the enlarged streams to seek a new profile. In this case 

terraces would result. Opinion has varied with different geologists as to whether 
the numerous terraces and pediment levels in the southwest vart of this country were 

due to change in climate or to uplift. It is orobable that study of the profiles 
by methods here outlined will eventually solve this vroblem. In regions of folded 
rocks it seems reasonable to suggest that many terraces are due to stream entrench- 
ment following upon the main stream cutting through a resistant formation. 

Terrace tonogranhy. Since terraces are remnants of former higher filling 

in a valley, or a former wide valley adapted to a different condition of erosion, 

sheir borders represent the edge of a new lower floodplain. Where the eroding 

stream meandered it cut loops into the bank which are known as meander gears. Be- 

tween these loops the spurs are shary meander cusns. If, however, the stream was 
not meandering, or the process of erosion continued for a very long time, such 

cusps are absent. Terraces formed while the outwash in which they were eroded still 

contained many ice fragments are now filled with kettle holes and are hard to dis— 
tinguish from true ice contact terraces where one side rested against stagnant 

glacial ice. Terraces formed by uplift or change in stream volume normally occur 

at corresponding elevations on both sides of the valley. Such are called paired 

terraces. Terraces due simply to lateral erosion of a shifting stream during 

down cutting are unoaired. Terraces which survived because the valley filling 

rested on bed rock are often termed rock defended. Terrace surfaces normally show 
old stream beds which can be distinguished in aerial vhotogranhs long after they 

carried any water. Both braided and meandering patterns may easily be discerned 

because of the differences in soil in the lower areas of the stream beds. 

Correlation of terraces. Correct correlation of paired terraces is difficult, 
The surfaces were never smooth and since abandonment have been extensively altered 
ay devosits from slope wash and wind work. The best way to match observations at 
iifferént points is to construct a profile down the center line of the valley. On 
“his correlation is rarely difficult. A further check is logarithmic platting which 
2iscloses any miscorrelations at once.
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Incised meanders or meandering valleys. It has already been mentioned that 
some valleys have meandering courses. Two distinct exnlanations have been advanced 
to exolain this fact. First, it has been suggested thet during downcutting the 

lateral component of erosion caused wrot were originally minor curves to grow into 

lsrge meanders. This process would be best developed where the valley walls were 

not as resistant to erosion as was the bed of the stream, which during low water 

may have been protected by the bed load dropped after the last flood. Meanders 

o2 this type were named ingrown by Rich. Second, a stream which was meancering on 

a floodplain (not necessarily on a peneplain, as many have supposed) might be 

wolifted and erosion reinstated. If bed rock was near the surface, and not at 

sousiderable dept:. as on Wisconsin River, the meanders would not be destroyed but 

would become fixed between rock walls. If these rock velley sides were sufficient- 
ly resistant thet lateral growth and downstream sweep were alike retarded then the 

meanders would be eroded into the rock without much change of form. This type 

was termed intrenched by Rich. As a matter of fact, both tynes are often found on 

the same stream, if we can believe topographic maps. The insides of the bends 
are the criterion by which they may be distinguished. The meanders which increas~ 
ed in size have slipoff slopes commonly veneered with gravel, whereas the other 

type have practically the same slope on both sides. Intrenched meanders are abun- 
dant in the Colorado Plateau where resistant formations of rock lay not far below 

the ancient floodplain. By restoration of the geology the position of the level 

prior to uplift may be made with confidence. Such meanders definitely prove up- 
lift of a region and the ingrown tyne does not, although its possibility is not ~ 
denied by their evidence. Meandering valleys are almost the sole evidence of 
change in baselevel of some regions like the Driftless Area. 

Streem patterns on floodplains. In most stream valleys there is a floodplain 
which is occupied only at the highest levels and is in distinct contrast with 

the normal low water channel. In many floodplains the border of the low water 
channel is higher than the area behind next to the valley wall. This feature is 

known as a natural. levee and the low area behind is called tue back swamp. The 
pattern of the main stream may be either braided or meandering. Braided patterns 

where the stream branches and reunites repeatedly are best developed where rapid 

ceposition is taking place. Meandering streams may ocevur either on floodplains 

waich are being built wm or on those that are being eroded. Natural levees due 

to flood overflow and checking of velocity among the trees of the shore are best 

developed where the floodplain is being built up, for instance above a delta. 
Braided streams are universal on the wpper part of outwash plains while still 
forming, in the beds of sandy rivers at low water, below breals made bz floods 

(crevasses) through natural levees and on deltas and alluvial fans. Within the 

back swamp the streams have no definite pattern but form an irregular network 
through the vegetation. Various explanations have been offered for the difference 

between meandering and braiding. The former is more characteristic of streams 
which have flowed for sone time end hence heve organized a definite channel with 
few islands or towheads. Braiding is apparently an indication of immaturity 

and rapid deposition. A peculiar feature is the ending of meandering on Mississ- 
ipoi River not far below New Orleans anc well below the first distribuiaries of 

the delta. In this part of the river differences in water level are not great. 

Possibly lateral cutting is hindered by the firm clay of the natural levees. 
Certainly changes in route tc the sea have not occurred in historic time. Another 

feature of floo¢ylains with pronounced natural levees is tributary streams of the 
7azoo tyoe where access to the main river is prevented dowa to a locality where 

wmdercutting of the bluff is taking place. Examples of what must certainly have 

snce been this type of streem junction before later erosion appear in the Tennessee 
«nd Cumberland near the Ohio, as well as where the Illincis reaches the Mississ- 

'ppi.
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Deltas. Any stream which discharges into standing water is obliged to devosit 
its bed load at once. The suspended load may travel far before settling. Fresh 

wator, even when muddy, is lighter than salt water and hence floats. Meltwater 

yrosa from a glacier is less dense than is the underlying water because it is colder. 
2 coarse material dropped at once slides down into foreset beds. Sand and gravel 

“noear to come to rest at a slope of about 25 degrees, This abrupt descent from 

ue nearly level top toward the lake or sea is an excellent diagnostic feature by 

which ancient deltas now far avove the water may be discriminated. The mouth of one 

o¢ the distributary streams on a delta is commonly shallow because of deposition. 
222 passes of the Mississippi are kept open for navigation by artificial narrowing 
wish jetties. his deepening of the bottom has caused eruptions of mud called mud- 
lumps which are mechanically similar to the base-failure slides of the Panama Canal. 

Alluvial fans. “he alluvial fan is the land equivalent of a delta. Change in 
original slope of the land at the foot of mountains or hills is a common cause of 

deoosition of the bed load which was acquired higher up the streams. Although 

typically developed in semi-arid districts, alluvial fans can be made in any climata. 

Many can be so observed filling up kettles in sandy glaciated regions. Streams on 

fans are braided. Variation in discharge is rapid and sreat in most regions. 

Fvaporation and sezpage into the norous material are often regarded as important 
Yactors in deposition, but their quantitative importance is yet to be demonstrated. 
an California extensive water-spreading works are necessary to increase the soak-in 
and conserve water which would otherwise reach the sea. Restraint of streams from 

changing course to places less filled up is difficult but apoears to have accomp- 
lished in some places by narrowing the channel to one whose competence and capacity 

are greater than the original braided course. 

Profile of alluvial fans. Platting of several alluvial fan slones east of 
uos Angeles, California yielded an exoression in which f : h -78, This is not far 

different from the equation of glacial outwash plains in Wisconsin. However, 

Avumbein vlatted the slope of one pronounced alluvial fan in the same region and 
cerived the equation: elevation =,2280 e —.12 X where elevations are in feet, dis- 

sances in miles and e is 3.718. Replatting of data by the writer failed to confirm 
the general applicability of this equation, although it may be correct where the fan 

is well rounded and thé water is constantly spreading out over a larger and larger 

area. The lower slopes of some volcanic mountains appear to show indices of .35 to 
-& where the material is fine and the water from the movntain is spreading out. 
Alluvial fans are readily confused with rock-floored »ediments into which they pass 

upstream. 

Natural Bridges. The formation of natural bridges by either cavern collapse 

or subterranean solution channels through a meander sour has already been discussed. 

In insoluble rocks cutoffs have talten place both due to leakage along a joint or by 
lateral erosion of a spur. Some natural bridges can only be clessed as freaks of 
weathering like towers which have not yet fallen into the talus beneath. 

Drainage modifications. It has already been mentioned that as time goes on in 
the cycle of erosion streams come to be more closely adjusted to areas where resis— 

tance to erosion is least. There is also a »rogressive relocation of streams in 
order to secure the shortest, and therefore the steenvest, rmte to the voint of 

‘uscharge. This vrocess requires that certain areas have their drainage outlet 

changed. The method of change has often been called stream capture or stream 

piracy. “ Although indubitable examples of this process have been distinguished few 

have ever discussed the exact mechanism by which the final capture is effected. It 

is easy to visualize capture by lateral erosion through a narrow divide changing 

the point at which a tributary enters the main stream. The Greybull River,
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Wyoming, is supnosed to have been captured by a smaller river with a lower grade. 

But when we recognize the validity of the belt of no erosion along divides it is 

hard to grasp just how the headwaters of one valley could ever wear back into 

another. One would think that, unless conditions for erosion differ radically on 

the two sides of the divide, it would »rove impossible for a small intermittent 

stream to ever reach the bed of a large and well established river. Certainly 

capture of a stream on the other side of a ridge due to a tilted resistant formation 

annears wellnigh imoossible unless aided by subterranean solution or shattered rock 

along a fault. In every case of recession of the head of a ravine it is obvious 

thet there must be enough gathering ground to furnish water for erosion. If the 

uneerlying materiel on the divide is unconsolidated, or is pervious to water, how— 

ever, it is easy to see that underground leakage would feed the lower valley long 

before the actual break-through. Landsliding would also aid in this »rocess, or 

in some cases the divide might be so low that a flood in the stream above would 

overflow to the lower course. In early days geologists freely invoked warping of 
the land as an aid to capture but with no confirmatory evidence. Many suoposed 
instances of canture where no abandoned course of the cayntured stream could be dis- 

covered are of doubtful validity. Peculiar-looking stream courses may readily be 

due to original irregulnrities of the surface which directed consequent streams. 
Similarity of water snails in now senarate streams is of doubtful validity because 

migration may have been with aid of birds. 

Superposition. Many stream courses which at first sight anpear very peculiar 

in that they disregard geologic controls are evidently due to initiation of the 

route on toy of umconformable denosits now removed by erosion. This process is 

known as sizxperposition and streams of this origin may be termed swoerimoosed. 

Excellent exemples can be found of superposition on the Cambrian cover onto the pre- 

Cambrian, or by the glacial drift onto a bed rock surface. The vrinciple of suver— 
position has now been invoked much more widely than it once was for many of the 

vider geologists seem to have deen entirely too conservative in imagining the former 

emsent of now-vanished formations. Tor instance the course of the Mississippi River 

oz the flanks of both the Visconsin and Ozark wplifts is much more likely due to 
su erposition than to some more involved orocess. 

Antecedence. Streams which held or nearly held their courses against deforma-- 
tion of the crust beneath them are called antecedent. This »vrocess was much in- 

: voked in early days to account for structural veculiarities of certain stream courses 

Although not by any means impossible, it is clear than in many localities suner- 

position is more probable. In fact many of the older exammles, such as the Grand 
Canyon of the Colorado, are now definitely known to be due to swoerposition. On the 
Columbia Plateau, however, the Great Bend of the Columbia annears to be a consequent 

course alongs the edge of the basalt flows assumed before the center of the basin 

sank. In other nlaces the streams of tnat region cross anticlinal ridges whose rise 

could have vonded them only temporarily. 

Discrimination of pnenenlains from nediments. Penenlains and pediments have in 
common the fact that they are worn-down areas of low relief which must at one time 

in their history have been of much greater relief. It seems unfortunate that the 

idea of a plain as the endnoint of erosion in humid climate has so widely spread. 

This assumption demands that cither (a) resistance to erosion is negligible, or 
{t) that geologic time is infinitely long. Because both assumptions are extremely 

inorobable because of the known facts, many students of geomornhology have desired 

a change. in nomenclature. Douglas Johnson suggested change of the name of the 

final erosional form to peneplane but this was also unfortunate for in geometry the 

word plane is definitely defined in a way which makes it inapplicable for use for a 
land form. ‘he word surface is non-commital and we might well, were it not too late 

to change, substitute the term old surface or endnoint surface of humid erosion. ~ 3
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But everyone still apeaks of "sunset" and "sunrise" although they are obvious mis- 

noners! Another fector, often overlooked, is inconstancy of climate on the earth. 

when the continents were largely submerged and there were no polar ice caps the 

clinatic belts must surely have been far different than they now are. Rainfall may 

have been mainly confined to the equatorial belt and to mountains. Deserts may have 

beer. far more extensive on the low lands than they now are. Certainly we should not 

project the existing climate of localities in middle latitudes too far into the past. 

For this reason it is well te review the known facts to discriminate between pene- 

pleins as ordinarily defined and pediments of presumably semi-arid climates and 

pernans regions of s2asonal reinfall. 

Comparison of veneplains and pediments. Definition: a penenlain is the end- 

point of undisturbed humid climate erosion; a pediment is a sloving erea with ded 
rock near the surface which occurs at the foot of a mountain range. Kind of 

rock: a neneplain should be formed on almost any kind of rock; a pediment is most 
ranidly formed where the bed rock breaks down into particles which are readily 
washed by weter, for example coarse-grained granite or sandstone. Climate: although 

not stressed in original ideas it is clear that a neneplain of the type described by 
the older writers must be formed in a humid climate; a vediment, judging from exist- 

ing exemples,must be formed in a region where streams do not forward their load to 
the sea but form alluvial fans. Weathering; the bed rock under a veneplain should 

Gisplay a considerable amount of chemical alteration, although not to great depths 

as has been incorrectly assumed, because there is not enough head to cause deep 

underground circulation; a pediment should display bed rock altered mainly by 

mechanical processes. Topography: peneplains should have very gentle slopes leading 
down to the sea level of their time of formation and display complete adjustment 

of drainage to underground structure which determines disnosition of the weaker 

rocks; pediments should havs a regional slope which does not everywhere lead to sea 
.evel. Extent: penenlains must necessarily be of regional extent, merging gradu- 

ally into higher land on which long-continued erosion has also left its mark; pedi- 
osits may be local, passing on one hand to areas where stream denosits accumalate, 
ou the other to the talus slopes of much higher land, and may occur in a stairway 

of successive levels. Subsequent tilting: because the original surface of a true 

peneplain must of necessity have been very gentle it follows that any planed-down 

area with a slope of more than a foot or two to the mile, interpreted as a pene- 

plain, must have undergone subsequent tilting; but an inclined pediment is expect— 

able for such areas have slopes wo to many hundred feet per mile when formed. 

Covering deposits: streams on a penevlain might have wide floodplains but the idea 
that they necessarily aggrade the old surface on account of excess of disintegrated 
material is based on erroneous premises as to weathering. The deposits of streams 
would necessarily be very fine for it takes a velocity of 13 cm/sec to transport 
with a maximum diameter of 1 mm and about 45 om/sec to carry pebbles of 10mm 
diameter, slopes which for small streams with hydraulic radius of one foot demand 
0.7 ft/m and &.2 ft/m respectively, larger streams requiring less slope. Pediments, 

with slopes in excess of the higher figure quoted, would have a thin coating of 

coarse gravel. It is probable that the confusion of surfaces of deposition with 

yveneplains which has been general in the past is due to misunderstanding on this 
point. Age relations: if remains of neneplains could be found adjacent to one 

another and at different levels the higher must be the older; but with pediments 

progressive burial of a mountain range with its own debris would assuredly reverse 

“his order of surfaces and the highest might easily, although not. necessarily, bg 

the youngest. 

Survival of remnants of more than ons erosion cycle. As soon as the idea of the 

cycle of erosion was announced enthusiastic geologists sought to apply the new tool 
to the interpretation af the geologic history of regions where there is a long gap
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in the sedimentery record. The result of this was the description of a multitude 
of erosion cycles, not only resulting in regional peneplaination but also surfaces 
wach left immediately adjacent almost intact remnants of older cycles. Up to 14 
suc tneomplete cycles were revorted in one area on the basis of work with topo-— 
grapale maps only. The excellent preservation of some of the old surfaces, as weil 

es their extraordinary; xmbder. led inevitably to skepticism and reexamination of 

tne evidence. “he following discussion is intended to evaluate this evidence with 

# view to finding vhether or not alternative views wer2 overlcokec., : 

Criteria of nes: penepleiuation. The best proof of the existence of ancient 
yeueplained areas is the discovery of actual remnants. The strength 0° this evi- 
Ceuce depends diresuiy upon the size and number of remmants which could not have 
possioly been formed mnder present conditions. In this connection is must recog— 

nize that convex hilltcps are not reliable; rather than remnants cf an old subdued 
erosicn surface they are more likely creep slopes preserved by the belt of no ero- 
sion. Effect of resistant rocks in protecting underlying soft material or of im- 

pervious rocks in limiting solution of limestone must also be considered in evalu- 
ating these areas of gently sloping topography. In many areas, erosion is condi- 
tioned so largely by variations of rock that cross sections drawn without geolosy 
are entirely meaningless. Regional or local truncation of tilted or folded forma- 

lors has often been appealed to as conclusive evidence of peneplaination. Sur- 
,ival of shale within minor synclines of firm sandstone on some ridges of the 
Appalachaians has often been noted. In every case we must appraise the control by 
rock character as well as by the character of the mantle rock developed from the 
underlying materials. In gently inclined formations we should rather ask how it 

would be possible for one area to be much higher than another regardless of the 
structure. Would it be possidle for part of a cuesta to be much higher than an ad- 
éacent portion? If it were it would surely be eroded more rapidly than the lower 
atte When we consider the elevation of the crest of a ridge on a steeply inclined 
-cvistant formation we should ask how it would be possible for one »art of the nar- 
sev erest to be much higher than an adjacent section. Were thert?such local high 

points they shovld soon be lowered. For a long time the even skyline has been given 
as proof of regional veneplaination followed by dissection. This evenness was de- 
duced from eye observation and not from surveys. "Distance lends enchantment to 

the view" is nowhere better exemplified than in this connection. Vertical differ-— 
ences are everywhere so small compared to horizontal distances that a distance of 
not mony miles considerable irregularity in the skyline is invisible unless some 
local slones are unusually abrupt. Bye inspection of nearby ground can also be mis— 
leading for a slope of over 100 feet per mile cannot be discriminated when there 
are no level or vertical objects nearby with which to make commarison. Then too, 

in horizontal views of the skyline distant crests and divides blend together and 

we tend to forget the deep valleys which lie between them. Viewed on a really ac+ 

curate map, or in vertical aerial photographs, the true facts are anparent and we 

see such narrow divides that they could not possibly be remnants of an ancient sur- 

face. As for maps, we must at once realize that the topogranhers, even in recent 

times, were not allowed enough time to be able to visit ridge tops or even to send 

vheir rodmen to climb them. Surveying with a stadia rod is at best very tedious in 

timbered country and much of the contouring is by sketching. Reference to the 

older instruction books of the U.S. Geological Survey shows that topographers were 
not encouraged to climb high hills everywhere but to try to sketch a very large 
“rea from lower elevations. The effect of perspective leads to serious errors such 
as omission of deep valleys. A careless sketcher who works from below often re- 
cords a flat-tovped ridge where in fact the divide is very narrow. It is entirely 
unsafe to base conclusions as to old erosion surfaces on maps alone unless it is 
evident that the surveyor actually visited the locality. Long ago Shaler pointed
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oat that in regions of homogeneous rocks the divides are simply the meeting point 
et slopes which rise from adjacent stream valleys which are spaced fairly regularly. 

The averege denth of valleys is determined by the slove needed to carry off the run 

oft with its load of debris. The average denth of valleys is determined by the 

slope needed to carry off the runoff with its load of debris. The average slope 

ot the valley sides is determined either by resistance of the mantle rock to eros- 

jon by slopewash or by the angle at which creep occurs. Naturally the average 

slope is the same on the twe sides of a ridge provided vegetation is about the same 

end follows that @ivides should be of roughly accordant level. This condition is 
well shown in the shale areas of the Appalachian Plateau. When it is discovered 
that the average elevation of divides is determined by the position of a rock forma- 
tion, which is more resistant to erosion than these velow, the importance to be 

placed on divide elevations is greatly reduced. Occurrence of regions in waich the 

average divide level is greater than in adjacent areas with a different bed rock, 

the usual interpretation is that two successive peneplains were foraed of which the 

older survived on more resistant rocks while the Lower was being eroded or lees re- 

sistant material, As an alternative we must certainly consider the obvious fact 

that areas of more registant rock, such as sandstone or dolomite, should normally 

have nigner divides than would an adjacent area of shale. In regions of disturbed 

bed rocks with widely differing resistance to erosion the harder formations almost 
..tacut exception for\ridges whose crests anpear to the eye to be remnants of an 

«id erosion surface to whose level all formations were once reduced. but when we 
ascend these ridges their tops are simost without exception discovered to be so 
narrow that it is absurd to think cf them as being preserved intact. Surely every 
rock which falls must lower them. These are simply the meeting noints of talus 
slopes whose bases on the weaker formations of the valleys start at something the 

same elevation. Naturally this makes the crests so nearly equal in elevation that 

»0 the eye they appear part of a once-level plain. The forces which produce these 

idges work uniformly along the entire length of the flanks and careful surveys 

isaclose a close relation of elevation of crests to geologic structure and thickness 

». the resistant formation. Could we justly expect any other result from long con- 
tinued erosion? Need we even assume that once there was an evening-up from which 
the crests of today were inherited by uniform degradation? Ther if we look further, 
there are lower even-crested ridges in the same area which are formed on formations 

of somewhat inferior resistance. Do we need to think of each one as a relic of a 
“partial peneplain" formed by lateral erosion upon the slightly weaker rocks or is 
their presence an expected result of erosion? Some have made much of the fact that 
the crests of the highest ridges of the Appalachians are lower near to the places 

where the major streams cross them in water gaps than they are farther away. 

But is this too not an expectable result since the level of the subsequent tribu- 

tery valleys to which the slopes descend lowest there? The rough accordance of 

sumait level in many mountain ranges has been questioned long ago by Daly who 

suggested that it may be due in vart to (a) isostacy which limits the height to 
which mountains of given material can stand, (b) more rapid. erosion above timbver-— 

line, (c) greater glacial erosion of higher crests, and (d) upper limit of 
aetamorphism or of igneous intrusions. In connection with the last the petrograph- 

ers can offer testimony and in more than one bathyolith, namely those of Idaho 
and northern Wisconsin, they tell us that the original top was not far above the 

oresent surface or crests. 

Use of Profiles . Identification of now aluost destroyed "surfaces of erosion" 
by joining together ridge crests, shoulders, an¢ tonos of isolated Aills as shown 

on a profile drawn from maps alone,and without geology shown is at best extremely 

questionable. How could these possible be relics of an older topography. Did 
erosion progress horizontally leaving hisher areas intact while lower ones were 

worn down to baselevel? Why should we search then, for records of old surfaces
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on the divides if those divides were able to survive? Perhaps some will now 
seize on the belt of no erosion as an answer to this contradictory attitude. If so 

it must be remembered that this belt applies to slopewash only, not to talus 
forration, landslides, and creep. Horton suggests that some areas where sloping 

yiane surfaces exist on divides may have surviving portions of the surface which 

ves graded by slopewash prior to the formation of the valleys. 

Relative sveod of chennel excavation and reduction of divides. The concepts'$ 
that stream valleys are widened to produce "local peneplains" and that subsequent 
erosion caused parallel retreat of the valley sides leaving a broad flat-bottomed 

vuiley. This is known as the trenven concept of Penck in Germany and Meyerhoff 
in this country. These authors presupposed without anyconfirmatory evidence that 
the deepening of valleys is very slow in comparison to widening by leteral erosion. 

svust how this agrees with the known fact that the debris from slope retreat must 
ve carried down the valley and that its slope must be shaped to do this was not 

stated. Furthermore, it must be realized that parallel retreat of sloves is 

possible only when the resulting debris is removed from their bases. This is 

possible through (a) lateral erosion by streams or (>) the formation of vediment— 
like slopes below talus slopes. It has not yet been proved that either vrocess 

is adequate to cause this tyne of slope retreat in humid regions. A possible 

condition for extensive valley widening is a rock, such as a coarse-grained granite, 

woich weathers rapidly in a humid climate but is resistant to mechanical erosion. 
framination of maps fails, however, to demonstrate that there is a gradation from 

#, peneplain near the stream mouths to progressively less and less eroded topography 
upstream. Ccnelusions that such a process does occur in nature are in part due to 

confusion of surfaces of aggradation with penenlains and in part to the example of 
the Piedmont where the abruptness of the Blue Ridge escarpment tells definitely of 
some type of structural control. This escarpment is really very youthful for 
stream captures along it tell of an unstable condition of the divide. 

Effect of solubility. An exception to the conditions described above for the 

‘ormation of peneplains occurs when the bed rock is limestone or other soluble 

material. Then the processes of weathering may readily serve to destroy the 

divides and boring about a true peneplain before the surrounding areas have been 
completely degraded by mechanical processes. Good exammles of limestone venevlains 

are found in the Anpalachians. 

Buried and ressurected surfaces. Some of the best examples of ancient 
peneplains are surfaces which have been buried under sedimentary rocks and tnen 

uplifted and ressurected from this cover. Examples are the pre-Cambrian peneplain 
of northern Wisconsin, Canada, end the Grand Canyon, and the pre-Cretaceous Fall 

Zone peneplain of the Piedmont. These areas of former nountains were eroded under 

unknown climatic conditions and it is also possible that the streams and seas 
which buried them caused considerable alteration during the process. Some of these 
old surfaces display chemical weathering which has often been described as part of 
an ancient residual soil which escaped erosion during burial. Such an origin 
seems most wnlikely, although it is true that in Wisconsin the surface of the pre- 

“ambrian is much disintegrated and oxidized even where deeply buried. It seens 
much more likely that the chemical alteration is due to circulating waters. Waters 

which descended through formations of different composition might easily undergo 

base exchange on meeting with the feldsnars of the crystallines. The subject 

will bear considerably more investigation. Some of the once-buried surfaces may 
uct be peneplains or pediments but may be planes of marine erosion as will be 
considered in the next section. 

Summary of evidences. It seems clear to the writer that a very large part 

of the evidence which has been presented to demonstrate that relics of several
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erosion cycles are »resent in limited areas is either questionable or invalid. 
Survival of such remnants is to be expected in the case of pediments but not with 
peneolains. Particularly objectionable as evidence are conclusions based on map 
profiles without showing geology. 

Origins of water and wind cans. Subsequent streams in areas of disturbed 

sedimentary rocks are readily understood but the places where the main streams 
eross through ridges due to the outcrop of resistant rock formations are less 

easy to account for. Four distinct exnlanations have been advanced by different 

authors for tae water gaps of the Appalachians: (a) rearrangement of stroams on 
a vnerfect peneplain, (b) antecedence of streams to the folding, (c) stream 
-apture, and (a) superposition of streams on a now-vanished unconformable cover. : 

Development on a peneplain. The idea that the transverse streams of the 
Avpalachians were inherited from a perfect or super-peneplain on which they (a) 

"Tost their way" or (b) were superimposed on a thin cover of alluvial deposits or 
(c) were diverted by tilting was once very popular. As a matter of fact it seems 

theoretically impossible for such a verfect nenenlain to exist, The suggestion 

of a cover of mantle rock changes the hynothesis to the last one, superposition. 
At the oresent time it is recornized that if a peneplain were completed on rocks 
of diverse herdness the adjustment of the streams would increase in verfection 
during its formetion and that they could never disregard the underlying materials. 

This hypothesis is now obsolete. 

Antecedent streams. It has been suggested that some, pat least, of the 

Avoalachien streams ere still in the approximate locations in which they were 

when the folding of the rocks occured at the end of the Permian period, The 
sediments of the Apnalachian geosyncline are thought to heve been derived from the 
now almost-vanished content of Appalachia. The original streams should then have 
flowed northwest across the rising folds. For this reason the sugsestion of 

antecedance could apoly only to such rivers as tne New, the French Broad, as well 

as other headwaters of the Tennesseo. It is inapplicable to most of the streams 

waich cross the hard rock ridges. 

Strean capture. It is clear that strean capture has occurred in relatively 
recent time along the Blue Ridge escarnment end that it is imminent in several 

localities. The northern streams like the Potomac and Susquehanna, which flow 
direct to the Atlantic, certainly nave the advantage of a steeper slone than 
has whe Tennessee or Kanawha. But when we consider the difficulty of a small stream 
working back through e thick formation of resistant rock to reach a larger river 

on soft rock on the other side the process appears impossible. Conditions are 
different than in the southern Blue Ridge where the rocks are reasonably uniform. 

The hypothesis of capture is workable only where there is*cross fault which 
shettcred the rock of the ridge. As most water gaps do not display any offset of 
the ridge it wovld be necessary to assume in every case a fault in which movement 

was parallel to the dip. If there were faulting at gaps, landsliding and under- 
ground leakage of water might cause capture for then there would be no necessity 

for a watershed to supply a stream which would cut back through the ridge. 
Geolozists differ greatly in conclusions as to the field evidence of faults in 

water gays. Sone declare thet they are almost universal and others deny that there 
are more than a very few. Certainly many gaps in successive ridges do not line 

up as they should. It seems liltely that since the gaps afford the best and most 
readily accessible exposures they have been more visited then other parts of the 
mountains snd yet few have aver been mapned in detail as is done in oil-yroducing 
regions. The theory of canture appears rather unlikely as a general cause of 

fans in the Appalachians although it may be workable in some other regions,
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Suvervosition. It seems strange that the theory of superposition was so long 

neglected in the Apoalachians. It has been definitely proved in the Colorado 

Plateau and for the localities where the Colorado crosses some of the Basin Ranges, 

although it will not account for the major rivers of the Columbia Plateau. The 

Coastal Plain sediments are not far distant from the Appalachians and seem the 
logical ansver to their water-gan problem. Eowever, it must be realized that it 

wes a long time since the cover was pesent and that it probably rested on a sur- 
face of unknown but relatively low relief which lay well above the present ridge 

toos. Sines the erosion of the superimposing Ceposits there has been time enough 
to cause extensive formation of subsequent valleys along the strike of non-resistant 
forr.etions. First advocated by Johnson, there have been many objections to its 

venereal application. It has been pointed out that many gaps are located where the 
hard *ormations ore unusually thin or make abrunt bends. Howevor, it sons by all 

mears the best suggestion, provided the long time since erosion of the soft cover— 

ing formations is realized. The underlying ridges, which are about 100 feet high 

wheie they disanpear under the Cawstal Plain of Alabama, may have exerted sone 
influence on ths form of the original surface just as differential settling of 

glacial drift is thought to have caused reexcavation of some valleys which had been 

once completely filled. It must also be realized that progressive erosion into a 
mountain mass must certainly uncover vertical differences in structure, This is 
yarticularly true where thrust faults are present. Streams adjusted at one level 

are out of usrnony with the formation when they have cut deeper. 

Wind gaps. Wind gaps are similar to water gaps but no longer heve any stream 

in thom. It has been snggested that some wind gaps were actually due to the 

mesting of the heads of ravines on ooposite sides of the ridge. In answer to this, 

such ravines Go not have sufficient watershed on a narrow ridge, although they 
might occur where aided by fractured rock along a cross fault. Many have suggested 

that with gap elevations, some of which have been altered by accumulation, of 

talus since abandonement, record forner erosion levels. The idea was that uplift 
of the old nartial peneplain caused rapid diversion of streams leaving the gaps. 

However, study in Pennsylvania does not support this theory very well. During the 

process of erosion the number of water gaps hes steadily declined in favor of 
: windgaps thus giving no support to their original origin by stream capture. 

Generel Swamary. The subject of the work of running water is very complex. 
Agreement has not been reached on the mathematical relations of erosion and trans-— 

portation to energy of the water. On the whole, the line of approach used by 
Little ssems to offer the best possibilities for the computation of profiles of uni- 
form force, voth for streams and for slone wash. Uso of a different formula for 
relation of velocity to depth ond slove is advisable in the case of the latter. The 
reasons for variation of channel width and width of the meander belt are explained 
frow the standpoint of hydraulics and apnear satisfactory. Initiation of valleys 
may be 2ither consequent on original irregulerities of a new surface or may follow 

on orimary slopewash grading as outlined by Horton. This author's discoveries of 
a mathematical relation of relative numbers of streams of different tynes (orders) 
appears to support his contentions. The belt along divides in which not enough 
water is gathered to »wermit erosion by slovewash cannot be neglected, nor can be 

“the factors which alter it in time. Degradation of divides is ascribed more to 

creep than to slopnewash because of this belt of no srosion which survives after 
stabilization of slopes to the voint where resistance to erosion equals available 
force of water. The endpoint of erosion under humid climate is certainly not the 
peneplain of classic literature if there is vegetation to cause resistance. The 
formation’ of vediments as distinguished from peneplains is discussed with the con- 
clusion that they are best developed in semi-arid climate and are formed chiefly 
by lateral erosion. They are wash-sloves and contrast sharply with the talus 
slones of adjacent higher areas. Pediments can be found forming a "stairway" of
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successive levels but similar relations are impossible with peneplains. However, 

the climatic conditions under which many low-relief surfaces originated is un- 
known. It is pointed out that many criteria for the discrimination of ancient 
dissected neneplains are invalid. Superposition anpears to be the best explana- 
tion of many water gaps and wind gaps are due to diversion of streams which onee 

crossed ridges of resistant rocks. 

WORK OF STANDING WATER 

Introéuction. The work of standing water is divisible into: (a) mechanical 
processes, which include both the work of waves and of currents, (b) work of 
arvenisms, and (c) the vroblem of submarine valleys. It is evident that this 
grouping includes some subjects which are not strictly under the general heading 
but which appear more suitable foi discussion at this place than in any other. 

Mechanical processes. 

Origin and mechanics of waves. Wind which blows over water is retarded at 
the bottom by friction just as it is on land. Velocity decreases downward and 

probably is O at and near actual contect with the water. This vertical velocity 

gradient is in response to the transfer of energy from the moving air to the under- 
lying water. In general, however, it does not itself cause the water to flow as 

a current. Instead it sets up rotational motion of water particles around hori- 
zontal axes which are at right angles to the direction of the wind. When wind 

first begins to blow the radius of rotation of each varticle is small but as time 

goes on a limit anpears to be attained. Hach successive rotating narticle is 

slightly out of step with the last so that the final result is a wave of oscilla- 
tion. The mathematical form of such waves is that traced by a point on a radius 
of a rolling circle. Of course, no real circle does roll, only the particles 
and the radius of the hynothetical circle is larger'than the actual orbit of water 
particles at the surface. Even after the wind has stopped blowing the wave pro-~ 

gresses. It is then smooth and much simpler than when it is crinckled by a rising 

wind. At maximum size, waves are roughly half as high in feet as the velocity of 

the wind in statute miles per hour as ordinarily measured not far above the surface. 
The velocity with which particles rotate in their orbits determines the speed with 
which the wave progresses. Since particles revolve in a circle either the vertical 
component of motion obeys the laws of harmonic motion. If we let the radius of the 
rolling circle be R feet anc the length of a wave from crest to crest be L feet 

then L 2 pi. The acceleration is that of gravity, g. Applying the formulas for 
harmonic motion and solving for velocity in feet / second: V= (gR)3. Subdstitut- 
ing the value of R in terms of i, Ve (gL/2 ni)= or substituting numerical values 
for the constants, ¥ = (5.123 L)%. Solving this for length of a period, T seconds, 
then L = 5.123 1%, The relation of the height of a wave above the trough, kh, to 

wave length, L, is not fixed but anpears to vary from 19 to 39 times. The rela- 

tionshin of h to fetch or distance that the wind blows over onen water is reported 
empirically as h = 1.3 fetch? where the latter is measured in statute miles. 
(Mariners use nautical miles or knots each one of which is about 1.15 land or 

statute miles; they also measure depths in fathoms of 6 feet.) One reason for 

irregular results in measuring wave heishts is the fact that a violent wind blows 
off the wave crests in whitecans. The smooth waves which last after the wind, or 
extend outside of the area where it blows, are often called ground swell. In the 

open sea the distance through which winds blow sets a limit to height of waves of 
about 50 feet.
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Energy of waves. Since wave motior in open deep wot+r is a combination of 

rotational sstion and vertical motion waves possess two types of energy. Mathe- 

matical analysis demonstrates that the two kinds are equal in amount, Only the 

energy of vise and fall is carried forward with the progresses of each wave but 
when a wave dashes onto a shore and the water is brought to a standstill both 

types must be expended. In fact, in shallow water waves become translational mo- 
tion. Bngineers have tried several forms of dynamcters with which to measure 

either impact or both impact and pressure of waves where they strike the shore. 
Results of these exneriments are generally given in potnds per foot’. Now the 

totsl theoretical energy of a wave in foot pounds (other dimensions in feet) is s 
shown by the formula Energy = Whh@/8 (1 - ni® h°/2L2) or substituting 64 for W. 
-; weight of a cubic foot of salt water, and for pi, this becomes B = 8 Lh* Cie 

(1 - 4.935n° / L®). Por L=200, h=12 this is said to show an impact of 2436 
pounds/ft¥ Actual records are of this order of magnitude. 

Devth of wave action. The circular orbits of water narticles are shown by 

both mathematical analysis and actual observation to decrease in radius very 
rapidly with de>th. At a depth equal to the wave length the orbit is reduced to 

1/5i2th. Thus one of 10 feet radius at the surface in a 400 foot wave would be 
only .2 inch radius at a depth of 500 feet. It is evident that although there 
is no theoretical linit to wave action its practical importance decreases 
rapidly with depth, that is its competence to disturb the bottom. For this 
reason ‘oenc¢ulum observations are possible in e submarine at comparatively modest 

depths. The term wave base has been applied to the effective maximum depth at 
which weves can disturb a sand botton. 

Waves in shallow rrter, As waves of oscillation reach shallow water the 
circular orbits are telieved to be changed to ellipses with the longer axes 

parallel to the bottom. Certain it is that the top of a wave moves forward 
bodily in an entirely different way that it does in deep water. The wave is 

retarded at the bottozi and the top breaks into a confused mass of foam which 
rushes up a gently sloning beach until it comes to a standstill. No definite 

mathematical relationship has been discovered which shows the depth at which 
waves break. This is proodaoly due to the fact that the. bottom water is moving 

eituer as undertow, due to return of water from the beack, or as a current in- 

duced »y the tides. In shallow water waves undergo refraction just as do light 

waves in vassing from one medium to anotner. This is due to bottom retardation 

and turns the wave fronts until they are parallel to the shore. Nany diagrams 

have been shown to demonstrate that this process also tends to concentrate waves 

onto headlands. 

Other waves. Waves may plso be due to (a) earthquakes, (b) tides, and (c) 
differences in atmospheric pressure. Of these only the first is important in 

most places. An earthquake moves a large bocy of vater by impact producing a 

true waye of translation. Such waves are often called tidal but this is a 

misnomer. They are also called by the Japanese term tsumami. Some of these 

ery destructive waves are known to have travelled 900 m.p-h. and to have risen 
over 100 feet onto the land. 

Effect of waves on the shore. Waves reaching a shore must apply nearly all 

of their energy to it. Waves work much more constantly than does running water 

on land. ‘The ocean is never still; even when smooth os glass there is still 

a surf from the swells of distant or past winds. In sporaising its efficiency, 

however, it is well to realize that rocs moved by wave action are generally 

submergec and hence loose the weight of their volume of water. Many ‘ 

snectacular instances of large masseg moved by wave action are also to de
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discounted in that the weight was not lifted but simply shifted against friction. 
Nevertheless, storm waves have been observed to hurl rocks high into the air and 

the noise of moving boulders in the surf is impressive. Repeated blows of waves 
do attain high pressures and may easily be associated with cavitation although 

this has not been recorded. Impact of stones carried in the water on stationary 
objects is a most important process of erosion. The result not only of direct 
impact but also of grinding by material moved in the breakers is to undercut the 
shore if it is a cliff and the depth of water is great enough to permit waves to 
reach the shore effectively. The process of undercutting is possible because the 
loosed debris is carried back by the undertow. 

Currents in lakes and seas. By no means all erosion and transportation in 
lakes anc seas is accomplished by waves. Currents of water are caused by (a) 

tides, (8) winds either directly or through waves, (c) density differences due 
eitucr to variation in amount of sediment or in salinity, (d) entrance of fresh 
wate», and (e) temperature differences. Of these tidal currents locally attain 
very bigh velocity on coasts where the difference of level is large. The 

great oceanic circulation owes its origin ultimately to the convergence of the 

trade winds in equatorial regions. Although much attention has been given to 
eurrents in sedimentation it is obvious that most of them are either surficiel 

or have such low velocity that they do not disturb the bottom, In shallow water 
, currents along the shore are often notical. They may be undertow which is 

deflected by its relation to incoming breaking waves above. Many text books 
describe an alongsnore current set up by waves to which much importance in 
transportation is ascribed. It is not clear, however, that such a current is 

actually able to transport sand and pebbles. It can transsort fine sediment but 
movenent of coarser material is almost wholly confined to the zone of breakers. 

Erosion by waves, It has already been mentioned that waves apply their 

energy to erosion in a sone of very limited vertical extent. The result is 
undermining of a shore. If the material is bed rock this produces sea caves 

especially in weak, thin bedded layers. Where rocks are jointed, deep coves are 

excavated Stacks and islands of rock survive for a time rendering the shore very 
irregular. Shores of bed rock can almost everywhere be identified on a chart 
in this way. Where erosion is taking plece in mantle rock the cliff is not verti- 

cal or overhanging because it soon slides down to the angle of repose. If large 

boulders are present they accumulate at the water's edge and serve to prevent 
further erosion. Many abandoned beaches may be recognized only by such boulder 
lines. A common feature of wave-eroded coasts ig hanging valleys whose lower 
parts were cut away by the waves. The headlands undergo the most erosion because 

water is generelly deeper off them than in bays as well as because of wave 
reflection toward them. 

Wave terraces. Below water level the bottom is cut down to the point that 
the undertow can just carry off the debris which is not moved along the shore by 

waves which reach the coast at an angle. This subaqueous feature is called a 

cut terrace and may be distinguished off many abandoned shore lines. There is 
commonly a sligut building up of the front where material carried out across is 

slid down into deever water, but no important deposits of gravel occur in this 
situation. The cross section of a cut and built terrace is known as the profile 
of equilibrium and the level of its ovter edge was thought’ to be fixed by 
effective wave base. It is not clear, however, that this position is long 

stationary for there is no exactly definable lower limit to wave work and the 
undertow is aided by gravity. 

Subagueous ridges. A very common feature of sandy bottoms is a succession of 
several parallel submerged sand ridges. Some of these are many hundreds of feet
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wide and the depth of water between them is a number of feet more than on the 
crests. Some call them low and ball. The problem of origin is unsettled. Some é 

think of them as due to breaking of waves which reach the shore at right angles 

and others ascribe them to erosion of parallel currents which are induccd by waves 
striking the shore at an angle. The second explanation is weak in that it would 

then be difficult to account for the number of ridges or for the faci that the 
sand is coarsest on the crests and not in the low places. Where currents do occur 
it is more likely that they are the result of the ridges and not their cause. 

Alongshore transportation. The fact that material which the waves can carry 

is moved along shore has already been mentioned. On any sandy beach it can easily 

be seen that waves waich come in at an angle carry sand and pebbles diagonally up 

onto the beach. The mdertow runs directly back Gown the slope so that particles 

move in a zig-zag course in the direction which is down wind at that time. Johnson 

objects that the »ath of a particle is actually a series of inclined paravolas but 

the distinction is unimmortant., Alongshore drift consists in many places of mater- 

ial which is so coarse that it is impossible to think of currents which could trans— 

port it. 

Depositional changes o* the shoreline. ‘Waves tend to even up a shoreline by 

Geveloping a smooth outline. The material eroded from the headlands is mainly 

disposed of by movement in the zone of the breakers. Large stones obey the impact 
law and are carried shoreward by waves which are more powerful than is the return- 

ings undertow, waich transports the finer particles. Many stones which have deen 

carried back and forth on a beach for a long time show the effect of waves , and 
are tabular due to shuffling instead of turning end over end as in a current, If 
a barrier or solid nier is built off a beach experience shows that one side-is 
filled in and the other eroited unless storms come from both sides in equal numbers. 

The windward side is the one wiich receives sediments, The same process may be 

seen at a natural point. Material carried laterally.from the end of a point does 
not form a spit into deen water for that would, where above water at all, be swept 
away by the next storm from the other side. Instead, the debris is carried along 

in the breakers to a noint where the bay is shallow enough to permit start of de- 

position. In most places this shoaling is associated with a minor »oint although 
this is not necessary. Textbooks ordinarily describe this process of bridging the 
bays with wave-tfansported sediments as due to the outward course of the alongshore 

current but the process outlined above appears more logical. As spits are built 
out from both sides the bay is eventually enclosed. Where, however, shoal water 
is vresent only near the sides of a bay the outer end of a spit is curved back into 

a hook. This is due primarily to refraction of waves and not to deflection of cur- 
rents, In many places islands have deen joined to the mainland, or to one another, 

by such beach devosits often called toimbolos. 

Many hooks are compound showing several successive ends as the entire denosit 

was built out into deeper and deener water. In the lee of many islands tvo spits 
join leaving a lagoon inside. Lasvons are also formed by the bridging off.of bays 

with continuous bars. Where streams entering tle lagoon are large enough ,»tidal 

difference is enough a pass is kept open to the sea. 

Offshore bars or barriers. On low, sandy coasts where the water is very shal~ 

low there are sandy ridges some distance offshore. Opinion has varied as to 
whether or not these were made by lateral growth of snits from distant headlands or 
were thrown wp in nlace by waves which removed the material from the adjacent 

bottom. Some of these off Cane Hetteras are hard to account for by lateral growth 

alone, although in most »olaces this pracess cannot be eliminated entirely. These 
sandy barriers are often miscalled reefs which term generally refers to a submerged 

rock outcrop.
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Cusvate points. In many places, such as Capes Hatteras, Fear, and Canaveral, 

of eastern United States, sand beaches form marked cusps. Various explanations 
have been offered including eddies of ocean currents. It is more likely that they 

are barriers built out to subjgerged shallows from both sides. 

Classification of shore lines. Many texts have defined schemes of classifi- 

cation of shore lines into emergent and submergent. Others have suggested primary 

ané secondary as the major basis of separation. As a matter of observation, it 
is clear that all coasts of the world display phenomena of either subsidence of 
the land or rise of the ocean level in the form of drowned river valleys. The only 

exceptions are very recent shores due to organic growth or crustal movement. 

Shepard terms orimary those shores which are due to land forces, erosion, deltas, 

lard vegetation, glacial, and volcanic processes. He calls coasts due to wave 

erosion and deposition, including that of marine organisms, secondary. Another 
sy: tem of classification would be to discriminate shores on firm materials from 
those on loose devosits easily moved by waves, placing those due to organisms in a 

third category. 

Cycle of shoreline development. The foregoing section demonstrates why it is 

futile to searéh for evidences of a gycle of shoreline development at the present 
time. All marine shores and inland lske shores are deuonstrably young. True, 
progress has gone much farther in the same number of years where the material of 

the coast can be easily moved by waves and currents, as on the sandy Atlantic Coast- 

al Plain, than it has on the "stern and rock-~bound coast" of New England or the 

fiorded coast of Norway. The evident goal of shoreline development is as simple 
an outline as possible, To meet this condition the waves are working to wear back 

headlands and to fill up bays. When cut off from the sea the bays are filled with 
detritus from the land and the deposits of organisms which live in the quiet water. 
It is believed by many that barrier beaches are a temporary feature of the coast 

line. As evidence of this occasional outcrops of veat in the seaward faces of 
such bers are cited. It is possible that some of these, at least, may not be : 

lagoon deposits of the present stand of land and sea but antedate the last rise of 

the waters. 

Endvoiut of marine erosion. Although we are unable to find good examples of 

a cycle of marine action at present because of recent shifts in sea level and in 
levels of inland lekes we may theorize over a nossible endnoint of marine erosion. 

Many have thought that mnrine erosion is self-limiting in the depth it can cut into 

the land without change in sea level. This conclusion is vased upon the assumotion 

that the depth of the outer edge of the terrace or wave base is fixed. If such 
be the case the profile of equilibrium would automatically halt shore recession at 

a definite location inland, But it is far from clear that either such is the case 
or that relation of sea and land would remain constant long enough for the process 

to operate, In fact it is not certain that the outer edge of the submarine ter- 
race is really located at wave base, Granted slow lowering of this level by under- 
tow current or a slight rise in sea level in respect to the land and the limit of 

marine planation is greatly increased. Zspecially would this be true were the 

land first brought low by either neneplaination or pedinentation, Most papers 
written on this subject have been so theoretical or made up of quotations of opin- 
ions of others, which have no real meaning, that it is difficult to reach a final 

opinion. Gertain it is that the ceaseless onslaught of the waves should in time 

have profound results. Moreover, waves exert more force during storms than streams 

ever can. Waves could plane down even the hardest and most insoluble rock such as 
quartzite. Most of the famous buried peneplains were buried under marine forma- 

tions; how much did the oncoming sea alter their surface? Hlevations which
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escaped the work of waves should then be steep-sided because debris was removed from 

their bases. Some such have been described in India. It has been often suggested 

that the Piedmont Plateau is a surface of marine plan‘a tion because there are so few 

monadnocks. However, the upland extends behind some of the supposed islands and does 

not connect seaward with any Imown marine formation. It is more likely a. pediment 

formed during a by~gone time when the climate was more arid. The top of the Baraboo 

quartzite range, Wisconsin, is a very gently domed plain. At places the edge *% © 

carries boulder conglomerate. Projection of now-eroded formations appears to demon- 

stvate that it was the beach at the time of deposition of an adjacent dolomite for- 

ration. It is, therefore, possible that the waves of the Ordovician sea completed 

ihe planation of the quartzite islands which had been monadnocks on the pre-Cambrian 

peneplain over 1000 feet lower. A somewhat similar surface on quartzite has been 

proved by drilling at Hartford, Wisconsin. 

Pleistocene terrace problem. Many sea coasts display terraces which evidently 
record former levels of the oceans in respect to the lands, Many of the higher ter- 
races, as on the Pacific Coast, are obviously deformed by subsequent orogencic move~ 
ments. Some of the lower ones, however, seem to be horizontal. On the atlantic 

Coastal Plain Cooke has described seven terraces which he thought to be horizontal 

and of world-wide extent. YFlint has restudied the same area and concluded that 
there are only three,of which the upper one at 160 feet is limited in extent. Many 
of the supposed marine terraces he thought to be in fact stream floodplains but the 
lower terraces at 25 and 90 feet might be horizontal. Most reports of marine ter— 
races fail to discriminate between the actual level of the water and the elevation 
of the cut and built terrace. Elevation figurés for many vary over so wide a range 

that exact correlation is impossible. Too little attention has been paid to the 
sediments associated with the terraces. Knowledge of Pacific terraces is entirely 

too fragmental to permit of correlation. Postglacial wolift of the land is def- 

initely Imown in and near to glaciated districts making comparisons there entirely 

futile. It is, therefore, too early to claim that all these terraces are horizontal 

and that they record changes in amount of water in the oceans related to the with- 

drawal in ice caps. That such a wrocess took place is certain but just which shore- 
lines record interglacial intervals when this water was returned to the oceans is 

far from assured. If the higher ones are really eustatic then it would be necessary 

to assume that either (a) the amount of ice carried over in continental glaciers in- 

creased in every successive interglacial interval or (») the floor of the ocean sank 

during the Pleistocene lowering the level of the oceans. Stearns records evidence 

of just such a sinking of the bottom of the southwest Pacific Ocean. But the cause 

he ascirbes, namely eruption of lavas vhich thew pressed the area down by their 

wtight, does not appear feasible. The lava came from below and could settle no more 

than to refill the voids it left. It is possible that this is not the true cause but 
the facts of sinking are well substantiated. 

@he coral reef problem. The subject of the origin of coral reefs has been a 

sudject of discussion for more than a century. According to a recent summary by 

Stearns the following facts are now established: (a) reef corals can live only in 
warm clear water less than 200 feet deep, (>) Nullipores serve not only to bind coral 
skeletons together but also make reefs themselves, (c) when the Pleistocene glaciers 

were large sea level was lower than now (perhaps about 260 feet in thé last glacia— 
tion) (d) changes in sea level have also occurred because of alteration of the 

shapes of oceanic basins, (e) many islands of the southwest Pacific are composed of 

folded continental (sialic) rocks, (f) the truly oceanic or simatic islands show no 

such rocks, (g) emerged Tertiary coral reefs are moun, (h) atolls do not reflect 
the form of submerged volcanic craters, (i) atolls rest on a basement of non-coral
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rocks, (gj) barrier reefs require a vlatform to start their srowth, (k) growth of 
corals may attain 90 feet in 1000 years, (1) a reef may be killed by submergence 
{nj} 2 reef may be killed by emergence, (n) reefs grow mainly on the outside, and 
{oc} lagoons are not the vroduct of submarine solution of calcium carbonate. 

Oscurrence of coral veefs. Coral reefs occur not only along coasts of other 
kinds of rocks as fringing and barrier reefs but also in isolated islands which rise. 
from the depths of the ocean, Many of the latter surround a partly or wholly en— 

sLoseé. legoon and are known as atolls. Two small atolls occur off the and of the 
Hlorida Keys but they are much moze abundant in the Pacifie Ocean. Some of the iso~— 
iated islands are snown to contain a volcanic core. In the Bermutas drilling dis- 

covered volcanic rocks although a test overi100 feet deep on a Pucifie islend failed 

ts Tine such. 

Theories of coral island formation. Opinions as to the formation of coral 

reefs and coral islanés have varied widely. Some have thought thet they grew up- 

ward on top of intermittently subsiding foundations of other origin, Others hela 

that they were formed on stationary »asements and that the lamoons were made by 

solution. Others advocated an origin on a rising foundation, others on stationary 

shelves made by former erasion, Tely first discussed the control of sea level by 

pLaciation , a theery which would sake most reefs younger than the last ice age. 

aCsently, Stearns advocated growth on amy kind of basement rising or sinking,under 
esaditions of rising saa level from any cause. The general opinion now is that only 
glacial control of sea level can explain the majority of reefs. The test boring put 
down on Funafuti was located too close to the outside of the accumulation of corel 
and beneath ahout 150 feet of coral passed through only talus outside of an older 

reef. Under the glacial control theory it has been claimed that volcanic islands 
weve all planed down by waves to a uniform depth on which corals started to grow as 
o@ jee melted and slowly réturned water to the oceans. This is thought to account 

the uniformity of lagoon deoths over considerable areas, However, this theory 
‘coos aot exclude other conditions and both emerged and submerged atolls have been 

described, It seens certain that in an area of recent vulcanism conditions rust heve 
varied widely in different island groups. lmch of the argument is based unon vurel: 

theoretical reasoning based in large part upon nautical charts which do not show the 
land areas with much detail. It was thought by some that their failure to show man, 

cliffs on sours of voleanic islands inside reefs militated against the glacial con- 

trol hypothesis. Since then this has been shown to be an error, and the glacial 

alteration of sea level is recognized as an important factor. 

Work of other organisms. A number of other organisms besides corals and 
nullipores affect’ shorelines. In salt water the mangrove tree can grow where wave 
action is not too violent. In sheltered bays various kinds of grasses and sedges, 

which are tolerant of a moderate amount of salt, o7ild salt marshes. Salt marshes 
on coasts where there is much tide are cut up with a complex net of branching 
shannels through which the water runs in, then ont, twice in every 24 hours. Shallow, 

small fresh water lakes are the habitat of a mumber cf nlents which in time may 

“ill them up. These appear to thrive best in relatively hard water. Although most 

aquatic weeds do not project far avove the surface some varieties like the comnon 

"bullrush' do. Remains of organisms aid in shoaling the water so that the shoreline 

can advance. A growth of these hinders wave action and the shore behind can then 

“: Filled in with organic devosits. A regular succession of different Ikinds of 

o.ants can be made out from those which thrive only in fairly open water to those of 

old marshes farthest inland in the old lake bed. Many shallow lakes have been 

entirely filled with vegetal denosits since the glacinted region was first s@ttiled 
by white men. &£ common feature of marshes is a moat dDetween the vegetal growth of
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tre center and the high land. These are ascribed to death of vegetation, possibly 

vided by burning, in dry seasons. Iu wet weather some of these open water areas are 

lavge enough for wave action which has made faint boulder lines along the edge. The 

Level of water has no relation to that of adjacent lrkes so that the level of these 

store features has no besring on former lake levels. 

bitgerine valley problem 

TIntroduction. [t has been known for a long time that the edge of the conti- 
sental shelf and the continental slope are indented by deep, narrow depressions in 
vhich the water is thousands of feet deeper than it is nearby. Until the advent of 
cehe sounding, however, few cf these submarine valleys had beon accurately delin— 

cated. Sounding in deep water with a wire line entails stopping the ship and a long 

oelaey in running owt and winding in line. In the meantime drifting occurred and 
positions given on the chart are now known to have been miles out of place. Echo 
measurements may be made at full speed when it is easier to keep on course. lLoca- 
tions out of sight of land are now fixed by taut wire measurements, radio-acoustic 

methods, and radio bearings. Exact knowledge of depths is now important to navi- 
gators even in midocean. The result is that charts are now much more detailed than 

-ovretly and that a great increase in number of submarine valleys has resulted. 

“ost oF these new discoveries wer off the coasts of the United States for this 
sfpe oF surveying has not advanced as far in other parts of the world. One drawback 

ic the echo or acoustic method of sounding is that on rough bottom more than one 
signal is returned and the strongest echo may readily not be from the bottom under 

the ship but from an adjacent slooe. In other words the results are ant to be a 
generalization. 

Submarine contouring. Drawing of contomrs, or lines of equal depth, beneath 

rtsr where the bottom cannot be seen is fraught with much change for error. If 

outours are simply prorated between soundings, as engineers do, the result is only 

a coende generalization. If drawn with some theory of intervretation in mind the re- 

sult may De simply "wishful thinking". Wo map is worth anything which does not show 
all the available soundings. Tor the reason stated conclusions based on submarine 
contours have snown the "personal equation" to a marked extent. Some see in them 
only underwater faulting or folding, others a few valleys similar to those on the 

continents, other slid and slimped slopes, others conclude a multitude of small 
ravine-lie varallel valleys lile the primary rills eroded by rainwash on an earth 
surface. 

Description of submarine valleys. Almost all submarine valleys have a steener 
grade than is common on land. Few end in a delta or fan at the lower termination but 

instead seem to fade out gradually into indefinable irregularities of the ocean vot- 

tom. Few indent the continental shelf very many miles. Devinite valleys can be 
traced down to several thousand but less than 10,000 feet below vresent sea level. 

In a few cases a submerged connection to an existing stream of the adjacent continen™ 

san be found; most do not have this. In rare instances the submarine valley exists 
inside an estuary (Congo). The sides of the valleys are known from dredging and 

submarine photography to be solid rock at many points. Current meter observations 

and vottom samples show that they are not now the location of any unusual swbmerine 
currents. Many velleys branch just like land valleys. All have a V-shaped cross sect 
‘s¢tion. Some are found on the outside of a narrow cuesta (Georges Bank). 

Theories of origin. ‘Theories of origin of submarine valleys can be divided into 

three major classes: (a) the depressions are not valleys at all but are of tectonic 
origin, (b) they are due to normal stream erosion when the continents were elevated,
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and (c) they are due to xrocesses which excavated them below sea level. At date of 

writing there is absolutely no agreement between geologists on wiich theory is best. 

Diastropic origin. The idea that submarine valleys are due to earth movenents 

is an easy way out of the problem. Under this view the similarity to land valleys 

as shown on contoured maps is "purely coincidental". However, it is quite general- 

ly agreed that the winding course of many submarine valleys, their V-cross section, . 

ad the presence of tributaries are fatal to this explanation of most of the known 

valleys of the continental slope. Others have suggested that slumping and sliding 

of the scTt material on this slope, especially where it is unusually steep, might 

easily account “or the observed irregularities particularly between the deeper 

cenycns, Parts of the deep extensions of valleys and many irregularities of the sr 

bottom in regicis of recent disturbance are probably due to earth movements. 

Leccwation by land rivers. Many of the voints of objection to th. tec’ nic 

hypothesis are +1, subaerial origin. Many examples are off of existing stream:, al- 
yhough nos conn-¢$8@Tatder water, Coarse gravel has been found in the »-ttoms of 
s.u@ canyons down to 5000 feét depth. Canyons run directly down the continent:1 

s:on® as rivers vould, and seem to be roughly related to the size of adjacent :ivers 

on land. On the other hand, some canyons have no land extensions and those of 

Geor,,es Tank have a ve.y small watershed. ‘The grades are certainly abnormall,: 

stesp. ‘se principal difficulty with the idea of origin on land is to a-covnt fu 
she vast shange of sea level required. In order to avoid this some hav. suggested 

that the continental shelf was tilted up, the canyons eroded, and then it was bent 

cuck agais carrying them into deep water. Others have thousht that the entire 
b: dy of sciment has moved down the continental slope carrying the canycns wish 

it! Poss? le causes for treaendous shifts in oceanic level are (a) diastrophism in- 
voiring part of the ocean bottou, (bd) temporary uplift of the continents, and (2) 
vastly mecnified glacial control of amount of water. Confirmatory evidence which 

would suport one of these startling assumptions is lacking. Even if the modest 

figure of 4000 feet of lowering of sea level is taken, difficulties are still pre- 
ent. Glacial avstraction of water involves not only much larger and thicker gla- 

ciers than those commonly thought possible but also a great increase in salinity 

of the revainins water. 

Submocine «:igin. Geologists who were greatly impressed with the diffierl. 
:f sueh jsciaense changes in relation of sea to land turned to a search for some 

prusoss wuich could erode valleys under water. Principal suggestions cumrise;: 

(a) density currents, (b) mudflows and landslides, (c) submarine springs, and 
(d) earthjaske waves. The first is ascribed to more muddy water than now on the 
continental shelves wh2n glaciation lowered sea level a few hundred fee+. Muldy 

water is tieavier than clear weter and such underwater currents are actually kx-on, 

aithough ‘t is admitted that they are not flowing through the canyons tocay an. off 
tus mouths of muddy rivers the fresh water floats. Competency of such submar ue 

cwrrents t2 ercde hard rock appears open to doubt. Under-water slides have been 
recognizec in many places, particularly after earthquakes. On the other hand the 
to: uinatic: of tae valleys inshore is wmlike the basins which develop on land from 
sliding end these are no enclosed depressions in the bottoms of the vall<ys o mornds 

of sid material at their bottoms. Tributary valleys are hard to account for ty 
this idea. Landsliding may have talen place, however, and might accoun~ for an 

ino: irregulaiities between the canyons. Submarine fresh water svrings escav!: ; 

from permeable layers of the Coastal Plain sediments of the east coast of the 
Ur.ited States are a distinct possibility, but on the California coast they ara not. 
Nevertheless, it seems impossible for such springs to produce branching valleys in 
the way they could on lend. Certainly the fresh water should rise and its can:.civjr 
to dissolve the overlying material and leave a consistent valley during retrea: of
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the spring apptars impossible. It has been suggested that vast waves started by 

earthquates during the orogeny of the Tertiary washed up onto the continental shelf. 
- Bakkwash from these might then have eroded the canyons. Just why flow should be 

concentrated in the way drainage is on land is unexplained. Intermittent occurrence 
of these waves is also against the idea. Wo current meter observations during the 
passage of waves are recorded, 

Summary. With work of waves in standing water is included that of currents, 

organisms, and the problem of submarine valleys. Waves and associated currents work t: 
toward evening up of the shoreline by destroying headlands and filling bays, the 
latter process greatly aided by organic denosits in the quiet water behind a bar. 

Tae mathematical relation between length of a wave and its velocity is well known but 

there is none between its height and its length. Given height and length, however, 
total energy can be commuted and checked with actual measurements. It is difficult 

to compare total energy exnended on a shore with total energy of running water on an 
adjacent lend area. But the quantitatiwe value of force exerted by storm waves and 

the continuity of wave attack lend color to the idea that wave action is more potent 

than running water in completing the leveling of the land. Since wave base is not a 

fixed depth waves can erode farther into the land than was once believéd »ossible, 
so that the formation of large wave-planed surfaces cannot be denied. The level of 

the oceans has varied greatly particularly because of withdrawal of water to form 
glaciers. Because the sea is now rising upon lands all over the world the commonly 
used classification of shorelines is unsatisfactory. For the same reason examples of 
a theoretical cycle of shoreline develonment cannot be found. The various theories 
of coral reef formation are compared and the differences found to be less striking 
than their »roponeats thought. It is clear that rising waters or land subsidence 

were required for most reefs but the cause is unimportant; in some localities the 

movement has undoubtedly been tectonic but as there is other evidence of postglacial 

rise of sea level glacial control cannot be ignored, The vroblem of origin of the 
submarine valleys now found on most coasts is still unsettled for none of the 

theories thus far advanced is free of fatal defects, 

WORK OF WIND 

Introduction. Over a large part of the surface of the earth wind is a potent 

foree in the making of land forms. Wind can wrform erosion, transpvort material, and 

build deposits. Although limited in effectiveness by vegetation in the more humid 
climates it can do some work there at certain times of year. The following discuss— 

ion is based to a large extent on the book by Bagmold. 

Materials carricd by vind. Winds reach much higher velocity than water ever 
does yet their competence to move material is less, This is because objects do not 

lowe as much of the weight they would have in a vacuum in air as they do in water. 
Teasity of air is only about 1.22 x 10 ° compared to 1,0 for pure water. Viscosity 
is about 0.17 x 10° compared to 4,%!for oure water. © tg Al. we ee 

Hevertheless, objects falling through air reach a terminal ve.ocity when one re- 

sistance is proportioned to the square of linear dimension and the weight to the 

cube. For this reason terminel velocity is in a general way inverse to size of 

particles. Instead of classifying materials as clay, silt, and sand it is more con- 

venient in dealing with the wind to divide only into dust and sand. Distinction is 

made at the woper limit of size of particles which are kept in the air by the turbu- 

lence of ordinary winds. Effective upward currents are estimated by Bagnold at 

about 1/5 of the forward velocity of ordinary winds, A wind of 5 m/sec (11 mi/nr) 
will just support particles with a diameter of 0,2 mm which is a critical line of 

division between dust and sand. Host wind-blown sands do not have particles smaller
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than 0.08 mm. Average diameter of such sands is from 0.15 to 0,30 mm. Sands are 

predominantly quartz because of its abundance, hardness, and taghness. 

Behavior of sand in the air. The storms which obscure the sun in dry regions 

lift mainly dust; this stays aloft for many days after the wind falls. Real sand- 

storms are dust-free except at first and the sand rarely rises as much as two meters 

above the surface, with clear air above. Some of the grains moved are over a mill- 

imeter in diameter, Sand moves by being driven into the air by direct inmmact of 

wind, The grains describe a parabolic trajectory and land with enough force to dis— 

lodge other grains and start them on an aerial journey. This process is not exact— 

ly the same as saltation under water but is called by the same name. Bxperiment 

proves that the grains behave just about the same as spheres with a diameter three 
fourths as large. Sand also moves by surface creep, which is the motion of grains 

which could not be forced off the ground although they were slightly moved by im- 
pacé. Grains thus moved are too heavy for the wind to raise off the surface. Most 

sand grains are too large for true suspension. : 

Wind velocity, ind blows only in a turbulent manner, Wind velegity is rel- 
ated to heigth above the ground, not directly but to the logarithm of the heigth. 
When velocities measured at different heigths are plotted on semi—logartihmic 
paper a straight line gradient is displayed, which reaches the C velocity line at a 
definite elevation, k, above the ground, This heigth is about 1/3Cth of the diam- 
eter of the sand grains on the surface or other surface roughness. Now, as with 
water, the direct force of the wind per unit area is equal to half the product of 

its density multiplied by the square of its velocity at that level. The horizontal 
force or drag per unit area of surface parallel to the wind is equal to the product 
of density of air times the square of a quant ty known as the drag velocity, Now 
the drag velocity, V# is directly proportional to the rate of vertical increase of 
wind velocity comared to logarithm of the heigth, that is the tangent of the slope 
of velcoity lines on semi-logarithmic paper, If we measure the velocity at. two 
heigths, one of them 10 times the lower one, the velocity difference divided by 
5.75 equals V4. In general terms; v4 = vel. diff./(5.75 x log-heigth diff), 

: This relationshin holds for turbulent flow of all liquids and gases, Now it is 
evident that whan wind passes from a smooth surface to a rough one the slope of 

: the grade on s€$i-log. paver is unchanged but the point of 0 velocity is raised to 
a higher level, k!, thus reduching the wind velocity by the same amount at all levels 
It takes some Cistance over the new surface before the effect is attained at all 

heigths. Velocity at any heigth, z = 5.75 v4 log (z2/kt). A rough surface is defin- 
ed as one where the Reynolds number, We x. diam. grains \'/viscosity, exceeds 3,5 

Effect of sand movement on surface wind. Sand in motion alters the surface 
wind. When we draw on semi-log. paper the rays for several different velocity grad— 
ients all converge to a single point of O velocity at level k! which is about 1/30th 

: the dimension of surface roughness. When sand begins to move the gradient lines , 

cross at a new point which is not on the O velocity line but at a definite velocity. 
This new focus is at level k! and at a velocity at which sand just begins to move. 
This is termed the dynamic threshold at which sand beginsto move through imnact. 
The rasing of the level ic ascribed to development of a ripnled surface. The veloc- 
ity ray of the original line on which the new focus lies passes through the 0 
velocity point of the grade at which motion started. From these facts it is clear 

that velocity at any heigth above ground when sand is moving is shown by the 

“equation: v = 5.75 v'# log ¢z/k!) + ¥, where Vi, is the threshold velocity measured 
at heigth k!, and v'!4 is the drag velocity when sand is moving. Loss of momentum 
from the moving ari by reason ef sand transportation may be calculated by multiply- 
ing the quanity of sand, Qs, moved in unit time in unit width by the result of 
dividing the: average loss of velocity of grains by their average distance of travel, 
1. Sine the velocity with which a grain starts its flight is small it may be neg- 
lected and only the final velocity, u, need be considered. From this it follews
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that the drag: may be exoressed as: Qs x(u/1) This is equal to density x vig? 

Now it has been found that u/1 closely approximates g/w where w is initial vertical 

component of velocity of a grain at the beginning of its path, and g is the acceler- 

ation of gravity, hence gs x (g/w) = density x V'#®, golving this equation for 
quanity, Qs = (density/g) xw x yi Now making the assyaption that w: vit 
we can substitute for w and find that Qs = constant x V'Z° Experiment disclosed 

thet about a quarter of total sand movement is not through saltation but is due to 

surface creep of grains which are not struck with eno ugh force to send them,into 
the air. The formula for sand movement was checked by wind tunnel experiments 
eee yielded a constznt of about 1.47 where value of density ij g is about 1.25 x 

10 It caa also be demonstrated that the anna vi# can be replaced in the 
equation iy velocity at any given heigth above “the ground less the threshold vel~ 

ocity this givirg the final expression: 

quant ty = constant x(excess velocity at given heithy® 

It was also found that a wind of given velocity can drive sand faster over a hard, 
imnobile surface than it can over loose sand, but no quanitative data were obtained... 

‘is above equations were derived for sand of one diameter of grains only Sut may 
be modified to meet natural conditions by altering the constant. 

Gompavison of resvits for air with conditions in water, Bagnole remarks \10% 
the good :esults he obtained in deviving and checicing formulss for transrctation . 
naterial ty moving air ane not matched. by those others obtained with waisr. iis ¢s 
dus in part 7§ difficulty of observation under water but mainly to the tremendcus:» 
targer loss of weight cf particles in water. As a result,the reduction of veliscit; 

of a stream of water by reascn of saltation is, other things being equal, less th=> 

one one thousandth that which takes place in air, The frictional drag of air or 
the ground may be neglected for it is so smsil compared to transfer of momentum by 

the sand load. [In water the bed load extracts little momentun and water velocisy 

is regulated almost envirely ty the roughncss ef the vottcen, Grains are cot dis- . 
lodged by imsact uncer water tut probably by eddies of turbulent flow. sre the 

bott<.m of & stream to remain smootnm erosion would be much more thet it actually is. 

Deves.ooment of bottom roughness then acts as a limit to movement of sediment. | 
Whon suspension of particles begins, however, the bottom becomes smooth again This 
2uudi tion cegins when 7 v+ exceeds the average settling velocity of varticles. 
wien susp°ensioa is fully developed grains move along with the water like part ~~ ° . 

Suspension in air, When y+ exceeds one seventh of the falling velocity vi 
grains in air it apnears that suspension replaces saltation. Since this fall.n¢ 
velocity is proportional to diameter over a wide range of grain sizes we can ii!ts 

as a fair apprcximation: quanity = ves / grain dianter, Begnold suggests that ‘%:+ 
shange © suspension sets in when the graineimoact method of saltation ceases | 
operatd and that thereafter we have a condition akin to sediment transportation in 

water in which saltation is not the same as in air. é 
Field _experiments, Bagnold carried out extensive field experiments in IL 4bia 

to caeck the fcxegoing laboratory work. Here the grain sizes are more veried -n? 

the surface is nowhere trully flat. However, the checks were satisfactory. 
Relation of threshold velocity to grain size. The threshold wind velocity is 

that when grain: just begin to be dislodged from the surface. The angle at which 
a@ grain mist be raised to get away from the ground is assumed to be cloe to the 
angie of vepose of loose sand. It is possible to compute the required Yorce in 
vas same vay as for streams. Equating force to resistance xe find that ;: 

Vi = constiat x ( effective weight x dianter/ air density)* or in other words 

if.other.things are equal the value of the threshold velocity, Vit) Varies wita 
the square root of grain diamster. This relation holds only for diameters over 
“X25 mm. The constant for these and larger grains is 0.1 compared to 0.2 in water. 
When the Reynolds number, vda/ viscosity, is less than 3.5 a greater drag is requir- 
ed to set grains in motion. When the grain size is less than 0.2 mm the value of
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the constant increases and the square root law no lenger holds. In water the same 
change is at a diameter of about 0.6 mm. Tata for force needed to start small 
particles is hard to obtain but it is not wholly because of cohesion that it is 
larger. Basncld has observed that in aird rerions with soil of fine texture there 
is little dust except where the syrface has been disturbed artificially. He also 

calls attention te the clean separation of loess from sand. fhe critical diameters 
are in air 0.08 mm and in water C.2 mm. An impOrtant fector in holdin~ down small 
particles in air is their moisture conte:+, Another is : mictur of large and 

smali particles in which the former protect the latter. The impgct thresnold wind 
is distinguised from the fluid threshold discussed above because at it the motion 
of grains is maintained by the impact of falling particiss alone. The wind up to 
the critical helgth, k!, is then wnchanged no matter how haré tre wind blows above 

: that levol. .In water there is no corresponding condition, cul; the fluid threshold. 

ana there is no fixed focus of constant velocit;-. 

jand forms produced by wind. Land forms vroduccd by wind mey be divided into 
first, eresional, anc second, depositional, JI, the latter class we are here inter- 

ested only in the mounts of sand knovn as dunes an. similar lurge scale deposits of 
dust or loess. 

Brosional land forus. Erosion by wind is som times cviled deflation. Topog- 
raphic foims made by wind erosion include: (a) hollows or basins, sometimes crlied 
blow-outs. (b) pillars, vinnacles,and. cliffs undercut %:- sané blown along the ground 
vardenes: and (c}) residual portions of ¢ried-un lake veds or olayis. Hollows may 
be eroded br the wind in humid climates provided the soil is unfavorable to a cover 
of veretation. Tue initial step is “estruction or reduction of this protective 
material by Grougth, fire, cr the wor's of man. Wind then sveeps away the under- 

lying material {if it is of a natere which is readily picked up. Blow-outs are : 
most abundant where the materiz.l is sand but some are found on shale which disinte- . 

grates into dust. Such are abundar+ in the colorado Piedmont and. the wyoming Rasin. — 
Big Hollow, near Jeramic, Yoming, is 15C feet deep and about 3 by 9 miles in extent’... : 

Some of thse hollows contain lakes when there is enough rainfall. some are limited 
in denth by accumulation of pebbles into a desert pavement others by reaching 
moist materiel near the water table. Lak. aepressions in Libia and Reypt such 
as the Qatsera Depression have beer. uscrived to wind erosion and some have applied 

this theory to many of the enclosed. basins of the Pasin and Range province of this . 
country. Many of the.- are more likely due to earth mevement and it seems 
doubtful that wind ever eroded far into solid rock, Uneercut cliffs or rock shelt- 
ars have been ascribed to wind erosion but old Soanish inscriptions in some of them 

in the southvesi indicate that if operative, the process is slow, The beds of 
ployas or temporary lakes have been ¢ roded by the wind in mony places leaving mini-— 
ature mesas capved by salts. Cracking of dried mud facilitates wind erosions 
Rowever, it is en open yuestion whether or not the dust is removed far enough to 

not be washed back by the nent rain. 

Deposition»l lant forms due to wind transportation. In humid regions the majof- 
sources fcr sand which is available for wind transnortaion are beaches and river 
beds. When the glacial drift was newly deposited and glacial lakes disappeared j 

large areas were free from vegetation and exposed to wind action. Under present 
conditions in humid regions there is an ever-present contest between vegetation and 
wind. In true azid clinmntes, such es in tibia, wind has the field to itself provid-- 

ed the rocks weathcr into miierial which is within the power of wind to transport. 
There dunes reach full derelcoment in the erg. Bagnold lists: (a) sand accumulated 
behind obstucses, (b) true dunes divided into barchandané long movnes, (c) coarse— 
grained ridg:s or whalebacks, (¢) fently undulating cane tracts, and (e) sand sheets, 
Rock surfaces in deserts are often calle¢ hammada. We mist realize that by no means 
ill the surface of a desert is sand. : 

Dunss of humid lands. San¢ which is blown from areas with no vegetation is_ 

commonly deposited in a short distrnce to form a ridge parallel to the source, : 

These ridges are often called transverse dunes or foredunes.. Because in part of 
variable wind direction and in part of scanty vegetation these ridges are very
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unstable. Their corss section is gently sloping.ttoward the source and sand is 
added in layers with a gentle dip to windwarc. *he lee face is made by send which 
slides down in a slip face(févéset bédding) at an angle of about 34 degrees. 
Low places pr breaks in the cover of vegetation are blown out into hollows. The 
eroded sani is heape around the heads of these denressions, some of which have no 

outi+t. Similar accumulations are 21so formed on the lee sides of blow-outs in 
plains of sand. Some have called this type of dune parabolic but the name is unfor- 
Lensce because there is no relation ot the mathematical form by the same name. 
we wpen ends of the crescents point toward the wind, When a groun of blow-out 

Ged starts the earlier ones are checked when the hollow attains its maximim possi — 
bis denth. With source cut off, the dune becomes stabliizced with a cover of vege- 

taion, Lost fa:lure of this starts um the process again so that a group of dunes 

VYAVELS Clovig @owmn wind, leaving a confused system of mounds and hollows which at 
first sight apocss whol.y without plan. In middle latitudes, away from the ocean 
snd large tokes, winds are so variable in direction that the irregularity of ¢cune 

issography defies analysis. Znelosed depressions are not all blowouts byt are nade 

br eavance of tue lee faces of dunes. Lakes are present in some depressicas. Blown 

said also serves to hei»y fill the lagoons behind sand beaches. Many abe oned beach 
diner are uarked by rows of dunes. 

Junes of arid lancs. The largest areas of arid climate in the world are p-«- 
bape those of the trade winds, There the constant wind direction leads to the sveais 
est nerfe rion cf dunes, When the wind is strong sand is removed from p2‘oly so>- 
face; and .wcumulates ia sandy areas, Gentle winds cause these patches <>) trays! 
Gornwind cand the sand to be scattered. Eddies in the strong winds conce trate 327y.. 

In cany places sand is blown into long stripes parallei to the wind direction. 

€o. tunes are mide of zyosum particies. 
jghaée. dunes, Sand accus:Jates in wind shadows behind obstacles such as voch 

ellfig or U-shes, Shaési @wiis which are vrensverse to the prevailing wind ar 

uns :2ble. ag dunes which gvew ovt too far to leeward of the protection are a. 4 
be tsoken i: particularly by cross tinds. <*1e bedding uf suck dunes is paralle. i: 

the surfase cxzecnt at the lee end which has a slip face. 
Berche.. @uies. Prenaps the be:s known dune form is the cresceut-shexed archan 

wne:- horns are ;sinted down wind. These forms are best developed where the sain is 

yathes lin’ ted ‘2 amouns resting on a non-sandy basement and the winds ¢7« un? - 
Ci.-"tion.i. The windward face is gentle and the slip face is insi¢e th: two ...n¢ 
y.u0 9 have 2 minzmum heigth of about 30 cm. Where barchans are closely :.acei “i+ 

pancsally':sote..sd examples are more complex in form than is normal. Fuuioe:. 
feoressiou: betecen them are sometimes called fvlji. A system of barchaas is «025 
comnenly slightly offset or oa echelon. Maximum heigth of barchans is ss0nt 76 
fest, The entice streamlined form is slowly moving downwind at a rate which m--; 
reach several centimeters per hour during storms. Layers added to the 7indwai 
“sce are vivm b-') the slid san@d of the lee sides is ver soft and unstar:3. 
Where the windw::1 side is exoosed by erosion this soft sand reaches the surfs: 

Seif or Icucitudinal dunes. Iy the very sandy areas of Libia, Arablu, ar: 
Ausoralia the dives are long ridges which parallel the direction of the prevar 21g 

toif%s wind. Ths: long ridges are known as seiftor longitudinal Cunes. ‘They <«.. 
Imoewi to ceach a heigth of over 200 meters (700 feet), a width of about & tim: 

teulir heig’h, ent a length of 100 kilometers (60 miles). The summits hava crests 
fron 20 ¢: 500 x1 ters apart or about 6 tires dune heigth. The windward snd of 4 
icagitudins1 duic is generally broud, locally with an enclosed depressivun and tix 
tse end ic shar's; There is a slip face on one or both sides and a gent; slozi- 
Secu plinwa of firm sand which has never slid. ‘The summits apear to te movi: + 
and whe ertire dune is possibly moving laterally as well as toward the ise enc. 
Tre laterai spacing of scif dunes is from 1,to 10 kilometers and the corsidors 

between them extend for long distances. RBarchan dunes occur in some of then. 

Tis origin of thsese long dunes is disputed. Some demonstably occur in the lee 3° 
obstacles. Bagnold holds that they are due to the alteration and consolidation 2. 
barchans by cross winds. ‘co the writer it seems reasonable to conclude that they 
© “he “timate streamlined form of minimum friction with constant wind direction.
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In other words, they are extremely elongated barchans in which the two tails have 
been joined together. 

Whalebacks. The whalebacks of the Libyan desert are sometimes called sand 
levees. They are from one to 3 kilometers wide and up to 300% kilometers long with 
a heigth of up to 50 meters. There are discontinuous chains of dunes on the tops, 
at one side, or in a series side by side. Bagnold regards whalebacks as residue 
left by migration of either one seif dune or a series of then. 

Undulating tracts. The gently undulating tracts of sand in Lybia seem to 
secur where there is some rainfall and vegetation. They seem to be similar to many 

sand areas of humic or subhumid areas where dune topography is poorly defined. 
Sand sheets. The areas in Libia which are termed sand sheets have a surface 

2° coarse sand with some pebbles. The material below has layers of sand and pebbles 
with fine red ores below a depth of about 10 cm. Pebbles were derived from near— 
oy bec rock. ‘the sheets appear to be the result of longitudinal sand strins which 
are ocotected by these pebbles. Some water action may have occured. 

Toess deposits. Toward the borders of the more humid regions to the lee of 
extensive dunes there are silt accumulations called loess. Notable examples occur 

in the United States southeast of the Sand Hill district of northwestern Nebraska 
where the dunes appear to be the result of past wind erosion of Tertiary alluvial 
fans at the foot of the Rocky Mountains. In China the loess lies in the lee of 
large desert areas. [In Eurove loess is most widespread in southern Russia. The so 
<c*urce, method of transportation and time of deposition of loess has long been 
g&isputed., Its derivation has been variously ascribed to fresh glacial drift, to 
stream floodplains, and to wind erosion in deserts. Transportation and deposition 
has been ascribed both to lakes, streams,and the wind. In time opinion has varied 
fecm interglacial arid intervals to during or immediately after glaciation. Altho- 
veh loess is in many places thickest adjacent to riverg from whose beds it may 
tevre been derived this localization of deposition might also be explained by rough, 
forested hilly topography which caused local still air. It is now generally thou- 
gat that loess was transported and denosited by wind,although some think that the 
loess of the east bluffs of the Myssissipni is the product of weathering of clay. 
The arguments cannot be Giscussed here excent that there may be two tynes of loess, 

cue late-glacial or glacial in age, the other interglacial. 
Land forms due to loess. Land forms due to loess deposition are not abundant. 

<4 the east bluffs of Myssouri River in Iowa loess forms hills which as viewed 
feom the air suggest snowdrifts. Here the loess locally reaches 200 feet thick- 

a¢sse In most places the loess simply forms a mantle over older topography of 
various origins. When eroded, slopes are very steep because of its high permeabilit y 
and the vertical cleavage which some ascribe to the casts of grass roots, Land= 
sliding on these slones gives rise to minor terraces called catsteps. é 

Suamary. The wind is the most potent force in shaping the landscape in truly 
arid regions, even though there ore some traces of water-vork in many of them. 

Both barchans and seif dunes tell of uni-directional winds, the latter prehaps the 
uvliinate form of minimun friction between sand and wind, Barcaans whose horns 
point down wind should not be confused with blow-out dunes of ‘iumid regions whose 
convex sides are exactly opposite. It is quite possible that conclusions on for- 
cer wind directions in some localities are 180 degrees in error for this reason. 

Direction of dip of foreset bedding is a much more reliable criterion. The complex 
fune topography of humid regions is readily explainec. by the conflict of vegetation 
wiin winds of veriable direction, Wind shadow dunes occur in all regions. Whale- 
pbavkg and sand sheets are mainly confincd to arid regions where wind has worked 
fo 2 long time with little interference from vegetation, Constructional hills of 

locss occur on the borders of humid regions.
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WORK OF ICE 

Introduction. Work of ice includes the land forms made by glaciers, icebergs, 
and the ice of lakes. It excludes the work of ice in weathering and soil form- 
ation. The approach here is somewhat different from that used in the study of glaci- f 
al geology, in that it is not concerned to any great degree with the physical 
neture of the deposits but is confined to processes which made land forms. 

Glaciers-introduction. A glacier may be defined as a mass of ice which was 
forned by compaction of snow and which flows, or at some time has flowed, under the 

influence of gravity, that is it is drainage of precipitation in solid forn, 
Glaciers are subdivided into (a) valley or mountain glaciers, (b) piedmont glaciers 
“oped by the joining of several. valley glaciers at the foot of the mountains, and 
.c) continental glaciers which cover large areas. s ; 

9Origin of ice. Glacier ice is compacted recrystallized snow, Partially 
altered snow is often called firn and has a density vf 0.72 to 0.84 4 larer of no? 

less than 100 feet of this material is found near the surface of the source areas 

of glaciers. Much more is probably present in polar regions, Firn is absent in the 

lower narts of glaciers where they are wasting away. Glacial ice below the firn 
contains up to 15% of included air and its density does not exceed 0.9 in contrast : 
to 0.918 for ice made by freezing water. Ice crystels are hexagonal and are several 
inches in diameter. : 

Physics of glacial motion. The pnhysics of glacial motion have long been mis- 
“understood by many geologists. Near the surface where it is under light load ice 
»Xehaves like a solid and yields to stress miinly by fracture. Under heavier pres- 
sure its physical behavior is like that of a liquid., This is no different from the 
seenomena of rock deformation excent that it occurs under ee stress, The only 
sallable determination of the viscosity of ice is 1.2 x 16*>* poises. Demorest, who 
did mach work on this subject, states that viscosity decreases with load. Presu,- 
avly this is because pressure causes recrystalizgation with the structure arranged 
40 gaucilitete flow to relieve the stress. We would then not expect any further 
shange below the depth at which this process has been completed. Ice cannot exist 
au temperatures above 0 degrees C. The flow of ice is laminar. For a valley glaci —- 
ee with apnroxinately a semi-circular epvoss section average velocity would be given 

vy the following: g x density x sine slove x depth? : : 
Me be X Viscosity On a slope of one deg. 

4 glacier 100 meters thick would then have an average velocity of about 3.5 ecm. per 
day Which seoms to agree with actual observations. In such a thin glacier on a 

sloping base one layer flows over that just below. ‘Force is the component of gravit- 

cy parallel to the bottom. Rate of flow should be O at the base under thick ice 

but near the terminus the thin,rigid ice might be shoved bodily over the rock. 
This type of flow was terned gravity flow by Demorest. Conditions are different in 
a thick continental glacier, The top is rigid and is retarded where it reaches the 

ground at the tin outer edges. Below,the ice flows by reason of the difference of 

Sep elevation from place to place, Since yielding can only be o7tward the compon- 
vat of weight of a unit column of ice which is parallel to the tx» is the force for 
,ution and velocity »t depth d is shown by the fahlowing formu.o; 

vV=gx density x sin slone x derth 

viscosity : S 

Sulctituting for a slope of Ol degree (less than 10 feet per mile) and thickness of 
5C0CO meters the result is only about .000%3 cm. per cay. Bottom vélocity should also 
bs 9 excent near the margin of the ice. Demorest called this extrusion flow becaus-e 

it is present only at denth. 
Ice erosion, Ice erosion is the result of friction between moving ice and the : 

bed. The force of friction is equil to the weight of a unit column of ice mlt- 

iplied by a coeffictent which denends unon nature of underlying material anc not on 

rejocity. The power,or time rate of work of a glacier is this force multiplied by 
rolocity. Other things being equal the velocity of a valley glacier is related to
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the square of the depth. Ina continental glacier this relation does not hold for 
the formula does not take into account the effect of spreading out of the ice towarcd 
hte mergins. Jf we reasonsed solely upon the formula for a valley glacier power i 
snovié be related to the cube of ice thickness. However, this conclusion does not 
tel. the whole story. Bottom velocity, except near the terminvs,is 0 or close to it. 

mtca of the energy is absorbed in internal friction. if this loss results in pres— 
sure-melting of ice followed by refreezing then no energy is lost. But if there is 
suac permanont melting or conduction of heat to the surface energy is really lost. 
the greatest differential velocity of ice over rock must be near to the end of a 

gincier. Most geologists seemto think of erosion by ice as mainly due to srinding 

of 10ck into pewder or rock flour. The word scour is often used for this tyne of 
work. A little thought will show that erosion of hard rocks in this manner would 
absorb an enormous amount of energy, and since the work would be spread over a very 

lovge area of ice bottom be extremely slow. Although it is an undoubted fact that 
aaca rock flour is made by glacial action,a much more potent form of erosion of firm 
rock is removal in pieces. This process is tormed vlucking and occurs where plastic 
ice ean flow around and freeze to rock masses which have been broken by older frac- 
tures. Sueh pressure-melting and refreezing takes place under thick ice, The 
ne.ting point of ice is lowered about 1 degree ¢ for every 2100 meters derth. 
Coaputation shows that with the normal heat emission from the earth the bottom of 
ail thisk glaciers must be at the pressure-controlled melting point. Under this 
sordition very slight changes in pressure may change the ice from solic to liquid 
acd vice versa. If cracks are present in the bed rock fragments are thus incorpor- 
ated in the ice and move forward with it. This results in much more rapid erosion 
than would otherwise be possible. Another mode of erosion is' present in valley 
glaciers where there is a prominent crevasse called the bergschrund at the head 
next to the mountain wall. Much meltwater both from the ice itself,and from banks. 
ef snow above enters this crack and freezes. This freezing loosens many blocks of 

rock whieh are then carried off by the moving ice. ‘This process is called Sapping. 
The importance ,and even the existance,of glacial erosion has long been debated. 
That such erosion is an important process in shaping of land forms is demonstrated 
by (a) the vast amount of fresh material derived from bed rock in the glacial ‘2-1. 
deposits, and (b) the unique topogrphy of many glaciated districts. . 

Deposition by ice. In considering ice deposition it is impracticable to sep- 
arate the result of direct ice deposition from the work of meltwaters. Unstrat-— 
ified and unassorted material direct from the ice is calli till and the word drift 
includes both this and associated water deposits indirectly due to glaciation. 
Deposits of glacial streams consist of sand and gravel which bears in its nature the- 
record of the frequent changes of volume and velocity of ice-borne streams with 
floating ice. In areas not long vacated by glacial ice large residual remnants were 
buried in the deposits and did not melt for a considerable time. 

Erosional land forms of valley glaciers. The most striking an¢ characteristic 
erosional land form of valley glaciers is the cirque. Thse bowl-shaped depressions 
arc also kmown as corrie or cwm. They occur not only at “the heaés of mountain, 
valleys but also on mountain sides ané frequently are found in stariways one above 
another. Girques are ascribed to sappihg in the bergschrund of small glaciers. 
Another characteristic feature of glaciated mountain vallers is a non-uniform grade 
with enclosed rock basins separated by intervals of abnormally steep slope. Rock 

basins are also present in the bottoms of many cirques. The transverse cross sec~- 

tion of many glaciated valleys is notably U-shaped rather than the V-shape of normal 
stream valleys in mountains. This phenomenon is best displayed in massive igneous 
and metamorphic rocks and is enhanced by a filline of gravel outwash in the bottom. 
Unfortunately it has been termed catenary by some geologists,although it bears no 

no relation to the curve mace by a rope or chain suspended at the ends. Instead it 

is explicable by the fact that the work of a glacier is spread over a wider bed than 

that of a stream carrying the same total discharge in unit time. The coasts of 
many glaciated mountainous regions such as Norway, Greenland, Pategonia, and 

Alaska are indented by many long narrow bays called fiords(fjords). Many of these
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are much shallower at their outlet into the sen than they are inland where depths 
up to 4000 fect have been recorded. Fiords form a branching system which in many 
places is trellis, that is adjusted to the structure of the bed rock, Many of the 

tributaries enter from hanging valleys; some of these have the lip under water and 
others give rise to syectacular falls or ranids. Fiords are now generally ascribed 
to glacial erosion which was less effective under thin ice near the outlet thus 
leaving the threshold. Hanging valleys are also common in almost all glaciated 

mountains although discordant junctions are by no means due only to glaciation, 
It is now quite generally recognized that glacial erosion on a large scale is 
closely related to the amount of fracturing of the bed rock and is thus controlled 
by regional structure. This was well shown by Matthes in Yosemite Valley, Califor- 
nia, However, it is possible that the relationshin of glacial erosive pover to 

the cube of ice thickness is another important factor in the nroduction of hanging 
valley junctions. A relatively minor topographic feature of glaciated valleys is 
the roche mountonee, rock knobs with a gentle slope on the stoss side toward the 
source of the ice and a steep slope on the opposite or lee end. Some students have 
aseribed these to turbulent flow of the ice but in view of its high viscosity thia 

is impossible, Roche mowntonees mre readily explicable as simply rock masses too 
large to be removed by plucking which were ground down on the exposed side by the 
moving ice; they have no necessary relntion to preglacial features. Roche moutonees 

should not be confused with exfoliation domes. Many other irregularities of glaci- 
ated valleys are doubtless explicable by variation in amount of fracturing of the 
bed rock. : 

- Gyele of mountain glacial erosion, Attempts have been made to distinguish a 
cycle of mountain glacial erosion similar to the cycle of stream erosion, It is 
ttwe that glacial erosion varies greatly in amount in different localities dependin g 
upon the size and length of life of the glaciers. In some places only isolated 
cirques are present, wheras in other localities the headwalls have been worn back so 
far thet only narrow ridges (arcts') are left between cirques and the higher sumnits 
have been sharpened into horns. But what the next step would be is unknown,for it 
is clear thet glaciation has been only a relntively brief episode in the history 2 ‘ 
of existing mountains. It may be presumed that if glacial erosion continued long 
enough it would reduce the entire mountnin range so much that snowfall would be 
decreased, Possibly this might lead to extinction of the glaciers. A 

Devositional land forms of valley glaciers, The depositionnl land forms of 
valley glnciers are relatively small compared to adjacent rock topography. Where 
the terminus of a valley glacier remmined stationary at a position fixed by a bal- 
ance between melting and forward motion a moraine was left in an are across the 
valley. Such are known as terminal or endmoraines. Debris which fell from the 

nountrinsides onto the ice left lateral moraines .Where tributary glaciers joined 

the lateral moraines coalesce into mecial moraines. Many lakes are enclosed behind 

moraines. Valley floors both within and outside the maxinum ice limit are filled 

with outwash deposits of sand and gravel, often called valley trains, 
Brosionol land forms made by glxcinl waters. Streams of glacial neltwater 

erode'notches across spurs and eroded many potholes in rock. The most spectacular 

feature due to erosion by water is the scablands of Washington. A prolonged contro~ 

versy has been wageé. over the origin of these arens of "seq? bare basalt with many 

abandoned waterfalls and only small areas of gravel. Bretz held in many papers 

that the scablands were eroded simultaneously by a vast flood hundreds of feet deep. 

No cause for such a flood could be found. Flint discovered that the gravel of what 

Rretz called bars is normal outwash which is too fine to have been denosited by a 

vast flood, He concluded that vallevs across the Columbia Plateau were first fillet 

vith outwash which sloned down to Lake Lewis in the lower Columbia Valley at a gradee 

of I3 ft/m. Neither the origin nor the cause of draining of this lake was discav—- 

ered but Flint concluded that lowering of its level before the ice front was melted 

back brought about a change in slope of the meltwater streams to about 20 ft. /m. 

This caused erosion of almost oll of the outwash and the remnants left in the mouths 

of tributaries are what Bretz interpreted as bars. Allison has disputed Flint!s
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ideas on the ground of (a) improbability of simultaneous erosion over so large an 
atea, (b) misinterpretation of the relation of outwash to the sediments of Lake 
Lewis, (c) the topographic form of some of the bars which he thinks are construc— 

tuouni, and (d) presence in the lower Columbia Valley of high-level strenm-eroded 
aréas above the lake silt. Allison gives no general theory but suggests that the 

efient of ice jaus in diverting the rivers has heen neglected, 
Brosional land forms Gue to coutinental glaciers, ZErosional land forms left by 

usbtinental glaciers are not as conspicinus as those formed by valley glaciers. 

in fect, the origin of some of them has long been,disputed. In making comparisons 
1% 18 well to realize that continental glaciers probably had much less velocity than 
io mountain ginciers which rest on steeper slopes. The latter are in motion throug h 
ont almost oll their life wheras continental glaciers became so thin during their, 
wmsinge that motion must have ceased throughout large areas. Some continental 

glasters do not seem to have remained in motion long enough to make an endmoraine. 
J+ is true that many fiord coasts were once covered by continental ice but an importé 
sac factor in producing these deep valleys was the presence of local glaciers both 
barove and after every continental ice can. For that natter, cirques occur in areas 

wiurch were covered by continental ice, for instance in the White Mountains. These 
ve. certainly made by local glaciers. Major features in the United States which 
at. generally recognized as due to erosion by continental ice are (a) the deep, 
youthful, glaciated valleys of the northern Appalachian Plateau, some of which con- 
tain the famous Finger Lakes, (b) the basins of the great Lakes, and (c) some of the 
remarkably straight escarpments of the Great Lakes region. The Finger Iake valleys 
ere $0 straight and deep, extending below sea level, that only glacial erosion can 
pe the cause. Cooperating processes comprise (a) erosion by meltwater from the 
sdvancing ice thus lowering divides, (b) erosion by diverted streams during inter- 
glacial intervals, and (c) reversal of drxinage in preglacial time from a south- 
ward course to join the subsequent valley of the Mohawk. It has been suggested tha't 
erosion was concentrated in the deeper valleys because only there was the ice thick 
enough for pressure-me lting which allowed of plucking, The Great Lakes certainly 

lie in basins which are enclosed by bed rock. The nroblen is complicated by known 
earth movements which anvenr tot still going on. Only a small part of the denth 
of the deener lakes can possibly be explained by dams of glacial drift. Both Lakes 

Huron and Michigan are crossed by submerged cuestas on the Devonian limestones. 
The deenest parts of these lakes are above Silurian salt and gypsum—bearing rocks 
which must certainly have been easily erided by ice. Other basins apnear to be all 
on shale. The east end of Lake Superior is extremely irregular but the relation to 
the structure of the Keveenawan sediments and traps is unknovn. It is impossible 
to account for thse basins by earth movement alone although neither the preglacial 

drainage nor the exact amount of glacial erosion can be determined at present. 

The rbsence of valleys across the cuestas appears to indicate thet preglacial val- 
leys were bottomed far higher than the lekes: now are. Glacial erosion is also 
indicated by the large amount of drift south of the lakes. The simple form of the 
escarpments in much of the Great Lakes region tells of glacial removal of spurs and 
outlicrs. This seems to hnve been most marked where the soft rock is shale and 

where the ice noved apvroximatély parallél to the escarpment. Roche moutonee hills 

occur in areas of continental glaciation. 
Depositional land forms due to continental glaciers. Depositional land forms 

due to continental glaciation with associated meltwaters include moraines (both 
terminal or end, recessional, and ground), drumlins, outwash, eskers, and crevasse 

fillings. Terminnl or endmoraines originated in the same way as those of valley 

glaciers. Recessional moraines have been muuch misunderstood. Those due to a halt 

in melting back of a front of moving ice are very irregular in outline. Most 

moraines behind the outermost or endmoraine are the result of readvances of the ice 

front to a regular smooth outline burying water deposits. Moraines made of stony 

material contain much water-sorted gravel and sand and have steep slopes. All driftt 

is very wet when deposited and water can escape from sand and gravel without caus- 

ing extensive sliding. Where a large amount of clay and silt is present in the
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drift slumping leads to lor slopes. In detail, many moraines consist of a complex 
series of minor ridges each along some temporary position of the ice margin. 
Many depressions are left hetyeen‘these ridges and others, called kettles ,were made 
by the melting of buried ice masses. Clay moraines are comparatively inconspic- 
ious and have few depressions. Ground moraine is composed almost entirely of till : 
which was either deposited under tac ice or le®t behind when it melted. Where the 

drift is thin the present topography is a smootned refiection of an older land- 
Scaps of some other origin, either erosionsl or depositional. In regions where the 

clay content of the 4 ill is large’‘the ground morains | thick enough to cover 
the rock topography, Torms a nearly level drift or till plain, Such are connon in 
Iowa, Jllincis, anc other regions where a large part of the bed rock is shale 

which suorlied the clay to the ice. TIrumlins ere conspicious only in rather stony 
drift. hey are streamlined hills up to eCC feet high which are composes. mainly 

of til?, Their long exes are parallel to the direction of ice movement pnd the 

stoss end is the steerer. The flanks are as steep as wet till could stand. 
ln detail the ideal form is in many inctances confused by fusion of adjacent drun- 

lin# and by chenge of ice direction. Druualins attained their shane because they 
‘are the form of minimum friction for material which eccumlated in cracks in the 
bottom of moving ice some miles back of the margin. Outwash consists of the depos-— 

its of glacial meltwater streams which on leaving the ice flowed over a relatively 

low slope. Here they formec a braided pattern and laid. down much of their load 
of and gravel, If the lsenlity of deposition hac not heen occupied by ice for 
some considerable time the resulting topogranhy was a smooth piain. But where 
residual ice messes had been left from a recent glacial invasion sediment accumu- : 

lated, around and above then, Melting left a confused tonography with many kettles 
which excent for the nature of the m\teriel resembles many terminal moraine deposits. 

Such rough deposits are celled pitted outwash and vary from isolated nits in a plaim. 
to areas where no trace of & depositional surface is left. The areal distribution 
of such deposits is unlike that of moraines in that the longer dimensions are nore 

apt to be parallel] to the direction of ice motion instead of transverse to it as 
moreines are, Hskers represeut the filling of the beds of streams which floved 
between ice walls. It is hard to tell in many cases whether these streams ware in 

tunnels or in crevasses which iere onen to the sky. The gravel and sanc ridges are 
discontinuous and have irregular crests. ‘The flanks sre very steep. In some 

cases the have trrbutaries waich toll definitely that deposition took place in 
dying, stagnant ice. Crevasse fillings are narrow ridges between kettles of pitted 

outwash plains. Moulin kames are conical hills due to gravel which was deposited 

in holes which meited through the decaying ice. 
Lake deposits. Glacial ice formed the dam which enclosed many lakes, Those 

which were shut in front. of advancing ice contained much open water although in the 
glacial climate both icebergs and lake ice ist have boon present most of the time | 
thus damping wave action. During ice recession residual ice masses must also have 

been present in all low nlaces so that meiv supposed lakes were simply narrow moats. 
The land forms made oy slacial lakes differ littlc from the denosits of standing 
water described above. and necd no further description. In some places mouyids of 
till within lake beds heve been reported. Some of these may heve been due to the 

overturning of icebergs. 
Tork of lake ice. In midele latitudes where there is a great veriation in 

winter, temmeratures the lake ice can exnand considerably dvring warm periods when 
snow has melted off the ice. Where shores are high the ise brealts in on expansion 
crack but whereever the resistance of low shores is less than the strength of the 

‘Lee expansion pushes vp o ridge. The coefficient of emmansion of ice is 50.7 x _ 
10-8 ner degree centigrade or about 5 times that of steel. A kilometer of ice 

raised 20 deg..C. would then exnand about a meter. Where ice oush ridges contain 

naay boulders they can survive wave erosion anc become permanent land forms. Some 

examples are over 20 fest high end extend for riles. Ice push appears to be 

uncommon in the far north because the Inices sre alvars covered with snow in winter 

and the spring thaw is so rapic. that the ice soon weakens.
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Summary. The work of ice was important over a large part of the northern 
countries. Glaciers are still present in mountains even near to the equator qn 
in the not remote geolgic past were much more extensive all over the world. hen 
continental glaciers like those still present in Greéland and Antarctica overspread 
Canada and the northern United §tates. It has been suggested, however, that many 

glaciers of the present day are not survivals of these ancient ones but were formed 
in the Little Ise Age which began about 4000 vears ago. Glacial erosion by pluck- 
ing of previously fractured bed rock is far more important than grinding up of rock. 
Sapping or frost- loosening of rock is important in the mountains. Erosional forns, 

such as cirques and fiords, develoned by vallev zlaciers are much more conspictious 
then are the results of erosion br continental glaciers. Oy, the other hand, the 
depositional features of the continental ice and associated meltwaters are far more 
important than are those of the mountain ice streams. These deposits left a dis- 
orgenized drainage system with many lakes and swamps and streams superimposed on 
the oi.der rock topography making falls and rapids. Unlike valley glaciers the con- 
tinental ice caps vere thinned to the point of stagnation at many times during theirr 
recession. Some did not even leave any terminal moraines. Others undervent many 
periods of rejuvination through increase in snowfall and readvanced to make a series 
of so-called recessional moraines which are really the record of counter-attacks 
against the sun which finially reduced then to their present limits. 

_ TECHNIQUES 

Introduction. Technical methods for the study of problems in geomorphology 

are varied. In this text a method as yet in its infancy has been attempted, namely 
the approach through physical controls. Hither the mathematical theory is devel- 
oved and then check’ dgainst facts gathered in the field or from maps or the reverse 
first derivation ofa formula which fits the facts followed by an analysis of the 
mathematics of the physical processes involved., The tools used in search for data 
comprise: (a) topographic maps, (b) aerial photogsravhs, (c) profiles, and (d) block 
dingrans or perspective drawings of other types. 

Topographic mans. Tovography of an area may be shown on maps by means of 
(a) contours, (bd) hachures, (c) shading, or (d) a combination of two or more of 
these methods. In this country most mans published by governmental agencies use 
contours alone. Unfortunately, the ability to use contour mans effectively is 
attained by relatively few nersons. To many these maps have little meaning aside 

from the spot elevations of definite localities, It is now evident thet in the 
early days of making these mans too much was expected for too little time and travel 
in the field. Errors and omissions due to failure to visit portions of the area 
are glaringly apparent not onlv when the locality is visited but also in aerial 

photographs. Not only are there mistakes in form and elevation but different 
streams have been joined tosether, Even in mans of recent date o field checle 
alnost always discloses some errors in portions which are covered with forest or 

are remote from roads. Many foreign mans use hachures with at nost onlv a few 
contours. Spot elevations are given on most of these mans, Some surveys have used 
contours for gentle slopes and hachures for cliffs end steep sloves. Various. 
nethods of shading have also been tried, some as though the light cane from the 
upper left corner, others with density proportioned to slope as with hnchures. 
Most of these maps are hard to read and accuracy of detail is doubtful in many 

instances. $ 
Aerial photozraphs. Within the last 10 years most of this country has been 

photographed from the air largely in connection with various "New Deal" activities. 
In peace time these photogranhs have been made available to the nublic at reason- 
able cost. Aerial photogranhs are of three general types: (2) verticals, best for 
napping and determination of areas, (b) low obliques which do not show the horizon, 
and, (c) high obliques which include the horizon, Some methods of mapping use 
a cobination of the first and last types. We need not here discuss either the 

3 methods of taking aerial photographs or the details of miking maps from them. It
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is obvious that photographs record far more detail than does any map. Bxcent under 

very dense timber nothing is hidden from the aerial camera. In fact the objection 
is often made that photographs show too much confusing and unessential detail. 
Aerial photographs may be used (a) singly, in which case obliques show relief much 
better than do verticals, (b) joined together into mosaics which are not true maps,, 

and which can only be made from verticals, (c) examined in pairs taken from differ— 
ent positions of the plane in such a way that only one is seen by each eye, that is 

stereoscopically, or (d@) superimposed by various methods and then examined by means 

cf special glasses so that only one is seen by each eye. Both verticals and oblique 
©3 may be used in the two last ways, and so can pictures taken on the ground pro- 
vided only that they were taken far enough apart and yet show the view at very 
nearly the same size. Several types of instruments are used to enable one to see 
one plietuxe with each eye. These are known as stereascopes but with practice many 
oersons can disoense with all instruments and make the eyes look along parallel 
lines. Various methods of attaining this method have been tried. One is to relax 
‘a.til a single object apnears double; if an effort is mede the eyes automatically 
converge so that a single object is seen. When deuble vision is attained then a 
paix of photographs can be held up with common points from 2 to 24 inches apart. 
Suddenly you will realize that three images only can be seen and that the central 
one, where in fact two are superimposed, is in relief. A stereoscope is essential, 
however, to measure differences in elevation on verticals by comparison of distance 
between common points which varies with elevation. The method of superimposed 
pictures in different color, or with light polarized at right angles, produces 
what is called an anaglyph. Such pictures are simply a blur until viewed through 
the proper kind of glasses. Maps can be made in this way, although so far only of 
limited areas; spot elevations or contours can be shown to give quanitative dava 
on anaglyycs. It is ciear that the use of aerial photographs opens up new fields 
to geomorphic study. This is varticularly true where the mantle rock is thin ard 
vegetation is sparse. Then the structure of the underlying rocks is very clear, 
Faults ani foldg may be traced accurntely by the varying topographic expressic: | 
ané@ mantle rock of each kind of bed rock. Study of glacial deposits in which tie 
surface fo:m plays an important part is greatly facilitated by aerial photographs. 
Drumlins, moraines, eskers, and outwash all stand out clearly. OQut!vzash is dis- 

tinguised in many localities by the sandy soil which photographs a light color,, 
and pitted outwash shows a mottled pattern with many rudely circular swamps an? 

takes. The lakes in terminal moraine are for the most part irregular in cutli:c. 

Profiles. Many students of geomorphology place much importance on profiles 
er sross sections. Of necessity, these are made from topographic maps and are 5 
wore accurate than they are. Profiles are drawn on cross section paper with inc 
vertical scale considerably larger than the horizontal scale which may or may not 
be the same as the map. They may show only the surface along a single line, either 
straight, curved, or a series of lines at angles,or they may be of the projected 
type. If the latter two distinct methods have been employed. Barrell, in a seaich 
fir ancient marine terraces in New England, drew the crests of hills beyond the 

front line of his profiles back so far thet the result is confusing. Hach summit 
wes prejected on a line at right angles to that of the section. Others have used 

a strip of definite width and shown the highest elevation in this strip which is 
present at right angles to the front line at every point. This is equivalent to 
showing the skyline of a model of the landscape of this strip which may te a mile 
wr more in width. Johnson drew these profiles on cardboard, cut them out along the 

line and then set up each profile vertically on a map in the location of the front 
of ssch strip. The result simulated a relief map. Just how this method is be‘jter 

taen coloring in areas of different ranges of elevation to make a layer map ues 
never been.clear to the present writer. Excent where the geology of large are: is 
un_ftorm any profile which does not show the underlying materials is worthless. 
Avter all, the nature of the bed rock is the predominant control of surface forn 
and it hardly seems possible that erosion has ever continued undisturbed until all 

such control was destroyed. profiles have generally deen drawn in order to disccver
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and correlatz “ancient, now-dissected erosion surfaces. This quest is one 
fraught with great chance for error. Just why should an erosion surface have a 

definite level? In recognizing one should we use hilltons or valley bottoms of 
chat time? Hov wuch reiief should we allow? How should we guard against the 
eunsenseious in“luence of the horizontal lines of the cryss section paper? If 
sultuces were wacped during uplift just whet kind of curve must we assume? Are not 
the renges or vievation of each surface as great or greater than the intervals 

ustveen the erusion levels? Fow could older surfaces survive while lower ones 
rece made close ot hand mless or usual concepts of origin are mistakes? An(finally; 
exe the usual expianationsof areas which are too high for a given "level" as either 

rcviduals (monadnocks) or as upwarped areas and of areas which seem too low as 
icrwarpedvarcas or due to subsequent erosion just toc easy? Are not many of the 

guivans <r lines of intersection ef two peneplains more likely the result of warp- 
‘vet Although we should not discredit all conclusions based on profiles it appears 

miss to accent may of them ‘with reservations", ; 
Block diagrams. Block diagrams, perspective drawings, and perspective maps 

nro of more immortance in expleining than in solving problems. ‘They are particu- , 
tatly adapted to an exposition of a theory of geomorphic history. The subjective 
zionent in draving them is too great to make them an unbiased delineation of facts. 

Perspective maps are drawn on,a map by raising the position of elevated points 
en amount proportional to their heigth above datym. The vertical scale used in this 
is always greatly exaggerated. This tyne of map has been employed in the several 
chysiographic diagrams which have been published. It helps in giving an illusion o¢: 
cepth to show a cross section of the undercround structure along the front edge. : 
True block diagrams are intended to show the relation of underground phenomena 

ty surface form in a certain relatively liuited area, Vertical scale is almost 
always exaggerated. Positions in the horizontal plane may be shown either in true 

v.e cers Peer or in isometric projection. In the former all lines which would be 

parallel on - map converge to 2 point known as the_vanishing point. There is a 
different vanishing point for each set of narallel lines but all are located on a 
straight horizon line. I, this tyne of drawing the scale decreases with distance 

from the front. In isometric drawings lines which are at right angles on the map 
are skewed to angles of 30 and 60 degrees. Distances along these lines are not 

altered, Various machines have been made as an aid in making these drawings 
because the redrawing of a.m on a skewed or perspective base is laborious. All of 
these are hard to construct because sliding joints are required which must be 
hard to keep in adjustnent. Relief is shown by the profiles along the sides aided 

by shading, hachures, and raised contours. Difficulty in drawing decreases in the 

order given. Drawing of hachures requires considerable practice. published cia- 

grams lool’ much more complex than they really sre because they were reduced in 
scale by photography. The illusion of distance is enhanced by making the lines 

fainter and nearer together for the same slope as the back of the drawing is appro-, 
ached, Crests are generally shown by full lines. Changing of a photography to 
a perspective drawing is sometimes desirable in order to bring out certain features. 
The work of others should be studied with a lens before attempting to do any of this 

kind of work. 5 

Summary. Choice of methods for study and for showing data and interpretations 
in a report depends largely on experience, The trend is now definitely toward use 

of aerial photogravhs including stcreo-pairs and stereo-triplets which are less _ 
expensive to reproduce than are anaglyphs. Well-drawn three-dimensional diagrams . 
are, however, of great value and are much cheaper to publish than are photographs. 

The practice of publishing profiles without showing the geology is to be condemned. 

g GENERAL SUMMART 

In the foregoing pages the writer has attempted to approach geomorphology from 
the standpoint of what must ensue from given physical conditions rather than by 
means of nurely abstract reasoning. It is true that in nature there are many
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variations from the ideal of honozeneous material-which must be assumed for math- 

ematical analysis. Moreover, there are many topographic forms where more than one 

process is at work at the same time. These frets must be kept in m ind when eval- 

vating the theoretical conclusions. It is obvious that much more field data must 
be accumulated in order to check the theoretical ceductions. It is better to 
make original observations then to trust to even the best maps. . 

A major error in the past has undoubtedly been the assumption that the present 

clinate of an arca should be projected back into the remote prst. Some seem to 
regard as "normal" the tyne of humid climate which is now widespread in middle 

latitudes where the majority of scientific workers live, But if we look at the 
relative areas of different tynes of climate today it is apparent thet such a 
classification is unreal. And when we look back to the time when there were no 
polar ice cans and epicontinental seas were larger ,it is evident that aside from 
mountains, an ever larger proportion of the lands must have had a semi-arid or arid 

climate during nost of their history. For this reason caution is necessary in the 
interpretation of fossillandscapes which were long preserved under a covering and 
only recently exhuned. ‘Thich are true peneplains and which are pediments? Certain- 

ly those which have a gravel cover are not peneplains in the classical sense, It 
seems as if the emphasis that has been placed on the discrimination of remnants of 
ancient peneplains was ,to say the least, unvise, Let us try rather to build up a 
foundation before we attempt this uncertain pursuit. Let us consider also the 
alternative interpretaions which are possible for many of the nhenomena and not 

give too nuch weight simply to reputation of proponents of some of the ideas. 
The future will decide which interpretaion is correct but only after the necessary 

physical data has been gathered, 
The interpretaions here presented on the discrimination of talus ané creep 

sloves appear well supported. Their application to the slopes of volcano s made 
of fragmental material obviously elininates sone older attempts at mathematical 

analysis on the bais of shearing. 
But so far the least success has attended attempts at mathematical treatment 

of the work of running water, It seems certain thet the guenitative computations 

of force made by many students are misleading in that they consider only total 

energy instead of the small portion which is actually expended in erosion and 
transportation, Possibly Little's likening of the process to the loss of pressure 

of water in flowing thorough a pine may lead the ray to ultimate solution. In the 

meantime more data of grades of streams on uniform material and on slopes cue to 
rain wash is greatly nee@ed. Such data is heard to find and needs careful study, 
In this connection attemtion shovld be directed to the force opposed to erosion, 

resistancé of material to removal. This factor has been ignored in the vast. The 
work of Hj rton on this,as well as the quanitative relations of streams,is a step 
toward the solution of sone of these immortant vroblenms. ; 

The present work has ad¢ed little to mroblems of thevork of standing water 

other thanrto point out the desirability of a new classification of shorelines. 

The mechanics of the work of wind are, tharks to the careful work of Bagnold, 

now well in hand. Physical differences in the behavior of wind and water are nov 
clear. Air cannot absorb so much energy in kinetic energy of rotation as does 

denser water. The problem of the origin of longitudinal or seif dunes is still 

unsettled, z 
In considering the work of ice,attention has been directed to the relative 

importance of plucking versus grinding of bed rock, The work of Demorest on the - 

‘hysies of glaciers points the way to solution of many problems suchas the true 

origin of roche mountonee forms, Drumlins are now recognized as accumulations in 

eracks shaped to minimize resistance to moving ice. The fact that glacio~fluvial 

deposits consist of a mixture of sand, pebbles, and ice is also demonstrated. 

The ‘value of topography in the discrimination of structure of both sedimentary 

¢ormations and lava flows has long been mown, Smooth dip slopes are also impor- 

sant in gently inclined strata. Hogback ridges where dins are steen are harder to 

interpret. Overturned fclds and repeated thrust feuls offer difficulties. 
ane
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‘ Introduction. Many of the materials of the crust of the earth are not 
in equilibrium with their environment at its surface for they were either 
cooled from a molten state or deposited under water. In contact with water , 
and air they undergo changes in both physical and chemical states. The ; 
control of the nature and rapidity of these adjustments lies in the climate. 
We will here discuss the climates of the earth from this standpoint only, : 

considering precipitation, together with seasonal distribution and its eat eo 
disposal on reaching the ground,winds, and temperatures. We must, however, .° Ba’ 

not regard climate as fixed. Through geologic time changes have been very _ aS og oe 
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Transmission of moisture. All rain and snow which falls on the.earth », , 

ultimately comes from evaporation of bodies of standing water: “However, its 

| ‘ journey through the atmosphere in the form of vapor may be made in two or 
A § ae = more stages separated by one or more intervals during which it was 

: ae precipitated and then evaporated from the ground. The ultimate cause of 
precipitation is reduction in the vapor-carrying capacity of the air by . 

lowering its temperature. It is a coincidence that the vapor pressure of 

water in millimeters of mercury at a given temperature is, within the range 
ordinerily met with, almost exactly the same as the maximum possible number 
of grams of water in a cubic meter of air. There is no necessary connection 

between these two quanities. Ordinarily air does not contain all the moisture 
it can hold at that temperature and the percentage of what it does contain . 

ZZ of the maximum possible is termed relative humidity. Now, when air is cooled 
“, its relative humidity increases until the amount is 100 percent. The 
Bae at which this occurs is called the dew point. If codled below 

~_- this temperature pesépitati on occurs. If the temperature is a¥ove freezing : 

io rain or fog results. If beléw freezing snow crystallizes directly from the 

vapor. 

Causes of precipitation. Cooling of air which contains moisture is 
| due primarily to ascent for temperature decreases with elevation. Rising of 

4 _ air is due to (a) local heating, (>) winds encountering a mountain rate, ; 
: 6 oA and (c) winds rising over a mass of colder heavier air. The first process ee 
f jalan accounts for both local afternoon thunder showers and the tropical rainbelt 

ark _ which is located in the latitude of maximum solar radiation moving with the : 

; seasonal change in position of vertical sun rays. Precipitation on mountains = 
V is common throughout the world and requires no further comment. At the aa 

present the polar regions are perpetually frozen and cold. Cold air which 3 
flows south (north in the southern hemisphere) encounters the warmer air of ‘ 
equatorial regions. The congfact of northern and southern air is sometimes iy 
called the polar front. It is irregular *. in outline, associated with ; 

gigantic swirls termed 8yclones. Within these warm, moist air rises above the 5 

cold northern air giving rise to cyclonic precinvitation, now spoken of as e 
storms along fronts or contacts between air of different source, humidity : = 
and temp rature. These areas have low atmosphere pessure and are often Ete 
termed lows. If, as seems probable, in the geologic past the poles were ee 

: warmer than now the width of the area through which this belt of storms oF 
idigrates with the seasons was once smaller and the vigor of weather changes 

within it was much less than now. ee aa 

: ee 

ee 
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" Winds. The belt of tropical rainfall is marked by rising currents of air, 
low barometric pressure, and by absence of surface winds. The air which flows 
into this belt of calms from farther north and south and, deflected by the ro- 

tation of the earth, forms the very constant northeast and southeast trade 

winds. North and south of the trades descending currents occupy the tropics 
producing another beli of calms, here associated with relatively high atmos- 

~  pheric pressure. At present about half the area of each hemisphere is occu- 
yormnpied by a belt of variable winds along the polar front whose prevailing direc- 

gene ¥ ' tion is from the west.. This is the beli of westerlies. The larger continents 

wn in the belt of west winds afford an exception in that the great seasonal range 
of temperature in the interiors causes winds to blow inward in summer and out- 

ward in winter. These temperature-controlled winds are termed monsoons. 

Seasonal distribution of precipitation. In few types of climate is precipita- 
tion uniform in amount from month to month of the year. The belt of tropical 
rains follows the apparent movement of the sun, In equatorial regions this 
means two rainy seasons in every 12 months, but farther north and south there 

is only one rainy season and the dry period is much longer and more pronounced. 
This is the Savanna belt. Seasonal migration of the subtropical calms brings 
dry weather to regions which at other times are either in the westerlies or 
the trades. It even causes aridity 1) thé Mississippi Valley whenever the 
movement is unusually far north. In past geologic times it doubtless caused 

deserts like the Sahara to extend much farther north than they do now. Relative 

temperatures ‘of sea and land also have an effect on seasonal changes in rain- 

fall in many places most rain falls when the land is cold. In regions far 
from the sea outflowing winter winds plus reduced evaporation spell a winter 

minimum. - : a 

Disposition of precipitation. Rain which falls on the surface of the 
ground is disposed of by (a) surface runoff into streams, (d) percolation ; 
into the ground which may or may not emerge later from springs to join the 

surface runoff, (c) direct evaporation from -soil or free water surfaces, 
(a) transpiration from vegetation, (8) chemical combination in vegetation and 
minerals. The relative amounts of each disposition, is difficult to ascertain 

although estimates of the first two are not particularly difficult. HBxact 
determination of total precipitation on’a watershed is inexact because of the 
spotty distribution of individual storms. 

27 3 
Var Percolation. Snow which melts on frozen ground must nearly all join the 

- Y surface runoff. The proportion of rain falling on unfrozen ground which per- 
Fy »  Colates into the soil is frequently estimated as a simple percentage of total 

Aare precipitation. Because water which enters the soil must displace air between 
rovet the mineral grains and causes physical changes in the soil it is obvious that 

pad i, this is a very inexact method. Experiments by Horton indicated that the 

= initial rate of infiltration decreases rapidly at the beginning of a rain but 

attains a constant rate after from half an hour to three hours. Fig. 2. 
He arrived at the empirical formula: f! Cue \e t 

fe as 

ae f<f,4(fo~£.) &° = 

where f > rate of infiltration at any time, inches per hour, fo = initial 
rate, f, < constant rate, e = 2.718, C = a constant factor, and t = time of 

. vainfall duration in hours. Physical properties of the soil which control 
entrance of rain comprise (a) texture, (b) structure, (c) vegetation, (d) bio- 
logic structures such as burrows, (8) moisture content; and (f) condition of 
soil if cultivated, sun-cracked, etc. The value of f, is attained only dur- 

ing heavy and long-continued rains thus increasing surface runoff to cause 

as te! ca 4 SS
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‘ both floods and surface washing. Infiltration capacity is greatest in loose 

sands which display a very low proportion of surface runoff. When soil is 

entirely saturated with water the rate of movement is termed by Horton 

"transmission capacity". His conclusion was that such saturation is actually 

attained only in the heaviest clay soils. The relation of infiltration 

capacity to rainfall is vitally important to geomorphology and more exact data 

are needed for quanitative study of-drainage. 

Runoff in relation to rate of rainfall. It is evident that whenever rain 

falls at a rate less than that of infiltration no runoff is possible. From 

this it follows that no storm may ever reach the point where there is a surplus 

above infiltration on the divides. This accounts for the paucity of streams 

in areas of sandy soil. Rainfall rate generally is highest in brief storms. — 

Various empirical formulae show this. Little used the formula: 9/4 ~= 2"/"' 

Chiten \ era 
Tice 16 be at te. : Tan + 
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where r = inches per hour and t is in minutes. Other expressions do not involve 

exponents. 

Return of percolatign to streams. Some of the water which percolated 

into the soil is used by plants. Much is evaporated or transpired by plants 

: and returned to the vapor of the atmosphere, Evaporation losses in eastern 

U. S. range from about 18 to over 38 deshes WE year. Correlation with 

summer temperature is approximate. In the region of low rainfall the lines of 

equal loss cross lines of temperature at right angles because there is not 

enough rainfall to supply potential evaporation. Some enters into chemical 

combinations with minerals. The remainffer becomes ground water. Much of the 

ground water reaches the streams either through definite springs or by 

o/ , seepage into streams. 

V Fi a’ Actual stream flow. The discharge of a stream is determined by measurement 

| A of its cross section and mean velocity at several different water levels. A 

Sia curve is then drawn to show relation between water level and discharge. When 

Kgeegih, eissharees are plotted in respect to time a very irregular curve is obtained 

Se “V"/ of which the crests each correspond to a particular storm. The discharge : 

: y between storms is essentially all ground water runoff provided there is no Gan, (Pe 

fai storage in lakes and swamps. From a study of surface and ground water 

far ‘ {Ay runoff in tne United States it appears that: (a) The total runoff is greatest 

es with the highest precipitation. (b) Ground water runoff is largest in regions 
1 mn be porous bed rock where there is large subsurface storage. (c) Losses due to 
2 evaporation are more nearly constant than are other quantities. 

i S Summary. Climatic control of geomorphic forms is concerned chiefly with 

VEX ‘S causes for variation in amount of runoff, intensity of rainfall, frequency of 
eat heavy rainfall, frequency of freezing and thawing, direction and intensity of 

t 30 winds, duration of frozen ground, rather than with the information given on 

Wi ¥ conventional climatic maps. Some of these features will be described more fully 

in later sections where their bearing is more fully explained. In this section 

ey precipitation alone is considered. Water which falls on the ground is disposed 

\j Rint of by evaporation, including water transpired by plants, by soaking into the + 

Ger ground beyond the reach of subsequent evaporation, and by direct runoff. Much 

~ > of the water which enters the earth returns via springs and seepage to form the 

aw iy ground water runoff. Ground water runoff may be determined from the discharge 

wi streams between storms. Its quanitative ratio to surface runoff depends in 
. ‘ _ 
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ee. part on climate but to a large extent of the geology of the watershed. Evapora- 
: tion loss is related both to temperature and to total precipitation. In arid 

regions it disposes of almost all the precipitation. 

\ 
Section 2. Lay 

Materials of the earth's surface. 

Introduction. In describing the materials of the earth's surface for the 
purpose of accounting for the present topography the method of approach must of 

= necessity be different from that employed in other branches of geology. We 
must distinguish between consolidated and unconsolidated materials. The former 

are rocks and owe their firm condition to either (a) the irregular shapes of 
constituent particles (commonly minerals) or (b) the presence of a cementing 
compound between the particles. The shapes of particles as well as their 

Y physical character determines the mechanical strength of the rock, The chem- 
ical composition and size of the particles determine the reaction of the rock to 
the chemical effects of the atmosphere and water. From the standpoint of 
geomorpholgy the conventional division of rocks into igneous, sedimentary, and 

metamorphic is almost meaningless. What is important is the relative resistance 
or durability of rocks to those forces which act upon them when they are at or 
near the surface. For this reason it is to reports upon building stones that 
we must turn for information. The ordinary geologic map ignores many of the 
factors of durability, such as grain size (texture), porosity, permeability, 

and structure, all of which by controlling both breaking strength and entrance 

of water are of profound influence on durability. Chemical composition, if 
shown on a map, is only one factor. Maps which indicate only geologic age are 

almost worthless for geomorphic studies. Because solid rock is commonly found 

beneath unconsolidated material it is often referred to as bed rock. Rocks 
are often divided into two great classed; (a) hard rocks of igneous and meta- 

morphic.origin mainly crystalline and Soft rocks, mainly sedimentary, although 

including some kinds of igneous rocks* 

Texture. The term texture refers to the size, or range in sizes, of indi- 

vidual particles (commonly minerals) of a rock. It also includes their shape 

and arrangement. Division of igneous rocks into coarse and fine texture is gen- 

erally only qualitative and no definite standards have been set up. Fragmental 

sedimentary rocks are classified by texture. Texture has a marked influence not 

only on mechanical strength but also on chemical resistance to alteration. Where 

the constituent particles are large it is evident that failure of a single one 
either by breaking or chemical change is much more important than in the case of 
a small particle of a fine-grained rock. Where the constituent minerals have 
good cleavage, as do the micas and feldspars for instance, parting along those 

planes of weakness extends farther in a coe-se-grained than in a fine grained 

rock. Suck failure of a rock then allows more water to penetrate causing chem- 

ical alteration. Available data also appear to indicate that fine-grained massive 
igneous rocks have a higher crushing strength than do coarse-grained rocks of 

similar composition. In general the crystalline rocks with interlocking crystals 
possesses much higher mechanical strength than do fragmental rocks which have 

been cemented together. In this connection it is well to realize that some sed— 

imentary rocks, such as dolomite, are distinctly crystalline and hence have high 

crushing strength. The commoner cements are silica, calcite, dolomite, and iron 

oxides. In the case of cemented rocks the degree of cementation is of the first 

importance because it affects not only crushing strength but also the entrance 

of watere Sandstone, as shown on a geologic map, may vary from very well cemented
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with low porosity and permeability to a rock little more resistant than is loose 
sand. Quartzite, or sandstone cemented by quartz into a rock so hard that it 

breaks through the original quartz grains, has very high crushing strength as 
well as low porosity and permeability. Shales also vary greatly in durability 
as well as in mechanical strength. Some have been thoroughly compressed or have 
a cementing substance. Others have a high porosity and low crushing strength. 
All have low permeability because of the small size of individual openings and 
are made of minerals which are in large part resistant to chemical alteration. 
Although much data is available in the literature on porosities of rocks there 
is little on permeability except in connection with studies of underground 
water and petroleum, most of which have little bearing upon conditions which ex- 
ist at the surface. In reference to chemical composition we must be sure to 
discriminate between true limestones made of calcite and dolomites or magnesian 

limestones because of their difference in reaction with water. 

Structure. Structure refers to the larger features of rocks, the partings 

which divide them, including the attitude of such planes of division. Sedimentary 

and volcanic rocks display bedding planes which are the result of interruptions 
in deposition. Igneous flows are finer-grained at both top and bottom than they 

are in the middle where cooling was slowest. Gas bubbles are common near the 

top of a flow and make the rock much weaker than is the rest of the flow. Many 
metamorphic rocks have the crystals of readily cleavable minerals such as mica 
and hornblend arranged parallel producing schistosity. Others have bands of 
different chemical composition producing foliation. Both these factors result 
in weakness of the rock along definite planes. There are no definite standards 
of comparison in regard to the distance apart of bedding planes or other planes 

* of weakness. The terms thick-bedded or thin-bedded are very indefinite and many 
geologic descriptions ignore such information. All rocks are more or less broken 

by planes which are due to earth movement. In some localities these planes or 
joints follow a more or less definite pattern in response to the forces which 
produced them. In other localities they are irregular in direction, inclination, 
spacing and continuity because caused by settling or cooling. Many lava flows, 

however, show regular hexagonal columns due to contraction. Standards of compar- 
ison between closely spaced jointing and widely spaced’ joints are wanting and 

many geologic reports ignore this point. In regions of disturbed sedimentary 
rocks the inclination of bedding planes, the position and direction of folds and 

faults is delineated. In making geologic maps the effect of such earth movements 
on the arrangement of relatively resistant bodies of rock with consequent shaping 

of the topography is an immense aid. 

Unconsolidated deposits or mantle rock. Over most of the earth's surface there 
: is a variable thickness of unconsolidated material above the solid bed rock. For 

the most part this surficial mantle rock is due to action of the atmosphere 
(weathering) on the underlying rock. (See Sec. 3) In other localities, such as 
some glaciated districts and the Coastal Plain of southeastern United States 

sedimentary deposits have not yet become consolidated. In these localities bed 
rock lies hundreds or even thousands of feet below the surface. The mantle 
rock in many places contains fragments of consolidated rocks which range from 

small granules to boulders of large size. Mantle rocks may be mixtures with a 
wide range in size of particles or be assorted to a narrow range of grain size; 

they may be massive (unstratified) or arranged in layers either of the same or 

of different composition and texture. In some places certain layers have been 
consolidated into rock. In many localities unconsolidated or semi-consolidated 
materials are firmest close to the surface which is exposed to the atmosphere. 
This phenomenon is due to evaporation of ground water leaving a cement and is 

: known as case-hardening. It is of great importance in geomorphology.
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Units for description. The lack of quantitative standards of comparison 

by which spacing of joints and bedding planes and grain size of igneous rocks may 

be compared has been noted. Porosity is expressed in per cent of voids. It is 

= determinable from the difference between the density of a substance when dry and 

_ when fully penetrated by water. Permeability is given in many different units. 
In the petroleum industry the commonest is the darcy, which is measured in cubic 
centimeters of water at a given temperature which are forced through a section 

one centimeter square and one centimeter long by a pressure difference of one 
atmosphere in one second. Crushing strength is given in either pounds per square 

inch or in kilograms per square centimeter, Density is for the metric system 
synonymous with specific gravity, namely a comparison of weight of a specimen 

in air with that submerged in water wheré it loses the weight of its volume of 

water. The following table presents some data which are of interest. Reports 

on building stones also contain information on results of freezing and high 

temperatures upon specimens of different kinds of rocks. 

Tables of data bearing on durability of materials 

ee Densities and porosities (Birch) ae atl 

Porosity, percent ot Density 
wt Dry Wet 

U\ Uncondolidated Gumbo soil Con Otel dm) 1.19 1.73 

\ \ Clay J Mey A050 40 1.30-1.60 1.80-2.00 \¢ Sandy Soil bg firge" 53.2 £525 1.78 
Loess ws 20 0-69 «4 0.8 -1.6 1.4-1.93 
Silt 49.9 1.36 1.86 
Sand 30 .0-48 0 1,37-1.81 1.85-2.14 
Gravel 20 .0-37 .0 1.36-2.05 1,65+2.39 

Soft Rocks 
Sandstone poy, 0+9-38.0 1.60-2.68 1.99-2.73 
Shale pa rat 1.5-44.8 1,56-3.17 1,92-3.21 
Limestone Te 09-376 1674-2472 2045—2.77 

Hard rocks Nees 
Granite : slight 2.667 Ow 
Gabbro oe = 2.976 ~ 
Diabase . K 2-965 
UlLtrabasic y 3.370 

Crushing strengths, kg/em” (Birch) 

ono 
Average rence + 

Hard Rocks . 
Granite Peek 1 1110-2310 
Gabbro, basalt ee ro (eae 1800 1340-2900 
Gneiss ren ere ee 1560 750-1710 
Quartzite oa 2020 1760-1180 12-30 
Slate 1230 780-1650 Pee 

(Buckley) é <0 
Rhyolite, Berlin, Wis. 3210 A 
Granite, fine-graihed, Montello, Wis. 3080 +e 
Granite, coarse-grained, Pike R., Wis. 1615
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ies , 

Soft Rocks Average - Range + 

Limestone = 960 900. 4.9640 

Sandstone she ye many 63041780 
Tuff, 310 210-210 

Marble es 1020 710-1600 

Niagara dolomite up to 2300 (Buckley) 
Arkosic sandstone, Wisconsin 340 s 

Quartz-cemented sandstone, Wisconsin 830 

Grain sizes of sediments (actual deposits show considerable mixture of sizes) 

U.S. Bureau of Soils Wentworth 
Materials mm mm 

Boulders : over 256 
Cobbles 64~256 
Pebbles (gravel) over 1 4-64 
Granules 2-4 
Sand 0.5-1 0.0625-2.0 
Silt 0.005-.5 0 .0039-0.0625 

Clay below 0.005 below 0.0039 

Summary. In the study of rocks and other materials of the crust of the earth 
in relation to topographic forms the qualities considered are those which af- 
fect durability at the surface. Some of these properties have been outlined 
in the tables above but their relation to methods of alteration by weathering 

is taken up in the following section. x 

x Section 3. Weathering 

Introduction. The processes of weathering are all directed toward placing 

the physical and mineral properties of the earth's surface into harmony with 

their environment. Conditions at the surface are much different from those 

under which most of the materials originated. Outstanding results of weather— 
ing are (a) breaking up of solid rocks into small fragments, (b) chemical al- 
teration, mainly in the direction of reduction of density, (c) chemical combi- 
nation with water including solution, and (d) the formation of prevailingly 

simpler compounds which resist further alteration. The processes of weathering 

j include those which are purely mechanical, those which involve chemical change, _— 

and those due to the presence of organisms. nd 

ES Mechanical weathering. Mechanical weathering consists of reduction in ae 

ci a size of particles of material without the aid of chemical change. Breaking up v. er 

4 of rocks and minerals into small particles is also an accompanyment of chemical ea 
= eo alteration. A very striking feature of breaking up of materials is the enormous | 
ea =) increase of surface area which results. Areas are proportioned to the eube> Agee 
u pra) of linear dimensions. Thus if we break up a single particle of a given diameter, } rey 

\ 4 ’ ~ into similar shaped particles of a tenth the linear dimension the surface is { | ba 

Yule) glen ae ergata cee This rapid rate of increase in surface prenares PosK Alan 
/ the way for the agents chemical weathering. One of the most potent of all ~ 

_ ¥_ /6) purely physical processes which results in breaking up of rocks and other 
ee % materials is frost. Water which enters into pores, bedding planes, joints, 

CV gas bubbles, and other openings near the surface is frozen. In many regions 

ig v\ freezing and thawing take place many times during a year. On many mountains 
mY yit occurs almost every day. Uxpansion of water when changed into ice is 

t estimated to give a pressure of about 150 tons per square foot or over a ton 
fer’ to the square inch. It is true that this pressure is well below the crushing 

Wor
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strength of many rocks but frost does not crush rocks. Instead it breaks them 

by setting up tension. Tension tests are not included in tables of physical oy 
properties although some shearing tests are made. The increase of volume by . 
freezing is about 9 per cent and that of linear dimensions about 3 per cent. 

Although this seems small the effect is cumulative because when ice melts the 

water again fills the opening completely. The depth below the surface at 
which freezing occurs varies widely. In southern latitudes freezing is rare 

Z except in mountains, Going poleward the depth of winter frost increases until 
“anormal of several feet is attained in middle latitudes. In the far north 

ae _ as in Siberia and Alaska the ground is permanently frozen to a great depth, 

an™ Pex’ locally several hundred feet, and only the surface thaws in summer. This 
Vee ’ frozen ground probably dates from a time of colder climate probably associated 

Ru with continental glaciation. A second mechanical process on which most text 
4 ie yo books lay great stress is expansion of rocks from diurnal or seasonal increase 

Vad \“4 ~ in temperature. The following table gives some data on this subject. The 
eM AN figures are for linear expansion which is very near to a third of the volu- 

~ metric change. It is well to recall that crystals vary in rate of expansion 

according to the internal arrangement of the atoms. 

Expansion in per cent, from 20 C to 100 © vy C 

Quartz 008 to .14 according to direction in crystal Volume .36 

Hornblende — .05 to .06 " r u " 4 216 \ 

Calcite 17 to -.05 ty uy) Hy Wp 208 

Orthoclase 200 to .12 - it " tt Wy : 012 

Steel »09 (for compaSison) : 

Ratio of linear expansion of rocks to temperature change 

Granites and rhyolites Pi do” 

Andesites and diorites 74+ 2 

Basalt, gabbro, diabase 5.44 1 

Sandstones 10+ 2 

Quartzite ae 

Limestone, marble 7+ 4 

Slates g9+ix10-6 

Thermal conductivity of common rocks in watts per centimeter per degree C 

(multiply by .239 to obtain calories /sec /cm*/degs) 

Granites 16 to 35 x 10 ~9 

Diabase, basalt 14 te oo ot 

Gabbro 20 to 30 v 

sy
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Limestone, marble 14 to 34 x 10 

Quartzite 39 to 65 . 

Sandstone —> 8to42 " 

Slate 18 -fo-285--% 

Shale 10: toc rr * 

3 pies 
Sand, dry 2.6 (wet up to 23) x 10 : oe 

Clay, dry 2.4 (wet 9 to 16) x 10 xa jee eae 
ES 46,16 

-% ee 
Snow 2.1.2 10 dos p> 1 ke reds 

4 i / y 
2 Res athe ca, eve? | pin = 

Ice 22.05 10: 3 ME ees } By: 

Water 5.5 x 107% i 

Steel (for comparison) 460 x 107° 

Although the rates of expansion of rocks are less than those of many common met— 

als there are several weak points in the argument that temperature changes do 
not break rocks. First, rock temperature is often much higher than adjacent 

air temperatures and is not recorded at weather stations. Second, the low 

conductivity of rock causes a much moré rapid decrease in temperature (steeper 

temperature gradient) in rocks than in many other materials thus bringing 

about marked shearing stress not far below the surface. Third, the expansion 

of rocks is best shown at joints and other openings; if these are far apart 
a considerable total expansion is caused. Fourth, the differences in coeffi- 

cient of expansion in different directions in crystals causes marked shearing 

stresses in them. Fifth, daily repetitions of temperature-induced shear may 
readily cause failure through fatigue. Experiments on small laboratory pieces 

of rock are inconclusive because of the limited total expansion and temperature 

* gradient. It may be true, however, that temperature changes do not break up 

9 relatively small rocks. Expansion is naturally most potent in regions of large 
' diurnal temperature variation, that is on mountains and in deserts. 

Chemical weathering. Chemical weathering is defined as the work of any 
agent which causes changes in the composition of the molecules; it is certainly 

incorrect to limit the agencies concerned to purely inorganic processese De- 

tails of the subject of chemical alteration by the atmosphere and by water 
with associated substances in solution are far too complex for discussion in 
this connection. What concerns geomorphology is mainly the alteration in 
physical state brought about by chemical changes. As with the work of temper— 

\./ ature changes, including freezing, these agents cause an immense increase in 
‘\ surface area of particles. This results in speeding up the attack of chemical 

agents. Among the most active and abundant of chemical agents we may list 

water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, as well as acids derived either from organisms 

or from the alteration of sulphides. A large part of the chemical reactions 

of weathering result in minerals which are simpler in chemical compositions 

then they were before, less in density, and consequently in many cases larger 

in volume. 

S
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Exfoliation. A result of weathering which is of much importance in geo— 

morphology is the breaking off of concentric shells of rock, a process called 

exfoliation. Once regarded as due simply to temperature changes, perhaps aided 
by surficial chemical alteration, it is now known that the concentric fractures 

ats 10 which are best developed in massive crystalline rocks like granite, extend 
we too far below the surface for such an explanation. Distance between the part- 

N ings increases with depth as has been noted in many granite quarries. It is 
F et te treu, however, that the rounding of boulders of crystalline rocks is in part 
eo} due to chemical attack from both sides of an angular projection. It is now 

Curr’ believed that a large part of exfoliation is due to relief of load on the rock 
because of erosion of overlying material. It also thought the hydration of 
feldspar, once regarded as due to wéathering, is brought about during the 

crystallization of the rock by the water which is then present. This probably 
leaves the rock under stress so that fracturing occurs upon lessening of the 
overlying load. Massive igneous rocks form rounded summits on account of ex- 

foliation. World-famous exfoliation domes are Sugar Loaf in the harbor of 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Stone Mountain, Georgia, and Half Dome in Yosemite 

Valley, Calfiornia. The last named has had one side removed by glacial action. 

Other chemical changes. In general the igneous and metamorphic rocks are 

more susceptible to chemical alteration than are sedimentary rocks formed from 
the products of previous chemical weathering. An example is shale, which, 
although mechanically weak, is made.of clay minerals resulting from chemical 

alteration. Exceptions to this rule are limestones, gypsum, and salt formed 
from material which was dissolved in water and are therefore relatively soluble 

under weathering conditions. The last two rarely reach the surface in humid 
climates. Susceptibility of silicates to weathering increases from quartz, ! 
through muscovite mica, orthoclase feldspar, biotite mica, alkalie plagioclase, 

hornblends,” augite calcium plagioclase, to olivine.’ 

Soil formation. The word soil has been used in different ways. Students 

of soibs (pedology) confine its application to the surficial layer, in few 

places much more than a foot deep, in which plants grow and other organisms 

thrive. Many of the older geologists, however, applied, and some still apply, 
the word to the entire unconsolidated material or mantle rock which overlies 
solid bed rock. They spoke of the’ transported soils of glaciated districts 

& whereas if we mean only the surface layer we must recognize that tts origin 

F is essentially the same as in non-glaciated districts, namely alteration in 

situ of broken up rocks. It is only on floodplains and dunes that we find 
material which was made into true soil and then moved to another locality. 

Soil making involves not only the inorganic processes mentioned above but 
also the work of organisms. Bacteria, moulds, fungi, etc. are very abundant 

in soils. Among the minerals formed are many which aid in plant growth by 
the capacity of exchanging bases, calcium for sodium for instance. Bacteria 

and other organisms do not normally extend far below the surface because of 
adverse temperature, lack of oxygen, lack of food, and the presence of products 
made by other organisms which are poisonous to them. Plants possess the power 
to synthesize new chemical compounds taking the requisite materials from the 

air, water, and minerals already in the soil. On their death the decay of 

organic substances produces many chemical reagents which promote further min- 
eral changes. Minerals like quartz which are extremely resistant to alter- 

ation form very unfavorable soil for the growth of plants. 

Soil profiles. Provided that erosion by wind or water does not remove 

11) 
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soil as fast as it forms we find a definite order of layers or horizons beneath 

the surface. The horizons differ in chemical and physical nature. At the sur- 
face alteration from original material is so marked that many of the older 

geologists thought that they were dealing with transported materials. The suc- 

cession of layers is known as a soil profile and was first discriminated by 

Russian scientists. The idea was widely disseminated at first that the surface 
soil is determined by climate and vegetation rather than by the rock from which 

it was ultimately derived. Such a view may be correct in some localities but 
it must be realized that a sandstone which consisted wholly of quartz grains 

could form nothing but a sandy soil regardless of climate. With soils derived 

/ from shale, limestone, or igneous rocks, however, there is more truth to this 

J contention. The surface layer of all soil profiles is for the most part 
ree } light colored because of removal or concealment by carbon of iron compounds. 

re This is called the A horizon. Where grass is or was abundant as in prairie 

— - soils, carbon is so abundant that the color is black. Next below is the B 

c _} \yl\g horizon, the densest and darkest in color of the sequence. Accumulation of 
ge i ' very fine particles called colloids is greatest where subsoil drainage is poor 

yl, put the soil is not entirely saturated as it is in swamps and bogs. Where 
: ‘\ drainage was good the fine particles were either carried elsewhere or were 

Ayr ~— ageregated into larger ones (flocculation). The color of the B horizon is gen- 

UND erally red, yellow, or brown, in every case brighter than either overlying or 

| ‘\ OQ. underlying material. With poor drainage deep gray or mottled gray and yellow- 

\. oO brown is characteristic. True all-year swamps show no definite profile, al- 
ypu’ “ though solution of iron compounds with deposition a few feet below is common. 
i Concretions of oxides of iron and manganese are common in or just below the B 

horizon. Underlying is the C horizon, described by pedologists as parent 

material. Geologists, however, recognize that it is part of the decomposed bed 

rock or original deposits which has been altered almost wholly by inorganic 
processes. It shows leaching of soluble minerals as well as oxidation and 

other chemical changes. 

Climatic control of soil formation, In relatively humid warm climates 
the processes of laterization, podzolization, and gleization are common. With 

less moisture calcification, salinization, solonization, and solidization occur. 
In the far north under arctic conditions tundra soils are formed which are 

| somewhat similar to the bog soils of lower latitudes, but with less organic 

ee matter. Laterization occurs in moist humid climates. Iron and aluminum oxides 
accumulate under some conditions in volume and purity of usable ores. Silica 

\ “is dissolved. Transitional toward the cooler zones are red and yellow soils 
characteristic of southeastern United States. Podzolization occurs in dense 

aon iL forests of the far north where evaporation is slow. The A horizon is robbed 
F se \ of silica, alumina, and iron compounds leaving a very light colored soil known 

- 8a & as bleicherde or bleached earth. Such soil is very poor for ordinary crops 
Qo although it supports trees with deep roots. The iron oxides accumulate in the 

Vals ~ B horizon forming a hardpan known as ortstein. To the south where forests were 

XN) “more open gray-brown podzolic soils formed. Here the ground was less shaded 
and was warmer. The B horizon has less iron oxide and breaks with a starch- 
like fracture into blocks of z to 1 inch across. Such soils are decidedly 

more fertile for ordinary crops than are true podzols. Gleization takes place 
under poor subsoil drainage conditions forming a sticky, compact, rather 

light-colored B horizon. Where this was formed from glacial till, sand, or 

loess, it is called gumbotil, gumbosand, or gumboloess respectively. Some of 
these soils which were formed before the region was drained by erosion of val- 
leys ‘are now changing into silttil which is characteristic of better drained 

localities. Salinization, solonitation, and solidization are marked by accum- 

: E
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ulation of alkaline salts in the soil and occur only in semi-arid or arid 
climates. Calcification, the accumulation of calcium salts, is much more im- 
portant for geomorphology. Soils where calcium carbonate has accumulated near 
the surface are known as pedocals whereas the soils of humid regions which are 

being leached of that compound are termed pedalfers. The very black prairie 

soils, which are so widespread in central United States, are transitional. They 
are not abundant in other continents. The absence of trees has long been puzz— 

ling. Over wide areas the dense subsoil is known to kill off trees in wet 

years by excess moisture, Other areas of prairie, however, appear to suffer 

from drought, for tree growth is confined to valleys, including steep slopes. 

Owing to the marked climatic oscillations of the interior of North America it 

is entirely possible that alternations of too much water with periods of too 
little proved too much for tree growth. At the time of the coming of white 
men prairies were losing ground to forest and were in part continued by the 
Indian practice of burning the grass. Throughout the more humid prairie belt 
the grass vegetation brought calcium to the surface. To the west of the prairies 

lie the chernozem soils with more calcium, greater fertility, and less rainfall. 

Progressing west toward the true desert lie the chesnut, brown, and gray 

sierozem soils with progressively decreasing precipitation. In much of western 
s United States calcium carbonate has accumulated in the B horizon or at the 

cow , surface to such an extent that it conceals the underlying materials and has 
i : been mistaken for limestone. Such an accumulation is called caliche. Much 

ps of the calcium came from the A horizon by descending water but much was 
‘ brought from below by evaporation of ascending moisture. In more arid districts, 

like western Australia, crusts of iron, aluminug, and manganese oxides and ; 

silica are recorded. Seasonal rainfall appears to be a large factor in the 

production of all such deposits. 

d Structure and texture of soils. Soils are in large part classified by 
—— their texture, that is the size of particles as found by mechanical analysis. 

This is determined in part by parent material and in part by variation of 
soil-~forming processes. Structure, as in rocks, refers to larger features 

such as plates, crumbs, granules, and prisms composed of aggregates of grains. 

These are of great importance in erosion for it is the soil which is the first 

material to be affected by that process. 

ge Depth of mantle rock. The depth to which there is unconsolidated mantle 
: rock over solid bed rock is of great importance in geomorphology. Thickness 

of accumulated weathered material depends upon the factors which control 
chemical and physical weathering. In order to have deep disintegration of bed 

rock it is not only necessary that it be of a type which is readily altered, 
but that the agents of alteration, notatly water and dissolved gases, be able 

to penetrate the rock to considerable depth. Under the same conditions a 
quartzite should display very shallow alteration to a rubble of stones and 
sand, whereas a granite should be softened to a much greater depth by reason 

of the unstable minerals which are present in it. Schists where the parallel 
arrangement of the minerals allows ready entry of water should show disinte- 
gration to a very considerable depth. Very striking differences in depth of 
decompositions are observed in glaciated districts where a dike of fine-grained ~ 

granite may preserve the glacial polish adjacent to a deeply disintegrated 
coarse-grained variety of the same rock. In accounting for disintegration to 

depths of scores or even hundreds of feet many geologists have made the error 
of thinking only of the contest between erosion and weathering. Although it 
is true that the former removes the products of the latter we must realize 

: that water cannot penetrate deeply into the rock unless there is a force to 

: At 
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cult oi” cause it to move. This force can only be different in pressure or head and is 
~*~ dependent upon the relief of the country. In flat country there is no head a 

wr’ } to cause deep underground circulation so that thick mantle rock could not 
pmg originate. Most instances of deeply decomposed rocks are in regions of igneous 

: or metamorphic rocks which have considerable relief. The disintegration must 
have originated with the present topography and not been inherited from a 

postulated time of low relief. 

Mass movement of unconsolidated materials. The mantle rock or unconsol- 
idated material at the surface of the earth is not everywhere in a stable con- 

dition or state of equilibrium. Movement either in lerge or small units takes 
place undeb several different conditions. Some kinds of mantle rock, such 

as loess beess, will stand for a long time in a vertical face provided only 
iu that there is not too much moisture and that the Benth is not above a certain 

| 4, limit. Examination of natural slopes and the sides of artificial excavations 
eS wy shows that most loose materials soon assume a more or less definite degree of 

Ee slope known as the angle of repose. This slope is dependent upon the density, 

size, and shape of the component fragments. In places the material which 
peep descended to form this stable slope did so piece by piece. In other condi- 

> : tions large masses moved sutteday; under still other physical controls mass 
. movement was slow. The last is known as creep or where largely aided by npr 

S— freezing and thawing{solifluetion} In many localities particularly on slopes . ._ 
—j.% the residium of weathering rests with relatively abrupt contact upon the bed y 

= = rock, not 4the transition which occurs only under comparatively level tracts. 
In some places certain kinds of bed rock are concealed completely by the 

weathered product of higher ground. At the contact with bed rock it is com-— 

mon to find that the strata bend down into the material which is in motion 
down hill. 

Talus slopes. Cliffs of bed rock, formed by any process, are exposed. to 
all kinds of weathering. Fragments of rock whose size is determined by the 

nature of the bed rock, including its jointing and bedding, fall from time 
to time and come to rest at a lower elevation. The slope they form is termed 
a talus slope. If the cliff is near to vertical rocks fall freely and attain 
a velocity equal to the square root of the product of twice the acceleration , 5 £ 

: of gravity multiplied by the height (v= ¥2gf, where gs gravity and f= dis- 
tance of fall). A falling stone possesses kinetic energy or stored work poi oS 

measured by one half its masy multiplied by the square of the velocity where ; 
~ : mass is weight divided by gravity. By substitution and cancellation it is -) , 

Se ee apparent that kinetic energy = weight multiplied by fall, which is the same _ 
er as the poténtial energy before loosening. The stone is brought to rest by i 

| the friction of the fragments which have already fallen. Their average size = Wi:? 

f gw) determines the roughness of the slope. Large stones which do not lodge be- 
zs tween the others may roll to or beyond the bottom of the slope before coming ~~ 

t to rest. This explains why the largest rocks commonly. occur at the bottom of 

a talus. This is not because they fell faster than did the others. Stability 
r is attained when the force of friction just balances the component of the 

ys weight of the stone which is parallel to the surface of the talus. Because 

aa \» these forces are nearly the same throughout the entire slope it follows that 
ree the angle of slope must be essentially constant although perhapvs in some 

Cor places the bottom may have a somewhat less degree of inclination. In this 

ee analysis we have assumed that the rock breaks into fairly large fragments 

wer? which are not rapidly affected by weathering after fall. In some mountains 
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talus accumulates on top of snow, melting of which destroys the normal even 
) slope. In this way ridges of loose material parallel to the foot of the cliff 
ms are formed. Angular materials may form slopes of 50 degrees. The talus of 

= % quartzite at Devils Lake, Wisconsin, slopes at about 35 degrees. Gravel comes 
ae to rest at about 35 to 40 degrees depending on the amount of sand present. 

ea 5 Dry sand will lie at 32 to 38 degrees, but if wet the angle is much less, 
v.\) 22 to 25 degrees. Slopes of clay are unstable at much less angle and few 

\ attain as much as 16 degrees. These are for the most part not true talus 
: slopes. Talus must continue to accumulate until the entire cliff is buried 

provided no debris is removed from the foot of the talus slope. Thus it 
comes about that the talus does not fill an angle at the foot of a vertical _ 

5 cliff but instead is a relatively thin mantle over a sloping rock surface : 
formed by weathering back of the cliff at the top. In the case of ridges 
due to the outcrop of a relatively thin’ rebistant layer the talus slopes on 
opposite sides must eventually meet. If the thickness of the hard rock is 

constant and the elevation of the bottom of the slopes about the same the 
result will be a ridge top of very nearly the same elevation. Talus slopes 

are best developed (a) where the constituent rock is not easily altered by 

chemical weathering and (b) in arid climates where chemical alteration is 

slow. 

fr Solids and liquids. Before we can consider the phenomena of landslides : 
: \ and creep it is necessary to review some of the physical properties of solids 

‘ a and liquids. A solid is generally thought of as a substance which under the 

a pe conditions commonly met with at the surface of the earth will retain its 

I M4 ee shape indefinitely. When subjected to pressure either of its own weight or an 
as f, outside force,a solid fails by breaking or fracture. Generally the fractures 

Elyrel WY are inclined at about 45 degrees to the line of application of the force. A 
‘ Vv liquid is a substance which must be placed in a confining receptacle in 

~~ - , order to retain its shape. In this vessel it will assume a level surface 
5Y % y © if allowed to stand undisturbed. Pressures applied to a liquid are transmitted 

\ : = equally in all directions (Pascals principle). Yielding to pressure is 
a aNe, ‘ always by flow and not by breaking. In nature no very sharp line can be 
vt’ drawn between these two kinds of substances. The mantle rock which contains 
Y eo in most places a large amount of finely divided soft minerals (clay) is a 

good example. If dry, a face of moderate height may retain its shape until 
broken down by weathering. However, if the pressure exceeds a certain 
amount ,or the time is long, or weathering does not confuse the result, a slope 
may bulge at the bottom by flow. The pressure and time at which such 
movement is noticable depends largely upon the amount of water which is 
present. Since the amount of water varies from time to time it follows that 
the physical behavior is variable. The degree of fluidity of any substance 
is termed viscosity, which is measured by the amount of shearing stress {force ) 
paraliel to the immovable bottom which is required to produce differential 
movement. The unit is the poise which is the force in dynes applied to a 
square centimeter to produce a difference of vébcity of one centimeter per 
second at a distance of one centimeter from the base of the fluid. Viscosity 
depends to a large extent on temperature and decreases with its rise. Water 
at 20 deg. C has a viscosity of 0.01 poise. It should be noted that 
viscosity determines not only force required but the time rate of change in 
shape. If the force and viscosity are known the time required for a given 

. change in shape can be readily computed. 

; fandslides. In many places a slope either of earth (mantle rock) or bed 
rock which has ‘previously been stable suddenly yields to the force of gravity. 
a a a le fas Gok 
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VY This phenomenon is known to engineers as slope failure. It is generally the 
» i7 result of an unusual amount of water, freezing and thawing, or of excavation 

re by man. Sometimes removal of material from the foot of a slope by natural 
: j hos . causes brings about eventual failure. Yielding is in many cases along planes 

(7Ab we of weakness in the rock such as bedding planes or joints. In unconsolidated 

> Pulp material fracture at the top of a slide is generally along a nearly vertical 

a plane which curves outward toward the bottom of the slope. Above this line 
of breaking the mass settles and slides outward at the foot. In the case of 

true landslides, motion is accelerated at first and is then brought to a 

standstill by friction. In the case of the famous rock slide at Frank, 

Alberta, sufficient velocity was attained so that a considerable portion of 
the mass ascended some distance up the opposite side of the valley. The 

I$ topography left by such slides is extremely irregular with many paralle&k 
4% 7 fractures of irregular direction and extent. Cat-steps in loess are of this 

) nal nature. The slide masses tilt in toward the higher ground leaving many 

a pao ; undrained depressions along fractures. This serves to catch rain and 
be lubricute the plenes of movement. Although attempts have béen made to analize 

n RatrAD the mathematics of the curve of fracture it is not worth while to follow 

a them here. In the first place most, if not all, are based on unproved 

assumptions which do not take account of the variation in viscosity from the 
relatively dry surface down into the wet interior, and in the second place 

these slopes are not land forms. 

Base failure. Another form of failure in which the entire lower part of 
a the moving mass behaves distinctly like a fluid is known to engineers as 

19 base failure. Some of the best known examples are the famous Panama Canal 
4, slides. In these the bottom of the canal which had been under 30 feet of 
v water rose overnight into islands. In these instances the drier upper part 

Pane ~ of the slide was carried along on top of the fluid base. i 
Ret < analysis appears futile in such circumstances. It seems, probatite, however, 
ers that detailed study of natural slopes on the same material might have proved 

f of value in determining a safe slope for the sides of the excavation. 
Equilibrium was attained when the slope component of weight of the mass was 
equal to the force of friction. Diversion of surface drainage appears also 
to have aided in drying out the slides. Somewhat similar, but perhaps more 

rapid, movement of saturated ground occurs during heavy rains in seni-arid 

regions. These are known as mudflows. Similar flows occur in mountains, 

‘ including what are known as mud streams, rock glaciers, and earth flows. 

Creep slopes. True creep is a very slow motion of viscous material 
which moves like a liquid even though it may contain many fragments of hard 
rock. Each layer moves parallel to and faster than that immediately below, 

i Nh although relative change in velocity may in some cases be greatest next to 

ra es the firm bed rock where most water must accumulate. This type of movement 
% pis, b is known as laminar flow. Although freezing and thawing doubtless aid in 

pt ey creep they are not the sole cause for the process which not only extends © . 
: ts 2 farther from the surface than does frost action but also occurs where there 
UG pa : is no frost at any time. Water must be present to lower the viscosity of the 

§! mantle rock. It is obvious that the component of weight parallel to the 
: slope is the motive force for creep. It is also clear that material is 

“added to the mantle rock uniformly in proportion to distance from the top of 
: the slope, here designated by the letter h. Velocity is then proportioned 

: Sas to the sine of the angle of slope which at small angles may be taken as 
a J directly proportioned to slope or tangangeof angle. Now if velocity is 

meee constant, the thickness of moving mantle rock must increase down the slope 

uniformly and the angle of inclination be constant. But, if as is commonly 

IS 
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A ~ observed, the thickness of mantle rock is essentially constant then, velocity 
.<° «.* must increase in direct proportion to distance h. Therefore slope must be , 

c .” directly proportioned to h. Total fall at distance h is equal tohibpe miti- 4 —- 
_~«W plied by h. Heneg by substitution of sth for slope §; we arrive at the con- co 

my clusion that f: h*%. The necessary constant of proportionality must depend 

ye upon the viscosity of the mantle rock. Actual velocity should follow the law 
of laminar flow and be proportioned to square of depth times slope, and time 
required to move a certain proportionate distance would be viscosity divided by 
product of force times proportionate motion. It follows that the curve of a 
slope which is due to creep of the mantle rock is an inverted parabola. Cons 
vexity of hilltops has long been observed and the explanation proposed above 
was first given by Gilbert. In order to check the reliability of the conclu- 
sion recourse is taken to a well-known mathematical relation, An equation such 

as given above can also be written: Soe 

C—is¢ th 
4 Ly > log oS log constant +n. logh afk: & ar re ed t 

ys ork ov tes 9 20x tlvg K) tte ole ESA he 
| When plotted on ordinary coordinate paper by looking up the logarithms, or J}, = > 

Vv directly on logarithmic coprdinates, this equation is that of a straight line. es 

The inclination of this line is proportioned to the value of the exponent of h 
and the intercept with the line for h= 1 gives the value of the constant. The 

caution mist be observed that most small scale topographic maps are not accurate 
enough to test this law. It is also necessary to take points not too far from 

the crest of a divide and not along the ends of spurs where the mantle rock may 
move in either direction. Something should be known of the geology because 

marked change in bed rock or variation in thickness of the mantle rock upsets 

the validity of the law. ry ee : 

Stability of creep slopes. The development of creep slopes is also re- 

(4 lated to removal of material at a constant rate from the foo6 of the slope. 
je If the material were not constantly removed stability would be attained and 

a motion brought to a stop. Water erosion must also be minimized either by a 
~ Ste cover of sod or a concentrate of stones. Removal of material may be due either 

yO to (a) steepening of slope because of a change in bed rock or (b) a stream. 
esa’ ‘The creep slope leading down to a stream which is commonly observed in limestone 

: country must have developed from weathering of the rock after the valley was 
Wy first made by running water. 

: ZS Solifluction. The term solifluction was originally applied to creep of 
: mantle rock in subarctic climate where freezing is common and during the 

summer there is a constant supply of water from melting snow. ow to gerne 

Some geolog8sts seem, however, to have used it as a synonym for all creep. 

In Europe much attention has been devoted to a search for evidence of a past 
severe climate in regions just south of the glacial boundary, a climate similar 
to that of subarctic regions today, presumably due to the presence of the 
nearby continental ice. It is not clear, however, that a climate much different 

from that of today is required to explain the observed phenomena. Similar 
efforts have been made in this country. The unglaciated part of the Baraboo 

quartzite range of southern Wisconsin is almost all covered with a mantle of 

angular quartzite debris mixed with clay and sand. This originally spread out 
in low slopes at the foot of the hills. In recent time small streams have 
eroded this mantle, much of which is evidently residual from a former cover of 

sandstone and dolomite, concentrating the included boulders into "stone rivers." 
; It is not clear, however, that any of these have crept to a notable extent but 

the mantle from which they were formed may very well be a relic of periglacial 

Ib
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climate. 

Stone rings and stripes. A peculiar feature of soils in the severe climates 
of high latitudes and high altitudes is local concentration of stones into either 

stripes rumning down the slopes or rude polygonal networks. These features are 

commonly ascribed to pushing together of stones by frost action, in part altered 
by solifluction. Such features are not strictly forms of topography and so will 

not be further discussed. 

Technical terms.English geologists often employ the terms head, warp, trail, 
and coombe rock for mantle rock in which frost action is inferred as the cause 
of creep. Solifluction layers are also described. 

Solution. Minerals which are commonly weathered by solution comprise car— 
bonates, sulphates, and chlorides of the alkalies and alkaline earths. The 
commonest of thesé are calcité, dolomite, gypsum, and halite. Less abundant 

carbonates are aragonite and magnesite, the former found mainly in fossil shells, 

the latter in veins. Calcite and dolomite are almost insoluble in pure watér 
but dissolve readily when dissolved carbon dioxide is present; in order of de- 
creasing solubility are aragonite, calcite, dolomite, and magnesite. In cal- 

cite-dolomite mixtures the calcium is said to be dissolved at a rate about 24 
times that of the magnesium. In the ground waters of ¢!olomitic-limestone re- 
gions, however, the excess of calcium over magnesium is not nearly so great as 

that. Calcite is present in high-calcium limestones most of which have a very 
fine texture. These rocks are much more soluble than are dolomites and magnesian 
limestones. Impurities which affect solubility consist of sulphides, mainly 

of iron, iron replacing magnesium in dolomite, clay minerals, and chert. If 

the impurities are disseminated throughout the rock the effect is much less than 
where they are concentrated in definite strata. If the strata of shale in a 

limestone are impervious to water they protect the rock below from solution. 
In horizontal strata a shale layer may act like the roof of a house. Permeable 
layers of sandstone, however, admit water and retain it, thus increasing solution. 

Solution is not a simple process. Organic acids undoubtedly aid in solution near 
to the surface but break down into bicarbonates at depth. The saturation point 
of the underground water is determined not only by temperature but also by other 
substances which are present. For instance sulphates appear to reduce solubility 

; of bicarbonates. 

" : Rate of solution. The rate at which the limestones of a given region are 

being dissolved can be determined from the amount of ground water runoff and the 

mineralization of the underground waters. Determinations of total solids are 
preferable to statements of hardness or alkalinity in which the assumption is 
made that all the dissolved limestone is calcium carbonate. As the sulphates 
and chlorides as well as the aluminum compounds also came from the limestone 
this seems fair. Average total solids in the Nashville Basin of Tennessee is 
about 329 parts per million, Niagara dolomite of Wisconsin 440 p.p.m. and Galena- 
Platteville dolomites and limestones of Wisconsin 400 p.p.m. Computation based 
on the conditions in Tennessee with the assumption that the ground water runoff 
is 9 inches a year, work out at the removal of 214 tons of limestone from every 

square mile per year, equivalent to less than 1/1000 of a foot thickness. In 

comovting the time required to form a residual mantle rock of given thickness 

one must not lose sight of the fact that the density of the insoluble material 
is probably not over half that of the parent material. 

é Redeposition of dissolved material. Much of the dissolved limestone does 

ji
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not reach the ground water at once. Solutions which enter air-filled openings 
lost much of their mineral content through evaporation, temperature change end 
pressure change. The result of deposition is the dripstone (stalactites ar? 
stalagmites) which adds so much to the beauty of many caverry Calcite cr)_.els 
are thought to have formed in water-filled passages. In considering redeposition 
we must also consider tne factor of mass relations by which small particles are 

dissolved at the same time that larger ones grow. The final result of redeposi-— 

tion is to fill up openings which are no longer used by underground drainage. 

Porosity and permeability. Porosity is defined as the percentage of volume 
of openings in a given volume of rock and is determined by weighing when wet and 

when dry. Permeability is the quantity of liquid which can be driven through 
a unit cube of the rock in unit time under stated pressure and viscosity. (see 
p. ©). The only calcareous rocks which have appreciable primary porosity are 
chalk, oolitic limestone, certain crystalline limestones and dolomites, and 
coral or shell limestone. Secondary porosity consists of openings made after 
the deposition of the rock. Most of these are cracks or joints although some 

are along bedding planes. Jointing is due only in part to regional forces; it 

is mainly the result of induration, drying, compaction, and relief of load of 

overlying material. Some secondary openings are ascribed to solution between 
successive periods of deposition (unconformities or disconformities). In gen- 
eral secondary porosity decreases rather rapidly with depth as proved by drilling 

for fresh water which is ohly rarely found in joints at depths of over’ 200 feet 

from the surface. 

Underground water circulation. As soon as a limestone emerged from the sea 

the exposed openings would be filled with fresh water from rain. This fresh 

. water is less dense (proportion roughly 1.0 to 1.03) than is the salt water which 
ros uy occupied the openings at first. Original salt water is often called connate. 
J“ The fresh water floats on top of the heavier salt water and extends to such 

en oe depth below sea level that the column of lighter water exactly balances that of 
: oo! the denser fluid. Such a condition is illustrated in such localities as Florida 

and the larger oceanic islands, where the land is high enough to vermit such 

Cas hydrostatic /;alance. If the openings do not all communicate with one 
another, however, conditions must be extremely variable at first with no definite 

_ Water table. In some places fresh water which is in excess of that required for 

balance escapes in submarine springs. We must bear in mind that there can be 
neither extensive penetration of rain water nor underground flow unless suffi- 

cient pressure head is available. Water cannot flow through underground 

passages without the consumption of energy by friction or:loss of head. In small 
openings and with low velocity the flow of water is laminar and lose of head is 
proportioned to velocity divided by the square of diameter of a cylindrical 
passage, and velocity is directly related to head. In larger openings flow is 
turbulent, loss of head is related to square of velocity divided by diameter, and 
velocity is related to square root of head. For constant volume frictional re— 

/ sistance to laminar flow is inverse to fourth power of diameter, and for turbu— 
ryp¥ lent flow to the fifth power of diameter of opening. As a general thing fresh 

_ © 4 waters, whose flow is concentrated in the largest and shortest available routes, 
One” ie will not penetrate deeper below the surface than the level of equal pressures 
um & It follows that extensive solution at depth must follow upon considerable up-— 
: a lift of the land and that cavern formation cannot take place to an important ex- 
ta) tent when the land is low and flat. As passages are enlarged by solution the 

_ shortest route to the point of outlet is most likely to be favored. Only when 
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compelled to by lack of large direct openings will the waters take circuitous 

paths which lead them far below the outlet levels, be these into the sea 

bottom or into stream-eroded valleys. Erosion of valleys must, therefore, pre- 

cede extensive cavern formation. Exploration of some of the damsites on 

limestone along Tennessee River has disclosed indubitable solution openings down 

to about 100 feet below the lowest known level of the river. Deep wells in 

limestone regions confirm these observations by the fact that salt water is found 

below fresh water not far below the level of the valley bottoms. 

Topographic effects of solution. In geomorphology the primary interest is 
topographic effects of solution, not details of cave formation. Rain which 

falls upon soluble formations can either run off to streams or take a route 
through the earth to the same outlet. We can think of the ground as a leaky 

roof through which much of the rain penetrates instéad of running down to the 

Cu ey gutters. Water which enters the ground soon enlarges the lines of minimum 

4 _ frictional resistance. Thus intersections of two joints are enlarged into 

outtn~ 2-6 circular tubes. The larger openings along bedding planes are also made wider. 

i Solution is aided by mechanical abrasion of particles carried in the moving 

by “wie water just as surface streams erode their beds. As erosion lowers the levels 

: of the main outlet streams bedding planes which are on their level are dissolved 

. into a complex system of caverns whose pattern is controlled by jointing. When 

jvm the level of the stream reaches a lower permeable bedding plane the upper level 
is abandoned. These different cavern levels are connected by vertical, or near 

eu, vertical, openings called wells. In Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, some of these are 

pees over 10 feet in diameter and 200 feet high. Water enters into these wells 
pa through depressions called sink holes and the sides cave into them. Locally 

x Several sinks join one another in a large enclosed depression. Some sinks 

Areetive + -2discharge of a surface stream. Others which have clogged contain 

a ye ponds. Some are enlarged by caving of the walls. Most sinks are partly blocked 

t4 m Up so that caverns are commonly entered via former outlets to streams rather 
yw Ci than through sink holes. Many sinks extend up through sandstone which overlies 

the soluble rock. Among such may be mentioned many near Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, 

Re and Mont Lake, near Chattanooga, Tennessee. Some streams have underground chan- 

aralen, nels which they follow during low water with the surface course used only during 

~ ),se- floods when the cavern is overtaxed. Outcrops of salt and gypsum-bearing forma- 
yer \ tions in humid regions display many sink holes and extensive caving of overlying 

strata. The brecgias of northern Michigan are ascribed to collapse of 

- salt bearing strata in pre Devonian time. 

» : fs Natural bridges. Natural bridges are abundant in some regions of limestone 

hy *_g bed rock. A few may be remnants of cavern roofs which collapsed at all other 
4 points. More commonly, however, the ridge is due to an underground leak through 

ah \ . @ narrow spur of a meandering valley. A few may be due to leakage through a 
_» J. waterfall. YB — Pu 
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~ 69-29 Endpoint of solution. Solution produces in many places an extremely ir- 

a ee f, regular bed rock surface which is disclosed when the overlying residual mater- 

} ial is removed. This is because solution proceeds more rapidly along joints. 

Theoretically, some areas where the soluble rock is unfissured should survive 

after the remaining area is dissolved down to a plain. Production of a plane 

surface is readily possible with weathering by solution because attack is dis- 
tributed over the entire area with fair regularity. Z c 

Technical terms. Most of the technical terms which have been applied 

9
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= to solution topography are of foreign derivation, Such topography as developed 

on limestone is called karst, possibly either from causse (French from calix or 

lime) or from the Slavic word kras. Most of the remaining words are from the 

Serbian because of the abundant literature on the limestone region northeast 

of the Adriatic. In that country, Jugoslavia, there is little mantle rock; this 

may be due to purity of the limestone, high relief or possibly seasonal rainfall. 

= Ribbed and fluted surfaces of bare rock are called karren. Chasms along en- 

larged joints are termed lapies or bogaz. Vertical shafts or wells are various- 

ly called ponor, cenotes, jamas, or swallow-holes, Small sink holes are dolines, 
larger ones blind valleys, bournes, uvalas, or ouvalas. Very large enclosed 

‘ depressions are polje. Residual hills are hums or pepiho hills. 

Summary. Under phenomena of weathering not only the precesses but the re- 

sulting topographic forms have been considered. Exfoliation which results in 

the rounding of exposed rock masses which are relatively free of joints is 

ascribed mainly to relief of load because the overlying rock has been eroded 

although the hydration of feldspar. by surface weathering is also a factor. Soils 
were considered because they play such an important role in water erosion. The 
various usage of the word "soil" were explained: engineers and some of the older 
geologists use the term as a synonym for mantle rock. Although climate is a 
very important control in the formation of true surficial soils parent material " 
cannot be ignored and the material termed by pedologists by that name is by no 
means free from the effects of inorganic weathering. Topographic forme due to 
weathering consist of talus slopes, landslide slopes, creep slopes, and karst 

topography, the last developed upon water-soluble rocks. Talus slopes have a ‘ 
uniform angle because material is retained on them by friction. Creep slopes, 

if the moving mantle rock is of aporoximately uniform thickness, are shaped 
like an inverted parabola. Unaltered creep slopes are found where water erosion 
is at a minimum. Karst topography is found in humid districts where the under- 
lying rock is readily dissolved by water. They are, like creep slopes, con- 
sequent upon prior erosion of stream valleys. It is improbable that solution 
passages ever extend very far below the bottoms of adjacent valleys. Character-— 
istic features are depressions with underground drainage including lost or sunk 

rivers which flow at least part of the time underground. Natural bridges are 
mainly formed by subterranean leaks through rock spurs. Landslides, or relative-— 

ly sudden mass movements of the mantle rock, cannot always be analyzed mathe- i 
matically because part of the moving material behaves as a liquid at the same 
time the remainder acts as a solid. The slide area is left with numerous un- 

' drained depressions. A multitude of technical terms has been applied to dif- 
ferent features of karst topography, most of which appear not only unnecessary 
but actually undesirable and confusing. aye iz 
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V Republican River showed .82 and the potion of the Arkansas through the High Plains : 

85. The Red River of the South is abnormal in displaying an exponent of only .55. ME 

Turning to theoretical reasoning an analysis by Rubey of the forces involved in 

stream transportation gives a relationship between slope,settling.velocity, load, 

quantity of water, and hydraulic radius according to the formulas se % 

Ss ; Load x_ settling velocity '\ 2/3 A 4 

wie weter x He f 2 

This is equivalent, other things being equal, to the slope being inverse to the cube 

root of the hydraulic padius. Such a formula appears inapplicable in actual 
practice. Wooldridge and Morgan give a formula for stream profiles which is a 
logarithmic curve; it is equivalent to saying that the slope is inverse to distance 
from the source. Somewhat better results may be secured from Little's approach 

: He assumed that erosive force of unit mass of water is proportioned to square of 
E a mean velocity and inverse to hydraulic radius. In a wide shallow stream the latter 

is equivalent to depth. By the use of Mannings formula for velocity and making i 
necessary substitutions it appears that this force is proportioned to l/s 59/10 Reape 

Q = quantity of water in unit width of bed. When solved for S this becomes — ae tee Me ee 

sz Flo/9 g-2/9 44 duals win. | TQ 
The slope Ge ony eek force would then be f :97/9, Lattle Gerives toc equation a 

for a trapezoidal channel, which is somewhat like a natural stream channel, of eee 

PY os nqelee 59/10 which when solved for pa3Be isto 3 pl0/Sq-80/ 225 From this G7 osx 

_4s the profile of uniform force is f: Q Ee or 9-87, In order to solve any of \ ee : 

gt g/ these for fell, f, in relation to horizontal distange, h, it is necessary to make \ et 

pr ee! “some assumptions as to relation of average discharge to distance downstream. This) ee 

fe ean only be found where drainage basins are of normal shape and where results a] or 3 

4} long-term discharge measurements are obtainable. On the assugption that @: no/4 “Ge a 

= N the profile of a trapezoidal channel becomes f = constant x h“/~*which is not far! a ; 

from the actual observations mentioned above, For that matter the reas of ke 58 eR : 

OY other formula for a wide channel becomes with the same assumption f:h’/12 or Brh* | 

which does not agree very well with actual determinations. Were semi-logarithmie ~~ Ot _ 

platting to yield a straight line then an equation with a variable exvonent would WA ee 

be shown. In such an equation the constant which is applied to the exponent repre- “®~« Lact 

oy Lv sents the percentage of change in each successive interval of horizontal distance. -RAG, 

ee Platting of eight outwash terraces in Wisconsin gave no support to the variable ex- 

~ ponent equation but instead yielded a constant exoonent of about 0.7 or distinctly & hb 

\. lower than that of present-day streams. The explanation of the difference from the — cae ut 

\S* ‘existing conditions is undetermined; it might possibly be explained by tilting. \ /~ YOih 

wee Cnt a2 Mars W454 \WSv elise 8 

” Slope-wash or overland flow. Where surface runoff does not follow channels 

but forms a thin sheet all over the land surface the process is called slope-wash, 

overland flow, unconcentrated wash or sheet flood. This process is important during 

ooth (a) initial erosion of a new land surface, and (bd) in reduction of sides of 
. | walleye. ‘ 

a 

Hydraulics of overland flow. The two principal students of overland flow are : : 

Little and Horton. These authors used quite different lines of approach to the a9 

hydraulics of the process. Little's work seems to be wholly theoretical but Horton “2 

appears to have tried many actual experiments. These exneriments demonstrated : 

that normally overland flow is mixed, although with increase both of distance of i 

flow and of deoth it becomes wholly turbulent. On a strip down a slope which is 

of unit width there is a definite relation between depth, D, discharge, Q, and a 

welocity, V. Since Q = DV substitution shows that for fully turbulent flow 2 

* (2 6 = G. 4 % 
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velocity in thin sheets derived by Lewis and Neal then Q : pie9 g-7, The following 
development will employ their formula instead of those used by the original authors. 
It must first be realized that very thin sheets of water may flow in waves; these 
are probably the result of viscosity. Water piles up until slope is locally enough 
to overcome viscous resistance. Flow is then accelerated until the sheet thins; 

then the process starts over again, Horton felt that the waves act like a series of 

sudden blows and increase erosion. 

Little's views. Little, as mentioned above, used the expression. which gives 

loss of head with turbulent flow in pipes to express erosive force, namely F3 Ven /D. 
Substituting D = Q/V this becomes F = V97Q, Substituting the ee £9 opined 

gio’ flow for V this becomes F : 98/19 g21/19,° solving for 8, § : FL9/21 no and he 
re) equation of a slope of uniform force by unit volume becomes f : yt3/21 or fees 

Qe ar hi Q 
Horton's views. Horton employed the time-honored tractive force equation for 

force on the bed under a strip of unit width, This equation is also known as the 
depth-slope formula or DuBoys formula. It is simply the component of weight of 
water on unit area which is parallel to the surface. Since weight is then pro- gece“ 

portioned to depth, which is Q/¥, it appears that: wee (E 5 eee 

F: Dx sin A{where Mis the angle of slope in degrees. wi x pe nr 
eo : dee FADS mk 

3 AT ay substitution for value of D and taking Q: h we find: G ho ain et yt 
© re “y pl. Re 

Z | py 10/9 oTM9 oan a eer Ae 

= 4 This expression is not readily comparable with that of Little unless we assume that 
“x for moderate slopes sin A is essentially equivalent to 4 (tan A). Making this 

Y substitution F ; hlo/19 sl2/19, jglving for §, 8: FL9/12 yn -5/6, This yields for 
a profile of uniform force f : ni/6 or f ; n-167 or a much more concave slope than 4 
does the other approach. In making a comparison it is desirable to realize that 

\ Bantente formula gives the entire potential energy whereas Little's attempts to 

determine what part of total force is actually aoplied to the bed. | 

/ Resistance to erosion. Horton computed the force of flow at the point where Oo §: 

- erosion begins. This was exoressed in pounds per foot? and ranges from 0.5 lb/ft? / 
for newly cultivated soil told .5 lb/ft? on sod, a range of 10 times. Of Aourse, 
not all this force is actualky expended on the soil for much is lost in internal 
resistance to flow. The resistance of soil to erosion was ignored by most of the | 

older writers. It depends-upon several factors: (a) rate of infiltration, (b) phys- 
ical nature of the soil, its structure as well as texture, and (c) kind of vegeta— 
tion. Soils which have the finer particles aggregated into pellets or which 
aswell when wet have a high resistance to washing compared to what would be expected 

irom their mechanical analyses. . 

Belt of no erosion. One of Horton's major contributions to geomorphology is 

the reasoning that a certain minimum distance is required below any divide to gather 

sufficient water to permit the runoff to overcome the resistance of the soil to ero- ] 
sion. In making such computations it is evident that the actual force exerted on 4 
the soilis of no importance; what is found is simply the point at which erosion 
does begin. It is also evident that the width of gathering ground will vary both 

with rate of rainfall and with nature of the soil. Horton computed that ona 5 ; 

degree slope plowed land with rainfall rate of 0.5 in/hr. will not be eroded for 
153 feet from the divide, whereas with a rate of 2.0 in/hr the belt of no erosion 
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shrinks to only 38 feet. The corresponding results for sod are 7046 feet and 1762 

feet respectively. From these figures it is fair to conclude that the belt of no 
erosion is a fact but that it is of little importance when the resistance of the 

{ soil to erosion is low. When resistance is high, however, the importance of the () 

bglt—of no_erosion is_low.—When-reststance is High,;—however; the-importance-of-—" ss > 
| the belt of no erosion cannot be exaggerated. In prairie areas it is not difficult 

to see that valleys do not extend to the divides. Naturally the width of the belt 
varies inversely with rate of rainfall so that its effect on erosion varies with the 

frequency of heavy rains. 

Profiles developed by slope wash. All the formulas outlined above agree in 
; so far as they indicate that profiles developed by-slopewash are concave upward. 

The concept of the belt of no erosion shows that unless there is no vegetation such 
| profiles do not extend to the divides. The variation of width of that belt may 

help to explain the convexity of many hilltops although this is not the only explan- 
} ation of that phenomenon, The checking of which formula is most nearly correct on 
Py must rest upon platting of actual profiles of slopes in.uniform material. Unfor-.) yj: 
my tunately, such profiles are not at present available. In many regions the lower 

J slopes have been covered by filling of the valleys or there is too much variation 

_ a} in the underlying materials. When examples are available the values of the con- 
wp stants of proportionality can be determined. In his analysis Little did not 

("assume that quantity is directly proportioned to distance from the divide but in- 
= \ stead used a rainfall equation quoted in the first section. By means of rather 

C complex algebraic analysis he eliminated time and Obtained as the exponent of a 

ev profile of uniform force 9/11, that is a much less concave slope than do the ea 
= others. Reasoning that through geologic time quantity is dirdéctly related to ~ 
4% distance the exponent becomes 7/9. Both of these results are for fully turbulent 

. flow. Horton also used slope distances instead of horizontal distances. On mod- 
erate and low slopes this would make little difference. 

Topography due to slopewash. The mathematical discussion above presupposes 
that material is removed uniformly from the area of slopewash. Experience shows 
that such is not the case. Instead, as pointed out by Horton, many parallel rill 

channels are formed all over the area. Each goes directly down the slope. Doubt- 
less minute differences in resistance is in part resoonsible for this concentra- 

tion. Another possible cause is surface tension of the water which would draw it 
together into threads. Once concentrated, erosion is magnified by the increase 

in volume. Total amount of erosion also increases with distance down the slope. 
Horton's figures based on experiments appear to show that increase in erosion is 
at a more rapid rate than his formulas indicate. Another interesting observation 
is that in exceptionally heavy rainfall the sod cover may be broken and rolled up 

leaving bare soil. ; 3 
frat { —_—_ 7-0 # 

Formation of valleys. Formation of valleys on a newly-formed land surface 
which is steep enough to cause slopewash erosion follows upon the original rills. 

: vertain rills bedome deeper than others. Overflow of the tiny divides causes con- 
centration of water in these larger streams. This process Horton termed cross 
grading. In time it obliterates most of the original rills. Systems of tributary 

ravines develop across the original rills. Resulting slopes alter the direction 

of rills. The process is repeated until the entire area of a drainage basin has 
valleys so spaced that there is no land outside the normal width of the belt of no 

erosion as found along every divide. Thus it follows that the development of 

‘ valleys obeys a definite mathematical law. In nature the boundaries of drainage 

: basins are generally ovoid and the material is not uniform either in infiltration 

capacity or, resistance to erosion. 
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Relation of streams to underground water. Temporary or intermittent streams, 
which flow only during and shortly after rain or melting of snow, normally lose 
/some of their flow to underground water provided mantle rock and bed rock have suf- 

ly ficient permeability. Permanent streams are supplied in the intervals of no new 
ei supply from slopewash or surface runoff by the discharge of springs. It follows 

¢ that such streams can only exist below the level at which their beds intersect the 
La zone of saturation or water table. Exceptions to this rule are streams supplied by 

yw” melting snow or the drainage of a humid area which flows through regions of less 

\ _ precipitation. Under these circumstances streams may be losing water to the ground 

€\" water over a considerable portion of their courses, If underlying material is com- 
* posed of fine particles causing low permeability this loss is not of very great 

: magnitude. 

{ : Entrance angles of tributary streams. Since streams normally flow directly 

Ne ae the slope of the land rather than at an angle to it, it is obvious that the 

e) angle at which they join one another depends upon the ratio between two regional 
Y slopes. If slopes are gentle and both essentially equal the entrance angle might 

Y_ be of almost any value. This condition is found on flat plains. Here the angles 
aa he range from 60 to 80 degrees except where interfered with by vegetation. In cases 

7 \\. where the main valley has a low slope and the sides a moderate inclination the en- 
“* trance angles are about 60 degrees. If tributaries enter fromsteep side slopes in- 

ae YA toa gently sloping main stream the angle approaches 90 degrees. F909 
‘ 

lo) } Stream orders. Horton devised a system of stream orders which does not agree 
vay with that employed by some Europeans. The short unbranched streams next the head- 

ta, waters (for the most part intermittent) are the first order. Those which reeeive 
0 : \Y tributaries of the first order are second order streams. The same process is 

1 y.“ carried on as long as necessary. In cases of doubt the stream below a junction is 

we prolonged and the stream with the greater angle of entrance in reference to this 

- +f line is taken as of the lower order. If both branches are close to the same length 
"Y —, the shorter one is of the lower order. If both branches are close to the same 

dad length the shorter one is of the lower order. The order of a stream is unchanged 

throughout its length. 

Drainage density. It has long been noted that many drainage basins differ 

Z greatly in the number of streams for their area. It has commonly been thought that 

ay this fact is related only to climate or to stage of development of the drainage 
(OX system but Horton urges that the factors of infiltration capacity and width of the,,, 90 

s,- belt of no erosion have been neglected. He expresses drainage density by dividing 

Mf the total length of streams in a basin by its area in square miles. Both permanent 
0 and intermittent streams must be included. The reciprocal of twige the drainage 

‘) y~. density gives approximately the average length of overland flow. Stream frequency 

(31) is computed by dividing the area of the basin into the total number of streams of 4 /{ 

ies each order. 

Drainage texture. Texture of drainage is simply another word for density. 
Many investigators have applied the factor of infiltration to account for coarse 
texture of drainage, that is a basin with relatively few streams. Although this 
is important, a factor which has been ignored by almost everyone is the relative re- 
sistance of both mantle rock and bed rock to erosion. Drainage basins in areas of 
resistant rocks are characteristically of low density or coarse texture. This can 
be explained by the fact that it requires a large area to gather enough water to 
make a valley. Areas underlain by shale or clay almost invariably have fine tex- 
tured drainage. This factor explains the drainage pattern of Bad Lands. In some 

areas of deep mantle rock on hard bed rock shallow gullies display a fine texture ; 
although the major valleys have coarse texture. 

Rik 
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Laws of drainage distribution. Horton worked out the following laws which ed: 

govern the number of streams of different orders in a drainage basin. The propor-" “a 

tion between the number of streams of given order in a basin to those of the next a 7! 

lower order is the bifurcation ratio. The number of streams of different orders Mies coe 

a basin approximates an inverse geometric series in which the first term is unity 

and the ratio is the bifurcation ratio. The average lengths of streams in a given 73 “ 

basin approximates a direct geometric series in which the first term is the average i 74 ‘ 

length of streams of the first order. Horton held that these laws, which follow . Ae 

upon the principles of formation of successive tributaries, lend quantitative sup- , 

port to Playfairs Law of accordant stream junctions. He laid great stress on Bel 

another relation, the ratio between the stream length ratio and the bifurcation Ss 249 

ratio as expressing the nature of the drainage. Stream slopes were found to be in ‘ | 
Enverse geometric series thus relating them to different stream orders and proving 

Playfairs law. To give a complete quantitative picture of a drainage basin he 
listed: drainage area, order of main stream, bifurcation ratio, stream length 

ratio, and either length of main stream or average length of first order streams. 
From this the drainage density, stream frequency, etc. can be computed. Methods 
were worked out by which to estimate the length of first order streams where map 
data are inadequate. The value of all this quantitative data to geomorphology is 

yet to be demonstrated but its value in making definite comparisons is obvious. 

Drainage patterns. Because streams are shown on maps which give no other 

data much attention has been devoted to drainage patterns. Most textbooks 
LY classify these into dendritic or tree-like and rectangular or trellis.’’ Some 

‘" 4) authors also describe radial drainage such as that of a volcano, and centripetal ; 
| as the drainage of a basin, where streams meet at a common point. Braided streams !/ 

rl divide and reunite repeatedly. Branches which lead water away from a main stream 
ale are distributaries.)5In respect to the use of the term dendritic it is evident that 

af , the originators had in mind only the ordinary hardwood trees for all drainage pat- 

“ Sg terns resemble the branching of some variety of tree! As brought out above the 
PF ? drainage vattern reflects relative slopes of tributaries and main streams and this 

. »' is in general a result of the geologic structure of the underlying bed rock. If 

ye we study the variety of land surfaces on which streams originated it is really re- 

SAS merkable that there are not more distinct patterns, Branching or dendritic patterns 

CES XO) indicate horizontal uniformity of material. Great irregularity of pattern indicates 
Ne a orimary surface of considerable relief such as that of the rougher phases of 

ks glacial drift or of volcanic areas. Only streams which originated on rather gently 
7 sloping but not level surfaces were preceded by the slope wash grading postulated 

J " by Horton. In many areas such as the more level nortions of upraised sea bottom or 
yr glacial drift no preliminary slope wash was possible. 

if Relation of stream curses to geology. In many areas of disturbed rocks it is 

nis obvious that most streams are located on the outcrovs of the less resistant bed 
Ars ¢ rocks regerdless of the position of anticlines or synclines which might conceivably 

> Pe have directed the orimary drainage when the area was uplifted. The original or 

4 consequent courses have evidently been abandoned in favor of others which are ad- 
justed to the nature of the bed rock and its associated mantle rock. In this pro- 

cess it is clear that streams which happened to be located on less resistant mater— 
ial deepened and widened their valleys to such an extent that in time they obliter- 

ated streams which were not so favorably located. The adjusted streams are termed 
Subsequent. In such areas where the rock formations vary greatly in resistance to 

erosion the drainage pattern becomes rectangular. Tributaries from steep ridges 

on the outcrop of resistant formations enter the valleys along the strike of non- 
, resistant formations nearly at right angles. However, there are exceptions to this 

rule. Where a considerable thickness of similar material occurs drainage is den- 

éritic. The subsequent streams in many places cross through the ridges in water 

nh 
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gaps, whose origin is in many places disputed. 

Valleys due to recession of falls. Falls oceur where (a) a stream descends a 
steep slope formed by another agency, (b) there is a marked change in resistance 
to erosion along either a near—vertical plane, or (c) soft easily erodible material 

occurs beneath a firm cap gock or other resistant layer. In many small falls at 
the head of ravines the capping material is sod or even just B horizon of the soil 

| profiles. Water which falls freely reaches a very considerable velocity, far more 
than is common in streams. However, there is a limit height at which the kinetic 

energy of the water is effective in erosion. Above a few hundred feet fall the wat- 
er is broken into drops by air resistance and hence is ineffective. This is well 
illustrated in the high falls of the Yosemite Valley, California. In lower falls 

the descending water swirls around boulders and pebbles which aid in excavating 

a plungepool beneath the falls. Plungepools are normally filled with water but 
: at the abandoned falls of the Columbia Plateau, Washington, several are easily 

| observed. These depressions should not be confused with smaller potholes made by 

. rotary motion of stones in any rapid current. Excellent examples of potholes can 
be seen in Interstate Park, Taylors Falls, Minnesota. They are very common along 
all swift streams. As the crest of a falls is worn back by undermining and 
falling the plungepool moves upstream. A fall normally looses height not only by 

breaking off of parts of the crest but also by the steep grade required for the 
stream in the gorge which is formed by its recession. Although excavated to the 

depth of the bottom of the plungepool, the gorge below is shoaled by coarse debris, 

in part excavated there and in part fallen from the walls. Lakes oceur in abandon- 
ed plungepools. In general, however, the bottom of a valley formed by fall reces— 

sion has less slope than a valley made by the same size stream by downward erosion 
along its entire length. A good exampée of a valley thus formed where the falls 

v4 va, / wore back until entirely obliterated is the upper section of Grand Coulee, 
call “. Washington. The width of a gorge made by falls during their recession may vary 

eset & greatly if the discharge or material has not been uniform. A good example is the 
WM, yeorge below Niagara Falls. A widespot at the Whirlpool is due to intersection of 

wv ae the gorge with an old drift-filled gorge of earlier origin. Energy of fall of 
owt 3 unit volume is naturally constant but total amount of work varies with discharge 

W¢ of the stream. This reduction both in power and rate of recession does not in 
MO, iseit leave any record in the form of the gorge. But since there is generally a 

ey relation between discharge and width of channel a shrunken stream excavates a 
ey narrower gorge than does a larger one. This also is well displayed at Niagara 

we and vitiates its value as a "geological clock" by which early geologists sought to 
" determine the number of years since its formation by dividing the known modern 

wr rate of recession into total length of the gorge. 

Valleys due to springs. Where a large spring emerges low down on a slope 
the erosion is somewhat similar to that at the bottom of falls although the 

amount of available energy may not be anywhere near as great. The elevation 
of the valley head is fixed by the level at which water can emerge. Valleys 

of this type have been described from the Columbia Plateau where the waters 

emerge beneath basalt flows, They are also common in the glacial drift. Xs 

Initial formation of consequent valleys. Land surfaces originate in many 

ways. An area may be the bottom of a sea or lake now emerged from the waves, 

or it may have been made by stream, glacial, or volcanic deposition. In every 

case there has been a change from sedimentation in some form to erosion. This 

change is not necessarily due to uplift or to change in level of sea or lake; 

it may be due to change of climate or dmply to cessation of deposition. Most 
theoretic reasoning has been started with the premise that a relatively flat 
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- sea bottom was upraised rather suddenly so that no significant amount of erosion 

occured during uplift. Furthermore, it has generally been postulated that the 
climate was humid and that the initial surface contained mofe or less irregular— 

ities so that the first drainage was imperfect. Good examples of just these 

conditions may be observed in the lower parts of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal 

Plain, as well as on the flatter glacial drifts. Examples of irregular initial 

surface are found in the rougher areas of glacial drift, in volcanic districts, 

and in regions where uplift was due to faulting or folding. Two distinct 

conditions may then be present: (a) the primary surface is so flat, or so 
perméable, or both, that slopewash cannot occur, or (bd) the original surface was 

altered first by overland wash before valleys were formed. We have already 
eonsidered Horton's approach to the formation of valleys by successive gradings 
by slopewash until there is no more area left which can be thus altered. This 
view is supported by the observed fact that the successive dividing up of a 
drainage area is displayed in the bifurcation ratio. But where primary slopewash 

could not oceur,as on the glacial plains the origin of valleys must depend more 
on chance, Concentration of water would then depend upon local conditions brought 
about by minor irregularities of the surface. Original ponds and swamps would be 
abundant in the interstream areas, as is easily observed in glaciated districts. 

But in either case it is clear that concentrated water does form valleys of 
consequent streams. 

Alteration of valley sides. Were erosion confined entirely to stream beds 
all valleys wovld be of the box canyon type with vertical sides. Examples of such 
valleys are confined to those which were formed not long ago and in which erosion 

is still concerned mainly with deepening the bed because of rapid flow. Examples 
are found in many localites where streams diverted by glacial deposition are now 

making canyons in the bed rock. But very slight reflection shows that vertical 

valley walls would be extremely unstable. They are altered by erosion of small 
tributary valleys, as well as by sliding and creep of the sides. Some have thought 

that all young valleys have convex sides because of the r@id lowering of the bed. 
This is certainly true in some localities, especially where creep slopes form 
in incoherent material. In many unconsolidated materials, such as most of the 

J glacial drift, the angle of slope is even like that of a talus slope because it 
= is due to sliding. Rough landslide slopes are also common, particularly where 

oly ground water emerges. Reduction of valley sides to a slope naturally exposes 
{ J A them to slopewash. Even if the areas between streams were at first confined to 
ay “the belt of no erosion it is clear that as valleys were deepened the steep slopes 

 @\ along them would wear back into the formerly immune area. In other words, the : 
i “y slope of stability for given material and climate must start at the stream level 
> 8 and has no relation to the divides. Another factor, which must be considered 
Set is that the width of the belt of no erosion is variable because of occasional 
nests torrential downpours. This variability of width may easily be a factor in 
> yar producing a convex divide even in areas where there is no important amount of creep. 
f>9° The belt of no erosion on divides cannot be of constant width until stability is 

gare attained along the valley sides by an equality of forge of erosion to resistance 

je Of material to removal. Once this condition is reached valley formation is 
: essentially complete unless disturbed by earth movement, change of climate, or 

the work of man. 

Base level of streams. A stream vdley can be eroded no lower than the bed of 

the stream into which this valley debouches, nor can any stream valley be eroded 

more than a slight distance beneath the level of the body of standing water it 

veaches, or the level of a valley filled by stream deposits in: which,in the case 
of a semi-arid climate it ends its course. This limitation is known as base 
level and its effects have long been appreciated. The accordance of most stream 
junctions is known as Playfair's Law. There are some exceptions to this law 
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where the main stream is supplied from melting snows of the mountains or some oe 

other more constant water supply than the local precipitation which supplies * 

its tributaries. Many examples of hanging valleys which have been unable to Fig a 3 

keep pace with the deepening of the main river are present in the Grand Canyon : 

of the Colorado. Another cause of discordant junctions is tilting of the land 

along the direction of the main stream as is well shown in the Sierra Mountains 
of California. The velocity of the stream which flowed down the tilted surface 
was increased and that of the tributaries which flowed at right angles was 

unaffected until the main valley was deepened. Lateral motion of a stream may 

also cut away the lower end of a tributary. 

Lateral erosion of streams. Lateral erosion is best developed after a 
_ stream valley attaines such a grade that it is able to carry off the debris which 

; A is brought to it by both tributaries and slopewash. Development of bends and 
, : true meanders then can take place because velocity is reduced to a point where 

” ~-f the lateral component of motion is important. Most text books lay much stress on 
ox the widening of stream valleys by lateral erosion. Cut banks where the stream 

XN swings against the bluffs are common and doubtless account for the observed fact 

pe that hills adjoining a large stream are commonly steeper than those along small 

we” . tributaries. Good examples of this are present along the Upper Mississippi 
le’ valley and need only in part be accounted for by glacial floods. Such erosion 

“" \/ serves to upset the belt of no erosion which was in former equilibrium. But 

“ the view that this is the major process of valley widening producing a wide 
: gh floodplain underlain by bed rock at slight depth is not confirmed by examination 

‘4 of most stream valleys of the United States. Much more common is a considerable 
per) amount of stream deposits beneath the valley floor. Such are explicable by 
q shange of sea level, or of climate or by the indirect effects of glaciation. 

Lateral erosion is also limited by the factors which control the width of the 
meander belt as previously outlined. How far lateral erosion might extent in 

time is problematical. 

Formation of pediments. Special conditions which apparently enhance the im- 
portance of lateral stream erosion are present in areas where the amount of water 
is not enough, or the slope is not sufficient, for the streams to transport their 
load to the sea. These conditions appear to be most readily attained at the bases 

| of mountains in a semi-arid climate like that of the southwestern part of the 
$ Basin and Range province. Here the streams for the most part never reach the 

JSP sea. Instead they are filling, or have filled, basins between the mountains which 

- were originally made by earth movements. Zven above the major areas of deposition, 

cud 6 in which there is at times standing water in some places, the streams are obliged 
i vE by the decrease of grade, aided to a small extent perhaps by evaporation, to lay 
je down the coarser part of the load which they acquired in the mountains. They 

Y flow in a braided course on these deposits and build up their beds to such an ex- ? 
tent that shifts of channel are of common occurrence. Under these conditions the 
lateral component of force is alone present. Valleys, where they reach the foot 
of the mountains, are widened, the ends of spurs, outlying elevations, and even the 

mountain face itself are cut back by lateral erosion. It has been argued that 

such lateral erosion is not the major cause of pediments, as the sloping areas of 

smooth bed rock thinly covered with gravel are called, because so few typical 

examples of cut banks occur. As a matter of fact, it is true that pnediments are 

best developed on rocks like granite or sandstone which disintegrate into material 

readily moved by both streams and slopewash. It is, therefore, not to be denied 

that, as the interstream areas are planed down and weathered down, slopewash takes 

an increasingly important part in reduction of the area. This was realized long 

ago by the geologists who happened to witness sheet floods. ‘ith the scanty vege-— 

tation of semi-arid regions overland wash during occasional downpours is of 
€reater importance. in shaping the landscape than might at first be realized. Very
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slight increase in rainfall would check it by increasing vegetation. Concurrently 

the increase of rainfall should cause the main streams to erode their beds to 

lower levels. Just how arid the climaté must be to allow formation of pediments 

is uncertain and the same remark applies to the possible extent that they might 

eventually attain. 

Cycle of erosion. The fact that erosion progresses through a definite cycle 

was discovered long ago but was first widely publicized by WM. Davis. His 

vostulate was that uplift is relatively sudden compared with erosion. Brosion 

thereupon follows a definite pattern of few stream valleys at first, then more 
as v shorough dissection, followed in the end (provided no earth movement upset con- 

We in Jditions) by reduction of divides to a gently sloping surface called a peneplain. 

: oe YA relatively humid climate was assumed in order to carry out this ideal progres- 

ao @* sion. On the other hand Penck suggested that in some cases uplift was much 
ia Slower than erosion so that the steps outlined above need not follow. Develon— 

\\' $9 “ment of these concepts by their proponents was mainly philosophical rather than 

wrk observational. This is particularly true in respect to the endpoint of erosion. 
2 Although many examples can be discovered, for instance in the Coastal Plain and the 

eroded drift plains, of the progressive development of valley systems with concur- 
rent reduction in surviving areas of the original topography until none survives, 
no existing examples of veneplains of recent formation have ever been discovered. 

» ¥ All that could be pointed out to confirm the validity of the completion of the 

FY SO ‘\ cycle can be classed as (a) worn-down areas which are inferred to have been up- 

oes / lifted and eroded since peneplaination, (b) buried penevlains now exhumed in part, 

\w\ be" and (c) flat areas with rock not far betow the surface found in semi-arid or f4 9/ 4 
rn ea seasonal rainfall areas. Some enthusiastic students actually described as young 

‘"\¥peneplains areas of lake or stream deposits where bed rock lies at considerable 
depths. It is probable that such errors are in large part explicable by the empha- 
sis placed by some geologists on widespread planation by streams. Although such 
lateral erosion would certainly be an important factor in completion of a peneplain 

it is more characteristic of a pediment. The climatic conditions under which many 
ancient surfaces like the pre-Cambrian peneplain of North America were formed is 

wholly unknown. Examples of topography in Africa strongly suggest that seasonal 
rainfall on both sides of the equator may promote pediment formation just as well 

ky as does sporadic rainfall on mountains in the Great Basin. Certainly the numerous 

Vad examples of monadnocks with very steep sides (inselberge or island mountains) ap- 

a pear to suggest formation by lateral erosion of streams whose level was fixed by 

eer -their own deposits. Only such a process could possibly explain the steepslopes. 
= Further discrimination of peneplains from pediments follows later in this section, 

as well as a discussion of the identification of remnants of erosion surfaces of 
different ages in the same district. 

n Effect of solution on peneplaination. Most discussions of peneplaination have 
pv ignored the effects of solution, On water-soluble rocks, such as limestone, this 

A ok process can work over the entire exposed area at once. It is even effective to 
jw*< some extent under a cover of permeable rock. The result is that, unless disturbed 
“ys by erustal movement or change of climate, a nearly level surface is formed. 

SN 3M na 

\ a interruptions of the cycle of erosion. Many students have justly expressed 

: doubt that the theoretical cycle of humid erosion could ever be brought to comple- 

tion. The sedimentary record does not suggest that the lands ever remained in 

the same relation to sea level for more than a fraction of the probable time which 
. @bould be required. Although we cannot now express in years the time which would 

be required for perfect peneplaination of a mountain range, we are able to measure 

approximately the duration of the several geologic neriods by means of the study 
of atomic disintegration. The consensus of opinion is that the entire time since 
the beginning of the Cambrian is not over 500 million years. If we think of the i
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rate of erosion slowing down markedly toward the end of a cycle, when the distance 
through which rainfall descended to the sea was small, it is not difficult to con- 

clude that known geologic time is too short to permit the completion of so many 
cycles as have been postulated by some. If the cycles were not as complete as has 
been believed, then the possible number would be much increased but it is still 
evident that it cannot be large. For instance, it is thought that the Lower 

Cretaceous began not more than 120 million years ago. Yet many have thought that 
prior to the Upper Cretaceous of 95 million years ago, there was not only long 

deposition of limestone, followed by earth movements, and they by a reasonably 
, perfect yeneplain over most of the Atlantic seaboard if not all of eastern North 

hi America: The eroded rocks included not only the Lower Cretaceous limestones but 
s | also large areas of crystallines. Are we not asking too much of ordinary erosion? 

: 9% It is true that in parts of the Arbuckle Mountains of Oklahoma a subdued surface Pe 
V-~ was eroded across tilted and folded sediments tens of thousands of feet thick, Frey 39> 
‘ew © and then buried again within a fraction of the Pennsylvanian period. However, 

a »’ this seems to have been a local and not a regional planation, possibly a pediment 

ern formed on rocks not yet completely lithified. In spite of this somewhat startling 
Ea , evidence it does appear likely that most cycles of erosion could never have reached 

wt the theoretical endpoint without interruption by earth movement or change of sea 
level. Uplifts were both those without distortion of the sea bottom and those 

: associated with folding. Besides these diastrophic movements we must reckon with 
obstruction of drainage by vulcanism, glaciation, and landsliding as well as with 

changes in climate. When an uplift occurs it follows that erosion with the changed 

baselevel will largely obliterate all record of the partial cycle before. 

Sr Terraces. When a river has stabilized its slope, or reached grade as many 

term it, a normal feature is the formation of a wide valley floored with debris, 

which, although in transit down the stream, must perforce be left stranded during 

the intervals between floods. Such a deposit floors a floodplain and the thick- 
ness of material above the bedrock cannot be greater than the usual flood-time 

G4 _ depth of the channel. When the baselevel is changed or there is a change in 
/ climate either (a) the floodplain is built up with stream debris because the river 
€ cannot forward its load any longer, or (b) increase of slope accelerates the rate 

“* »~ of erosion entrenching the stream and leaving the former floodplain as a terrace. 
eee. The method of uplift might be with or without warving or local irregularity or 

pe s might be a regional uniform tilt. As mentioned above, the last would accelerate 

gee the velocity of the stream all along its course at once causing it to form a new 

: ie tongitudinal profile. If an uplift without tilting, or the equivalent a change 
“Ag Of the amount of water in the oceans, then the new profile must grow inland 

yee) ‘Jgradually. Irregular uplift would be a combination of the above conditions. The 
} inland limit of the new profile has been termed a nickpoint and much attention has 

been directed to the finding of points of change of profile in a stream. 
Logarithmic plotting will show at once where these occur but it is not evident 
which are related to differences of geology and which to the start of a new cycle 

of erosion. The example on the middle Wisconsin River cited above is clearly due 
to erosion of the rock barrier at the Dells below. It is very indefinite in the 
detailed profile, for the change in slope of a stream is generally very gradual. 

Ageradation of a valley with debris is the converse process of terrace forma- 
tion. It may be due to: (a) building of a delta at the mouth of a stream, (bd) 

Fl climatic change, (c) obstruction of a portion of a valley by earth movement or 
vp \ deposition, or (ad) glaciation which supplied a tremendous amount of loose material 
y \ice- to the stream. In and near to the glaciated regions the valleys which carried 

ge glacial meltwaters were filled up to great depths with outwash (glacial sand and 
, e“\ gravel). Logarithmic plotting of the pRoF ites of a number of outwash deposits 
oa _in Wisconsin yielded the equation f : h where fall is in feet and horizontal 
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distance in miles. The constant of proportionality varies from 9 to 25 inversely 

to the discharge of the stream. It is evident that with such a concave profile 

melting back of the ice front automatically changes the slope of the outwash 
streams at any given point. Readjustment then forms a terrace above the new level. 
Many streams carried the overflow of large lakes during ice retreat and the in- 

creased discharge caused erosion leaving terraces. The grade of many outwash de- 

posits was changed by the melting of included ice masses which had been buried in 

the deposits. This change formed many terraces. During the erosion of many out- 
wash deposits the streams were in places superimposed across rock ridges. Until 
eroded away these caused wide valleys above which were later entrenched into 
terraces. Other outwash terraces were banked against ice which on melting left 
them high above later streams. Deposition of outwash in the routes of glacial 

drainage vas so rapid that it blocked up the tributary streams which headed in ter- 
ritory n+ glaciated at that time. The lower parts of these valleys at first held 

. lakes but terracing of the outwash has in almost all places drained these. Deltas 
Cut were deposited in these temporary lakes and streams which built up their beds to 

p & meet the new conditions were locally superimposed on rock spurs. Trout Falls, 
4 y near Camp McCoy is of this origin. Terraces due to climatic change are perhaps the 
I least wéll understood. In general, aridity should lead to excessive slopewash which 

would bring more material to the streams than they could carry away until the slope 
was increased throughout their length. European geologists think of this taking 

° gh place in regions near to the continental glaciers because cold decreased vegetation. 

+ af Return of more precipitation or higher temperature would increase vegetation, check 

slope erosion, and cause the enlarged streams to seek a new profile. In this case 

terraces would result. Opinion has varied with different geologists as to whether 
the numerous terraces and pediment levels in the southwest part of this country were 

_ @* due to change in climate or to uplift. It is probable that study of the profiles 
¢ »~ by methods here outlined will eventually solve this problem. In regions of folded 

: rocks it seems reasonable to suggest that many terraces are due to stream entrench- 
ment following upon the main stream cutting through a resistant formation. 

7 Terrace topogranhy. Since terraces are remnants of former higher filling = 

G g in a valley, or a former wide valley adapted to a different condition of erosion, See 4 9¥ 
' , their borders represent the edge of a new lower floodplain. Where the eroding 

- stream meandered it cut loops into the bank which are known as meander péars. Be- See 
¥y ... tween these loops the spurs are sharp meander cusps. If, however, the stream was 
oie re not meandering, or the process of erosion continued for a very long time, such 

4 cusps are absent. Terraces formed while the outwash in which they were eroded still 
yw | contained many ice fragments are now filled with kettle holes and are hard to dis-— . 

\tingaish from true ice contact terraces where one side rested against stagnant ry 1 & 
“glacial ice. Terraces formed by uplift or change in stream volume normally occur 

at corresponding elevations on both sides of the valley. Such are called paired J 

wie terraces. Terraces due simply, ateral erosion of a shifting stream during ¢- 

i down cutting are unpaired. BREN 4 a survived because the valley filling F495 

Wt rested on bed rock are often termed rock defended. Terrace surfaces normally show 

a4 old stream beds which can be distinguished in aerial photographs long after they 

carried any water. Both braided and meandering patterns may easily be discerned 
. because of the differences in soil in the lower areas of the stream beds. 

Correlation of terraces. Correct correlation of paired terraces is difficult. 
The surfaces were never smooth and since abandonment have been extensively altered 

by deposits from slope wash and wind work. The best way to match observations at 

1ifferent points is to construct a wrofile down the center line of the valley. On 

this correlation is rarely difficult. A further check is logarithmic platting which 
discloses any miscorrelations at once.
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Incised_ meanders or meandering valleys. It has already been mentioned that 
some valleys have meandering courses. Two distinct explanations have been advanced 
to explain this fact. First, it has been suggested that during downcutting the ; 

lateral component of erosion caused what were originally minor curves to grow into 

large meanders. This process would be best developed where the valley walls were 
not as resistant to erosion as was the bed of the stream, which during low water 

may have been protected by the bed load dropped after the last flood. Meanders 
of this tyne were named ingrown by Rich. Second, a stream which was meandering on 

pee floodplain (not necessarily on a peneplain, as many have supposed) might be 
ws uplifted and erosion reinstated. If bed rock was near the surface, and not at 

~- pA” considerable depth as on Wisconsin River, the meanders would not be destroyed but 

7 3 would become fixed between rock walls. If these rock valley sides were sufficient-— 
Fo ly resistant that lateral growth and downstream sweep were alike retarded then the 

x meanders would be eroded into the rock without much change of form. This type 

o was termed intrenched by Rich. As a matter of fact, both types are often found on 
gv the same stream, if we can believe topographic maps. The insides of the bends 

re oy “| are the criterion by which they may be distinguished. The meanders which increas— 
* ¢e° ed in size have slipoff slopes commonly veneered with gravel, whereas the other 

type have practically the same slope on both sides. Intrenched meanders are abun— 
dant in the Colorado Plateau where resistant formations of rock lay not far below 

: the ancient floodplain. By restoration of the geology the position of the level 
prior to uplift may be made with confidence. Such meanders definitely prove up- 

lift of a region and the ingrown tyne does not, although its possibility is not 

denied by their evidence. Meandering valleys. are almost the sole evidence of 
change in baselevel of some regions like the Driftless Area. 

wer , Stream patterns on floodplains. er stream valleys there is a floodplain 
which is occupied only at the highest levels and is in distinct contrast with 

~-the normal low water channel. In many Pleedplains the border of the low water 
& channel is higher than the area behind next to the valley wall. This feature is wy) poo 

oo CR ‘known as a natural levee and the low area behind is called the back swam. The F4 ¥ 

ra pattern of the main stream may be cither braided or meandering. Braided patterns pnP& 

where the stream branches and reunites repeatedly are best developed where rapid 59 
deposition is taking place. Meandering streams may occur either on floodplains a3) 

Ae which are being built up or on those that are being eroded. Natural levees due _, jol 
‘ee to flood overflow and checking of velocity among the trees of the shore are best ‘ a 

\ 4 developed where the floodplain is being built up, for instance above a delta. 
Braided streams are universal on the upper part of outwash plains while still 

Ss forming, in the beds of sandy rivers at low water, below breaks made by floods tad 
\ (crevasses) through natural levees and on deltas and alluvial fans. Within the C Jol : 

Sal back swamp the streams have no definite pattern but form an irregular network f ye Rowrtf 

/) through the vegetation. Various explanations have been offered for the difference! — " 
between meandering and braiding. The former is more characteristic of streams ; 

. jwhich have flowed for some time and hence have organized a definite channel with 
at ‘few islands or towheads. Braiding is apparently an indication of immaturity ‘ 
i" ‘and rapid deposition. A peculiar feature is the ending of meandering on Mississ-— 

, ippi River not far below New Orleans and well below the first distributaries of Seo dobre 
. the,delta. In this part of the river differences in water level are not great. f’ 

oe it Possibly lateral cutting is hindered by the firm clay of the natural levees. oa 
eer] Certainly changes in route to the sea have not occurred in historic time. Another 

/. feature of floodplains with pronounced natural levees is tributary streams of the 
_,/ 4agz00 type where access to the main river is prevented down to a. locality where UD 

Vy e undercutting of the bluff is taking place. Examples of what must certainly have FE’ 6 
i once been this type of stream junction before later erosion appear in the Tennessee 

and Cumberland near the Ohio, as well as where the Illinois reaches the Mississ-_ jot 
ippl. Pie § 

EY 2g
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Deltas. Any stream which discharges into standing water is obliged to deposit 

71 Yits bed load at once. The suspended load may travel far before settling. Fresh 

¢\ water, even when muddy, is lighter than salt water and hence floats. Meltwater 

< fresh from a glacier is less dense than is the underlying water because it is coldere 

oy %- The coarse material dropped at once slides down into foreset beds. Sand and gravel 

‘ appear to come to rest at a slope of about 25 degrees. This abrupt descent from 

the nearly level top toward the lake or sea is an excellent diagnostic feature by 

9 which ancient deltas now far above the water may be discriminated. The mouth of one 
7% of the distributary streams on a delta is commonly shallow because of deposition. 

f"\ The passes of the Mississippi are kept open for navigation by artificial narrowing 
with jetties. This deepening of the bottom has caused eruptions of mud called mug- 
lumps which are mechanically similar to the base-failure slides of the Panama Canal. 

2 Alluvial fans. The alluvial fan is the land equivalent of a delta. Change in 
yo 2 original slope of the land at the foot of mountains or hills is a common cause of 

yA deposition of the bed load which was acquired higher up the streams. Although 
typically developed in semi-arid districts, alluvial fans can be made in any climata, 

cay Many can be so observed filling up kettles in sandy glaciated regions. Streams on 

Uy hoe fans are braided. Variation in discharge is rapid and great in most regions. 

a> ’ Evaporation and seepage into the porous material are often regarded as important 

' factors in deposition, but their quantitative importance is yet to be demonstrated. 
In California extensive water-spreading works are necessary to increase the soak-in 
and conserve water which would otherwise reach the sea. Restraint of streams from fy hi 

changing course to places less filled up is difficult but appears to have accomp— Q : 
; lished in some places by narrowing the channel to one whose competence and capacity  _ 

are greater than the original braided course. : £:%:% 1 Do 

eh Profile of alluvial fans. Platting of several alluvial fan slopes east of 

a Los Angeles, California yielded an expression in which f : h -78, This is not far 

on different from the equation of glacial outwash plains in Wisconsin. However, 
¥ _ Krumbein platted the slope of one pronounced_alluvial fan in the same region and 

inf | derived the equation: elevation =,2280 e -.12 X where elevations are in feet, dis— 
‘wi tances in miles and e is 2.718, Replatting of data by the writer failed to confirm 
( ) ‘the general applicability of this equation, although it may be correct where the fan 

eZ nS is well rounded and thé water is constantly spreading out over a larger and larger 

b area. The lower slopes of some volcanic mountains appear to show indices of .35 to V6 
= 4 where the material is fine and the water from the movntain is spreading out. eu Zz 

Alluvial fans are readily confused with rock-floored nediments into which they pass Gh 
ao he Re ee (Nola 

VY 6 Natural Bridges. The formation of natural bridges by either cavern collapse 

CNN oF subterranean solution channels through a meander sour has already been discussed. 
, xe ia insoluble rocks cutoffs have taken place both due to leakage along a joint or by 

~ lateral erosion of a spur. Some natural bridges can only be classed as freaks of 
weathering like towers which have not yet fallen into the talus beneath. 

Drainage modifications. It has already been mentioned that as time goes on in 
AF the cycle of erosion streams come to be more closely adjusted to areas where resis-— 

ys" tance to erosion is least. There is also a progressive relocation of streams in 
A, onder to secure the shortest, and therefore the steevest, rate to the point of 

4 discharge. This process requires that certain areas have their drainage outlet 
fy changed. The method of change has often been called stream capture or stream 

~~» piracy. Although indubitable examples of this process have been distinguished few 
wy have ever discussed the exact mechanism by which the final capture is effected. It 

is easy to visualize capture by lateral erosion through a narrow divide changing 

o XP» che = at which a tributary enters the main stream. The Greybull River, 

° whe [A i : : apy t A T SS VB 4472 5Y
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Wyoming, is supposed to have been captured by a smaller river with a lower grade. 

But when we recognize the validity of the belt of no erosion along divides it is 
hard to grasp just how the headwaters of one valley could ever wear back into 
another. One would think that, unless conditions for erosion differ radically on 

the two sides of the divide, it would prove impossible for a small intermittent 
stream to ever reach the bed of a large and well established river. Certainly 

capture of a stream on the other side of a ridge due to a tilted resistant formation 

appears wellnigh impossible unless aided by subterranean solution or shattered rock 

along a fault. In every case of recession of the head of a ravine it is obvious 

that there must be enough gathering ground to furnish water for erosion. If the 
underlying material on the divide is unconsolidated, or is pervious to water, how- 

ever, it is easy to see that underground leakage would feed the lower valley long 

before the actual break-through, Landsliding would also aid in this process, or 
in some cases the divide might be so low that a flood in the stream above would 
overflow to the lower course. In early days geologists freely invoked warping of 

the land as an aid to capture tut with no confirmatory evidence. Many supposed 
instances of capture where no abandoned course of the cantured stream could be dis- 

covered are of doubtful validity. Peculiar-looking stream courses may readily be 
due to original irregularities of the surface which directed/consequent streams. 

Similarity of water snails in now separate streams is of doubtful validity because 

y migration may have been with aid of birds. Bi 

F 112 Superposition. Many stream courses which at first sight appear very peculiar 
ors that they disregard geologic controls are evidently due to initiation of the 

¢4 route on top of uncomformable deposits now removed by erosion. This process is 

Se known as siperposition and streams of this origin may be termed swoerimposed. 

e{* Excellent examples can be found of superposition on the Cambrian cover onto the pre- 
* Cambrian, or by the glacial drift onto a bed rock surface. The principle of super- 

we position has now been invoked much more widely than it once was for many of the 

older geologists seem to have been entirely too conservative in imagining the former 

extent of now-vanished formations. For instance the course of the Mississippi River 

on the flanks of both the Wisconsin and Ozark uplifts is much more likely due to 
superposition than to some more involved process. 

4 

“b Antecedence. Streams which held or nearly held their courses against deforma- 
tion of the crust beneath them are called antecedent. This process was much in- 

_«« gvoked in early days to account for structural peculiarities of certain stream courses 
¥\ae Al though not by any means imoossible, it is clear than in many localities super- 

es position is more probable. In fact many of the older examples, such as the Grand 

“db Canyon of the Colorado, are now definitely known to be due to superposition. On the 

W\ Columbia Plateau, however, the Great Bend of the Columbia appears to be a consequent 

sourse along the edge of the basalt flows assumed before the center of the basin 

sank. In other nlaces the streams of that region cross anticlinal ridges whose rise 

could have ponded them only temporarily. 

Discrimination of peneplains from pediments. Peneplains and pediments have in 
Wy, common the fact that they are worn-down areas of low relief which must at one time 
ee j/ in their history have been of much greater relief. It seems unfortunate that the 

Us idea of a plain as the endvoint of erosion in humid climate has so widely spread. 

+h) this assumption demands that either (a) resistance to erosion is negligible, or 

3 (b) that geologic time is infinitely long. Because both assumptions are extremely 

improbable because of the known facts, many students of geomorphology have desired 

- change in nomenclature. Douglas Johnson suggested change of the name of the 
“inal erosional form to peneplane but this was also unfortunate for in geometry the 

word plane is definitely defined in a way which makes it inapplicable for use for a 
land form. The word surface is non-commital and we might well, were it not too late 

Sc change, substitute the term old surface or endooint surface of humid erosion. © 3 
ui 
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But everyone still apeaks of "sunset" and "sunrise" although they are obvious mis— 

nomers! . Another factor, often overlooked, is inconstancy of climate on the earth. 

When the continents were largely submerged and there were no polar ice caps the 

climatic belts must surely have been far different than they now are. Rainfall may 

have been mainly confined to the equatorial belt and to mountains. Deserts may have 

been far more extensive on the low lands than they now are. Certainly we should not 

project the existing climate of localities in middle latitudes too far into the past 

For this reason it is well to review the known facts to discriminate between pene- 

plains as ordinarily defined and pediments of presimably semi-arid climates and 

perhaps regions of seasonal rainfall. 

Comparison of peneplains and pediments. Definition: a peneplain is the end- : 

point of undisturbed humid climate erosion; a pediment is a slowing area with bed =, A 

rock near the surface which occurs at the foot of a mountain range.{ Kind of RPO N cs 
rock: a peneplain should be formed on almost any kind of rock; a pediment is most 

rapidly formed where the bed rock breaks down into particles which are readily . 

washed by water, for example coarse-grained granite or sandstone. Climate: although (uw ~ ) 

not stressed in original ideas it is clear that a peneplain of the type described by al” 

the older writers must be formed in a humid climate; a pediment, judging from exist- 

ing examples,must be formed in a region where streams do not forward their load to 
the sea but form alluvial fans. Weathering: the bed rock under a peneplain should 
display a considerable amount of chemical alteration, although not to great depths 

as has been incorrectly assumed, because there is not enough head to cause deep 
underground circulation; a pediment should display bed rock altered mainly by 
mechanical processes. Topography: peneplains should have very gentle slopes leading 
down to the sea level of their time of formation and display complete adjustment 
of drainage to underground structure which determines disposition of the weaker 

rocks; pediments should have a regional slope which does not everywhere lead to sea 

level. Extent: peneplains must necessarily be of regional extent, merging gradu- 

: ally into higher land on which long-continued erosion has also left its mark; pedi- 

ments may be local, passing on one hand to areas where stream deposits accumulate, 
on the other to the talus slopes of much higher land, and may occur in a stairway 

of successive levels. Subsequent tilting: because the original surface of a true 

peneplain must of necessity have been very gentle it follows that any planed-down 

area with a slope of more than a foot or two to the mile, interpreted as a pene- 
plain, must have undergone subsequent tilting; but an inclined pediment is expect— 

able for such areas have slopes up to many hundred feet per mile when formed. 
Covering deposits: streams on a peneplain might have wide floodplains but the idea 
that they necessarily aggrade the old surface on account of excess of disintegrated 
material is based on erroneous premises as to weathering. The deposits of streams , 
would necessarily be very fine for it takes a velocity of 13 cm/sec to transport 
vith a maximum diameter of 1 mm and about 45 em/sec to carry pebbles of 10mm 

diameter, slopes which for small streams with hydraulic radius of one foot demand 
0.7 ft/m and 8.2 ft/m respectively, larger streams requiring less slope. Pediments, 
with slopes in excess of the higher figure quoted, would have a thin coating of 

soarse gravel. It is probable that the confusion of surfaces of deposition with 
yeneplains which has been general in the past is due to misunderstanding on this 

point. Age relations: if remains of neneplains could be found adjacent to one 

another and at different levels the higher must be the older; but with pediments 

progressive burial of a mountain range with its own debris would assuredly reverse 

this order of surfaces and the highest might easily, although not necessarily, by 

the youngest. 

ae Survival of remnants of more than one erosion cycle. As soon as the idea of the 
> cycle of erosion was announced enthusiastic geologists sought to apply the new tool 

vo the interpretation of the geologic history of regions where there is a long gap 
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in the sedimentary record. The result of this was the description of a multitude 
of erosion cycles, not only resulting in regional peneplaination but also surfaces 

which left immediately adjacent almost intact remnants of older cycles. Up to 14 

such incomplete cycles were reported in one area on the basis of work with topo- 
graphic maps only. The excellent preservation of some of the old surfaces, as well 
as their extraordinary number. led inevitably to skepticism and reexamination of 

the evidence. The following “iscussion is intended to evaluate this evidence with 

a view to finding whether or :ot al‘iernative views were overlooked. : 

en Criteria of past peneplaination. The best proof uf the existence of ancient 
a peneplained areas is the discovery cf actual remuants. The strength of this evi- 

dence depends directly upon the size and number of remnents which could not have 
possibly been formed under present conditions. In this connection we must recog— 

nize that convex hilltops are not reliable; rather than remnarts of an old subdued 

erosion surface they are more likely creep slopes preserved by the belt of no ero- 
sion. Effect of resistant rocks in protecting w.derlying soft material or of im- 
pervious rocks in limiting solution of limestone :rist also be considered in evalu- 
ating these areas of gently sloping topography. In many areas, erosion is condi- 
tioned so largely by variatious of rock that cross sections drawn without geology 

are entirely meaningless. Regional or local truncation of tilted or folded forma— 

tions has often been appealed to as conclusive evidence of peneplaination. Sur- 
vival of shale within minor synclines of firm sandstone on some ridges of the 

4npalachaians has often been noted. In every case we must appraise the control by 

rcex character as well as by the character of the mantle rock developed from the 
/Y mieerlying materials. In gently inclined formations we should rather ask how it 

: po be possible for one area to be much higher than another regardless of the 

9 ““svracturee Would it be possible for part of a cvesta to be much higher than an ad- 

=, )@Jscent portion? If it were it would surely be eroded more rapidly than the lower 
Se DET te When we consider the elevation of the crest of a ridge on a steeply inclined 

fon “~vesistant formation we should ask how it would be possible for one vart of the nar- 

U row creat to be much higher than an adjacent section. Were there such local high 

points they should soon be lowered. For a long time the even skyline has been given 

as proof of regional peneplaination followed by dissection. This evenness was de- 
duced from eye observation and not from surveys. "Distance lends enchantment to 

che view" is nowhere better exemplified than in this connection. Vertical differ- 
ences are everywhere so small compared to horizontal distances that a distance of 

not many miles considerable irregularity in the skyline is invisible unless some 

iccal slopes are unusually abrupt. Bye inspection of nearby ground can also be mis- 
icading for a slope of over 100 feet per mile cannot be discriminated when there 
are no level or vertical objects nearby with which to make comparison. Then too, 

in horizontal views of the skyline distant crests and divides blend together and 
re tend to forget the deep valleys which lie between them. Viewed on a really ac- 
curate map, or in vertical aerial photographs, the true facts are apparent and we 
see such narrow divides that they could not possibly be remnants of an ancient sur- 
face. As for maps, we must at once realize that the topographers, even in recent 

times, were not allowed enough time to be able to visit ridge tops or even to send 

their rodmen to climb them. Surveying with a stadia rod is at best very tedious in 

timbered country and much of the contouring is by sketching. Reference to the 

older instruction books of the U.S. Geological Survey shows that topographers were 

not encouraged to climb high hills everywhere but to try to sketch a very large 
area from lower elevations. The effect of perspective leads to serious errors such 
as omission of deep valleys. A careless sketcher who works from below often re- 

cords 2 flat-topped ridge where in fact the divide is very narrow. It is entirely ee 
amsafe to base conclusions as to old erosion surfaces on maps alone unless it is 
evident that the surveyor actually visited the locality. Long ago Shaler pointed 
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out that in regions of homogeneous rocks the divides are simply the meeting point 

of slopes which rise from adjacent stream valleys which are spaced fairly regularly. 
f The average depth of valleys is determined by the slope needed to carry off the run-- 
4 off with its load of debris. ‘ The average depth of valleys is determined by the 

F slope needed to carry off the runoff with its load of debris. The average slope 
f of the valley sides is determined either by resistance of the mantle rock to eros- 

L ion by slopewash or by the angle at which creep occurs. Naturally the average 
slope is the same on the two sides of a ridge provided vegetation is about the same 

: and.follows that divides should be of roughly accordant level. This condition is 

i well shown in the shale areas of the Appalachian Plateau. When it is discovered 
: that the average elevation of divides is determined by the position of a rock forma— 
} tion, which is more resistant to erosion than these below, the importance to be 

f placed on divide elevations is greatly reduced. Occurrence of regions in which the 

: average divide level is greater than in adjacent areas with a different bed rock, 
the usual interpretation is that two successive peneplains were formed of which the 
older survived on more resistant rocks while the lower was being eroded on less re- 

sistant material. As an alternative we must certainly consider the obvious fact 
that areas of more resistant rock, such as sandstone or dolomite, should normally 

have higher divides than would an adjacent area of shale. In regions of disturbed 

bed rocks with widely differing resistance to erosion the harder formations almost 
without exception for\ridges whose crests appear to the eye to be remnants of an 
old erosion surface to whose level all formations were once reduced. But when we 
ascend these ridges their tops are almost without exception discovered to be so 
narrow that it is absurd to think of them as being preserved intact. Surely every 

rock which falls must lower them. These are simply the meeting points of talus. 
.) Slopes whose bases on the weaker formations of the valleys start at something the 

WY same elevation. Naturally this makes the crests so nearly equal in elevation that 
ry to the eye they appear part of a once-level plain. The forces which produce these 
am A ridges work uniformly along the entire length of the flanks and careful surveys 

yh 2 VY disclose a close relation of elevation of crests to geologic structure and thickness 

bE _ of the resistant formation. Could we justly expect any other result from long con- 
2 ~&/\. tinued erosion? Need we even assume that once there was an evening-up from which 

the crests of today were inherited by uniform degradation? Then if we look further, 
there are lower even-crested ridges in the same area which are formed on formations 
of somewhat inferior resistance. Do we need to think of each one as a relic of a 
“partial peneplain" formed by lateral erosion upon the slightly weaker rocks or is 
their presence an expected result of erosion? Some have made much of the fact that 
the crests of the highest ridges of the Appalachians are lower near to the places 
where thé major streams cross them in water gaps than they are farther away. 

But is this too not an expectable result since the level of the subsequent tribu- 
bls » bary valleys to which the slopes descend lowest there? The rough accordance of / 

i~5° Jy summit level in many mountain ranges has been questioned long ago by Daly who of 

ne ts suggested that it may be due in part to (a) isostacy which limits the height to KA 
vl which mountains of given material can stand, (b) more rapid erosion above timber- 

er line, (c) greater glacial erosion of higher crests, and (d) upper limit of 
f*_. iemetamorphism or of igneous intrusions. In connection with the last the petrograph- 
Tee oe ers can offer testimony and in more than one bathyolith, namely those of Idaho 

and northern Wisconsin, they tell us that the original top was not far above the 
present surface or crests. 

RE Use of Profiles . Identification of now almost destroyed "surfaces of erosion" 
by joining together ridge crests, shoulders, and topos of isolated hills as shown 

cu on a profile drawn from maps alone, and without geology shown is at best extremely 
se questionable. How could these possible be relics of an older topography. Did 
\~\ erosion progress horizontally leaving higher areas intact while lower ones were 

Lo worn down to baselevel? Why should we search then, for records of old surfaces 
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on the divides if those divides were able to survive? Perhaps some will now 
seize on the belt of no erosion as an answer to this contradictory attitude. If so 
it must. be remembered that this belt applies to slopewash only, not to talus 
formation, landslides, and creep. Horton suggests that some areas where sloping 

plane surfaces exist on divides may have surviving portions of the surface which 
was graded by slopewash prior to the formation of the valleys. 

Relative speed of channel excavation and reduction of divides. The concepts 

that stream valleys are widened to produce "local peneplains" and that subsequent 
erosion caused parallel retreat of the valley sides leaving a broad flat-bottomed 
valley. This is known as the treppen concept of Penck in Germany and Meyerhoff 

{t in this country. These authors presupposed without anyconfirmatory evidence that 
the deepening of valleys is very slow in comparison to widening by lateral erosion. 

Just how this agrees with the known fact that the debris from slope retreat must 
be carried down the valley and that its slope must be shaped to do this was not 

) stated. Furthermore, it must be realized that parallel retreat of slopes is 
possible only when the resulting debris is removed from their bases. This is 

/ possible through (a) lateral erosion by streams or (b) the formation of pediment— 
like slopes below talus slopes. It has not yet been proved that either process 
is adequate to cause this type of slope retreat in humid regions. A possible 

condition for extensive valley widening is a rock, such as a coarse-grained granite, 
which weathers rapidly in a humid climate but is resistant to mechanical erosion. 
Examination of maps fails, however, to demonstrate that there is a gradation from 

a peneplain near the stream mouths to progressively less and less eroded topography 
upstream. Conclusions that such a process does occur in nature are in part due to a 

confusion of surfaces of aggradation with peneplains and in part to the example of 
the Piedmont where the abruptness of the Blue Ridge escarpment tells definitely of 
some type of structural control. This escarpment is really very youthful for 
stream captures along it tell of an unstable condition of the divide. 

Effect of solubility. An exception to the conditions described above for the 
formation of peneplains occurs when the bed rock is limestone or other soluble 
material. Then the processes of weathering may readily serve to destroy the 

divides and bring about a true peneplain before the surrounding areas have been 

completely degraded by mechanical processes. Good examples of limestone peneplains 

are found in the Appalachians. 

Buried and ressurected surfaces. Some of the best examples of ancient 
peneplains are surfaces which have been buried under sedimentary rocks and then 

C, hele uplifted and ressurected from this cover. Examples are the pre-Cambrian peneplain 

Pe of northern Wisconsin, Canada, and the Grand Canyon, and the pre-Cretaceous Fall 

/ Zone peneplain of the Piedmont. These areas of former mountains were eroded under > 

\. He unknown climatic conditions and it is also possible that the streams and seas 
YYA- which buried them caused considerable alteration during the process. Some of these 
fs old surfaces display chemical weathering which has often been described as part of 

Tr “°) an ancient residual soil which escaped erosion during burial. Such an origin 
as” \ 3eems most unlikely, although it is true that in Wisconsin the surface of the pre- 

Cambrian is much disintegrated and oxidized even where deeply buried. It seems 
much more likely that the chemical alteration is due to circulating waters. Waters 4 

which descended through formations of different composition might easily undergo 

base exchange on meeting with the feldspars of the crystallines. The subject : 

will bear considerably more investigation. Some of the once-buried surfaces may : 

not be peneplains or pediments but may be planes of marine erosion as will be 4 
considered in the next section. , 

Summary of evidences. It seems clear to the writer that a very large part 4 

of the evidence which has been presented to demonstrate that relics of several Z 
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erosion cycles are present in limited areas is either questionable or invalid. 

Survival of such remnants is to be expected in the case of pediments but not with 
i peneplains. Particularly objectionable as evidence are conclusions based on map 

; profiles without showing geology. 

e Origins of water and wind gaps. Subsequent streams in areas of disturbed 

en sedimentary rocks are readily understood but the places where the main streams 
t & cross through ridges due to the outcrop of resistant rock formations are less 

easy to account for. Four distinct explanations have been advanced by different 
authors for the water gaps of the Appalachians: (a) rearrangement of streams on 
a perfect peneplain, (b) antecedence of streams to the folding, (c) stream 

i capture, and (d) superposition df streams on a now-vanished unconformable cover. 

: Development on a peneplain. The idea that the transverse streams of the 
Appalachians were inherited from a perfect or super-peneplain on which they (a) 
"lost their way" or (b) were superimposed on a thin cover of alluvial deposits or 
(c) were diverted by tilting was once very popular. As a matter of fact it seems 

theoretically impossible for such a perfect peneplain to exist. The suggestion 
of a cover of mantle rock changes the hypothesis to the last one, superposition. 
At the vresent time it is recognized that if a peneplain were completed on rocks 
of diverse hardness the adjustment of the streams would increase in perfection 
during its formation and that they could never disregard the underlying materials. 

This hypothesis is now obsolete. 

Antecedent streams. It has been suggested that some, at least, of the 

Appalachian streams are still in the approximate locations in which they were 
when the folding of the rocks occured at the end of the Permian period. The 
sediments of the Appalachian geosyncline are thought to have been derived from the 
now almost—vanished content of Appalachia. The original streams should then have 

flowed northwest across the rising folds. For this reason the suggestion of 

antecedance could apply only to such rivers as the New, the French Broad, as well 

as other headwaters of the Tennessee. It is inapplicable to most of the streams 
which cross the hard rock ridges. 

Stream capture. It is clear that stream capture has occurred in relatively 
recent time along the Blue Ridge escarpment and that it is imminent in several 
localities. The northern streams like the Potomac and Susquehanna, which flow 

direct to the Atlanti'c, certainly have the advantage of a steeper slope than 

ro has the Tennessee or Kanawha. But when we consider the difficulty of a small stream ; 

working back through a thick formation of resistant rock to reach a larger river 

on soft rock on the other side the process appears impossible. Conditions are 
different than in the southern Blue Ridge where the rocks are reasonably uniform. 

The hypothesis of capture is workable only where there is*cross fault which ’ 

a shattered the rock of the ridge. As most water gaps do not display any offset of 

the ridge it would be necessary to assume in every case a fault in which movement 
was parallel to the dip. If there were faulting at gaps, landsliding and under- 

ground leakage of water might cause capture for then there would be no ‘necessity 

for a watershed to supply a stream which would cut back through the ridge. 
Geologists differ greatly in conclusions as to the field evidence of faults in : 

water gaps. Some declare that they are almost universal and others deny that there | 

are more than a very few. Certainly many gaps in successive ridges do not line 

up as they should. It seems likely that since the gaps afford the best and most 
readily accessible exposures they have been more visited than other parts of the 
mountains and yet few have ever been mapned in detail as is done in oil-producing 

regions. The theory of capture appears rather unlikely as a general cause of 
gaps in the Appalachians although it may be workable in some other regions. 

go 
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; Superposition. It seems strange that the theory of superposition was so long ; 
neglected in the Appalachians. It has been definitely proved in the Colorado 
Plateau and for the localities where the Colorado crosses some of the Basin Ranges, 
although it will not account for the major rivers of the Columbia Plateau. The 
Coastal Plain sediments are not far distant from the Appalachians and seem the 
logical answer to their water-gap problem. However, it must be realized that it 

was a long time since the cover was pesent and that it probably rested on a sur+ 
: face of unknown but relatively low relief which lay well above the present ridge ; 

tops. Since the erosion of the superimposing deposits there has been time enough 

: to cause extensive formation of subsequent valleys along the strike of non-resistant " 
pale ete First advocated by Johnson, there have been many objections to its 

x se! general application. It has been pointed out that many gaps are located where the i 
fy ie hard formations arc unusually thin or make abrupt bends. However, it scens by all & 

Y Sil ppoans the best suggestion, provided the long time since erosion of the soft cover-— ‘ 

and WUT ing formations is realized. The underlying ridges, which are about 100 feet high | 
where they disappear under the Coastal Plain of Alabama, may have exerted some 

‘ influence on the form of the original surface just as differential settling of 

~ glacial drift is thought to have caused reexcavation of some valleys which had been ; 

phy once completely filled. It must also be realized that progressive erosion into a 
/ mountain mass must certainly uncover vertical differences in structure. This is 

particularly true where thrust faults are present. Streams adjusted at one level 

are out of harmony with the formation when they have cut deeper. : 

Wind gaps. Wind gaps are similar to water gaps but no longer have any stream d 
in them. It has been suggested that some wind gaps were actually due to the : - 
meeting of the heads of ravines on opposite sides of the ridge. In answer to this, ‘ 

such ravines do not have sufficient watershed on a narrow ridge, although they re 

: S might occur where aided by fractured rock along a cross fault. Many have suggested is i 

J that with gap elevations, some of which have been altered by accumulation, of ‘ 
, ¥° talus since abandonement, record former erosion levels. The idea was that uplift 4 
7% of the old partial peneplain caused rapid diversion of streams leaving the gaps. | 

‘ “However, study in Pennsylvania does not support this theory very well. During the | 
process of erosion the number of water gaps has steadily declined in favor of | 
windgaps thus giving no support to their original origin by stream capture. . 

General Summary. The subject of the work of running water is very complex. | 
Agreement has not been reached on the mathematical relations of erosion and trans- + 

- portation to energy of the water. On the whole, the line of approach used by ‘ 
Little seems to offer the best possibilities for the computation of profiles of uni- 7 
form force, both for streams and for slope wash. Use of a different formula for 
relation of velocity to depth and slope is advisable in the case of the latter. The \. 
reasons for variation of channel width and width of the meander belt are explained 
from the standpoint of hydraulics and appear satisfactory. Initiation of valleys ; 
may be either consequent on original irregularities of a new surface or may follow 4 

on primary slopewash grading as outlined by Horton. This author's discoveries of i 
a mathematical relation of relative numbers of streams of different types (orders) ‘ 
appears to support his contentions. The belt along divides in which not enough . ] 

. water is gathered to permit erosion by slopewash cannot be neglected, nor can be yh 
the factors which alter it in time. Degradation of divides is ascribed more to 

: creep than to slopewash because of this belt of no erosion which survives after 7 
stabilization of slopes to the point where resistance to erosion equals available 2 
force of water. The endpoint of erosion under humid climate is certainly not the a” 
peneplain of classic literature if there is vegetation to cause resistancee The = ee 

<" formation of pediments as distinguished from peneplains is discussed with the con- ig 
¢ clusion that they are best developed in semi-arid climate and are formed chiefly aa 

¥ Ae by lateral erosion. They are wash-slopes and contrast sharply with the talus oa 
i! slopes of adjacent higher areas. Pediments can be found forming a "stairway" of ; 3 

+ asiele
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e: successive levels but similar relations are impossible with peneplains. However, & e 

aes the climatic conditions under which many low-relief surfaces originated is un~ : aes 

Bae known. It is pointed out that many criteria for the discrimination of ancient See 

dissected peneplains are invalid. Superposition appears to be the best explana- is 

tion of many water gaps and wind geps are due to diversion of streams which onee 
: -@rossed ridges of resistant rocks. ; ; 

fas He 
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‘ WORK OF STANDING WATER J «<~ t ; 

Introduction. The work of standing water is divisible into: (a) mechanical & 

processes, which include both the work of waves and of currents, (b) work of 5 

erganisms, and (c) the problem of submarine valleys... It is evident that this 
grouping includes some subjects which are not strictly under the general heading 

but which appear more suitable fod discussion at this place than in any other. é 

Mechanical processes. = OS6az 

Origin and mechanics of waves. Wind which blows over water is retarded at 
15 the bottom by friction just as it is on land. Velocity decreases downward and : 

& al , probably is O at and near actual contact with the water. This vertical velocity 
oye gradient is in response to the transfer of energy from the moving air to the under- 

eo 2@ lying water. In general, however, it does not itself cause the water to flow as : 
‘= a current. Instead it sets up rotational motion of water particles around hori- 

/ gontal axes which are at right angles to the direction of the wind. When wind } 
'Y first begins to blow the radius of rotation of each particle is small but as time 

* goes on a limit appears to be attained. Hach successive rotating particle is oa 
slightly out of step with the last so that the final result is a wave of oscilla- : 
tion. The mathematical form of such waves is that traced by a point on a radius ; 
of a rolling circle.. Of course, no real circle does roll, only the particles 

and the radius of the hypothetical circle is largeythan the actual orbit of water 
particles at the surface. Even after the wind has stopped blowing the wave pro- ; 
gresses. It is then smooth and much simpler than when it is crinckled by a rising 
wind. At maximum size, waves are roughly half as high in feet as the velocity of 
the wind in statute miles per hour as ordinarily measured not far above the surface. 

The velocity with which particles rotate in their orbits determines the speed with 
which the wave progresses. Since particles revolve in a circle -eteker the vertical a) 

»“component of motion obeys the laws of harmonic motion. If we let the radius of the 
i j),folling circle be R feet and the length of a wave from crest to crest be L feet 

-a) then L>2 pi R. The acceleration is that of gravity, g» Applying the formulas for 3 
y2\{) harmonic motion and solving for velocity in fest / second: V = (gR)5. Substitut- ,~ 

‘ ing the value of R in terms of L, V= (gh/2 pi)z or substituting numerical values — pe: 
for the constants, V = (5.123 L)@. Solving this for length of a period, T seconds, ns 
then L = 5.123 T2, The relation of the height of w wave above the trough, h, to ae 

wave length, L, is not fixed but anpears to vary from 19 to 39 times. The rela- a 

: || tionship of h to fetch or distance that the wind blows over open water is reported ae 
empirically as h = 1.3 fetch? where the latter is measured in statute miles. ed a 

(Mariners use nautical miles or knots each one of which is about 1.15 land or ae 
statute miles; they also measure depths in fathoms of 6 feet.) One reason for - es 
irregular results in measuring wave heights is the fact that a violent wind blows e 

_ off the wave crests in whitecaps. The smooth waves which last after the wind, or as 
extend outside of the area where it blows, are often called ground swell. In the pe 
opeh séa the distance through which winds blow sets a limit to height of waves of ee 
about 50 feete ee anny : ; ee 
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Bnergy of wavés. Since wave motion in open deep water is a combination of 

rotational motion and vertical motion waves possess two types of energy. Mathe- 

matical analysis demonstrates that the two kinds are equal in amount. Only the 

energy of rise and fall is carried forward with the progresses of each wave but 

when a wave dashes onto a shore and the water is brought to a standstill both 

types must be expended. In fact, in shallow water waves become translational mo- » eek 

Yr zr A vy tion. Engineers have tried several forms of dynameters with which to measure dy 

Se wh either impact or both impact and pressure of waves where they strike the shore. a vil 

oe Results of these exneriments are generally given in pounds per foot’. Now the E~ of 

: Ps total theoretical energy of a wave in foot pounds (other dimensions in feet)-is-s: e 

®\.; shown by the formula Energy = Whhe/8 (1 - pi? h®/2L2) or substituting 64 for W, 
oe -: weight of a cubic foot of salt water, and for pi, this becomes B = 8 Lh (age — a5 Y 

(1 = 4.935n® / L@). For L=200, hel2 this is said to show an impact of 2436 ~ ~ id? 
pounds/f+¥ Actual records are of this order of magnitude. ,.: q* ; ly s 
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Depth of wave action. The circular orbits of water particles are shown by 
both mathematical analysis and actual observation to decrease in radius very 

rapidly with depth. At a depth equal to the wave length the orbit is reduced to 
1/512th. Thus one of 10 feet radius at the surface in a 400 foot wave would be 
only .2 inch radius at a depth of 500 feet. It is evident that although there : 

is no theoretical limit to wave action its practical importance decreases cn VRAIN 
rapidly with depth, that is its competence to disturb the bottom. For this cs 
reason pendulum observations are possible in a: submarine at comparatively modest 
depths. The term wave base has been applied to the effective maximum depth at 

which waves can disturb a sand bottom. . 

vil Waves in shallow water. As waves of oscillation reach shallow water the 

ook circular orbits are believed to be changed to ellipses with the longer axes 

\ \e’ parallel to the bottom. Certain it is that the top of a wave moves forward Set 

ww we“bodily in an entirely different way that it does in deep water. The wave is Pap ewnrtne b 
AX retarded at the bottom and the top breaks into a confused mass of foam which a” fee 

ee rushes up a gently sloping beach until it comes to a standstill. WNo-definite yeas re 

“ie, mathematical relationship has been discovered which shows the depth at which 

ae \r _waves break. This is probably due to the fact that the bottom water is moving 

igs either as undertow, due to return of water from the beach, or as a current in- 
od duced by the tides. In shallow water waves undergo refraction just as do light 

waves in passing from one medium to another. This is due to bottom retardation 

x >>, and turns the wave fronts until they are parallel to the shore. Many diagrams 

_~ yy have been shown to demonstrate that this process also tends to concentrate waves 

cu AOR onto headlands. ~~ 

Ge gat ee Oe 
wee”  \ Other waves. Waves may also be due to (a) earthquakes, (b) tides, and (c) 

x differences in atmospheric pressure. Of these only the first is important in 
ee most places. An earthquake moves a large body of water by impact producing a 

_><\ \\_true wave of translation. Such waves are often called tidal but this is a : 
\ A, . misnomer. They are also called by the Japanese term tsunami. Some of these 5 

a ery destructive waves are known to have travelled 900 m.p.h. and to have risen 

a4 ~ over 100 feet onto the land. 

= A Bffect of waves on the shore. Waves reaching a shore must apply nearly all 
y CK of their energy to it. Waves work much more constantly than does running water 5 

a ocoe on land. The ocean is never still; even when smooth as gluss there is still 

our a surf from the swells of distant or past winds. In appraising its efficiency, 

os : however, it is well to realize that rocks moved by wave action are generally 
: submerged and hence loose the weight of their volume of water. Many : g 

spectacular instances of large masses moved by wave action are also to be ; ;
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discounted in that the weight was not lifted but simply shifted against friction. 
Nevertheless, storm waves have been observed to hurl rocks high into the air and 

the noise of moving boulders in the surf is impressive. Repeated blows of waves 
do attain high pressures and may easily be associated with cavitation although 
this has not *been recorded. Impact of stones carried in the water on stationary 
objects is a most important process of erosion. The result not only of direct 
impact but also of grinding by material moved in the breakers is to undercut the 

shore if it is a cliff and the depth of water is great enough to permit waves to 

reach the shore effectively. The process of undercutting is possible because the 
loosed debris is carried back by the undertow. 

Currents in lakes and seas. By no means all erosion and transportation in 
lakes and seas is accomplished by waves. Currents of water are caused by (a) 
tides, (6) winds either directly or through waves, (c) density differences due 
either to variation in amount of sediment or in salinity, (a) entrance of fresh 

water, and (e) temperature differences. Of these tidal currents locally attain 
very high velocity on coasts where the difference of level is large. The 

great oceanic circulation owes its origin ultimately to the convergence of the 

trade winds in equatorial regions. Although much attention has been given to 

currents in sedimentation it is obvious that most of them are either surficial 
is or have such low velocity that they do not disturb the bottom. In shallow water 
gan , currents along the shore are often notical. They may be undertow which is 

+R deflected by its relation to incoming breaking waves above. Many text books 
| describe an alongshore current set up by waves to which much importance in as 

: transportation is ascribed. It is not clear, however, that such a current is So pre Ae 

— > actually able to transport sand and pebbles. It can transport fine sediment but 
= movement of coarser material is almost wholly confined to the zone of breakers, 

Erosion by waves. It has already been mentioned that waves apply their 
energy to erosion in a zone of very limited vertical extent. The result is 
undermining of a shore. If the material is bed rock this produces sea caves 

especially in weak, thin bedded layers. Where rocks are jointed, deep coves are 

excavated Stacks and islands of rock survive for a time rendering the shore very 

irregular. Shores of bed rock can almost everywhere be identified on a chart 
in this way. Where erosion is taking place in mantle rock the cliff is not verti- 

' eal or overhanging because it soon slides down to the angle of repose. If large 

| boulders are present they accumulate at the water's edge and serve to prevent 
further erosion. Many abandoned beaches may be recognized only by such boulder 

= lines. A common feature of wave-eroded coasts is hanging valleys whose lower 
oe were cut away by the waves. The headlands undergo the most erosion because 

ef water is generally deeper off them than in bays as well as because of wave 
oe reflection toward them. 

{* Apes 

“Wave terraces. Below water level the bottom is cut down to the point that 
the undertow can just carry off the debris which is not moved along the shore by 

127) waves which reach the coast at an angle. This subaqueous feature is called a 
fe py Sat terrace and may be distinguished off many abandoned shore lines. There is 
~~ commonly a sligat building up of the front where material carried out across is 

eee slid down into deeper water, but no important deposits of gravel occur in this 
A situation. The cross section of a cut and built terrace is known as the profile 

of equilibrium end the level of its outer edge was thought to be fixed by 
effective wave base. It is not clear, however, thet this position is long 

stationary for there is no exactly definable lower limit to wave work and the 

- wundertew-is aided by gravity. 

Subaqueous ridges. A very common feature of sandy bottoms is a succession of 
Gy severe] parallel submerged sand ridges. Some of these are many hundreds of feet : 

erik 2 ? 
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wide and the depth of water between them is a number of feet more than on the 
crests. Some call them low and bali. The problem of origin is unsettled. Some 
think of them as due to breaking of waves which reach the shore at right angles 

and others ascribe them to erosion of parallel currents which are induced by waves 
striking the shore at an angle. The second explanation is weak in that it would 
then be difficult to account for the number of ridges or for the facf that the 
sand is coarsest on the crests and not in the low places. Where currents do occur 
it is more likely that they are the result of the ridges and not their cause. 

Alongshore transportation. The fact that material which the waves can carry 

is moved along shore has already been mentioned. On any sandy beach it can easily 

~ Leé be seen that waves which come in at an angle carry sand and pebbles diagonally up 

-gZ2*¥ onto the beach. The undertow runs directly back down the slope so that particles 

‘J move in a zig-zag course in the direction which is down wind at that time. Johnson 

objects that the path of a particle is actually a series of inclined parabolas but 

the distinction is unimportant. Alongshore drift consists in many places of mater- 
ial which is so coarse that it is impossible to think of currents which could trans- 
port it. Soe J n4 

Depositional changes of the shoreline. Waves tend to even up a shoreline by 

developing a smooth outline. The material eroded from the headlands is mainly 

disposed of by movement in the zone of the breakers. Large stones obey the impact 
law and are carried shoreward by waves which are more powerful than is the return- 
ing undertow, which transports the finer particles. Many stones which have been 
carried back and forth on a beach for a long time show the effect of waves 4, and 

are tabular due to shuffling instead of turning end over end as in a current. If 
a barrier or solid pier is built off a beach experience shows that one side is 
filled in and the other eroded unless storms come from both sides in equal numbers. 

~ he windward side is the one which receives sediments, The same process may be 
seen at a natural point. Material carried laterally from the end of a point does 

ey not form a spit into deep water for that would, where above water at all, be swept 

[30 away by the next storm from the other side. Instead, the debris is carried along 
in the breakers to a point where the bay is shallow enough to permit start of de- 
position. In most places this shoaling is associated with a minor point although 

this is not necessary. Textbooks ordinarily describe this process of bridging the 

bays with wave-tSansported sediments as due to the outward course of the alongshore 

current but the process outlined above appears more logical. As spits are built 
out from both sides the bay is eventually enclosed. Where, however, shoal water 
is present only near the sides of a bay the outer end of a spit is curved back into 

Fy \3/ a hook. This is due primarily to refraction of waves and not to deflection of cur- 
—U rents. In many places islands have been joined to the mainland, or to one another, 

\ by such beach deposits often called tombolos. 

Many hooks are compound showing several successive ends as the entire deposit 
. ayes built out into deeper and deeper water. In the lee of many islands two spits 

fo "© join leaving a lagoon inside. Lagoons are also formed by the bridging off of bays 

. \ \,,With continuous bars. Where streams entering the lagoon are large enough i dal 

Qt “difference is enough a pass is kept open to the sea. 

<\\ : Offshore bars or barriers. On low, sandy coasts where the water is very shal- 
‘ low there are sandy ridges some distance offshore. Opinion has varied as to 

whether or not these were made by lateral growth of spits from distant headlands or +» 
were thrown wp in place by waves which removed the material from the adjacent 

“ bottom. Some of these off Cape Hatteras are hard to account for by lateral growth 
_~ alone, although in most places this process cannot be eliminated entirely. These 

lov sandy barriers are often miscalled reefs which term generally refers to a submerged 
wt rock outcrop. 
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- Cuspate points. In many places, such as Capes Hatteras, Fear,and Canaveral, 
cP }2F of eastern United States, sand beaches form marked cusps. Various explanations 
v 5/3 have been offered including eddies of ocean currents. It is more likely that they 

'~“are barriers built out to subgerged shallows from both sides. jee ab, Fa 195 

pee te Classification of shore lines. Many texts have defined schemes of classifi~ 

ay cation of shore lines into emergent and submergent. Others have suggested primary 
' and secondary as the major basis of separation. As a matter of observation, it 

_ is clear that all coasts of the world display phenomena of either subsidence of 
the land or rise of the ocean level in the form of drowned river valleys. The only 

¥ exceptions are very recent shores due to organic growth or crustal movement. 

Shepard terms primary those shores which are due to land forces, erosion, deltas, 

_a) "land vegetation, glacial, and voleanic processes. He calls coasts due to’ wave 
y> 1 Srosion and deposition, including that of marine organisms, secondary. Another 

; oo system of classification would be to discriminate shores on firm materials from 
\" those on loose deposits easily moved by waves, placing those due to organisms in a 

_ third category. 

Cycle of shoreline development. The foregoing section demonstrates why it is 
futile to searéh for evidences of a cycle of shoreline development at the present 

time. All marine shores and inland lake shores are demonstrably young. True, 

progress has gone much farther in the same number of years where the material of 
the coast can be easily moved by waves and currents, as on the sandy Atlantic Coast- 
al Plain, than it has on the "stern and rock~bound coast" of New England or the 
fiorded coast of Norway. The evident goal of shoreline development is as simple 
an outline as possible. To meet this condition the waves are working to wear back 
headlands and to fill up bays. When cut off from the sea the bays are filled with 
detritus from the land and the deposits of organisms which live in the quiet water. 
It is believed by many that barrier beaches are a temporary feature of the coast 
line. As evidence of this occasional outcrops of peat in the seaward faces of 
such bars are cited. It is possible that some of these, at least, may not be 
lagoon deposits of the present stand of land and sea but antedate the last rise of 

the waters. 

Endpoint of marine erosion. Although we are unable to find good examples of 
a cycle of marine action at present because of recent shifts in sea level and in 

levels of inland lakes we may theorize over a possible endpoint of marine erosion. 
Many have thought that marine erosion is self-limiting in the depth it can cut into 
the land without change in sea level. This conclusion is based upon the assumption 

that the depth of the outer edge of the terrace or wave base is fixed. If such 
; be the case the profile of equilibrium would automatically halt shore recession at 

a definite location inland. But it is far from clear that either such is the case 
or that relation of sea and land gould remain constant long enough for the process 

to operate. In fact it is not certain that the outer edge of the submarine ter- 
race is really located at wave base. Granted slow lowering of this level by under- 

: tow current or a slight rise in sea level in respect to the land and the limit of 
marine planation is greatly increased. Especially would this be true were the 
land first brought low by either peneplaination or pedimentation. Most papers Eee 
written on this subject have been so theoretical or made up of quotations of opin- 

ions of others, which have ho real meaning, that it is difficult to reach a final 

Opinion. Certain it is that the ceaseless onslaught of the waves should in time 

have profound results. Moreover, waves exert more forcé during storms than streams 

ever can. Waves could plane down even the hardest and most insoluble rock such as : 
quartzite. Most of the famous buried peneplains were buried under marine forma- 
tions; how much did the oncoming sea alter their surface? Elevations which : :
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escaped the work of waves should then be steep-sided because debris was removed from 
their bases. Some such have been described in India. It has been often suggested 

that the Piedmont Plateau is a surface of marine plan’a'tion because there are so few 

monadnocks. However, the upland extends behind some of the supposed islands and does 

not connect seaward with any known marine formation. It is more likely a pediment 
formed during a by-gone time when the climaté was more arid. The top of the Baraboo 

quartzite range, Wisconsin, is a very gently domed plain. At places the edge ~. ° 

ca] carries boulder conglomerate. Projection of now-eroded formations appears to demon— 
‘ )_* strate that it was the beach at the time of deposition of an adjacent dolomite for-— 

= mation. It is, therefore, possible that the waves of the Ordovician sea completed 
the planation of the quartzite islands which had been monadnocks on the pre-Cambrian 
peneplain over 1000 feet lower. A somewhat similar surface on quartzite has been 

/ proved by drilling at Hartford, Wisconsin. 

» Pleistocene terrace problem. Many sea coasts display terraces which evidently 

record former levels of the oceans in respect to the lands. Many of the higher ter- 
races, as on the Pacific Coast, are obviously deformed by subsequent orogencic move— 

ments. Some of the lower ones, however, seem to be horizontal. On the Atlantic 

Coastal Plain Cooke has described seven terraces which he thought to be horizontal 

and of world-wide extent. Flint has restudied the same area and concluded that 
there are only three,of which the upper one at 160 feet is limited in extent. Many 
of the supposed marine terraces he thought to be in fact stream floodplains but the 
lower terraces at 25 and 90 feet might be horizontal. Most reports of marine ter-— 

s .races fail to discriminate between the actual level of the water and the elevation 

. of the cut and built terrace. Hlevation figurés for many vary over so wide a range 
, that exact correlation is impossible. Too little attention has been paid to the 

sediments associated with the terraces. Knowledge of Pacific terraces is entirely 

too fragmental to permit of correlation. Postglacial uplift of the land is def- 
initely known in and near to glaciated districts making comparisons there entirely 

futile. It is, therefore, too early to claim that all these terraces are horizontal 
and that they record changes.in amount of water in the oceans related to the with- 

drawal in ice caps. That such a process took place is certain but just which shore- 
lines record interglacial intervals when this water was returned to the oceans is 
far from assured. If the higher ones are really eustatic then it would be necessary 
to assume that either (a) the amount of ice carried over in continental glaciers in- 
creased in every successive interglacial interval or (b) the floor of the ocean sank 
during the Pleistocene lowering the level of the oceans. Stearns records evidence 
of just such a sinking of the bottom of the southwest Pacific Ocean. But the cause 
he ascirbes, namely eruption of lavas which they pressed the area down by their 
wight, does not appear feasible. The lava came from below and could settle no more 
than to refill the voids it left. It is possible that. this is not the true cause but 
the facts of sinking are well substantiated. : 

ea ihe coral reef problem. The subject of the origin of coral reefs has been a 
subject of discussion for more than a century. According to a recent summary by 
Stearns the following facts are now established: (a) reef corals can live only in 
warm ,clear water less than 200 feet deep, (bd) Nullipores serve not only to bind coral 
skeletons together but also make reefs themselves, (c) when the Pleistocene glaciers 
were large sea level was lower than now (perhaps about 260 feet in thé last glacia- 

tion) (d) changes in sea level have also occurred because of alteration of the 
shapes of oceanic basins, (e) many islands of the southwest Pacific are composed of 
folded continental (sialic) rocks, (f) the truly oceanic or simatic islands show no 
such rocks, (g) emerged Tertiary coral reefs are known, (h) atolls do not reflect 
the form of submerged voleanic craters, (i) atolls rest on a basement of non-coral 
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rocks, (j) barrier reefs require a platform to’start their growth, (k) growth of 
corals may attain 90 feet in 1000 years, (1) a reef may be killed by submergence 

(m) a reef may be killed by emergence, (n) reefs grow mainly on the outside, and 

(0) lagoons are not the product of submarine solution of calcium carbonate. 

Occurrence of coral reefs. Coral reefs occur not only along coasts of other 
kinds of rocks as fringing and barrier reefs but also in isolated islands which rise 
from the depths of the ocean. Many of the latter surround a partly or wholly en- 
closed lagoon and are known as atolls. Two small atolls occur off the end of the 

Florida Keys but they are much more abundant in the Pacific Ocean. Some of the iso- 
lated islands are known to contain a volcanic core. In the Bermudas drilling dis- 

covered volcanic rocks although a test overil00 feet deep on a Pacific island failed 

to find such. J kak ; 
iawtry al ors 

Theories of coral island formation. Opinions as to the formation of coral 
reefs and coral islands have varied widely. Some have thought that they grew up- 

ward on top of intermittently subsiding foundations of other origin. Others held 

that they were formed on stationary basements and that the lagoons were made by : 
solution. Others advocated an origin on a rising foundation, others on stationary 

= shelves made by former erosion. Daly first discussed the control of sea level by 

«ym Slaciation , a theory which would make most reefs younger than the last ice age. 

\ } Recently, Stearns advocated growth on any kind of basement, rising or sinking,under 

ie (j?)conditions of rising sea level from any cause. The general opinion now is that only 
aA @lacial control of sea level can explain the majority of reefs. The test boring put i 

ge down on Funafuti was located too close to the outside of the accumulation of coral y+ he 
cu MO and beneath about 150 feet of coral passed through only talus outside of an older % ws” de 

je )reef. Under the glacial control theory it has been claimed that volcanic islands pee 
"> Wrrlwere all planed down by waves to a uniform depth on which corals started to grow as : rs 

‘cue the ice melted and slowly réturned water to the oceans. This is thought to account vf 
wt for the uniformity of lagoon depths over considerable areas. However, this theory al 

does not exclude other conditions and both emerged and submerged atolls have been 

described. It seems certain that in an area of recent vulcanism conditions must have 
varied widely in different island groups. Much of the argument is based upon purely 

theoretical reasoning based in large part upon nautical charts which do not show the 
land areas with much detail. It was thought by some that their failure to show many 

cliffs on spurs of volcanic islands inside reefs militated against the glacial con- 

: trol hypothesis. Since then this has been shown to be an error, and the glacial 

alteration of sea level is recognized as an important factor. 

Work of other organisms. A number of other organisms besides corals and 

nullipores affect shorelines. In salt water the mangrove tree can grow where wave 
action is not too violent. In sheltered bays various kinds of grasses and sedges, 

~*, which are tolerant of a moderate amount of salt, build salt marshes. Salt marshes 
*..“on coasts where there is much tide are cut wp with a complex net of branching 

= “channels through which the water runs in, then out, twice in every 24 hours. Shallow, 

a small fresh water lakes are the habitat of a number of plants which in time may 
| fill them up. These appear to thrive best in relatively hard water. Although most 
§ aquatic weeds do not project far above the surface some varieties like the common 

A "bullrush" do. Remains of organisms aid in shoaling the water so that the shoreline 
4% ean advance. A growth of these hinders wave action and the shore behind can then 

PG be filled in with organic deposits. A regular succession of different kinds of 

plants can be made out from those which thrive only in fairly open water to those of 
old marshes farthest inland in the old lake bed.e Many shallow lakes have been 
entirely filled with vegetal denosits since the glaciated region was first sttled 
by white men. A common feature of marshes is a moat between the vegetal growth of. 
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4;, the center and the high land. These are ascribed to death of vegetation, possibly 

. 4. aided by burning, in dry seasons. In wet weather some of these open water areas are 

' -... large enough for wave action which has made faint boulder lines along the edge. The 

a level of water has no relation to that of adjacent lakes so that the level of these 

shore features has no bearing on former lake levels. ; 

\ “ Submarine valley problem. 

me Introduction. It has been known for a long time that the edge of the conti- 

nental shelf and the continental slope are indented by deep, narrow depressions in 
which the water is thousands of feet deeper than it is nearby. Until the advent of 
echo sounding, however, few of these submarine valleys had been accurately delin- 

eated. Sounding in deep water with a wire line entails stopping the ship and a long 
delay in running out and winding in line. In the meantime drifting occurred and 
positions given on the chart are now known to have been miles out of place. Echo 
measurements may be made at full speed when it is easier to keep on course. lLoca-— 
tions out of sight of land are now fixed by taut wire measurements, radio-acoustic 

methods, and radio bearings. Zxact knowledge of depths is now important to navi- : . 
gators even in midocean. The result is that charts are now much more detailed than 

oath Y formerly and that a great increase in number of submarine valleys has resulted. 
"}*. Most of these new discoveries were off the coasts of the United States for this 

type of surveying has not advanced as far in other parts of the world. One drawback 

to the echo or acoustic method of sounding is that on rough bottom more than one 

signal is returned and the strongest echo may readily not be from the bottom under ; 

the ship but from an adjacent slope. In other words the results are apt to be a 

generalization. : 

Submarine contouring. Drawing of contomrs, or lines of equal depth, beneath 
water where the bottom cannot be seen is fraught with much change for error. If 
contours are simply prorated between soundings, as engineers do, the result is only 

a crude generalization. If drawn with some theory of interpretation in mind the re- 
sult may be simply "wishful thinking". No map is worth anything which does not show 
all the available soundings. For the reason stated conclusions based on submarine 

contours have shown the "personal equation" to a marked extent. Some see in them 
only underwater faulting or folding, others a few valleys similar to those on the 

hw continents, other slid and sliimped slopes, others conclude a multitude of small 
ravine-like parallel valleys like the primary rills eroded by rainwash on an earth 
surface. : 

: z Description of submarine valleys. Almost all submarine valleys have a steeper 

4 grade than is common on land. Few end in a delta or fan at the lower termination but 
€ VW instead seem to fade out gradually into indefinable irregularities of the ocean bot-— 

* tom. Few indent the continental shelf very many miles. Definite valleys can be 
Cy traced down to several thousand but less than 10,000 feet below present sea level. 

E09 In a few cases a submerged connection to an existing stream of the adjacent continent 

,e Can be found; most do not have this. In rare instances the submarine valley exists 

“\Pitinside an estuary (Congo). The sides of the valleys are known from dredging and 

ge submarine photography to be solid rock at many points. Current meter observations 

TD th and bottom samples show that they are not now the location of any unusual submarine 

yt ys Currentse Many valleys branch just like land valleys. All have a V-shaped cross secti 
er section. Some are found on the outside of a narrow cuesta (Georges Bank). 

Catt Theories of origin. Theories of origin of submarine valleys can be divided into 
: three major classes: (a) the depressions are not valleys at’ all but are of tectonic 

origin, (b) they are due to normal stream erosion when the continents were elevated,
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and (c) they are due to »rocesses which excavated them below sea level. At date of 
writing there is absolutely no agreement between geologists on which theory is best. 

2 Diastropic origin. The idea that submarine valleys are due to earth movements 
is an easy way out of the problem. Under this view the similarity to land valleys 

3 ~ as shown on contoured maps is "purely coincidental". However, it is quite general- 
A ly agreed that the winding course of many submarine valleys, their V-cross section, 

and the presence of tributaries are fatal to this explanation of most of the known 
valleys of the continental slope. Others have suggested that slumping and sliding 
of the soft material on this slope, especially where it is unusually steep, might 
easily account for the observed irregularities particularly between the deeper 
canyons. Parts of the deep extensions of valleys and many irregularities of the sea 

bottom in regions of recent disturbance are probably due to earth movements. 

Excavation by land rivers. Many of the voints of objection to the tectonic 
hypothesis are in\subaerial origin. Many examples are off of existing streams, al- 

“ though not conned Ala ation water. Coarse gravel has been found in the bottoms of 

gn some canyons down to 5000 feét depth. Canyons rum directly down the continental 
rg slope as rivers would, and seem to be roughly related to the size of adjacent rivers 

' ‘Jeon land. On the other hand, some canyons have no land extensions and those of 
ae, Georges Bank have a very small watershed, The grades are certainly abnormally 

[oP  steepe The principal difficulty with the idea of origin on land is to account for 
ve ' the vast change of sea level required. In order to avoid this some have suggested 

that the continental shelf was tilted up, the canyons eroded, and then it was bent 

back again carrying them into deep water. Others have thought that the entire 
body of sediment has moved down the continental slope carrying the canyons with 

it! Possible causes for tremendous shifts in oceanic level are (a) diastrophism in- 

volving part of the ocean, bottom, (b) temporary uplift of the continents, and (c) 
vastly magnified glacial control of amount of water. Confirmatory evidence which 

would support one of these startling assumptions is lacking. Even if the modest — 
figure of 3000 feet of lowering of sea level is taken, difficulties are still pres- 

ent. Glacial abstraction of water involves not only much larger and thicker gla- 
ciers than those commonly thought possible but also a great increase in salinity 

of the remaining water. 

Submarine origin. Geologists who were greatly impressed with the difficulties 
., of such immense changes in relation of sea to land turned to a search for some 

i process which could erode valleys under water. Principal suggestions comprise: 

yi(a) density currents, (b) mdflows and landslides, (c) submarine springs, and 
GN (d) earthquake waves. The first is ascribed to more muddy water than now on the 

pdr gontinental shelves when glaciation lowered sea level a few hundred feet. Muddy 

Oy water is heavier than clear water and such underwater currents are actually known, 

fe although it is admitted that they are not flowing through the canyons today and off 

$ the mouths of muddy rivers the fresh water floats, Competency of such submarine 
currents to erode hard rock appears open to doubt. Under-water slides have been 

Pi recognized in many places, particularly after earthquakes. On the other hand the 

termination of the valleys inshore is unlike the basins which develop on land from 
sliding and there are no enclosed depressions in the bottoms of the valleys or mounds o 
of slid material at their bottoms. Tributary valleys are hard to account for by 
this idea. Landsliding may have taken place, however, and might account for many 

minor irregularities between the canyons. Submarine fresh water springs escaping 

from permeable layers of the Coastal Plain sediments of the east coast of the 

United States are a distinct possibility, but on the California coast they are not. 
: Nevertheless, it seems impossible for such springs to produce branching valleys in 

the way they could on land. Certainly the fresh water should rise and its capacity 

to dissolve the overlying material and leave a consistent valley during retreat of
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the spring appears impossible. It has been suggested that vast waves started by : 
earthquakes during the orogeny of the Tertiary washed up onto the continental shelf. 
Bakkwash from these might then have eroded the canyons. Just why flow should be 

concentrated in the way drainage is on land is unexplained. Intermittent occurrence 
of these waves is also against the idea. No current meter observations during the 

passage of waves are recorded. 

Summary. With work of waves in standing water is included fhat of currents, 

organisms, and the problem of submarine valleys. Waves and associated currents work to 

toward evening up of the shoreline by destroying headlands and filling bays, the 
latter process greatly aided by organic deposits in the quiet water behind a bar. 

The mathematical relation between length of a wave and its velocity is well known but 

there is none between its height and its length. Given height and length, however, 
total energy can be computed and checked with actual measurements. It is difficult 

to compare total energy expended on a shore with total energy of running water on an 

adjacent land area. But the quantitatiwe value of force exerted by storm waves and 

z the continuity of wave attack lend color to the idea that wave action is more potent 
than running water in completing the leveling of the land. Since wave base is not a 

fixed depth waves can erode farther into the land than was once believéd possible, 
so that the formation of large wave-planed surfaces cannot be denied. The level of 

the oceans has varied greatly particularly because of withdrawal of water to form 
glaciers. Because the sea is now rising upon lands all over.the world the commonly 

used classification of shorelines is unsatisfactory. For the same reason examples of 
a theoretical cycle of shoreline development cannot be found. The various theories 
of coral reef formation are compared and the differences found to be less striking 
than their proponents thought. It is clear that rising waters or land subsidence 
were required for most reefs but the cause is unimportant; in some localities the 

movement has undoubtedly been tectonic but as there is other evidence of postglacial 
rise of sea level glacial control cannot be ignored. The problem of origin of the 
submarine valleys now found on most coasts is still unsettled for none of the 
theories thus far advanced is free of fatal defects. 

i WORK OF WIND 

Introduction. Over a large part of the surface of the earth wind is a potent 
force in the making of land forms. Wind can wrform erosion, transport material, and 
build deposits. Although limited in effectiveness by vegetation in the more humid 
climates it can do some work there at certain times of year. The following discuss— 

ion is based to a large extent on the book by Bagnold. 

Materials carried by wind. Winds reach much higher velocity than water ever 

does yet their competence to move material is less. This is because objects do not 

/loee as much of the weight they would Saue in a vacuum in air as they do in water. 

y Density of air is only about 1.22 x 10 ° compared to 1.0 for pure water. Viscosity 
rl is about 0.17 x 10 © compared to G.Olfor pure waters 20>* .tarelie coy Ee 
hy Ww Nevertheless, objects falling through air reach a terminal ve.ocity when one re- 

= sistance is proportioned to the square of linear dimension and the weight to the 

cube. For this reason terminal velocity is in a general way inverse to size of 

particles. Instead of classifying materials as clay, silt, and sand it is more con— 

Wy venient in dealing with the wind to divide only into dust and sand. Distinction is 

Pa made at the upper limit of size of particles which are kept in the air by the turbu- 

1a lence of ordinary winds. Effective upward currents are estimated by Bagnold at 

“ \about 1/5 of the forward velocity of ordinary winds. A wind of 5 m/sec (11 mi/hr) 

will just support particles with a diameter of 0.2 mm which is a critical line of 

division between dust and sand. Most wind-blown sands do not have particles smaller 

e « . « 4 
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than 0.08 mm. Average diameter of such sands is from 0:15 to 0.30 mm. Sands are 
predominantly quartz because of its abundance, hardness, and taghnesse 

Behavior of sand in the air. The storms which obscure the sun in dry regions 

lift mainly dust; this stays aloft for many days after the wind falls. Real sand- 

storms are dust-free except at first and the sand rarely rises as much as two meters 
above the surface, with clear air above. Some of the grains moved are over a mill- 

imeter in diameter. Sand moves by being driven into the air by direct impact of 
A wind. The grains describe a parabolic trajectory and land with enough force to dis- 
AO roses other grains and start them on an aerial journey. This process is not exact— 

\ ly the same as saltation under water but is called by the same name. Experiment ; 

J proves that the grains behave just about the same as spheres with a diameter three 

fourths as large. Sand also moves by surface creep, which is the motion of grains 

which could not be forced off the ground although they were slightly moved by im- 
pacé. Grains thus moved are too heavy for the wind to raise off the surface. Most 

. sand grains are too large for true suspension. f 

Wind velocity. Wind blows only in a turbulent manner. Wind velegity is rel- 
ated to heigth above the ground, not directly but to the logarithm of the heigth. 

: When velocities measured at different heigths are plotted on semi~logartihmic i 
paper a straight line gradient is displayed, which reaches the © velocity line at a 
definite elevation, k, above the ground. This heigth is about 1/30th of the diam— 
eter of the sand grains on the surface or other surface roughness., Now, as with 

i) water, the direct force of the wind per unit area is equal to half the product of 
. \sMits density multiplied by the square of its velocity at that level. The horizontal 
a or drag per unit area of surface parallel to the wind 1s equal to the product 
<r of density of air times the square of a quanjty known as the drag velocity. Now : 

Ye sethe drag velocity, V# is directly proportional to the rate of vertical increase of | 0~ 
ath Wind eet compared to logarithm of the heigth, that is the tangent of the slope { is 
: of velgoity lines on semi-logarithmic paper, If we measure the velocity at two jh Te 

heigths, one of them 10 times the lower one, the velocity difference divided by ~_ onl” um Lhe 
5275 equals V4. In general terms; V#= vel. diff./(5.75 x log-heigth diff). ~*~ —= ae 3 
This relationship holds for turbulent flow of all liquids and gases. Now it is °' 
evident that be wind passes from a smooth surface to a rough one the slope of 
the grade on Mi-log. paver is unchanged but the point of © velocity is raised to 
a higher level, k!, thus reducting the wind velocity by the same amount at all levels , . ,,’ 
It takes some distance over the new surface before the effect is attained at all 4 Ve" 

eP re: re at oo z eo log Chat zone Hace pti days 4 

\(¥ ed as one where the Reynolds number, (V# x diam. grains})'/viscosity, exceeds 3.5 ut 
ig Effect of sand movement on aes wind. gand in motion alters the surface — 

He wind. when we draw on semi-log. paper the rays for several different velocity grad- — 
wf lents all converge to a single point of 0 velocity at level which is about 1/30th 9‘ 
BU the dimension of surface roughness. When sand begins to move the gradient lines __ 

Aweross at a new point which is not on the 0 velocity line but at a definite velocity. ee 
ca This new focus is at level k! and at a velocity at which sand just begins to move. 
\ } This is termed the dynamic threshold at which sand beginsto move through ‘pacts 

The rasing of the level is ascribed to development of a ripnled surface. e veloc~ 
ity ray of the original line on which the new focus lies passes through the 0 

velocity point of the grade’ at which motion started. From these facts it is clear 
that velocity at any heigth above ground when sand is moving is shown by the 

equation; v = 5.75 v'# log ¢z/k') + V4 where V, is the threshold velocity measured 
at heigth k!, and v'# is the drag velocity when sand is moving. Loss of momentum 
from the moving art by reason ef sand transportation may be calculated by multiply- 
ing the quanity of sand, Qs, moved in unit time in ‘unit width by the result of 
pee = the average loss of velocity of grains by their average distance of travel, 

\ of} Siné the velocity with which a grain starts its flight is small it may be neg 
f lected and only the final velocity, u, need be considered. From this it follews . 

| i Ceein
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that the drag may be expressed as: Qs x(u/l) This is equal to density x vig? 

Now it has been found that u/1 closely approximates g/w where w is initial vertical ‘ 
component of velocity of a grain at the beginning of_its path, and g is the acceler= <— , ,. 

ation of gravity, hence qs x (g/w) 3 tonality = Vi#?, solving this equation for {~~ ) | 
quanity, Qs = (density/g) xwxvV'#° Now making the assymption that wo: vis 
we can substitute for w and find that Qs = constnnt x VIZ" Experiment disclosed 
that about a quarter of total sand movement is not through saltation but is due to 
surface creep of grains which are not struck with eno ugh force to send them,into 

fhe air. The formula for sand movement was checked by wind tunnel experiments 
ne yielded a constant of about 1.47 where value of density / g is about 1.25 x 

{ ao) ae It can also be demonstrated that the gina ty: vi4 can be replaced in the 
2 “Yequation by velocity at_any given heigth above Nhe ground less the threshold vel- 

i * Cpocity thus giving the final expression: 

ise af Gree BE a 

Cha © : Guaalty = constant x(excess velocity at given nei/thy® 
= N / 

It was also found that a wind of given velocity can drive sand faster over a hard, 
oye immobile surface than it can over loose sand, but no quanitative data were obtained.. 

The above equations were derived for sand of one diameter of grains only but may 
be modified to meet natural conditions by altering the constant. 

Comparison of results for air with conditions in water. Bagnold remarks that 
the good results he obtained in deriving and checking formulas for transpotation of 
material by moving air ane not matched by those others obtained with water. This is 
due in part 7% difficulty of observation under water but mainly to the tremendously 
larger loss of weight of particles in water. As.a result,the reduction of velocity 

| of a stream of water by reason of saltation is, other things being equal, less than 
one one thousandth that which takes place in air. The frictional draghof air on 
the ground may be neglected for it is so small compared to transfer of momentum by 
the sand load. In water the bed load extracts little momentum and water velocity 
is regulated almost entirely by the roughness ef the bottom. Grains are not dis- . 

| lodged by impact under water but probably by eddies of turbulent flow. Were the 
bottom of a stream to remain smooth erosion would be much more that it actually is. 

Development of bottom roughness then acts as a limit to movement of sediment... 
When suspension of particles begins, however, the bottom becomes smooth again, This 
condition begins when 7 v# exceeds the average settling velocity of particles. 
When suspension is fully developed grains move along with the water like part of itt | 

\Y==<— Suspension in air. when V# exceeds one seventh of the falling velocity of \ 
; grains in air it appears that suspension replaces saltation. Since this falling ' 

velocity is proportional to diameter ever a wide range of grain sizes we can write 
as.a fair approximation: quanity = v#?/ grain diamter. Bagnold suggests that the 

change to) suspension sets in when the grain~impact’ method of saltation ceases to 
operaté and that thereafter we have a condition akin to sediment transportation in 
water in which saltation is not the same as in air. 2 

Field experiments, Bagnold carried out extensive field experiments in L ybia 
to check the foregoing laboratory work. Here the grain sizes are more varied and 

the surface is nowhere trully flat. However, the checks were satisfactery. 
Relation of threshold velocity to grain size. The threshold wind velocity is 

z cl} that when grains just begin to be dislodged from the surface. The angle at which 
Cu le grain mst be raised to get away from the ground is assumed to be cloe to the 
|) engle ef repose of loose sand. It is possible to compute the required Yorce in 

_» the same way as for streams. Equating force to resistance . find that : V/ 

f Ge = consteat x ( effective weight x dianter/ air density)? or in other words / —~ 

if. other, things are equal the value of the threshold velocity, V4?» Varies with 
the square root of grain diameter. This relation holds only for diameters over 

/. X25 mm. The constant for these and larger grains is 0.1 compared to 0.2 in water. 

‘) When the Reynolds number, vda/ viscosity, is less than 3.5 a greater drag is requir- 
oo ed to set grains in motion, When the grain size is less than 0.2 mm the value of 
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the constant increases and the square root law no longer holds. Iy water the same 
change is at a diameter of about 0.6 mm Data for force needed to start small / 
particles is hard to obtain but it is not wholly because of cohesion that it is 
larger. Bagnold has observed that in aliind regions with soil of fine texture there 
is little dust except where the surface has been disturbed artificially. He also 
calls attention to the clean separation of loess from sand. The critical diameters 

: are in air 0.08 mm and in water 0.2 mm. An impOrtant factor in holding down small 
particles in air is their moisture content, Another is a mixture of large and 
small particles in which the former protect the latter. The impact threshold wind 
is distinguised from the fluid threshold discussed above because at it the motion 

_ \ of grains is maintained by the impact of falling particles alone. The wind up to 
the critical heigth, k', is then unchanged no matter how hard the wind blows above 

that level. In water there is no corresponding condition, only the fluid threshold. 
and there is no fixed focus of constant velocity. 

land forms produced by wind. Land forms produced by wind may be divided into 
first, erosional, and second, depositional. Iy the latter class we are here inter- 

: . ested. only in the mounds of sand known as dunes and similar large scale deposits of 
\Se dust or loess. 

oan Erosional land forms. Erosion by wind is sometimes called deflation. Topog- 
», we raphic forms made by wind erosion include: (a) hollows or basins, sometimes called 

es, 4 blow-outs, (b) pillars, pinnacles,and cliffs undercut by sand blown along the ground 
el ee SOE IARSSy, and (c) residual portions of dried—up lake beds or playas. Hollows may 
Mies e eroded by the wind in humid climates provided the soil is unfavorable to a cover 

alee of vegetation. The initial step is destruction or reduction of this protective 
Mm" material by drougth, fire, or the work of man, Wind then sweeps away the under-— 

es W$lying material if it is of a nature which is readily picked up.. Blow-outs are 
vr . most abundant where the material is sand but some are found on shale which disinte~ . 
ae grates into dust. Such are abundant in the Colorado piedmont and the wyoming Basin. 

re Big Hollow, near Laramie, Wyoming, is 150 feet deep and about 3 by 9 miles in extent’. 
Some of thse hollows contain lakes when there is enough rainfall. Some are limited 
in depth by accumulation of pebbles into a desert pavement others by reaching 
moist material near the water table. Laf.’ depressions in Libia and Egypt such 
as the Qatéara Depression, have been ascribed to wind erosion and some have applied 
this theory to many of the enclosed basins of the Basin and Range province of this 

$ country. Many of the.- are more likely due to earth movement and it seems 
Pe“ doubtful that wind ever eroded far into solid rock. Undercut cliffs or rock shelt- 
pr ers have been ascribed to wind erosion but old Spanish inscriptions in some of them 

_ j\~ in. the southwest indicate that ,if operative, the process is slow. The beds of 
S playas or temporary lakes have been ¢ roded by the wind in many places leaving mini- 

ature mesas capped by salts. Cracking of dried mud facilitates wind erosion. 
However, it is an open question whether or not the dust is removed far enough to 
not be washed back by the next rain. 

Depositional land forms due to wind transportation. In humid regions the majot: 

sources for sand which is available for wind transportaion are beaches and river 
« fbeds. When the glacial drift was newly deposited and glacial lakes disappeared 

i large areas were free from vegetation and exposed to wind action. Under present 
\ “conditions in humid regions there is an ever-present contest between vegetation and 

, wind, In true arid climates, such as in Libia, wind has the field to itself provid-— 

“ed the rocks weather into material which is within the power of wind to transport. 
There dunes reach full development in the erg. Bagnold lists: (@) sand accumulated 

3. behind obstaetes, (b) true dunes divided into parchandand long mounds, (c) coarse- 
{ .grained ridges or whalebacks, (a) gently undulating sand tracts, and (e) sand sheets, 

“Rock surfaces in deserts are often called hammada. We mus’ rvalize that by no means 

} all the surface of a desert is sand. é 

| Dunes of humid lands. Sand which is blown from areas with no vegetation is. 
es commonly deposited in a short distance to form a ridge parallel to the source. Fs 

fa |S } These ridges are often called transverse dunes or foredunes. Because in part of 
Eta variable wind direction and _— of scanty vegetation these ridges are very 

“ at) } de \ 3 2 » 
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unstable. Their corss section is gently sloping, toward the source and sand is ~ 
added in layers with a gentle dip to windward, “he lee fac€ is made by sand which 
slides down in a slip face(féséeét Bédding) at an angle of about 34 degrees. 
Low — f breaks in the cover of vegetation yare blown out into hollows. The 

‘ eroded sand is heaped around the heads of these depressions, some of which have no 
és 160 outlet. Similar accumulations are also formed on the lee sides of blow-outs in 

er plains of sand. Some have called this type of dune parabolic but the name is unfor- 

‘er dunate because there is no relation 8 the mathematical form by the same name. 

he open ends of the crescents point’ toward the wind. When a group of blow-out 
dunes starts the earlier ones are checked when the hollow attains its maximum possi - 
ble depth. With source cut off, the dune becomes stabliized with a cover of vege- 
taion. Local failure of this starts up the process again so that a group of dunes 
travels slowly down wind, leaving a confused system of mounds and hollows which at 
first sight appear wholly without plan. In middle latitudes, away from the ocean 

and large lakes, winds are so variable in direction that the irregularity of dune 

topography defies analysis. Enclosed depressions are not all blowouts byt are made 
by advance of the lee faces of dunes. Lakes are present in some depressions. Blown 
sand also serves to help. fill the lagoons behind sand beaches. Many abandoned beach 
lines are marked by rows of dunes. 

Dunes of arid lands, The largest areas of arid climate’ in the world are pre- 
4 haps those of the trade winds, There the constant wind direction leads to the greatt 

est perfection of dunes. When the wind is strong sand is removed from pebbly sur- . 
faces and accumulates in sandy areas. Gentle winds cause these patches to travel 
downwind and the sand to be scattered. Eddies in the strong winds concentrate sand, 
In many places sand is blown into long stripes parallel to the wind direction. 
Some dunes are made of gypsum particles. 

Shadow dunes. Sand accumulates in wind shadows behind obstacles such as rock 
-),(,/cliffs or bushes. Shadow dunes which are transverge to the prevailing wind are 

pe unstable. Long dunes which grew out too far to leeward of the protection are apt to 
be broken up particularly by cross winds. The bedding of such dunes is parallel to 
the surface except at the lee end which has a slip face. 

Barchan dunes. Prehaps the best mown dune form is the crescent-shaped barchan 
whose horns are pointed down wind. These forms are best developed where the sand is 
rather limited in amount resting on a non-sandy basement and the winds are uni- 
directional. The windward face is gentle and the slip face is inside the two horns 

fwlo?which have a minimum heigth of about 30 cm. Where barchans are closely spaced the 
as partially protected examples are more complex in form than is normal, Enclosed 

depressions between them are sometimes called fulji. A system of barchans is most 
_ \s, Commonly slightly offset or en echelon. Maximum heigth of barchans is about 100 
'9'— feet. The entire streamlined form is slowly moving downwind at a rate which may 

reach several centimeters per hour during storms. Layers added to the windward | 
face are firm but the slid sand of the lee sides is very soft and unstable. 
Where the windward side is exposed by erosion this soft sand reaches the surface. 

Seif or longitudinal dunes. In the very sandy areas of Libia, Arabia, and 

Australia the dunes are long ridges which parallel the direction of the prevailing 
trade wind. These long ridges are known as seiftor longitudinal dunes. They are 

: known to reach a heigth of over 200 meters (700 feet), a,width of about 6 times ; 
fu their heigth, and a length of 100 kilometers (60 miles). The summits have crests 
iGY¥ from 20 to 500 meters apart or ahout 6 times dune heigth. The windward end of a 
a longitudinal dune is generally broad, locally with an enclosed depression,and the 

_ 02 end is shark, There is a slip face on one or both sides and.a geniiy sloping 

\uloS vasal plinth of firm sand which has never slid. The summits apear to be moving 
_ ajpav-ard the entire dune is possibly moving Iaterally as well es toward the lee end. 
“\ the lateral spacing of seif dunes is from 1,to 10 kilometers and the corridors 

‘between them extend for long distances. Barchan dunes occur in some of then. 
The origin of thsese long dunes is disputed. Some demonstably occur in the lee of 
cbstacles, Bagnold holds that they are due to the alteration and consolidation of, 

parchaus by cross winds. To the writer it seems reasonable to conclude that they 

are the ultimate streamlined form of minimum friction with constant wind direction. 

lami q
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In other words, they are extremely elongated barchans in which the two tails have 
been joined together. 

Whalebacks. The whalebacks of the Libyan desert are sometimes called sand 
eva 4 levees. They are from One to 3 kilometers wide and up to 300. kilometers long with 
eo ‘UV’ a heigth of up to 50 meters. There are discontinuous chains of dunes on the tops, 

at one side, or in a series side by side. Bagnold regards whalebacks as residue 
left by migration of either one seif dune or a series of them. 

Undulating tracts, The gently undulating tracts of sand in Lybia seem to 
occur where there is some rainfall and vegetation. They seem to be similar to many 
sand areas of humid or subhumid areas where dune topography is poorly defined. 

See Sand sheets. The areas in Libia which are termed sand sheets have a surface 
Ca of coarse sand with some pebbles, The material below has layers of sand and pebbles 
1) with fine red Sacha below a depth of about 10 cm. Pebbles were derived from near- 

} by bed rock. -+he sheets appear to be the result of longitudinal sand strips which 
are protected by these pebbles, Some water action may haye occured. 

Loess deposits. Toward the borders of the more humid regions to the lee of 
extensive dunes there are silt accumulations called loess. Notable examples occur 
in the United States southeast of the Sand Hill district of northwestern Nebraska 
where the dunes appear to be the result of past wind erosion of Tertiary alluvial 

_- j(Qfans at the foot of the Rocky Mountains. In China the loess lies in the lee of 
fw‘ “large desert areas, In Europe loess is most widespread in southern Russia. The so 
w source, method of transportation and time of deposition of loess has long been 
Jr) disputed. Its derivation has been variously ascribed to fresh glacial drift, to 

ii stream floodplains, and to wind erosion in deserts. Transportation and deposition 
YS has been ascribed both to lakes, streams,and the wind. In time ,opinion has varied 

from interglacial arid intervals to during or immediately after glaciation. Altho- 
ugh loess is in many places thickest adjacent to rivers from whose beds it may 
have been derived this localization of deposition might also be explained by rough, 
forested hilly topography which caused local still air. It is now generally thou- 
ght that loess was transported and deposited by wind,although some think that the 
loess of the east bluffs of the Myssissipni is the product of weathering of clay. 
The arguments cannot be discussed here except that there may be two types of loess, 

one late-glacial or glacial in age, the other interglacial. 
j [and forms due to loess. Land forms due to loess deposition are not abundant. 

x On the east bluffs of Myssouri River in Iowa loess forms hills which as viewed 
[Ke from the air suggest snowdrifts. Here the loess locally reaches 200 feet thick- 
_) ness. In most places the loess simply forms a mantle over older topography of 
s" various origins. When eroded, slopes are very steep because of its high permeabilit y 
i” and the vertical cleavage which some ascribe to the casts of grass roots. Land- : 

x ‘ i : 
: sliding on these slopes gives rise to minor terraces called catsteps. : 

Summary. The wind is the most potent force in shaping the landscape in truly 
arid regions, even though there are some traces of water-vork in many of them. 
Both barchans and seif dunes tell of uni-directional winds, the latter prehaps the 
ultimate form of minimum friction, between sand and wind. Barchans whose horns 
point down wind should not be confused with blow-out dunes of humid regions whose 

; convex sides are exactly opposite. It is quite possible that conclusions on for— 
mer wind directions in some localities are 180 degrees in error for this reason. 
Direction of dip of foreset bedding is a much more reliable criterion. The complex 
dune topography of humid regions is readily explained by the conflict of vegetation 
with winds of variable direction. Wind shadow dunes occur in all regions, Whale- 
backs and sand sheets are mainly confined to arid regions where wind has worked 
for a long time with little interference from vegetation. Constructional hills of 

loess occur on the borders of humid regions.
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WORK OF ICE : 

Introduction. Work of ice includes the land forms made by glaciers, icebergs, 

and the ice of lakes. It excludes the work of ice in weathering and soil form 
ation. The approach here is somewhat different from that used in the study of glaci- 
al geology, in that it is not concerned to any great degree with the physical 
nature of the deposits but is confined to processes which made land forms. 

Glaciers-introduction. A glacier may be defined as a mass of ice which was 
formed by compaction of snow and which flows, or at some time has flowed, under the 

si influence of gravity, that is it is drainage of precipitation in solid form, 
2 Glaciers are subdivided into (a) valley or mountain glaciers, (b) piedmont glaciers 

foimed by the joining of several valley glaciers at the foot of the mountains, and 

(c) continental glaciers which cover large areas. : 3 
; origin of ice. Glacier ice is compacted recrystallized snow. Partially 

altered snow is often called firn and has a density of 0.72, to 0.84 A layer of nov’ 
less than 100 feet of this material is found near the surface of the source areas 

of glaciers. Much more is probably present in polar regions. Firn is absent in the 
lower parts of glaciers where they are wasting away. Glacial ice below the firn 
contains up to 15% of included air and its density does not exceed 0.9 in contrast : 
to 0.918 for ice made by freezing water. Ice crystals are hexagonal and are several 

inches in diameter. : 
Physics of glacial motion. The physics of glacial motion have long been mis- 

understood by many geologists. Near the surface, where it is under light load ice 
_ behaves like a solid and yields to stress mainly by fracture. Under heavier pres- : 

at sure its physical behavior is like that of a liquid., This is no different from the as 
~~. \y phenomena of rock deformation except. that it occurs under eee eer stress, The only gt 
\“". available determination of the viscosity of ice is 1.2 x 16** poises. Demorest, who 
yo did much-work on this subject, states that viscosity decreases with load. Presu,- 

fe (Oo ably this is because pressure causes recrystalization with the structure arranged 
(“\.C\Ne" facilitate flow to relieve the stress. We would then not expect any further 
¥ \ change below the depth at which this process has been completed. Ice cannot exist ¢ 

/ at temperatures above 0 degrees GC. The flow of ice is laminar, For a valley glaci — 
re er with approximately a semi-circular eposs section average velocity would be given — . ) 

. a Pye eee: _@ x density x sine slope x depth® ae yoo 2S (* : 
oN es ee ae SS es On a slope of one deg. 

.\® glacier 100 meters thick Would then have an average velocity of about 3.5 cm. per 
a éay, which seems to agree with actual observations. In such a thin glacier on a 1 : 

sloping base one layer flows over that just below. Force is the component of gravit— nde 
ty parallel to the bottom. Rate of flow should be O at the: base under thick ice Vis* ay 
but near the terminus the thin,rigid ice might be shoved bodily over the rock. Ce 

) This type of flow was termed gravity flow by Demorest. Conditions are different in | ok 

: a thick continental glacier. The top is rigid and is retarded where it reaches the ('/<.° -—" 
ground at the tin outer edges. Below,the ice flows by reason of the difference of Aa ylS 
top elevation from place to place. Since yielding can only be outward the compon- \\~ ety 
vent of weight of a unit column of ice which is parallel to the top is the force for Tae 

/ motion and velocity at depth d is shown by the fahlowing Eph nae op Soe a = 

: ity || V = ex density x sin slope x depth 2 Rn ph ay ane 
- = : i - — $$ 2 / { a Arc, phot pay 

- : Z \| : ZY viscosity ~ tiie pir. 0 Pete Pore ae eis 
= Substituting for a slope of Ol degree (less than 10 feet per mile) and thickness of J 

5090 meters the result is only about .0003-cm. per day. Bottom vélocity should also 
be OU oxcent near the margin of the ice.’ *hemorest called this extrusion flow becausce 

jt is present only at depth. 
Ice erosion. Ice erosion is the result of friction between moving ice and the 

ted. The force of friction is equal to the wetght of a unit column of ice mult- 
iolied by a coeffictent which depends upon nature of underlying material and not on 

vs°cegtty, The power,or time rate of work of a glacier is this force multiplied by 

vezocity, OQ ther things being equal the velocity of a valley glacier is related to 

o a
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the square of the depth. Ina continental glacier this relation does not hold for 
/\ the formula does not take into account the effect of spreading out of the ice towarcd 

( hte margins. If we reasonsed solely upon the formula for a valley glacier power. 
should be related to the cube of ice thitkness. However, this conclusion does not 
tell the whole story. Bottom velocity, except near the terminus,is 0 or close to it. 
Much of the energy is absorbed in internal friction. If this loss results in pres- 
sure-melting of ice followed by refreezing then no energy is lost. But if there is 
some permanent melting or conduction of heat to the surface energy is really lost. 
The greatest differential velocity of ice over rock must be near to the end of a 
glacier. MOst geologists seemto think of erosion by ice as mainly due to grinding 
of rock into powder or rock flour. The word scour is often used for this type of 
work. A little thought will show that erosion of hard rocks in this manner would 
absorb an enormous amount of energy, and since the work would be spread over a very 
large area of ice bottom,be extremely slow. Although it is an undoubted fact that 
much rock flour is made by glacial action,a much more potent form of erosion of firm 
rock is removal in pieces. This process is termed plucking and occurs where plastic 

jf ~ice can flow around and freeze to rock masses which have been broken by older frac- 
% Yyrares. Such pressure-melting and refreezing takes place under thick ice. The 

, ‘melting point of ice is lowered about 1 degree ¢ for every 2100 meters depth. 
+h, Computation shows that with the normal heat emission from the earth the bottom of 
AS) all thick glaciers must be at the pressure-controlled melting point. Under this 

\\condition very slight changes in pressure may change the ice from solid to liquid 
and vice versa. If cracks are present in the bed rock fragments are thus inecorpor- 
ated in the ice and move forward with it. This results in much more rapid erosion 
than would otherwise be pgssible. Another mode of erosion is present in valley 
glaciers where there is a prominent crevasse called the bergschrund at the head 
next to the mountain wall. Much meltwater both from the ice itself,and from banks, 
of snow above enters this crack and freezes. This freezing loosens many blocks of 

rock which are then carried off by the moving ice. This process is called Sapping. 
The importance ,and even the existance,of glacial erosion has long been debated, 
That such erosion is an important process in shaping of land forms is demonstrated 
by (a) the vast amount of fresh material derived from bed rock in the glacial “sa 

deposits, and (b) the unique topogrphy of many glaciated districts. . 
Deposition by ice. In considering ice deposition it is impracticable to sep- 

arate the result of direct ice deposition from the work of meltwaters. Unstrat- 

ified and unassorted material direct from the ice is calla till and the word drift 

includes both this and associated water deposits indirectly due to glaciation. 
Devosits of glacial streams consist of sand and gravel which bears in its nature the- 
record of the frequent changes of volume and velocity of ice-borne streams with 
vloating ice. In areas not long vacated by glacial ice large residual remnants were 

Vv, buried in the deposits and did not melt for a considerable time. 
Erosional land forms of valley glaciers. The most striking and characteristic 

a }erosional land form of valley glaciers is the cirque. Thse bowl-shaped depressions 
Sater also lmown as corrie or cwm. They occur riot only at the heads of mountain, 

hy valleys but also on mountain sides and frequently are found in stariways one above 

.- another. Cirques are ascribed to s@ppthg in the bergschrund of small glaciers. 

\ - Another characteristic feature of glaciated mountain valleys is a non-uniform grade 

with enclosed rock basins separated by intervals of abnormally steep slope. Rock 

S basins are also present in the bottoms of many cirques. The transverse cross sec~ 

sion of many glaciated valleys is notably U-shaped rather than the V-shape of normal 
<tream valleys in mountains, This phenomenon is best displayed in massive igneous 

und metamorphic rocks and is enhanced by a filling of gravel outwash in the bottom. 
| /Urfortunately it has been termed catenary by some geologists, although it bears no 
i/ ne relation to the curve made by a rope or chain suspended at the ends. Instead it 

ath is explicable by the fact that the work of a glacier is spread over a wider bed tha n 

xs that of a stream carrying the same total discharge in unit time. The coasts of 
_ | ran g asiated mountainous regions such as Norway, Greenland, Pategonia, and 

“ giccka are indented by many long narrow bays called fiords(fjords). Many of these
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are much shallower at their outlet into the sea than they are inland where depths 
up to 4000 feet have been recorded. Fiords form a branching system which in many 
places is trellis, that is adjusted to the structure of the bed rock. Many of the 
tributaries enter from hanging valleys; some of these have the lip under water and 
others give rise to spectacular falls or rapids. fPiords are now generally ascribed 
to glacial erosion which was less effective under thin ice near the outlet thus 
leaving the threshold. Hanging valleys are also common in almost all glaciated 

mountains although discordant junctions are by no means due only to glaciation, 

It is now quite generally recognized that glacial erosion on a large scale is 
closely related to the amount of fracturing of the bed rock and is thus controlled 

by regional structure. This was well shown by Matthes in Yosemite Valley, Califor— 
nia. However, if is possible that the relationship of glacial erosive power to 
the cube of ice thickness is another important factor in the production of hanging 
valley junctions. A relatively minor topographic feature of glaciated valleys is 
the roche agunzonees rock knobs with a gentle slope on the stoss side toward the 

NN source of the ice and a steep slope on the opposite or lee end. Some students have 
ascribed these to turbulent flow of the ice but in view of its high viscosity thia 

pis impossible. Roche mouwtonees are readily explicable as simply rock masses too 
: yvdlarge to be removed by plucking which were ground down on the exposed side by the 

oni moving ice; they have no necessary relation to preglacial features. Roche moutonees 

should not be confused with exfoliation domes. Many other irregularities of glaci- 
ated valleys are doubtless explicable by variation in amount of fracturing of the i 
bed rock. : . 

Gycle of mountain glacial erosion. Attempts have been made to distinguish a 
cycle of mountain glacial. erosion similar to the cycle of stream erosion. It is 

; ttwe that glacial erosion varies greatly in amount in different localities depending 
¢ ,{, upon the size and length of life of the glaciers. In some places only isolated 
pA)” cirques are present,wheras in other localities the headwalls have been worn back so 
VS far that only narrow ridges (arcte) are left between cirques and the higher summits 

have been sharpened into horns. But what the next step would be is unknown for it 
is clear that glaciation has been only a relatively brief episode in the history 
of existing mountains. It may be presumed that if glacial erosion continued long 
enough it would reduce the entire mountain range so much that snowfall would be 

decreased. possibly this might lead to extinction of the glaciers. ‘ 
Depositional land forms of valley glaciers. The depositional land forms of ; 

valley glaciers are relatively small compared to adjacent rock topography. ‘Where 
the terminus of a valley glacier remained stationary at a position fixed by a bal- 

yj ance between melting and forward motion a moraine was left in an are across the 
i valley. Such are known as terminal or endmoraines. Debris which fell from the 

“ \ mountainsides onto the ice left lateral moraines .Where tributary glaciers joined 
the lateral moraines coalesce into medial moraines. Many lakes are enclosed behind 
moraines, Valley floors both within and outside the maximum ice limit are filled 
with outwash deposits of sand and gravel, often called valley trains. { 

ay Brosional land forms made by glacial waters. Streams of glacial meltwater “Winn 
.\ erodednotches across spurs and eroded many potholes in rock. The most spectacular = 

ar feature due to erosion by water is the scablands of Washington. A prolonged contro- “““ 
U versy has been waged over the origin of these areas of “us bare basalt with many 

, | vabandoned waterfalls and only small areas of gravel. Bretz held in many papers 
that the scablands were eroded simultaneously by a vast flood, hundreds of feet deep. 

ey No cause for such a flood could be found. Flint discovered that the gravel of what 
pretgz called bars is normal outwash which is too fine to have been deposited by a 

‘ vast flood, He concluded that valleys across the Columbia Plateau were first filled 
wit outvash which sloned down to Lake Lewis in the lower Columbia Valley at a gradce 

of 13 ft/n. Neither the origin nor the cause of draining of this lake was discov- 

erect. but Flint concluded that lowering of its level before the ice front was melted 
hack ovought about a change in slope of the meltwater streams to about °0 fto/m. 
This ctused erosion of almost aii of the outwash and the remnants left in the mouths 

\ of urivvutaries are what Bretz interpreted as bars. Allison has disputed Tlins's
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ideas on the ground of (a) improbability of simultaneous erosion over so large an 
area, (bd) misinterpretation of the relation of outwash to the sediments of Lake 
Lewis, (c) the topographic form of some of the bars which he thinks are construc- - 
tional, and (d) presence in the lower Columbia Valley of high-level stream-eroded ‘ 
areas above the lake silt. Allison gives no general theory but suggests that the 

effect of ice jams in diverting the rivers has been neglected. ‘ 
Erosional land forms due to continental glaciers. Erosional land forms left by 

continental glaciérs are not as conspicinus as those formed by valley glaciers.. 

In fact, the origin of séme of them has long been,disputed. In making comparisons 
it is well to realize that continental glaciers probably had much less velocity than 
do mountain glaciers which rest on steeper slopes. The latter are in motion throug h ‘ 
out almost all their life wheras continental glaciers became so thin during their, 

wastage that motion must have ceased throughout large areas, Some continental 

glaciers do not seem to have remained in motion long enough to make an endmoraine,. 
It is true that many fiord coasts were once covered by continental ice but an import’ 
ant factor in producing these deep valleys was the presence of local glaciers both 
before and after every continental ice cap. For that matter,cirques occur in areas 
which were covered by continental ice, for instance in the White Mountains. These 
were certainly made by local glaciers. Major features in the United States which 

4 are generally recognized as due to erosion by continental ice are (a) the deep, 
\ youthful, glaciated valleys of the northern Appalachian Plateau, some of which con- 

a tain the famous Finger Lakes, (b) the tasins of the ¢reat Lakes, and (c) some of the 
\ remarkably straight escarpments of the Great Lakes region. The Finger lake valleys 

are so straight and deep, extending below sea level, that only glacial erosion can 
be the cause. Cooperating processes comprise (a) erosion by meltwater from the 

| advancing ice thus lowering divides, (bd) erosion by diverted streams during inter- 
glacial intervals, and (c) reversal of drainage in preglacial time from a south- 
ward course to join the subsequent valley of the Mohavk. It has been suggested that 
erosion was concentrated in the deeper valleys because only there was the ice thick 
enough for pressure-me"lting which allowed of plucking. The Great Lakes certainly 
lie in basins which are enclosed by bed rock. The problem is complicated by known 
earth movements which apnear tote still going on. Only a small part of the depth 
of the deeper lakes can possibly be explained by dams of glacial drift. Both Lakes 

: Huron and Michigan are crossed by submerged cuestas on the Devonian limestones. 
The deepest parts of these lakes are above Silurian salt and gypsum—bearing rocks 
which must certainly have been easily erided by ice. Other basins appear to be all. 
on shale. The east end of Lake Superior is extremely irregular but the relation to 
the structure of the Keweenawan sediments and traps is unknown. It is impossible 
to account for thse basins by earth movement alone although neither the preglacial 
drainage nor the exact amount of glacial erosion can be determined at present. 

The absence of valleys across the cuestas appears to indicate that preglacial val- 
E leys were bottomed far higher than the lakes now are. Glacial erosion is also 

_~ yeindicated by the large amount of drift south of the lakes. The simple form of the 
; escarpnents in much of the Great Lakes region tells of glacial removal of spurs and 

outliers. This seems to have been most marked where the soft rock is shale and 
where the ice moved approximatély par&llél to the escarpment. Roche moutonee hills 

occur in areas of continental glaciation. - 

Depositional land forms due to continental glaciers. Depositional land forms 

due to continental glaciation with associated meltwaters include moraines (both a 
N terminal or end, recessional, and ground), drumlins, /outwash, eskers, and crevasse ($4 

qr, Zillings.| Terminal or endmoraines originated in the \game-way as those of valley 

Cl wlacters, Reeessional moraines have been much misunderstood. Those due to a halt 

si bl in melting back of a front of moving ice are very irregular in outline. Most 

, movaines behind the outermost or endmoraine are the result of readvances of the ice 

“mk, front to a regular smooth outline burying water deposits. Moraines made of stony 
../*Ratorial contain much water-sorted gravel and sand and have steep slopes. All driftt 

j Ss ver: vet when deposited and water can escape from sand and gravel without caus- 

. ing-exvensive sliding. Where a large amount of clay and silt is present in the 

Lo 9
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drift slumping leads to low slopes. In detail, many moraines consist of a complex 
series of minor ridges each along some temporary position of the ice margin. 
Many depressions are left between these ridges and others, called kettles ywere made 

by the melting of buried ice masses. Clay moraines are comparatively inconspic- 
ious and have few depressions. Ground moraine is composed almost entirely of till 
which was either deposited under the ice or left behind when,it melted. Where the 
drift is thin the present topography is a smoothed reflection of an older land- 
scape of some other origin, either grosional or depositional, In regions where the 
clay content of the eo is tarze’ the ground moraine !$ thick enough to cover 
the rock topography, orms a nearly level drift or till plain. Such are common in saa 

; Iowa, Illinois, and Sther regions where a large part of the bed rock is shale | Jame ey" 
which supplied the clay to the ice. Drumlins are conspicious only in rather stony 
drift. They are streamlined hills up to 200 feet high which are composed mainly 
of till. Their long exes are parallel to the direction of ice movement and the 
stoss end is the steeper. The flanks are as steep as wet till could stand. 
In detail the ideal form is in many instances confused by fusion of adjacent drum— 
lins and by change of ice direction. Drumlins attained their shape because they 
are the form of minimum friction for material which accumulated in cracks in the 

___ bottom of moving ice some miles back of the margin./ Outwash consists of the depos— 
its of glacial meltwater streams which on leaving the ice flowed over a relatively 
low . Here they formed a braided pattern and laid down much of their load 
of gravel. If the locality of deposition had not been occupied by ice for 
some considerable time the resulting topography was a smooth plain. But where 
residual ice masses had been left from a recent glacial invasion sediment accumu-_. 
lated around and above them. Melting left a confused topography with many kettles 

/ which except for the nature of the material resembles many terminal moraine deposits. 
Such rough deposits are called pitted outwash and vary from isolated pits in a plainn 

\ “\ to areas where no trace of a depositional surface is left. The areal distribution 

of such deposits is unlike that of moraines in that the longer dimensions are more 
{ apt to be paralle] to the direction of ice motion instead of transverse to it as 
“ moraines are. Eskers represent the filling of the beds of streams which flowed 

between ice walls. It is hard to tell in many cases whether these streams were in 
tunnels or in crevasses whichvere open to the sky. The gravel and sand ridges are 

discontinuous and have irregular crests. The flanks are very steepe In some 

cases they have trFbutaries which tell definitely that deposition took place in 
dying, stagnant ite. Crevasse fillings are narrow ridges between kettles of pitted 
outwash plains. Moulin kames are conical hills due to gravel which was deposited 

f“\ in holes which melted through the decaying ice. 
' Jake deposits. Glacial ice formed the dam which enclosed many lakes. Those 

which were shut in front of advancing ice contained much open water although in the 
glacial climate both icebergs and lake ice must have been present most of the time | 

thus damping wave action. During ice recession residual ice masses must also have 
been present in all low places so that many supposed lakes were simply narrow moats. 
The land forms made by glacial lakes differ little from the deposits of standing 

\ water described above and need no further description. In some places mouyids of 
till within lake beds have been reported. Some of these may have been due to the ; 

: overturning of icebergs. sss an ss . : 
——~—work of lake ice. In middle latitudes where there is a great variation in 

winter temperatures the lake ice can expand considerably during warm periods when 
snow has melted off the ice. Where shores are high the ice breaks in an expansion : 
crack. but whereever the resistance of low shores is less than the strength of the 

ice expansion pushes up a ridge. The coefficient of expansion of ice is 50.7 x 
3 167° per degree centigrade or about 5 times that of steel. A kilometer of ice 

icant raised 20 deg. C. would then expand about a meter. Where ice push ridges contain 
|S many boulders they can survive wave erosion and become perm@nent land forms. Some 

5 aa examples are over 20 feet high and extend for miles. Ice push appears to be 

A uncommon in the far north because the lakes are always covered with snow in winter 

anc ire spring thaw is so rapid that the ice soon weakens. :
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Summary. The work of ice was important over a large part of the northern 
countries. Glaciers are still present in mountains even near to the equator qnd 
in the not remote geolgic past were much more extensive all over the world. hen 
continental glaciers,like those still present in creéland and Antarctica ,overspread 
Canada and the northern United states. It has been suggested, however, that many 
glaciers of the present day are not survivals of these ancient ones but were formed 
in the Little Ice Age which began about 4000 years ago. Glacial erosion by pluck- 
ing of previously fractured bed rock is far more important than grinding up of rock. 
Sapping or frost- loosening of rock is important in the mountains. Erosional forms, 
such as cirques and fiords, developed by valley glaciers are much more conspicious 
than are the results of erosion by continental glaciers. Oy, the other hand, the 

depositional features of the continental ice and associated meltwaters are far more 
important than are those of the mountain ice streams. These deposits left a dis- 
organized drainage system with many lakes and swamps and streams superimposed on 
the older rock topography making falls and rapids. Unlike valley glaciers the con- 
tinental ice caps were thinned to the point of stagnation at many times during theirr 
recession. Some did not even leave any terminal moraines. Others underwent many 
periods of rejuvination through increase in snowfall and readvanced to make a series 
of so-called recessional moraines which are really the record of counter-attacks 
against the sun which finially reduced them to their present limits. 

, TECHNIQUES 

Introduction. Technical methods for the study of problems in geomorphology 
are varied, In this text a method as yet in its infancy has been attempted, namely 
the approach through physical controls. Hither the mathematical theory is devel- 
oved and then check’ Against facts gathered in the field or from maps or the reverse 
first derivation ofa formula which fits the facts followed by an analysis of the 
mathematics of the physical processes involved., The tools used in search for data 
comprise: (a) topographic maps, (b) aerial phetographs, (c) profiles, and (d) block 
diagrams or perspective drawings of other types. 

Topographic maps. Topography of an area may be shown on maps by means of 
(a) contours, (b) hachures, (c) shading, or (d) a combination of two or more of 
these methods. In this country most maps published by governmental agencies use 
contours alone. Unfortunately, the ability to use contour maps effectively is 
attained by relatively few persons. -To many these maps have little meaning aside 
from the spot elevations of definite localities. It is now evident that in the 
early days of making these maps too much was expected for too little time and travel 
in the field. Errors and omissions due to failure to visit portions of the area 
are glaringly apparent not only when the locality is visited but also in aerial 
photographs. Not only are there mistakes in form and elevation but different 
streams have been joined together. Even in mans of recent date a field check 
almost always discloses some errors in portions which are covered with forest or : 

are remote from roads. Many foreign maps use hachures with at most only a few 
contours. Spot elevations are given on most of thése maps. Some surveys have used 
contours for gentle slopes and hachures for cliffs end steep slopes. Various, 
methods of shading have also been tried, some as though the light came from the 
upper left corner, others with density proportioned to slope as with hachures. 
Most of these maps are hard to read and accuracy of detail is doubtful in many 
instances. ; 

Aerial photographs. Within the last 10 years most of this country has been 

photographed from the air largely in connection with various "New Deal" activities. 
In peace time these photographs have been made available to the public at reason~ 
able cost. Aerial photographs are of three general ttypes: (2) verticals, best for 

3 mapping and determination of areas, (b) low obliques which do not show the horizon, 
and, (c) high obliques which include the horizon. Some methods of mapping use 
a cobination of the first and last types. We need not here discuss either the 
methods of taking aerial photographs or the details of making maps from them. It 
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is obvious that photographs record far more detail than does any map. Excent under 
very dense timber nothing is hidden from the aerial camera. In fact the objection 
is often made that photographs show too much confusing and unessential detail. 
Aerial photographs may be used (a) singly, in which case obliques show relief much 
better than do verticals, (b) joined together into mosaics which are not true maps,, 
and which can only be made from verticals, (c) examined in pairs taken from differ— 
ent positions of the plane in such a way that only one is seen by each eye, that is 
stereoscopically, or (d) superimposed by various methods and then examined by means 
of special glasses so that only one is seen by each eye. Both verticals and obliqu= 
es may be used in the two last ways, and so can pictures taken on the ground pro-~ 
vided only that they were taken far enough apart and yet show the view at very 
nearly the same size. Several types of instruments are used to enable one to see 
one picture with each eye. These are known as stereoscopes but with practice many 
persons can dispense with all instruments and make the eyes look along parallel 
lines. Various methods of attaining this method have been tried. One is to relax 
until a single object appears double; if an effort is made the eyes automatically 
converge so that a single object is seen. When double vision is attained then a 
pair of photographs can be held wp with common points from 2 to 24 inches apart. 
Suddenly you will realize that three images only can be seen and that the central 
one, where in fact two are superimposed, is in relief. A stereoscope is essential, 
however, to measure differences in elevation on verticals by comparison of distance 
between common points which varies with elevation. The method ef superimposed 
pictures in different color, or with light polarized at right angles, produces 
what is called an anaglyph. Such pictures are simply a blur until viewed through 
the proper kind of glasses. Maps can be made in this way, although so far only of 
limited areas; spot elevations or contours can be shown to give quanitative data 
on anaglyphs. It is, clear that the use of aerial photographs opens up new fields 
to geomorphic study. This is particularly true where the mantle rock is thin and 
vegetation is sparse. Then the structure of the underlying rocks is very clear. 
Faults and folds may be traced accurately by the varying topographic expression . 
and mantle rock of each kind of bed rock. Study of glacial deposits in which the 
surface form plays an important part is greatly facilitated by aerial photographs. 
Drumlins, moraines, eskers, and outwash all stand out clearly. Outtvash is dis-— 

tinguised in many localities by the sandy soil which photographs a light color,, 
and pitted outwash shows a mottled pattern with many rudely circular swamps and 

— lakes. The lakes in terminal moraine are for the most part irregular in outline. 
Profiles. Many students of geomorphology place much importance on profiles 

or cross sections. Of necessity, these are made from topographic maps and are no 
more accurate than they are. Profiles are drawn on cross section paper with the 

- vertical scale considerably larger than the horizontal scale which may or may not 
Y be the same as the map. They may show only the surface along a single line, either 

straight, curved, or a series of lines at angles,or they may be of the projected 
‘typee If the latter two distinct methods have been empleyed. Barrell, in a search 
for ancient marine terraces in New England, drew the crests of hills beyond the 
‘front line of his profiles back so far that the result is confusing. Bach summit 
was prejected on a line at right angles to that of the section. @thers have used 
a strip of definite width and shown the highest elevation in this strip which is 
present At right angles to the front line at every point. This is equivalent to 
showing the skyline of a model of the landscape of this strip which may be a mile 
or more in width. Johnson drew these profiles on cardboard, cut them out along the 

line and then set up each profile vertically on a map in the location of the front 
of each strip. The result simulated a relief map. Just how this method is better 
than coloring in areas of different ranges of elevation to make a layer map has 

never been clear to the present writer. Except where the geology of large areas is 

uniform any profile which does not show the underlying materials is worthless. < 
After all, the nature of the bed rock is the predominant control of surface form ~ 
and it hardly seems possible that erosion has ever continued undisturbed until all 
such control was destroyed. profiles have generally been drawn in order to discover
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and correlats ‘ancient, now-~lissected erosion surfaces. This quest is one 
fraught with great chance for error. Just why should an erosion surface have a 

definite level? In recognizing one should we use hilltons or valley bottoms of 
that time? How much relief should we allow? How should we guard against the 

subconscious influence of the horizontal lines of the crwss section paper? If 
surfaces were warped during uplift just what kind of curve must we assume? Are not 
the ranges of elevation of each surface as great or greater than the intervals 
between the erosion levels? How could older surfaces survive while lower ones 

were made close at hand unless or usual concepts of origin are mistakes? An(finally; 
are the usual explanationsof areas which are too high for a given "level" as either 

residuals (monadnocks) or as upwarped areas and of areas which seem too low as 
dowwarped’areas or due to subsequent erosion just too easy? Are not many of the 

; morvans <r lines of intersection of two peneplains more likely the result of warp- 
ing? Although we should not discredit all conclusions based on profiles it appears 

wise to accept may of them "with reservations". f 
Block diagrams. Block diagrams, perspective drawings, and perspective maps 

are of more importance in explaining than in solving problems. They are particu-~ . 
larly adapted to an exposition of a theory of geomorphic history. The subjective 
element in drawing them is too great to make them an unbiased delineation of facts. 
Perspective maps are drawn on,a map by raising the position of elevated points 
an amount proportional to their heigth above datum. The vertical scale used in this 
is always greatly exaggerated. This type of map has been employed in the several 
physiographic diagrams which have been published. It helps in giving an illusion of: 
depth to show a cross section of the underground structure along the front edge. 
True block diagrams are intended to show the relation of underground phenomena 

to surface form in a certain relatively limited area, Vertical scale is almost 

always exaggerated. positions in the horizontal plane may be shown either in true 
gtrsme te or in isometric projection. In the former all lines which would be 
perallel on a map converge to a point known as the_vanishing point. There is a 
different vanishing point for each set of parallel lines but all are located on a 
straight horizon line, Iy this type of drawing the scale decreases with distance 
from the front. In isometric drawings lines which are at right angles on the map 
are skewed to angles of 30 and 60 degrees. Distances along these lines are not 
altered, Various machines have been made as an aid in making these drawings 
because the redrawing of a.mp on a skewed or perspective base is laborious. All of 
these are hard to construct because sliding joints are required which must be 
hard to keep in adjustment. Relief is shown by the profiles along the sides aided 
by shading, hachures, and raised contours. Difficulty in drawing decreases in the 
order given. Drawing of hachures requires considerable practice. Published dia- 
grams loo’ much more complex than they really are because they were reduced in 
scale. by photography. The illusion of distance is enhanced by making the lines 
fainter and nearer together for the same slope as the back of the drawing is appro-. 
ached. Crests are generally shown by full lines. Changing of a photography to 
a perspective drawing is sometimes desirable in order to bring out certain features. 
The work of others should be studied with a lens before attempting to do any of this 

i kind of work, : 
Summary. Choice of methods for study and for showing data and interpretations 

in a report depends largely on experience, The trend is now definitely toward use 

of aerial photographs. including stereo-pairs and stereo-triplets which are less . 
expensive to reproduce than are anaglyphs. Well-drawn three~dimensional diagrams . 
are, however, of great value and are much cheaper to publish than are photographs. 
The practice of publishing profiles without showing the geology is to be condemned. 

. GENERAL SUMMARY 

In the foregoing pages the writer has attempted to approach geomorphology from 
the standpoint of what must ensue from given physical conditions rather than by 
means of purely abstract reasoning. It is true that in nature there are many 
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variations from the ideal of homogeneous material which must be assumed for math- 

ematical analysis. Moreover, there are many topographic forms where more than one 
process is at work at the same time. These facts must be kept in m ind when eval- 
uvating the theoretical conclusions. It is obvious that much more field data must 

: be accumulated in order to check the theoretical deductions. It is better to 
make original observations than to trust to even the best maps. . 

A major error in the past has undoubtedly been the assumption that the present 
climate of an area should be projected back into the remote past. Some seem to : 
regard as "normal" the tyne of humid climate which is now widespread in middle 
latitudes where the majority of scientific workers live. But if we look at the 
relative areas of different types of climate today it is apparent that such a 
classification is unreal, And when we look back to the time when there were no 
polar ice caps and epicontinental seas were larger ,it is evident that aside from 
mountains, an ever larger proportion of the lands must have had a semi-arid or arid 
climate during most of their history. For this reason caution is necessary in the 
interpretation of fossillandscapes which were long preserved under a covering and : 
only recently exhumed. Thich are true peneplains and which are pediments? Certain- 
ly those which have a gravel cover are not peneplains in the classical sense. It 
seems as if the emphasis that has been placed on the discrimination of remnants of 
ancient peneplains was ,to say the least, unwise. Let us try rather to build up a 
foundation before we attempt this uncertain pursuit. Let us consider also the 

- alternative interpretaions which are possible for many of the phenomena and not 

, give too much weight simply to reputation of proponents of some of the ideas. 
“| The future will decide which interpretaion is correct but only after the necessary 

physical data has gathered. 
x The it. here presented on the discrimination of talus ani creep 

slopes appear well supported. Their application to the slopes of volcano:s made 
of fragmental a obviously eliminates some older attempts at mathematical 

analysis on the béis of shearing. 
5 But so far the least success has attended attempts at mathematical treatment 

of the work of running water, It seems certain that the quanitative computations 
of force made by many students are misleading in that they consider only total 

energy instead of the small portion which is actually expended in erosion and 
transportation. Possibly Little's likening of the process to the loss of pressure rok 
of water in flowing thorough a pipe may lead the way to ultimate solution. In the 
meantime more data of grades of streams on uniform material and on slopes due to 
rain wash is greatly needed. Such data is hard to find and needs careful study, 
In this connection attemtion should be directed to the force opposed to erosion, 
resistancé of material to removal. This factor has been ignored in the past. The 
work of H)rton on this ,as well as the quanitative relations of streams,is a step 

toward the solution of some of these imortant problems. : 
The present work has added little to problems of thewrk of standing water 

other than to point out the desimability of a new classification of shorelines, 
The mechanics of the work of wind are, thanks to the careful work of Bagnold, 

now well in hand. Physical differences in the behavior of wind and water are now 

: clear, Air cannot absorb so mich energy in kinetic energy of rotation as does 
denser water. The problem of the origin of longitudinal or seif dunes is still 
unsettled. : 

In considering the work of ice,attention has been directed to the relative 
importance of plucking versus grinding of bed rock,: The work of Demorest on the 
physics of glaciers points the way to solution of many problems suchas the true 
origin of roche mountonee forms. Drumlins are now recognized as accumulations in 
cracks shaped to minimize resistance to moving ice. The fact that glacio-fluvial 
deposits consist of a mixture of sand, pebbles, and ice is also demonstrated. 

The value of topography in the discrimination of structure of both sedimentary 
formations and lava flows has long been known, Smooth dip slopes are also impor- 

“~~ tant in gently inclined strata. Hogback ridges where dips are steep are harder to 

interpret. Overturned Aolds and repeated thrust fauls offer difficulties. a 

: N ts *
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10 mm diameter 
te 

sawn Fe * Fallin, velocity of different sizes 
as of grains in air, After Besnold, pel. < (7 & oO 

Dusit Po Redrawn to eompare with Fi.. 51. 
2 4 “las with water the resistance to fall- 

: 4 ing produces a terminal velocity. 

TRA (grtt Keletionship of air resistance to size 
| ct ,0) ~20f particle is not wniform but varies 

5 A: a e ge with diameter . Bagnold places the 
diameter of 0.2 mm as the line of 

A Ly: ~ division between sand and dust which 
[ . V 1 : 33 : : 

- 1001 )}-3is much more readily sustained in ad 

Diameter of sand grains is croporeieaae 
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i | | lana: 107? ina dianeter 
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| Vertical distribution of wind 
| /| velocities ,latted to ordinary 

/ pseule. After Bagnold, yp. 48 

ee | oe Z| oy a é 

a ' 8m . 0 fis. ae 
\ 7 | 10 cn. 

| Fig. 150, pe 71 

3s Vertical distribution of wind 
velocities platted to semi-log. 

/| fo | scale. Note t7hat both examples 
[7 1 now form straight lines which 
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eo *- of sand grains on surface. ; 
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«1937, after U. S. G. S. Water Sup. Faper 625. See also lig. 4. Ground water 
runoff frou springs and storage in streai bed is estimated as that below dotted = 
line. Note irregularity of flood discharge; this is charaeter istic of most rivers. «= 
at present these floods bring down uch debris froa the adjacent hillse Much of = 

: this is deposited on the high-water channel floor or floodplain. Sone also ~ Gee 
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Me thematical analysis of creep slopes, sovtuwestern wisconsin. : 

Unoper lefts profiles with vertical scale x 5 It is known that in most of these 
vlojes the mantle rock is essentielly uniform in thickness. Most of the area 
wa3 originally grassiand (prairie) and close to the divides there was very little | 
a Iteration by running water. The profile of stability is then determined by ' 
ersepe The original slope was probebly Geveloped by alteration of sides of stream 
valleys by weathering-which reeched its meximui: close to the steeper slope thus } 
rounding off the corner and preparing t he way for creep which exterds beyond the 

z one of slope wash and talus formation. Since material is added to the moving. 
manile or clay and stone a 11 the way down the slope its velocity must increase ; 
progressively away from the divide is the thickness is constante Force producing - 
motion is the component of weight elong the slope. Slope must also increase in A 
proportion to distence, hk, from the divice, Wall, f, must then be related t o j ; 

: the s quare of cistance froa the divide f3 nh? 2 & show eLthor by algebra or by | 
integration of sloye and horizontal distance. df/dh=h fth i 
Anerage exponent of the 9 slopes shown is ie 75 '
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Me“ gnetic survey near some B eys of North Caroline, after ] 

McCanpbell, Jour. Geol. 53: 67. Conte urof 250 magnetic units, 

High & is thought to be releted to a Bey to N Wi, outsiue of map. 

High B is south of White Oak Buy, high © in the same direct~ion from the umnemed 

bays D is rejorteu es & “high” out contouring of original map sakes it a low, 

Is the magnetism relate to burted framents of meteorit: or to magnetic minerals 

either in the sediments of tae Coastal Flein or in the suried herd rocks, It is 

very unlikely thet it is cue to linonite as suggested by Johnson. Such surveys 

s hould be extended over larger areas and checked by urilling on highs. 
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‘ SOE Soe gyre? ° Voluze of water S = slope 4/p = R or hydraulic radius 

Die i / ‘ Force ucwnstrean = A, ows (in unit length) d 

/ nay” 1) hesistance = f.j.w.V° Equate these anu solve for V2 
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Sy - Experiment s hows thct value of f depends partly on 

isonet : neture of bottom and perghy on hence a better formula 

is Mannings: V = coeff.R2/3.S yaipihe 
é See 42 yo: &&9
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4 tan aedog 
or diaaeter of perticle is proportioned to square of bottom velocity. 
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| | | ! Tavsesar equal velocitied Different methous of express- 
| N | r | Se Nes gis ge | ing energy of a strean. 
| Cae bees D a oe | (2) Component of weight of a + wif | | { \ = eer ee i} iY ae 

| sl Yy isern eee -| colum of water of unit arca= 
| Crs | \ | | Re Shee | depth,\D),sin angle of sloye. 
Be, | 1st eRe Der Re ae "= -| Since with low angles sin and 
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if ToS =|) becones D.S for weight of unit 
mee ke : : 

| mies volune of water is unity 

| (unless we use absolute units in 
| which it is. equal to g.\ 

bi (v) Hyuraulic lift or venturi princiyle, When water in a pipe enters 
a smaller dianeter its velotty is increased. By the jrincij,le of conservation of 
momentun this is done by recuction of jressure against the siue wall. The lines of 
equal velocities shown above s houls exert an upward component of force thus rais- 

ing neterial in the streaa, 

(c) Consiuering the same unit colwan of water as in (a ) it ic evident thet its 
force downs,rean is oy,oseu by the ;roduct cf its kinetic energy tines a coefficent. 

DS =f ¥ Now ina jipe carrying water wit h turbulent flow there is a loss 

of pressure(hea.) per unit of length which is equivalent to the aescent of a strean 
in unit length or slope, Solving the above for S we find S = £.V2/D 

This is the force ;er unit of aepth or vertical gradient of kinetic energy and was 
used by Little as a measure of erosive force of running water. : 

_ (4) Some have triea to Jive a measure of intensity of turbulence by t:king prisms 
with ajeces ot linw of aexinua velocity, siues nor.aal to lines of equal velocities, 
ana bases on bott~on of strecu of unit area, The intensity at any de, th, z, is 
equal to force of ;risa above (by ae, th,slope forsula)divided by rete of ehavnge of 

velocity with de:th (dv/dz). HKeults are interesting but not convincing, 
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\ eee section.S wt Xterra - cian We 
| Nemec e F = 4,5 (or DsS for unit sf Pa ce ! 
ee ee Pt Breas) | Ken A Worl: Wer 
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for unit length: Sea | ( hoher® / 
resistance = coefficient, j» unit wie.V2 > -—-—__! \ N 
or for unit area(with unit weight = 1): coeff..V2 :
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| A / | kinetic energy of the water is 
| ' ia { the major factor. or D less 
| i ID; ig & / | then ebout 92am vis¢éosity is 
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(a) Intensity of turbulence is rate | 
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' . Wiss | Profiles of rivers on log plate 

: \ | 3 Ghipj,ewa, Mississippi below Keokuk, 

| & : arkansas in Great Pieins, kepublican, 
6 North ana “outh Plette in Great Plains, 

LOOT = : hed of south, White (arkansas) ,Wisgop 
{ome - Most have straight line grades in the 
| aes x portions platted, the only signific- 

oe ant depertures being North Flette .8, 
= x avy Republican 285, and ked .5. The 

| 4 > SP. X low grade of the lust hes long been @ % 
1 XN ae ae noted. Most rivers have too much 
tae ~ hed ~\_ varietion in geology to perwit study. 
ose oe x “1 Gonstants vary greatly, frou 1.0 to 
i . Pk “| 31.6 for streanas with straight line 

[NEFA grades and from 2551 to 9242 for the 
| | ee jeurved slopes, The highest is for 

sil ' | |the Republican kiver which lies all 
Yes! “\. | in the Great Plains. 

‘ 7.0000" L | 

Lee oy | Fig, 62, p. 40 

: | | | Profiles of outwasn terraces on loge . 
| : pleat. Streans include Black, 
| : { |Chiprewa, Eau Claire of Marathon Co., 
| : Rock, Upper and Lower “isconsin all 
i i in and near Wisconsin. “or comper= 

i ———_4—- —- —— — + —-—-——| ison the main terrace of the Lower 
| ! ! “isconsin is also shown. Exponents 

i | of outwas h terraces vary from .55 to 
: ye ' 285 and average 0.68 Constants 
i She Sena { ) vary from 666 to 31.6 apparently 
: a — Ne i | inversely to size of stream which is 

oe Bo NS i | reletea to length of ice front which 
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